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FOREWORD

When one regards the real world of global, national, and local efforts to achieve
peace, equality, and prosperity, it is apparent that the way people conduct poli-
tics relies very significantly on values and norms that they believe and act upon.
Such a palpable human context is often lost in academic renderings of politics,
which increasingly rely on sterile formulas of behavior or quanta of manipulat-
able data. This sterility seems also to render much social science alien to the
choices of policymakers, civil society actors, and others in the day-to-day arena
of political action. It has substituted a narrow band of explanatory power for
relevancy.

At the same time, international law and theory also seem disconnected from
daily experience, irrelevant in a world still dominated by state actors and trans-
national forces, an antiquated trope of diplomats. This perception is reinforced
by leaders of hegemonic powers who regard the supposed restraints imposed by
international law as an annoyance to be blocked at every inconvenient turn,
rather than as an opportunity to solve global problems through collective action.

This volume and a series of four workshops were convened by the Social
Science Research Council to try something a little different that would address
the sterility or remoteness of the disciplines and applicability of international
relations (IR) and international law (IL). Begun in the summer of 2001 by Ben
Rawlence of the Program on Global Security and Cooperation, the project con-
vened leading academics from both fields, men and women with real-world
experience and a demonstrated capacity for inter-disciplinarity, a hallmark of the
SSRC. In its simplest formulation, the project mission was to explore how
norms were manifested through law. As Rawlence recalled to me recently,
“Bringing legal perspectives to bear on conventional IR ways of understanding
international problems would, it was hoped, promote a better understanding of
how law worked to influence outcomes and thus to reinvigorate arguments
within IR that law mattered. And flowing from that is that [empirical] scholar-
ship mattered in helping to shape laws and the perspectives of law makers.”

We adopted a case-study approach, and sought out complexity and relevance
in these cases. The four that were adopted, and guided by the exceptional skill of
Veronica Raffo, were the attempt to enact international legal restrictions on the
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flow of small arms and light weapons; the ways the international community
would deal with terrorism; the treatment of tens of millions of internally dis-
placed persons worldwide; and international criminal accountability. To some
extent, these choices were driven by opportunity and headlines, but those are not
necessarily poor criteria. We wanted to demonstrate relevance by engaging
issues of terrorism and the culpability of criminal regimes. In examining the
legal status of internally displaced persons (IDPs), we had the unusual advantage
of Ambassador Frances Deng’s participation. He, more than anyone, had been
responsible for creating and trying to implement norms as the UN Secretary-
General’s Representative on IDPs. We took on the small arms issue first, in part
because it was receiving little attention from American policymakers (who
oversee the world’s largest export system), had a sizable and sophisticated
community of researchers and activists, but was highly problematic with respect
to solutions through international law.

The SSRC program always stressed the significance of social science
research as a problem-solving enterprise, problems that afflict people the world
over. Bringing these publicly spirited scholars together with practitioners –
among them activists, judges, and government officials – was intentional, both
to enrich the data scholars require and to provide a space and context for practi-
tioners to reflect and learn. This project, perhaps more than any other, seemed to
succeed in this way remarkably well.

As usual, there are many to thank for this at SSRC and elsewhere. These
include the dozens of workshop participants, some of whose work is presented
here. We are grateful as well to the foresight and generosity of our donor, the
William and Flora Hewlett Foundation, and its program head, Melanie Green-
berg. Intellectual work such as this is among the most satisfying one can pursue
– it is both exciting as a complex puzzle and worthwhile because it can lead to
enlightened action. We certainly know it met the first expectation, and hope it
will fulfill the second one as well.

John Tirman
Cambridge, Massachusetts

August 2006
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1

INTRODUCTION

International law and international politics –
old divides, new developments

Veronica Raffo, Chandra Lekha Sriram, Peter Spiro, and
Thomas Biersteker

Introduction: law and politics after the Cold War

Since the end of the Cold War, the international political terrain has altered
significantly. We no longer live in a world of discrete national communities, but
rather in a world of increasing economic, political, and cultural interdependence,
where the trajectories of countries are heavily enmeshed with each other, and
where the very nature of everyday processes links people together across borders
in multiple ways. Globalization, understood as a multidimensional phenomenon,
has put pressure on polities everywhere, gradually circumscribing and delimiting
political power.1 The operation of these transnational social forces has had a pro-
found effect on both the functioning and the conceptualization of international
law and international politics.

The end of the Cold War heralded the end of a bipolar world in which law
was subjugated to the imperatives of superpower spheres of influence. Pressures
from below, such as from nongovernmental organizations (NGOs), and “global
civil society,” have brought the rights agenda to the fore, calling into question
the absolute and unfettered sovereignty of the nation-state over its citizens. 2

With the perceived transformation of state sovereignty as the basis for power
politics, the structure of international relations has changed: issues that tran-
scend or disrupt traditional state interests, such as arms flows, human rights, ter-
rorism, migration and displacement of populations, international finance, and the
increasingly legalized nature of relations at the multilateral level, have risen to
prominence. In this process, international law has increasingly embraced a
broader variety of actors, overturning the exclusive position of the state and but-
tressing the role of suprastate, substate, and nonstate actors.

To study these emerging governance phenomena and questions of codifica-
tion and enforceability of international law, new approaches to research are
needed that can link macrosystemic-level analysis with detailed fieldwork.
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Locating the nexus of different types of authority and power, and then further
analyzing the drivers of social and legal processes within a web of overlapping
political and legal jurisdictions, is a task that requires a multidisciplinary
approach.

We intend this volume as an initial effort toward building such a knowledge
base, and seek to contribute to a deeper understanding of how international law
can be adapted to today’s security challenges. The contributors not only examine
the opportunities for interdisciplinary collaboration between the fields of inter-
national law (IL) and international relations (IR), but also initiate a research
agenda, build an empirical base, and offer a multidisciplinary approach designed
to provide concrete answers to real-world problems of governance, engaging
both the theory and the practice of global security.

Genesis of the project

In July 2001 the Global Security and Cooperation program of the Social Science
Research Council (SSRC) convened highly recognized scholars in IR and IL for
a planning meeting for a new research project.3 This SSRC initiative was aimed
at forging collaboration between the fields of international law and international
relations, both in theory and in practice, in order to address contemporary global
security challenges. The project concentrated upon three central questions: (1)
To what extent are international norms manifested through law? (2) In what
ways can methodological and theoretical collaboration between the fields of IR
and IL be fostered? (3) In what ways can social science research be mobilized
effectively to enhance our knowledge about the utility of international norms
through law?

The project drew on the expertise of a core group of scholars,4 who chose a
case-study approach to go beyond abstract meta-theoretical discussion of the
relationship between IL and IR and concentrate on fresh approaches to urgent
problems of international security and governance. The goal was the production
of new knowledge as well as bridging the gap between relevant scholars and on-
the-ground practitioners in a systematic and innovative way. The core group also
identified several policy challenges crucial to the achievement of a sustainable
global peace, challenges that require new research and new ways of applying
research and scholarship. The four policy areas selected by the group were small
arms and light weapons (workshop held in February 2002), terrorism (workshop
held in November 2002), internally displaced persons (IDPs) (workshop held in
June 2003), and international criminal accountability (workshop held in Novem-
ber 2003). This volume is organized into distinct sections that engage these spe-
cific policy challenges, in the order in which the workshops devoted to them
occurred.

The purpose of the workshops was to examine these policy problems through
the lenses of different legal and social science methods in order to illuminate
how law and political processes intersect to influence the possibilities for inter-

R A F F O E T  A L .
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national cooperation. By examining specific challenges in international politics
through crosscutting theoretical frames, this project sought first to generalize
about the cases and contribute to theory-building on the structure and efficacy of
international mechanisms for regulating transnational governance issues; and
second, to apply these theoretical insights in the service of case-specific policy
problems and provide practitioners with empirical research on which to base
negotiations or advocacy efforts. The workshops thus were aimed at clarifying
the variables at play in each case in order to assist those practitioners who are
committed to enhancing global security by the application of norms through law.
The evidence of the politico-legal process at work in international affairs con-
tributed, simultaneously, to an ongoing examination of the theoretical and
methodological habits of the scholarly disciplines of law and international
relations.

In order to foster greater interaction between practitioner experience and
more theoretical approaches, the workshops were structured in such a way that
each panel would feature practitioners (including policymakers working for
governmental agencies as well as international organizations, and also NGO
activists) and scholars from different disciplines.

In discussions at the workshops, the advantage of approaching these policy
problems from the intersection of IL and IR became evident. On the one hand,
IL as a discipline has suffered from overreliance on legal cases involving states
without paying due attention to case studies (a new method for IL) rather than
cases seeking adjudication, or without paying due attention to nonstate actors,
who are increasingly the greatest perpetrators and victims of violence and con-
flict. On the other hand, IR has focused mainly on power and state-to-state rela-
tions, leaving out considerations of justice, nonstate actors, sustainable peace,
international crime, and violence and its means. When these considerations cross
international borders, as they increasingly do, neither traditional IR nor IL –
taken alone – is sufficient.

This volume is intended to bridge the analytic and methodological shortcom-
ings of both fields while also drawing on their respective strengths. Through
case studies concerning some of the most pressing problems facing the world
today, the distinguished contributors to this volume seek to ground discussions
of norms, justice, peace, violence, and conflict in relation to the real world and
thereby move beyond the existing limits of both disciplines.

International law and international relations: defining the
gap, bridging the gap

The fields of international law and international relations have become increas-
ingly intertwined in recent years, beginning to reverse a long tradition of
viewing them as separate arenas. For several decades, this tradition was
reinforced by the development of the academic disciplines of both international
relations and international law.5

I N T E R N A T I O N A L  L A W  A N D  I N T E R N A T I O N A L  P O L I T I C S
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The dominance of the realist, and later, neorealist school of thought in inter-
national relations in the post-World War II era was perhaps the most significant
reason for the divide between international law and international relations, as the
realist school tended to promote the argument that law was largely derivative of
international power politics. Political realists argued that law was epiphenome-
nal in the international sphere, and that it was generally ignored when contrary
to state interests; it was a tool of the strong used to impose constraints on the
weak, or something that states agreed to abide by only as long as it supported
their own interests – and happily violated when it ceased to do so. This built
upon the realists’ traditional claims that the international system is one of
anarchy, that the primary units are states, and that states pursue self-interest and
survival.

Surely, the realists argued, it was clear that law could not constrain the exter-
nal behavior of nations in any serious way; only the use of force was respected.
If realists were correct that states were rational, unitary actors concerned with
their own survival, then they would be loath to enter into agreements that in any
way constrained their ability to act. Even if they were to make such agreements,
they would do so only when it was in their own interest, and would feel quite
free to abrogate them should their interests change. Law, and by extension inter-
national institutions, were therefore ineffectual and “epiphenomenal.”6 Major
international law texts were dropped from the required reading lists for inter-
national relations students in leading research-oriented departments.

The skepticism of realism was compounded by skepticism from within legal
or jurisprudential study, specifically by positivists who, following a tradition
deriving from John Austin, argued that international law could not properly be
law because it lacked the requisites. The positivists argued that as sovereign
states were the highest authority in global society, it was by definition imposs-
ible to place limitations or authorities above them. As a result, international law
could not function like domestic law: there might be some elements of inter-
national law that resembled domestic law, such as primary and secondary rules,
and even adjudicatory bodies, but there was no apparatus for enforcement, no
global police force.7

Of course, these challenges did not go unanswered, and there are a host of
arguments that have been put forward for the role and relevance of law in
contemporary international politics. Arguments for bridging the gap between
international law and international relations have grown since the late 1980s and
early 1990s. Further, the divide was less pronounced in the United Kingdom,
where the importance of law in international relations was emphasized by adher-
ents of the “English School.”8 At the same time, some groups of IR scholars –
liberal institutionalists, social constructivists, and those who discuss legalization
in international life – have begun to move past debates about the relevance or
status of international law, to queries or arguments about how it functions in
international life.

While the IR–IL divide was not just a peculiarly American phenomenon, it

R A F F O E T  A L .
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was most visible in the United States. Scholars of the English School embraced
the role of law, rules, and norms in international society, often proudly pro-
claiming themselves to be working in a “Grotian tradition,” referring to Hugo
Grotius, a seventeenth-century scholar who is often referred to as the “father of
international law.”9 These scholars argued that even though international politics
was anarchic, lacking a unitary hierarchical structure, this did not mean that
rules and indeed law could not govern state behavior. They argued rather that
international society was an anarchical society, but a society nonetheless, a care-
fully regulated one.10

Liberal institutionalists’ arguments vary, but they combine key elements of
liberalism with elements of institutionalism. They argue for the importance of
institutions and cooperation in the international system – far from being anar-
chic, they argue, international order is maintained and rule-governed. This may
be the case, in large part, for self-interested reasons: states create institutions that
facilitate activities in which they wish to engage, such as trade, or ease the risks
of risky negotiations, such as those over arms control. These theorists argue that
because institutions or regimes facilitate transparency, reduce transactions costs,
and reduce the risks of cheating, states will create rules and abide by them.
Many also argue that, once created, institutions develop an identity and power of
their own, constraining state behavior even where states may wish to deviate
from agreed rules. Path dependency ensures that institutions are easier to main-
tain than they are to create. Liberal institutionalists may further argue that liberal
states that adhere to the rule of law at home will be more likely to promote rule-
governed behavior internationally, and to create and abide by international legal
regimes.11

Constructivists, too, have embraced the role of law and norms in international
politics. They reject the realist claim that anarchy in the sense of the absence of
a unitary ruler in international relations means that behavior cannot be ordered.
As Alexander Wendt put it, anarchy is what states make of it, and they can con-
struct social interactions and institutions that are orderly. Norms have an impact
upon state actors, shaping their identity and interests, and thus shaping their
behavior. The account of normative development that they offer often reads very
much like that of the emergence and shaping of international law, particularly
customary law. By this account, norms may emerge initially through the efforts
of a few norm entrepreneurs. Over time, these entrepreneurs are able to convince
actors to adhere to their norms, and at some point, when a sufficient number
have adopted a norm, a tipping point is reached and it becomes embedded.
Central to this account is the nature of actors’ belief systems: actors change
behavior because they believe it to be in their interest, or consistent with their
identity, to do so. Norms, and indeed law, are then not cynical fictions as realists
might suggest, but rather create real limits on state behavior.12

Finally, emergent work devoted to the so-called legalization of international
politics focuses less on debates about whether or not international law is import-
ant in international politics and more on explaining how legalized institutional
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arrangements come to be. They use state interests and preferences to help
explain why states choose to develop regimes that appear to constrain them.
Such legalization can be harder or softer, and its creation is driven by state inter-
ests. States will strategically choose harder or softer law according to their
needs. Harder law has the advantage of reducing transaction costs, strengthening
credible commitments, and resolving problems of incomplete contracting and
later interpretive disputes. Softer law has lower contracting costs and lower sov-
ereignty costs, facilitating compromise and allowing the possibility of coping
with uncertainty.13

International lawyers have been saying for years that “law matters” in inter-
national affairs; now, current events are proving them right and IR scholars are
taking note. Myriad books and articles have been devoted to the subject, seeking
to identify the gap between international law and international relations, and
arguing that it must be bridged, since roughly the end of the Cold War.14 Some
work has devoted attention to the insights that can be derived from the engage-
ment between IR and IL for specific challenges, such as that of responding to
mass atrocities.15 But more remains to be done.

For analysts taking law seriously, the question now becomes: How do we
take the theoretical engagement between the two fields and use it to interpret and
explain aspects of contemporary international politics? Further, how can these
analyses be made relevant to policymakers seeking to craft solutions to policy
challenges at the intersection of international law and politics? And how can
both IL and IR gain from the insights of practitioners? Many practitioners are
already simultaneously engaged in integrating concepts from both international
law and international relations into their daily work and have little time for
meta-theoretical musings about how the two can be better integrated in the
abstract.

International law, international relations, policy
practitioners, and the state

Each of the three different communities (international law scholars, international
relations scholars, and policy practitioners) engaged in conversations in the four
sections that compose this volume (small arms and light weapons, terrorism,
internally displaced people, and international criminal accountability) has a
distinct relationship to the state. As already discussed, most mainstream
international relations scholars are explicitly or implicitly state-centric in their
orientation and analysis. The same is true of many scholars of international
law, which has long privileged the law of states. Practitioners, including
those represented in this volume, are often either former state officials or repre-
sentatives of nongovernmental organizations who define their mission in opposi-
tion to state policies. For all three, whether they respect or abhor the state,
securing a change in state policy is often their primary goal or best indicator of
success.
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Yet the state construct itself has become increasingly problematic in recent
years. The state faces challenges both from above and from below. The West-
phalian state ideal – that neat convergence of an unchallenged (sovereign) loca-
tion of final authority over a people with an unproblematic identity residing
within a clearly demarcated territorial boundary – is a rare achievement, if it
ever even existed.16

A key challenge from above is the emergence of institutions within which
states voluntarily bind themselves, such as the International Criminal Court
(ICC) (discussed in this volume) and the United Nations (UN). The UN Security
Council has increasingly invoked Chapter VII of the UN Charter in resolutions
passed since the end of the Cold War, making its resolutions binding on all
member states. In particular, the UN’s frequent invocation of Chapter VII in its
counterterrorism resolutions since September 11, 2001, has led to complaints
from some member states of a growing “democratic deficit” in the UN system.

The codification of new norms, such as the “responsibility to protect,” poses
a different kind of challenge to the Westphalian state ideal from above. The idea
that all states have a responsibility to protect populations located within their ter-
ritorial space (and if they do not or are unable to do so, that others implicitly
have a right to intervene) constitutes a significant redefinition of the operational
meaning of state sovereignty. It is a direct descendent of the Nuremburg trials,
the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, the Genocide Convention, and the
Helsinki accords. There will inevitably be violations of this emergent norm, but
the codification of the idea in the 2005 UN summit declaration is a significant
normative challenge to the Westphalian state ideal.

Challenges to the state from below include the emergence of both relatively
benign institutions, such as the growth of institutions of global civil society, and
less benign elements, such as groups engaged in transnational terrorism. Further,
in some places the institutions of the state have virtually ceased to exist (in the
so-called failed or collapsed states of sub-Saharan Africa, such as Somalia,
Sierra Leone, or Liberia).

As a result of these challenges from below, nonstate (often private) actors
increasingly play authoritative roles in international affairs, roles ranging from
market-based standard-setting organizations to transnational networks engaged
in acts of terrorism.17 Whether they invoke market authority, the authority of
expertise, or the authority that comes from the provision of subnational security
(sometimes by warlords), substate actors variously operate below the radar of
the state, challenge centralized state legitimacy, and increasingly provide
alternatives to the unachieved Westphalian state ideal.

The four sections that compose the bulk of this volume address these differ-
ent challenges from above and below the state and are indicative of the new
kinds of problems facing the world in the twenty-first century. However norma-
tively appealing the unrealized Westphalian state ideal, a growing number of
actors and analysts are beginning to see the state as a problem, not as the sole
source of effective solutions.
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This poses both normative and methodological challenges for international
law and international relations scholarship. Individuals and corporate entities are
increasingly becoming central agents in international affairs, quite independent
of their relationship to the state. The agency of individuals before international
legal (and quasi-legal) institutions has become an issue for both IL and IR: they
can, for example, trigger internal reviews of World Bank projects or challenge
their designations on UN sanctions lists. These developments do not eliminate
the importance of the state in international law and international relations.
Rather, a state-centered focus, taken alone, is increasingly inadequate for a
growing number of important issues in international affairs.

This realization has been reached simultaneously by international law schol-
ars, international relations scholars, and policy practitioners. It has been our
hope in the various workshops that are summarized in this volume, that by
bringing together IL scholars, IR scholars, and policy practitioners, we might be
able to generate some new insights and go beyond the core realization that IL,
IR, and policy practitioners have already reached independently. By grounding
the conversation in four different empirical contemporary global security issues,
we have attempted to go beyond general calls for greater collaboration among
the three communities and to explore the connections between them that might
emerge out of common concern.

The task, however, is simple. International law scholars share a body of inter-
national legal case knowledge that often seems arcane and exclusionary to IR
scholars and policy practitioners. IR scholars are often caught up in meta-
theoretical debates and epistemological arguments of their own. IR scholars’
concern with research design and methods of analysis may seem equally arcane to
IL scholars and policy practitioners. At the same time, the advocacy of some prac-
titioners is sometimes off-putting to IL and IR scholars who seek “objectivity.”

There are challenges in combining practitioner observations and normative
commitments to outcomes with theoretical generality and analytical commit-
ments on the part of both IR and IL, just as there are questions of how practi-
tioner knowledge can be incorporated into social science and legal
understanding, and how those bodies of theory can assist practitioners on the
ground. We have not addressed all of these issues in the volume, but we have at
least begun the conversation.

Organization of the volume

This volume seeks to contribute to the growing literature on the linkages
between international law and international relations in two novel ways. First, it
brings into the discussion policy practitioners, who regularly operate in the
arenas of both law and politics, and whose concerns offer new insights into the
relationship between law and politics in the “real” world. Second, it seeks to
deepen our understanding of the interplay of law and politics by focusing upon
four discrete clusters of policy challenges: the spread of small arms and light
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weapons, the threat of and responses to terrorism, the protection of internally
displaced persons, and the demand for international criminal accountability.

These four policy challenges were chosen as subjects of inquiry, initially for
the policy workshops and then for this volume, for several reasons. First, each
represents a pressing contemporary policy problem. Second, the policy approach
to each has been more or less legalized, or is in the process of becoming more
legalized. Third, each represents an arena in which state interests, and thus inter-
national politics, are clearly implicated. Fourth, these four areas represent very
different types of challenge: terrorism may pose a direct security threat to states,
as may the spread of small arms, and may be viewed as “hard” politics, while
international criminal accountability and protection for IDPs represent “softer”
responses to humanitarian concerns. In examining each of these challenges and
the responses to date, we see clearly the interplay of law and power relations in
policymaking.

The volume has been structured into four sections, each devoted to one of
these four policy challenges, with an additional section of three chapters
drawing out insights and conclusions. Each section analyzes emerging inter-
national processes and institutions from the comparative perspectives of both
international law and international relations, and introduces the perspectives of
policy practitioners. The structure of the sections themselves replicates the struc-
ture of the policy workshop at which the essays that would become this book
were presented, in that each section includes the contributions of scholars from
different disciplines as well as contributions of practitioners, including policy-
makers working for governmental agencies and international organizations, as
well as NGO activists.

Small arms and light weapons

The chapters in Part I of the volume each deal in different ways with the chal-
lenge of responding to a transborder and substate problem with traditional
methods of arms control, which are often state-centric and focused upon regulat-
ing supply rather than demand. Clear divisions emerge among the contributors
about the ramifications of this challenge. While Harold Koh seeks to identify
potential international regulatory and legal responses, and is relatively opti-
mistic, Will Reno suggests that the current approaches are overly deferential to
the state, failing to recognize the many situations in which armed groups may
have control, and even a degree of legitimacy, in a given locale. This disagree-
ment has real ramifications for the regulation of small arms, but also for how we
think about the place of law in international relations. Certainly, to the degree
that we continue to understand international law as something that can only be
created by states, found in sources identified by Article 38 of the Statute of the
International Court of Justice (ICJ), the result will be attempts to encourage
states to regulate arms flows domestically, or attempts to prevent arms flows
by placing constraints such as sanctions upon states. Responses are thus
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state-driven and state-centric, replicating the “black box” conception of the state
promoted by simple versions of structural realism. Certainly, there have been
increased international attempts to curb flows of arms to groups – the 1993 sanc-
tions and arms embargoes imposed upon Angolan rebels under UN Security
Council Resolution 864 were the first of their kind. Sanctions on groups rather
than states have become more common since, and the responses to terrorist
financing in Security Council Resolution 1373, taken up in other chapters of this
volume, demonstrate the recognition by states that there is a need to respond
legally to nonstate actors directly. The problem is potentially more complex than
this, however – in failed states or repressive and genocidal or “democidal”
states, armed groups might represent more legitimate forces than does the offi-
cially recognized state. They may provide some measure of basic services,
including security, and be viewed by the population in a territorial control as a
necessary evil or even as legitimate. In such contexts, Reno suggests, regulatory
responses that preference the state may potentially do harm by stemming the
flow of weapons to groups. However, the legal regimes developed to date do
not, and perhaps cannot, differentiate among more or less legitimate armed
groups or states. Here the insights of constructivism or other IR theories,
perhaps in tandem with the insights of Thomas Franck on sources of legitimacy
in international law, might potentially help us to think about more nuanced
responses.18 This is perhaps a key insight of a recent volume on the place of law
in international politics edited by Christian Reus-Smit.19 Constructivism may
help us analyze the place of law in international politics, suggesting that it is
more than simply a result of political contestation, but also has a feedback
effect, shaping politics. As such, law is part of a complex interplay of factors,
and helps to shape understandings about norms of appropriate behavior, and
legitimacy.20 This appears to be the case in two of the contributions on small
arms, with Reno mounting a serious challenge to the constraints placed upon
legitimate actors and possessors of small arms, and the apparent exclusion of
certain armed groups. This is a more radical claim than that of Robert Muggah,
who nevertheless also challenges the state-centric model, and is antithetical to
some of the strong arguments that Koh makes for the role of law in constraining
the flow of small arms.

Muggah argues that legal and regulatory responses to the flow of small arms
and light weapons currently focus only upon the supply of small arms, not the
sources of demand, or the effects of small arms. This appears to be partly an
artifact of the epistemic community addressing these arms flows, many of whom
were previously active in more conventional arms control.21 Conventional arms
controllers emphasize supply-focused and state-centered regulatory mechan-
isms. Their focus is thus excessively state-centric, and is unable to appreciate
why communities, groups, and individuals seek to acquire weapons to combat
radical insecurity in “failed” or “failing” states. This problem is compounded by
the fact that states continue to be the primary actors negotiating international
agreements, further hampering regulatory efforts that might take account of the
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role of nonstate groups, both NGO and armed, and individuals, in developing
new norms and law surrounding small arms and light weapons.22

Koh, writing as both an academic and a practitioner, places great emphasis
upon the importance of regulatory responses. Indeed, he emphasizes the need for
academics to recognize the practical challenges faced by practitioners in
addressing the flow of small arms, and the need for practitioners to be better
informed by some of the theoretical work of academics. He argues not for a
blind optimism or faith in regulations, but for a constructive and informed use of
transnational legal processes. It is through the spread of norms and transnational
regulation that problems that seem insuperable at first glance, he argues, might
actually be tackled successfully. He argues, following constructivist work
demonstrating the spread of human rights norms, that the spread of norms, prac-
tice, and regulation, vertically and horizontally, may help limit the spread and
use of small arms.23 The spread of such norms may also support regulatory
regimes that are ultimately more flexible than the state-centric ones depicted and
critiqued by Reno and Muggah.

Terrorism

The chapters in Part II of this volume examine law and politics in the wake of
the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001. Mary Ellen O’Connell and coauthors
Gerry Simpson and Nicholas J. Wheeler consider the twinned dynamics of the
US invasion of Iraq and the global war on terrorism. Simpson and Wheeler
propose alternative conceptions of the invasion itself within and outside inter-
national legal frameworks. O’Connell highlights the George W. Bush adminis-
tration’s attempted use of international law as a weapon against perceived
adversaries. In each analysis, the contributors argue that US actions have been
lawless within an international legal model, although both analyses also con-
clude that any attempt by the Bush administration to legalize or legitimize its
actions has failed. By contrast, both Fiona Adamson and Curtis Ward highlight
the importance of nonstate actors and international organizations in any effort to
systematize developments relating to terrorism. Ward challenges statist IR con-
ceptions of global security issues in describing major innovations in UN efforts
against terrorism, while Adamson challenges traditional assumptions of both IR
and IL by offering a transnational political conception of terrorism. All four
chapters in this section point to the growing role of international law and institu-
tions in international relations, even in an area implicating core security
concerns.

Simpson and Wheeler seek to explain the 2003 US invasion of Iraq in ways
that take account of the action in international law terms. Treating the invasion
as inconsistent with current international legal doctrine, the authors suggest
three possible explanations for it. First, the Bush administration may have been
seeking to challenge norms about self-defense, seeking to broaden the possi-
bilities for anticipatory, or “preemptive,” self-defense. This attempt clearly
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failed, as few international actors showed any inclination to accept the implicit
and occasionally explicit proposal to transform the law defining acceptable use
of force. Alternatively, the US invasion may have been an assertion of sovereign
exceptionalism in which the United States perceives itself as above the law.
Finally, and most provocatively, Simpson and Wheeler suggest that the United
States may have been claiming a legalized hegemony, a right of self-defense
available only to the United States, which would directly challenge entrenched
legal conceptions of sovereign equality, but might also resolve the contradiction
between empire and law. Simpson and Wheeler’s analysis allows for the integra-
tion of realist IR conceptions of power with the presence of a meaningful inter-
national legal framework.

O’Connell also examines the apparent use by the Bush administration of
international law as a weapon of international politics. Here the subject is jus in
bello rather than jus ad bellum, that is, the laws of conduct in war as opposed to
the laws relating to the initiation of war. O’Connell casts the administration’s
“war” discourse as a tool for claiming the considerable discretion afforded to
belligerents in their treatment of enemy actors. This discretion is largely unavail-
able in peacetime, even in response to criminal behavior, which terrorism was
most commonly designated as prior to the events of September 11, 2001. As
O’Connell explains, war has its privileges. But the United States has denied
duties attendant to belligerency as well (most notably with respect to the treat-
ment of detainees), thus attempting to establish a legal asymmetry. Here her
analysis resonates with Simpson and Wheeler’s discussion of legalized hege-
mony. O’Connell further suggests that the United States will face material con-
sequences for its violations of the laws of war.

Where O’Connell and Simpson and Wheeler see the legal justifications
offered as perversions of the law, Adamson and Ward address the challenge ter-
rorism poses to our conceptions of international relations. Adamson highlights
the inability of dominant IR paradigms to account for nonstate actors such as
terrorist networks. Realists view nonstate actors as irrelevant or as state proxies,
which when translated into policy requires identifying a state sponsor of such
groups. While more open to accounting for nonstate influence, liberal IR theory
likewise largely frames such influence in a state-ordered system. Where nonstate
actors are destabilizing, the liberal response is a regulatory one. Adamson
instead offers a “political mobilization” view of violent nonstate actors. Terror-
ism is thus an element in transnational constituency building. Thus the appropri-
ate response to terrorist activities is at least in part proactively political,
delegitimizing violent activity and addressing underlying political movements
represented by terrorist groups. This response is both institutional and legal.

Ward, a former ambassador of Jamaica to the United Nations, offers in his
commentary a distinct practitioner perspective on terrorism and the IR–IL
divide. His analysis is informed in significant part by his time on the Security
Council, on which Jamaica was a nonpermanent member following the terrorist
attacks on the United States in 2001. Ward is highly skeptical of the realist
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approach he sees reflected in much of US unilateralism since these attacks. US
actions, such as the invasion of Iraq, he argues, are not merely illegal, but are
also, in part as a consequence of that illegality, ineffective or counterproductive.
He argues rather that multilateral responses, such as those taken by the Security
Council, have a greater chance of success.

Taken together, these chapters offer fresh insights into the challenges posed
by contemporary terrorism and responses to it for academics and policymakers
alike. A clear message is that an analysis of the problem from a purely state-
centric perspective is insufficient: nonstate actors, be they substate actors or
international organizations, play a central role. Simultaneously, the putative
contradiction between law and power in the international system, and indeed the
general realist rejection of the place of law in IR, is open to challenge. It thus is
important to understand in a more nuanced fashion the ways in which the
powerful seek to legitimize or legalize their activities, as well as the ways in
which they may seek to recast law in pursuit of their own interests.

Internally displaced persons

The chapters in Part III of this volume address the problem of internally dis-
placed persons – that is, persons forced to flee their homes for such reasons as
armed conflict, situations of generalized violence, violations of human rights, or
natural or human-made disasters, but who remain within the borders of their
own countries. In this section, Francis Deng, Special Representative of the UN
Secretary-General (SRSG) for internally displaced persons, explains norm
development through the lens of the Guiding Principles on Internal Displace-
ment, enriching the analysis from a combined practitioner and academic
perspective. Deng describes the process by which the Guiding Principles were
developed, the reasoning behind the recourse to “soft law,” and the reception the
principles received at the international, regional, and national levels, and reflects
on their current and potential impact as a nascent international normative frame-
work. While arguing that it seems highly unlikely that the process started in
1998 with the formulation of the Guiding Principles could be reversed, Deng
acknowledges that their long-term success as a normative instrument – in terms
of both acceptance by states as well as visible effects on the ground – is not yet
ensured. Looking back on his ten-year experience as SRSG, Deng concludes
that it is possible to invigorate or create new norms at the international level, and
to do so relatively quickly.

Kenneth Abbott’s response to Deng examines privately (as opposed to state)
generated soft law in international governance. Abbott compares the develop-
ment of the Guiding Principles to other cases of privately generated soft law, in
the broader framework of “legalization.”24 Abbott points out that the Guiding
Principles resemble other soft law instruments, but argues that what makes
the Guiding Principles a particularly interesting instance of international
norm creation is the fact that, unlike other soft law instruments adopted by
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representatives of states, they were drafted and finalized primarily by private
experts. Abbott suggests that, by affording particular types of actors (such as
NGOs and other nonstate activists, international organization officials, and
weaker states) greater access and influence on outcomes, private soft law
processes may have unique political advantages. Abbott also demonstrates how
Deng’s account of the legal drafting by norm entrepreneurs fits into the process
of “strategic social construction”25 whereby apparently technical and neutral
work arises from a political agenda.26 Abbott also engages with the questions of
legitimacy and authority raised by other contributors in this volume from a dif-
ferent perspective, by discussing the strategies used by norm entrepreneurs
involved in the dynamics of private soft law creation. Abbott concludes by
emphasizing that, since the Guiding Principles are a “work in progress” (still in
the stage of norm dissemination and adoption, following the “life cycle” stages
proposed by Finnemore and Sikkink),27 their future poses a test for normative
theories of international relations.

The dialogue between Deng and Abbott also demonstrates the value of inter-
actions between academics and practitioners, and in particular the rich opportun-
ities for collaboration. In responding to Deng’s hypotheses and statements,
Abbott not only brings Deng’s observations into the framework of his well-
developed theory, but also gives feedback to Deng regarding the strengths and
weaknesses of the strategies that Deng designed. The dialogue crystallizes key
concerns of the project: the need to combine practitioner experience and
commitment with theoretical and analytical insights from both IR and IL; the
possibility of incorporating practitioner knowledge into social science and legal
understanding; and the potential for these bodies of theory to inform practition-
ers on the ground.

International criminal accountability

The chapters in Part IV of this volume take divergent positions on both the
theory and practice of international criminal accountability. Leila Nadya Sadat,
Madeline Morris, and Diane Orentlicher each offer academic/practitioner per-
spectives on the complexities of jurisdiction in the imposition of international
criminal accountability, as does Ellen Lutz in her commentary. Jurisdiction is
contentious in this arena because it is of necessity extraterritorial: international
courts or domestic courts prosecute crimes occurring in faraway locales, where
domestic courts are usually unwilling or unable to pursue such cases.28 Extrater-
ritorial exercise of jurisdiction clearly challenges certain state-centric aspects of
both realism in IR theory, and traditional international law. For each, the state
sovereignty dictates other states largely cannot or should not judge the internal
behavior of state actors. To do so would interfere in “matters which are essen-
tially within the domestic jurisdiction of any state.”29

There is thus great controversy over the appropriate reach of jurisdiction, in
particular the jurisdiction of the International Criminal Court. There has in
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particular been dispute over the potential for extension of the court’s reach to
some citizens of nonstate parties. While the court largely cannot judge acts by
citizens of nonstate parties, it can do so if they act upon the territory of state
parties. It is this facet that has raised US concerns about the vulnerability of its
military and civilian workers abroad, triggering controversial responses.30

As Sadat explains, however, it was not inevitable that ICC jurisdiction would
depend upon the offender’s nationality. Early discussions suggested that juris-
diction could rest solely upon a state having delegated territorial jurisdiction, or
even that nationality ought not be a bar if the UN General Assembly believed a
person had committed “international crimes.” Sadat argues that the traditional
limits upon extraterritorial jurisdiction placed upon states do not extend to inter-
national courts, because while states are in a horizontal legal relationship to each
other, international courts are positioned vertically above states. Thus tribunals
do not merely receive their legal powers through delegation by states; rather,
states are a creation of international law, and domestic and international legal
systems thus exist in a “symbiotic” relationship to one another. This interpreta-
tion clearly cuts at the core of realist objections – that international law is at
most a convenient fiction created by states, or is a construct of their own rational
interests – and at traditional international law emphasizing consent.31

Morris emphatically rejects this interpretation, arguing that the underlying
dilemma is between the need to pursue crimes that perpetrator regimes will
refuse to, and an international system “premised on the sovereign equality of
states.” It is the respect for sovereign equality, clearest in the continued respect
for state and official immunity, that led the International Court of Justice to
condemn Belgium’s exercise of universal jurisdiction over the Democratic
Republic of Congo’s foreign minister, who was protected by state immunity.
Thus domestic courts, at least, cannot challenge such immunity. But the ICJ sug-
gested that while domestic courts could not do so, international courts might be
allowed to, and here Morris suggests that the dicta might have gone too far,
implying that the ICC might be allowed to reject immunity claims even by offi-
cials of nonstate parties. She argues that the ICC has jurisdiction precisely
because a territorial state has delegated its jurisdiction to the Court, and thus if
the state must recognize immunity, then so too does the ICC. These concerns are
consistent with Morris’s suggestions elsewhere that ICC jurisdiction over cit-
izens of nonstate parties is undemocratic.32

Orentlicher challenges Morris’s interpretation, although she recognizes the
same conundrum: true accountability for serious crimes requires piercing the
veil of sovereignty, yet international law respects sovereignty. She recognizes
that the evolution of what she refers to as “transnational legal development and
processes” is a challenge to traditional consent-based conceptions of lawmaking.
She rejects the suggestion that judges in general are any less accountable than
political branches of government, and further that decisions abroad may under-
mine domestic pacts in postconflict societies. She argues that transnational pro-
ceedings are part of a broader process of norm development, shaping and
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constituting the values of domestic and international law. This interpretation,
which draws heavily upon the constructivist perspective in IR theory, thus
rejects a state-centric or consent-based understanding of the development and
enforcement of international criminal law.

The chapter by Chandra Lekha Sriram and Youssef Mahmoud is distinct in
that it uses the prism of one case, the Special Court for Sierra Leone (SCSL), as
a window on IR theory debates about international accountability. It is framed as
both a response to and an elaboration upon realist challenges to the utility of
prosecutions. Realists such as Jack Snyder and Leslie Vinjamuri reject construc-
tivist arguments like the one elaborated by Orentlicher above.33 These realists
argue that the primary concern after armed conflict or domestic repression ought
not be accountability, but rather stability and the restoration of security and the
rule of law. Sriram and Mahmoud consider several IR theory approaches to the
problem of postconflict justice, constructivism, liberalism, and realism. While
they concur in part with the realist perspective, they argue that it is not suffi-
ciently fine-grained. It worries only in the most general terms about the potential
of postconflict justice to provoke further conflict, but does not take seriously the
needs of postconflict security, including the restructuring of institutions and dis-
armament, demobilization, and reintegration processes. Through a close exami-
nation of these needs in the context of the SCSL, they demonstrate how such
countries may require more detailed policy responses than IR theory can inform.

Lutz offers a vigorous commentary from an academically grounded, and
advocacy-oriented, perspective. She reminds us that disagreement continues
among academics and policymakers alike regarding the appropriate extent of
extraterritorial jurisdiction, and debates about the legitimacy and efficacy of
international criminal accountability, we have simultaneously seen the inex-
orable expansion of both. This has been made possible in part through the norm-
changing efforts of leading practitioners who, she notes, sought to work
creatively with the law and helped to shape a reality that might have been
unthinkable just a decade ago, in reality in which former rights abusers may no
longer find safe haven from accountability.

Key conclusions

The three chapters in Part V offer distinct insights regarding the intersections of
the disciplines of international law and international relations, but also about the
place of law in contemporary international politics. The chapter by Peter Spiro
addresses a central issue that emerged repeatedly throughout the project,
although it was not an original focus of inquiry: the attitude of the US towards
international law. He sketches out a possible alternative to the current US unilat-
eralism and skepticism about international law, drawing upon international rela-
tions theory. He offers a theory of liberal transnationalism, arguing that
international law will be incorporated progressively by the US not because it is
good to do so, but rather because rational institutional action compels it. This
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fusion of liberal and constructivist insights offers a challenge to contemporary
realist explanations for US behavior, and insights for international lawyers inter-
ested in greater US incorporation of international law domestically. The chapter
by Martha Finnemore offers a constructivist interpretation of the chapters in the
volume, emphasizing the dynamics of change in international law and politics,
the importance of social context, and the role of nonstate actors. The final con-
cluding chapter, by Clarence Dias, offers a legal practitioner and activist
perspective on the international law and international relations divide. He, like
Finnemore, emphasizes the importance of norms in international politics and
law, and illustrates the role of norms in shaping both through the examples of
small arms and terrorism addressed in the volume. The concluding contribu-
tions, taken together, offer not only robust arguments for the importance of
international law, but also offer further guidance to increase its role in
contemporary international politics.

Insights from the volume: new perspectives on old divides

A close examination of our four key policy challenges – small arms and light
weapons, terrorism, internally displaced people, and international criminal
accountability – reveals a number of crosscutting themes, emerging not only
within the individual sections of the volume, but also across them. These include
the primacy of the state, and specific challenges to it, the sources of legitimacy
and authority in the international system, the evolution of norms in theory and
practice, and the relationship between practitioners and academics, whether
expert in international law or international relations.

The state

The state is the central player in international law and international relations. It
has traditionally been the author and sole subject of international law, with indi-
viduals unable to represent themselves on the international stage, but only to be
represented by their own states. The state has also often been treated as the prin-
cipal object of study of international relations: traditional realist theory viewed
states as the only unit of analysis. Substate actors, whether individuals, NGOs,
or domestic policy processes, have not therefore been central in either academic
discipline. Policymaking has both shaped and reflected this divide, with states of
central concern in multilateral negotiations, or in international organizations
such as the United Nations.

Yet as the contributions to the volume clearly demonstrate, this vision of the
world is flawed. It fails first and foremost to take account of a host of nonstate
actors, whether terrorist groups, individuals responsible for, or victims of, viola-
tions of international criminal law, or persons such as IDPs who have no state to
speak for them. It fails also to take account of transnational processes such as
the transborder flow of small arms and light weapons. Each of these sets of
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actors and dynamics presents distinct policy challenges that purely state-oriented
responses cannot address. Traditional conceptions of international law and inter-
national relations are ill equipped to deal with failed or failing states. When the
central unit of analysis is displaced, and the nonstate actors and processes are
ignored, the result is not only weak analysis, but also a limited range of practical
responses. Thus, for example, the IL, IR, and policy response to terrorist threats
has been to focus on alleged state sponsors even while declaring a war upon an
act or tactic. Regulatory responses have been state-driven, with an emphasis on
the use of force against specific state territory, or on compelling states to
monitor and regulate groups upon their territories, or on encouraging states 
to join existing legal regimes. They have been notably ill-suited to responding to
the groups themselves. Similarly, a state-centered focus on the state in control-
ling arms flows potentially makes two errors: first, of assuming that states can
control such flows, and second, of assuming that the state is the only legitimate
possessor of arms or provider of security. Where states are failed or failing,
these assumptions are clearly insufficient.

Sources of legitimacy and authority

A second insight emerges from the final point above: while states are assumed to
be the legitimate repositories of legal or political authority, they may not always
be. This is a fundamental challenge to the Weberian conception of a state as the
actor with the monopoly of the legitimate use of force in a given territory.34 In
many instances the state is incapable of or uninterested in providing security to
all in its territory. This is a fundamental feature of the terrorist threat. Simultan-
eously, the state may not be viewed by those in its territory as legitimate, and
thus they may seek to protect themselves with “illegal” weapons, or may seek
the protection of nonstate authorities. States may also lose legitimacy where,
through the commission of heinous acts by their own officials, or through failure
to control violence by individuals, serious crimes in international law are com-
mitted. Prosecution of state officials for such acts is certainly an infringement
upon traditional state sovereignty, justified on the grounds that such acts are of
“international” concern. But to the degree that states continue to be viewed as
the only legitimate creators of international law, it may be difficult to pursue
their officials. However, an alternative argument might suggest that states derive
their legitimacy democratically, thus permitting us to view some acts as illegiti-
mate and to sanction them. Interestingly, the reliance upon democratic legiti-
macy may militate in favor of accountability, as just noted, but may also form
the basis for a rejection of some activities of bodies like the ICC. It is the specter
of “unrepresentative” foreign judges passing judgment upon Americans that
forms the core of the “democratic deficit” objection to the ICC and other inter-
national regimes.
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Norm development

Norms as such have no specific value in traditional international law or inter-
national relations theory. Customary international law may have emerged from
the development of norms, but this evolution is not the subject of study: what is
of the greatest importance is state practice, and state belief that such practice is
legally obligatory. Some IR theory, particularly realism and institutionalism, has
little place for norms, or the purveyors of norms, typically individuals and
NGOs. Norms are merely aspirational, marginal to the real decisions taken by
states based upon calculations of interests. As discussed earlier, constructivists
take norms more seriously, describing in detail their proponents and evolution.
And practitioners are regularly norm developers, whether consciously or not.

As the policy problems in this volume illustrate, many of the increasingly
legalized responses to contemporary issues such as the plight of IDPs or the
demand for international criminal accountability have their roots in norms, not
extant law or political demands. So, for example, it has been a norm entrepre-
neur, Francis Deng, who has taken a leading role in the development of norms to
guide state behavior with the Guiding Principles on Internal Displacement. Sim-
ilarly, the movement for an international criminal court was initially spurred by
a transnational collective of NGOs and advocates who were able to promote the
“norm” of accountability to states who previously deemed many acts designated
as criminal to be essentially within their domestic authority. The norm has yet to
become universally accepted in either instance, but traditional IL or IR theories,
save perhaps for constructivism, have difficulty explaining the degree to which
they have developed, as have agreements like the ICC treaty, without an account
of norms and their (usually nonstate) proponents. While the persistent expecta-
tion is that policy actors are only state actors, this is increasingly not the case.
Policymaking can be shaped not only by nonstate actors, but also by engage-
ment with academics.

Practitioners and academics

From its inception, this project focused upon international law and international
relations scholars as the central actors, and sought to engage with policymakers
to cast light on specific policy problems. In other words, the academic debate
was to be informed by policymaker insights, but the reverse was not taken into
consideration. However, the workshops themselves, the policy developments
described in the chapters, and the direct engagement of policymakers and acade-
mics with each other, as coauthors or as authors of the chapters, fundamentally
altered this expectation. Many of the academics involved in creating this volume
were also policy practitioners – several of the authors in the section on inter-
national criminal accountability were involved in the movement for an inter-
national criminal court, or have been consultants for governmental or
intergovernmental bodies. Also interesting is the way in which policymakers,
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many of whom have an academic background, explicitly draw upon key theo-
retical paradigms in IR or IL. For example, Francis Deng’s account of the devel-
opment of the Guiding Principles on Internal Displacement illustrates his own
use of the concepts of norms in the academic literature, and reflects too his
thoughtful adoption of insights from the feedback offered by Ken Abbott in his
commentary. The centrality of policymakers not only as providers of informa-
tion or objects of study, but also as active and critical consumers of academic
literature on key issues, as well as producers of such literature, became
vividly apparent during the development of the volume, transforming a bilateral
engagement between two disciplines into an engaged dialogue among three
perspectives.

Conclusion: moving the debate forward

This volume emerged from a project that sought not only to consolidate the
lessons from a generation of scholarship on the gaps and linkages between inter-
national law and international relations scholarship, but also to move the debate
forward.35 Thus the volume focuses upon four contemporary policy challenges,
in order to glean insights into the differential concerns and prescriptions of
scholars from distinct disciplines. Not surprisingly, the central importance of the
state, and the dangers of state-centric analyses, are recurrent themes in most
chapters. The specific policy chapters further allow this volume, like the policy
workshops that preceded it, to engage not only with academics from the two dis-
ciplines, but also with practitioners trained in either or both. Their contributions
cast significant light upon the ways in which policymakers function at the inter-
section of law and politics, and often seek to craft solutions to policy problems
in ways integrating legal and political analysis, and dealing with or working
around the problematic role of the state. This may entail closer collaboration
with some nonstate actors, recognition of threats that other nonstate actors may
pose, or cooperation through supranational institutions. The academic debate
over the relationship between international law and international relations has
much to learn from the ways in which policymakers navigate the divide regu-
larly. Similarly, as some of the engagements in the volume demonstrate, policy-
makers can learn and adapt their analyses, informed by the academic debate. In
this way, it may be the case that each of the “three communities” might
strengthen its own methods and analyses, and engage further with the other
communities. This volume is but a first step in what is hoped will be a produc-
tive discussion.
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Part I

SMALL ARMS AND LIGHT
WEAPONS





2

MOVING FORWARD?

Assessing normative and legal progress in
dealing with small arms

Robert Muggah

Introduction

Small arms and light weapons, while traditional weapons of war, present relat-
ively new challenges for international law. Over the past decade there has been
considerable normative and practical attention devoted to their control and regu-
lation. The bulk of diplomatic and multilateral activity, however, has been
directed toward regulating the “supply” of illegal arms – preventing their illicit
manufacture, stockpiling, transfer, and trade. Comparatively little attention has
been devoted to understanding, much less responding to, their “direct and indi-
rect effects.” Even less concern has been registered about “demand” – the
motivations and means that drive the acquisition and ownership of such
weapons in situations of war or peace. This is in large part because the develop-
ment of norms and regulation was initially driven by an arms control community
more familiar with supply-focused and state-centered regulatory mechanisms.
This paradigm is less useful in understanding the demand for small arms in
unstable states and internal conflicts, and thus the regulatory responses are inad-
equate. While the prominence of traditional disarmament paradigms is one
problem, so too is political will: many states resist attempts to examine the
sources, including their own predations and weaknesses, that drive demand for
small arms. And as states continue to be the relevant actors in negotiating inter-
national agreements, regulatory efforts have been hampered. However, these
obstacles notwithstanding, nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) and other
nonstate actors have been sources of norm development emphasizing concerns
about the effects of small arms and the sources of demand that could increas-
ingly become enshrined in legal agreements.

This chapter contends that current international, regional, and national
approaches to small arms control are narrowly conceived. Even though a norm
associated with the control of illegal small arms supplies appears to be evolving
at the international and regional levels, it may be only partially effective. Small
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arms control requires a broader framework – a holistic and integrated conceptu-
alization of the issue. In addition to strengthening norms associated with the
supply of small arms, a more sophisticated grasp of both “effects” and
“demand” reduction is essential if effective regulation is to be developed and
enforced. Though regulatory mechanisms associated with effects and demand
reduction are virtually absent in international law, practical interventions that
focus on these latter two aspects of the small arms issue at the regional and
national levels are quietly emerging.

This chapter provides a general overview of the discourse and debates on
small arms control from supply and demand perspectives. Divided into four sec-
tions, it briefly reviews the contemporary discourse on small arms control from
the early 1990s onward. It then turns to a number of key issues associated with
the production, stockpiling, and trade of weapons, and the effect of and demand
for weapons. The last two sections reflect on some of the recent normative
developments, and their effects, associated with controlling the supply and
demand for small arms.

Ultimately, the responsibility for elaborating normative and practical instru-
ments to regulate small arms, as with nuclear, chemical, or biological weapons,
has traditionally been the preserve of the disarmament community. As this
chapter demonstrates, the focus of current international activity – particularly
state-led efforts – has consistently been directed toward regulating the illegal
supply and trade of such weapons. Casting the problem as one of “illicit” and
“criminal” activity arises from traditional biases within the arms control and law
enforcement communities. They also appeal to governments that are loath to
consider the political dimensions of the small arms trade in political forums.
Action has been further complicated by the absence of universally binding
norms or standards to regulate the possession or use of small arms and light
weapons. The issue continues to be cast to large extent in vague terms associated
with regional security or international peace and security.

There is a growing debate in the disarmament community about whether or
not a “norm” on small arms is emerging. Though contested in the international
relations literature, norms can guide or prescribe state behavior.1 Described by
some international relations scholars as a “a standard of appropriate behaviour
for actors within a given identity,”2 norms have also been referred to as a shared
assessment of what is right, statements of what states and other actors “should
do” and not necessarily descriptions of how they behave.3 Treaty and custom are
the two principal sources of international law and may also derive from and
demonstrate the existence of norms. But the critical test of a “functioning” norm
lies in the consequences of a clear breach.

The evolution of the small arms discourse

The debate on small arms, until comparatively recently, focused primarily on the
regulation of their supply to states, nonstate actors, and to a lesser extent, civil-
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ians. Part of this could be attributed to the bias of disarmament experts and
negotiators: policymakers and technical specialists lacked a detailed understand-
ing of the full scale or dimensions of the small arms issue. But other reasons for
this one-dimensional approach are structural and historical. The 1970s and
1980s were not conducive to a spirit of multilateral transparency on conven-
tional arms. Moreover, in a strategic environment dominated by the costs and
benefits of nuclear and biological weapons, small arms were seen as inconse-
quential, a marginal or “soft” issue. Research was confined to a small group of
scholars, investigative researchers, and peace activists. From the beginning, the
focus was almost entirely on the United States, North American and European
exports, and to a lesser extent, civilian possession.4

As such, attention was directed primarily toward various points on the supply
chain: from production and manufacturing, holdings and stockpiles, and exports
and imports, to trafficking and commercial distribution. As the importance
attached to the issue grew, a UN Panel of Experts was appointed in 1997 and
again in 1999 to revisit the issue of small arms and to recommend ways of regu-
lating the production and illegal trade of such weapons. The success of the
Ottawa Process to Ban Anti-Personnel Landmines also generated enthusiasm
among certain diplomats and activists of the possibilities for further constraining
the trade in small arms and light weapons, and the associated political dividends
that might result.

By the late 1990s, a sizable literature on the dynamics of the small arms trade
– including its legal, gray, and black dimensions – had quickly emerged.5

Because disarmament and security experts provided most of its intellectual
sources and analyses, they transferred supply-side orthodoxies from conven-
tional discourse.6 As the following sections make clear, multilateral and regional
activities have subsequently focused on devising (nonlegally binding) mechan-
isms to curb the illegal manufacture, stockpiling, brokering, and trade of small
arms. Though difficult to measure, a general norm associated with the contain-
ment of illegal arms flows appears to have quietly evolved at the international,
regional, and national levels.

Until very recently, however, comparatively little attention has been paid to
either the short- to medium-term effects of small arms, or what drives their
demand in the first place. While multilateral action on small arms is arguably
driven by the threat they pose to order, stability, development, and human rights,
the specific causal or dependent relationships between arms availability and their
impacts are rarely analyzed or understood in detail. Further, the factors that
drive acquisition by states, nonstate actors, and civilians are seldom analyzed
and often dismissed by disarmament experts as too complex to treat within the
rubric of arms control.7

While the UN, its member states, and nongovernmental organizations have
regularly denounced the “destabilizing effects” of unregulated weapons avail-
ability, their threat to international security, and the implications of poverty,
inequality, and ethnic tension for weapons accumulation, the debate remains
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simplistic.8 Alternatively, empirical research focusing on the effects of small
arms or the factors driving particular types of armed violence adopted too
narrow a criminological, epidemiological, and ballistics-oriented perspective at
the expense of a broader, more systemic conceptualization of effects.9 While
early research may have been of value from a domestic American perspective, it
seldom extended beyond this context.

Research and action on the effects of and demand for small arms grew
rapidly in the latter half of the 1990s. Social scientists and practitioners, together
with enlightened policymakers and donors, broadened the debate – drawing
attention to the wide range of direct and indirect effects of small arms as well as
the motivations and means (independent variables) that condition demand.10

Since the beginning of the twenty-first century, the conceptualization of small
arms control has expanded, with public health, development, humanitarianism,
international humanitarian, and human rights law and other disciplines brought
to bear.11

The emergence of a genuinely interdisciplinary debate has facilitated a subtle
change in approach to understanding and therefore responding to small arms.
While there has been incipient norm development emphasizing containing the
supply of small arms, there has also developed a broader approach that seeks to
address “perpetrators and victims” as well as the “weapon.” This approach has
facilitated a reframing of the issue beyond the supply-oriented view.12 However,
work emphasizing the effects of and demands for small arms is still nascent.
Despite literally thousands of small-scale interventions seeking to address the
effects and demand for small arms at the local level – from violence reduction
projects in Brazil and Kenya’s shantytowns to arms amnesties in Kosovo and
Haiti – these efforts have not engendered genuine normative shifts emphasizing
either effects or demand reduction.

Considering the supply, effects, and demand for small
arms

As a result of the growing interest in regulating the small arms trade, much is
now known about their manufacture, stockpile, brokering, and trade. For
example, it is now estimated that the global stockpile already tops 650 million
units, and production continues. Global production of both military-style and
commercial small arms, including handguns, assault rifles, and rocket-propelled
grenade launchers, is estimated at 7.5 million units annually. Despite the myth
that only Western countries produce and export weapons, over 1,250 companies
in more than 90 countries are involved in some aspect of arms production.

The distribution of weapons is also better understood. Small arms are widely
distributed within the civilian population. Armed forces are estimated to possess
over 40 percent of small arms globally, while police hold little more than 3
percent. By contrast, civilians are estimated to legally hold more than 55 percent
of global stockpiles. The rest, less than 1 percent, are divided between insurgent
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groups and private security companies – those that, together with the state,
arguably contribute most to persistent insecurity in war-affected countries.
Given these diverse holding patterns, the tenuous regulatory infrastructure
directed reservedly at state stockpiles is especially disconcerting. Indeed, regula-
tion of the security services, including paramilitaries, is weak in developed and
developing countries alike. Equally troubling, legislation and enforcement over
civilian holdings is inadequate or nonexistent in most states.

The global trade in small arms is modest in comparison to the global trade in
conventional arms. The total estimated value of the legal trade in small arms is
less than $4 billion per year – a mere 10 percent of the global trade in conven-
tional weapons.13 The largest exporters are the United States, Italy, Belgium,
Germany, Russia, Brazil, and China, while dominant importers include the
United States, Saudi Arabia, Cyprus, Japan, South Korea, Germany, and
Canada. Though the importance of the trade as a proportion of gross domestic
product varies from region to region, there appears to be a decline in overall
legal production due to declining state demand. The scale and distribution of the
illegal trade is still exceedingly difficult to measure, though valued by the Small
Arms Survey at less than $2 billion annually.14

Much more difficult to measure are the direct and indirect effects of small
arms (see Table 2.1). With 90 percent of internal conflicts occurring in develop-
ing countries – states with the weakest surveillance and monitoring capabilities
– it is difficult to report with accuracy the number of fatal and nonfatal injuries
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Table 2.1 Framing the direct and indirect effects of small arms

Direct and indirect effects Examples of indicators

Mortality and injury Firearm death
Firearm injuries
Psychological trauma

Public health costs Lost productivity
Costs of treatment and rehabilitation

Criminality Rates of firearm-related homicide
Aggravated assault
Armed robbery
Insurance premiums
Private security firms

Humanitarian impacts Rates of forced displacement
Access to basic needs
Firearm-related fatalities and injuries of relief personnel
Militarized refugee camps
Operational and security costs

Underdevelopment Access to and quality of social services
Trends in foreign direct investment
Social capital and cultural networks



sustained by combatants or civilians. According to best estimates, there are at
least 300,000 fatal firearm-related injuries per year during wartime – the major-
ity of these in Africa and South Asia – and at least two to three times as many
nonfatal injuries.15 At least 200,000 additional men, women, and children are
killed by small arms each year as a result of armed criminality, domestic viol-
ence, and suicide. Rates of firearm homicide are highest in Latin America and
the Caribbean – some five times the global average.16 Over half of the world’s
firearm suicides are registered in North America and Western Europe. Though
the relationship between firearm accessibility and overall levels of violence
remains difficult to prove, it is clear that small arms facilitate armed violence
and ratchet up the long-term effects.17

The far-reaching social and economic costs of small arms misuse in terms of
fatal and nonfatal injuries, while rarely discussed in disarmament circles, under-
mine opportunities and productivity of poor communities. Scarce household
resources are being devoted to the treatment and care of the victims of violence,
as well as to informal and unregulated forms of “security provision” – such as
paramilitarism and vigilantism. Small arms availability and misuse in the con-
flict and postconflict context is strongly associated with the increasing lethality
of criminality, forced migration, the deterioration of investment and trade, and
the obstruction of aid delivery and assistance.18 Both directly and indirectly then,
small arms misuse erodes the quality and quantity of humanitarian assistance
and development.

The demand for small arms and light weapons can be conceived as having at
least three dimensions: demand by the defense and security sectors, demand by
nonstate groups, and micro-level demand by individuals.19 While the sources of
state-level demand remain somewhat unclear, it is certainly conditioned by a
number of independent variables: defense policies, procurement and budgetary
constraints, civilian control of the defense sector, force structures and mobil-
ization strategies, and historical precedents.20 On the other hand, there is also
demand from nonstate actors during ongoing conflicts. This includes arming
before and during the outbreak of violence, sustaining stocks during cease-fires,
and the use of weapons as a bargaining tool during the postconflict period. Here,
demand is conditioned by, inter alia, available resources and rents, command
and control structures, and formal and informal alliances and networks between
actors. Demand at the group and individual levels is influenced by a combina-
tion of real and relative prices, and by resources and preferences21 held by
consumers.22

Development of norms and regulations to control supply

The UN Programme of Action (United Nations General Assembly [UNGA],
2001), is the primary normative/regulatory mechanism for controlling the supply
of small arms at the international level.23 The program is the centerpiece of small
arms control given “the central role such documents play in the creation and dis-
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semination of new norms.”24 Its goals were to “frame” future debates on the
nature of the problem – even as it excluded specific dimensions – and to serve as
a baseline for promoting the development of international and national norms on
the issue. The action program emphasizes the importance of strengthening and
developing norms and measures on the control of small arms at the global,
regional, and national levels.25 But it is not legally binding, giving rise to ques-
tions regarding its utility to guide multilateral interventions. Moreover, the
Small Arms Survey has observed that “it may be a fundamental first step, it is
not a collection of norms on its own.”26

Can the UN Programme of Action establish a general norm? Optimists argue
that it has instrumental value: the UN Secretary-General suggested, for example,
that it is “essential in building norms” and that it gives concrete expression to
norms.27 Pessimists argue that it carries little weight, is devoid of legitimacy, and
will do little to contribute to normative development on small arms control.28

Whether or not state positions on any aspects of small arms and light weapons
have changed as a result of participation in the multilateral process is a source of
considerable debate. Ultimately, determining the action program’s relative influ-
ence on norm development is difficult: though it undoubtedly reflects existing
practice for many states, it has clearly prompted action by others seeking to
comport with international standards.

There are a number of areas where the UN Programme of Action has
arguably informed state behavior and practice. It has underlined the standards
associated with state transfers of small arms to areas where their availability
might lead to or exacerbate violations of established international laws. Its
nuanced attention to discrete aspects of the “small arms issue” – from broker-
ing29 to marking and tracing30 – may also indicate incipient norm development.
With more than half of all countries participating in the development of the
action program claiming to have taken concrete steps to respond to the terms
laid out therein, it is clear that it influences state behavior (see Table 2.2). But
there are also areas left out by the program due to fixed negotiating positions of
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Table 2.2 State reporting on the UN Programme of Action (2003)

Region Total states 2002 2003

Reports % of region Reports % of region

Africa 52 3 6 23 44
Americas 35 3 9 18 51
Asia 29 2 7 12 41
Europe 48 7 15 37 71
Middle East 14 0 0 10 71
Oceania 14 1 7 3 21

Total 192 16 8 103 54

Source: Small Arms Survey, Rights at Risk (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2004).



particular states.31 Civil society also played an instrumental role in influencing
norm development though lobbying at the national level and through support for
the reporting of action among less developed states32 and submission of model
conventions on arms brokering and international arms transfers.

But the elaboration of other regulatory mechanisms has also contributed to
norm development around supply-side arms control. The UN Firearms Protocol
is also a key treaty that regulates various aspects of small arms at the inter-
national level. Negotiated as part of the UN Convention Against Transnational
Organized Crime in 2001, it is the first legally binding instrument concerning
small arms at the global level.33 It nevertheless adopts a more narrow approach
to the problem of illicit firearms manufacturing and trafficking than does the UN
Programme of Action. The Firearms Protocol elaborates a range of provisions
for marking and tracing, the licensing of transfers, and the criminalization of
specific conduct in order to tighten controls over transfers and suppress illegal
activity. While the scope of the UN Programme of Action is much broader than
that of the Firearms Protocol, these two instruments constitute the core guide-
lines for regulating small arms.

There has been considerably more rapid progress in addressing the small
arms issue at the regional level. The development of regional and national
supply-side legislation appears to have emerged partly in response to inter-
national activity on the issue, including the UN Programme of Action and the
Firearms Protocol.34 Agreements range from the Convention Against Illicit
Firearms Manufacture and Trafficking (Organization of American States [OAS],
1997), the Document on Small Arms (Organization for Security and Coopera-
tion in Europe [OSCE], 2000), and the Code of Conduct on Arms Exports
(European Union [EU], 1998), to the Firearms Protocol (South African Defense
Community [SADC], 2000), the Bamako Declaration (Organization of African
Unity [OAU], 2000), and the Nairobi Declaration on Small Arms (2001) – all of
which appear to be reinforcing international, regional, and national efforts to
regulate the supply of small arms. Though not all are legally binding, regional
efforts in Europe and the Americas appear to focus on information sharing and
norms on transparency – particularly through the use of national export reports.35

In Africa, while the Bamako Declaration was important in establishing language
for the UN Programme of Action, agreed in 2001, the SADC Protocol represents
a more concrete innovation for which legally binding and monitoring and
enforcement mechanisms are being developed. For the rest of the continent, and
indeed in South and Southeast Asia and the Pacific, politically binding interven-
tions appear to be the norm. Though common approaches appear to be emerg-
ing, it is difficult to determine whether a regional norm (or a cluster of regional
norms) exists.

National laws associated with small arms control are also rapidly being artic-
ulated, strengthened, and reviewed. But many of these adaptations are under-
taken voluntarily and independent of the provisions of the UN Programme of
Action, the Firearms Protocol, or the regional instruments highlighted above.
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Though existing international law can transcend national law when weapons are
used to violate human rights, it tends not to address small arms per se, but focus
on specific (proscribed) acts. States nevertheless maintain ultimate control over
domestic regulation. However, there is a range of international instruments
addressing the use of small arms by national authorities. One example is the
Code of Conduct for Law Enforcement Officials, adopted by the UNGA in
1979. In addition to calling for respect for human rights, the code (Article 3)
indicates limits to use of force by law enforcement officials. This basic obliga-
tion is bolstered by the Basic Principles on the Use of Force and Firearms by
Law Enforcement Officials, elaborated by the UNGA in 1990.36

International instruments not directly related to small arms have also been
invoked to constrain international, regional, and national arms transfers. There
are few legally binding international restrictions on the right of states to transfer
arms (with the exception of weapons of mass destruction). Rather, states have
preferred to sign nonbinding mechanisms, emphasizing their right to self-
defense, often in a regional context. Arms embargoes imposed by the United
Nations Security Council, which are binding on UN member states, constitute
the most important set of international regulatory mechanisms. International law
also proscribes the use of specific weapons.37 The principal sources of inter-
national humanitarian law that relate to small arms are the St. Petersburg Decla-
ration of 1868, the Hague Conventions of 1999, the four Geneva Conventions of
1949, and two additional protocols of 1977. But soft law associated with regulat-
ing the “transfer” of weapons is also influential in certain circumstances. The
transferring state can sometimes incur “secondary or derivative responsibility
for violations of international law committed by a recipient state or nonstate
actor.”38 Relevant international law in this context includes prohibitions on use
of force; prohibitions on interference in the international affairs of another state,
prohibitions on provision of assistance to terrorists, international humanitarian
law, international human rights law, and the prohibition of genocide.

Effects and demand-side normative development

Not surprisingly, there are few normative instruments designed to mitigate the
effects of small arms or that focus on demand reduction. In fact, even basic
acknowledgment of effects-reduction is notably absent from substantive sections
of the UN Programme of Action, the Firearms Protocol, or other small arms-
specific regulatory mechanisms. While some lip service is paid to the con-
sequences of excessive accumulations of small arms, the discourse remains
focused on controlling supply. The preamble to the UN Programme of Action,
for example, describes the consequences of the “excessive accumulation and
uncontrolled spread” of small arms and notes a host of negative consequences
linked to proliferation, but does not note the negative effects upon human rights.

While no global or integrated instrument exists for small arms per se, a
cluster of existing norms associated with human rights, violence against women,
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and responsible policing might be harnessed to ensure effects and demand
reduction. For example, the Universal Declaration of Human Rights contains a
range of provisions directly relevant to the preservation of “life, liberty and
security of person . . . and prevention of cruel, inhuman and degrading treatment
or punishment.”39 Though not legally binding, the Universal Declaration is com-
monly held to form part of customary international law, which is legally
binding.40 Other mechanisms, such as the UN Declaration on the Elimination of
Violence Against Women (1993), UN Security Council Resolution 1325, on
women, peace, and security, and the policing protocols cited above, also empha-
size the importance of responsible practice among law enforcement officers.

These norms are also reinforced by the growing consensus among inter-
national humanitarian and development agencies of the importance of respond-
ing to the effects of, and demand for, small arms. International agencies such as
the International Committee of the Red Cross, the World Health Organization,
Human Rights Watch, and others engaged in the formal debate on small arms
have reinforced the importance of effects- and demand-based response.41

Because the “humanitarian perspective” emphasizes the practice and con-
sequences of warfare (as opposed to technical aspects associated with marking,
tracing, and export controls), this perspective may enable consensus in an other-
wise politicized debate among gun advocates, defense ministries, and the disar-
mament community. For example, the recognition of explicitly effects-based
concerns impels producer states to account for the lawful or illicit transfer of
weaponry to regimes violating the basic human rights of civilians. Where
weapons are already transferred, this approach would require states to reorient
their attention to protecting former combatants and civilians who face arms-
related violence on a daily basis.42 While civil society activity on the small arms
issue has proven influential at the multilateral level, NGO influence in the nego-
tiations of the UN Global Conference on Illicit Trade in Small Arms and Light
Weapons of 2001 and the preparation of the action program, for example, were
perhaps most important at the national level. Nongovernmental actors proved
perhaps more adept at setting agendas rather than achieving discrete outcomes.

Despite the direct and indirect influence of NGOs in influencing state prac-
tice, there is still relatively little attention given to demand in the UN’s action
program. Normative commitments to demand reduction are only nominally
recognized in the preamble. For example, in paragraph 7, states are character-
ized as noting their concern for the “close link between terrorism, organized
crime, trafficking in drugs and precious minerals and the illicit trade in small
arms and light weapons,” and stressing “the urgency of international efforts and
co-operation aimed at combating this trade simultaneously from both a supply
and demand perspective.” Moreover, in paragraph 4 of the preamble, it is noted
that states are “concerned by the implications that poverty and underdevelop-
ment may have for the illicit trade in small arms and light weapons.”43 The
listing of these variables (e.g. terrorism, organized crime, drugs and exploitable
resources, poverty, underdevelopment) indicates a degree of recognition, albeit
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ambiguous, of the linkages between demand and small arms trade and misuse.
The preamble of course has no legally binding effects.

As Ernie Regehr has observed: “The current [action program] . . . is tellingly
short on direct references to demand or demand reduction, perhaps an indirect
acknowledgement that any demand reduction strategy presents daunting chal-
lenges.”44 Civil society actors have repeatedly stressed the need to develop a
holistic agenda to small arms and light weapons control in order to give shape to
an incipient norm on “effects” and “demand” reduction.

Paradoxically, even as the UN Programme of Action fails to articulate a
coherent description of the effects of and demand for small arms, it lays out a
number of indirect approaches to redressing them. The UN’s action program
emphasizes disarmament, demobilization, and reintegration (DDR) of former
combatants, the special needs and vulnerabilities of children, the importance of
“promoting dialogue and a culture of peace by encouraging . . . education and
public awareness programmes,” the need to make “greater efforts to address
problems related to human and sustainable development,” and “security sector
reform.”45 All of these are recognized as “practical” interventions to reduce the
effects of and demand for small arms by practitioners on the ground.

In fact, despite the considerable weaknesses associated with diplomatic and
normative approaches to effects and demand reduction, a set of practical inter-
ventions has already been launched. Many of these are not directly concerned
with or derived from international arms control and disarmament communities,
but rather emerge from other sectors. Development agencies, including the
United Nations Development Programme (UNDP), the United Nations Chil-
dren’s Fund (UNICEF), the World Health Organization (WHO), World Vision,
and Oxfam–Great Britain, among others, have begun to explore behavioral and
attitudinal aspects associated with small arms acquisition and possession. These
agencies and NGOs, comprising “epistemic communities,” have begun to
reframe the issue, exert national and international influence, and engage in a
combination of lobbying and practical interventions.

Nongovernmental organizations, UN agencies, and governments throughout
the developed and developing world are currently carrying out concrete efforts
to reduce the threat and misuse of small arms. The International Action Network
on Small Arms (IANSA), for example, includes at least 500 nongovernmental
partners in over 100 countries. Regional networks seeking to promote awareness
and advocacy on the issue have emerged in South Asia, Latin America, and
West Africa. Operational arms of the United Nations, specifically the UNDP,
UNICEF, the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR), and
the International Organization for Migration (IOM), have also undertaken a
range of comprehensive interventions to reduce armed violence. The World
Bank has initiated no less than 14 DDR initiatives since 2000, while the UNDP
has begun as many as 45 weapons reduction projects over the same period.46

Actions include the strengthening of regional and national arms control norms
and legislation, the reduction of children’s exposure to armed violence through
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demobilization and reintegration programs, the demilitarization and policing of
camps for refugees and internally displaced persons, the implementation of
national and regional DDR programs for former combatants, and the administra-
tion of weapons for development programs. A number of developed-country
governments, such as those of the United States, the United Kingdom, and
Germany, have begun to fund the strengthening of export and import legislation
(in both supplying and receiving countries), the reform of security sectors, and
the collection and destruction of weapons out of their state department, defense
ministry, and overseas development assistance (ODA) budgets.47

Conclusion

There are grounds for cautious optimism on the evolving norms surrounding
small arms control. Since its emergence in the early 1990s, the debate has
advanced in at least two ways. First, the issue itself is attracting increasing levels
of attention from multiple constituencies. The discussion of small arms is now a
regular feature of country statements in UN forums.48 Second, discussions have
become increasingly nuanced, with a focus on specific language and commit-
ments. Not only have discrete issues such as tracing and brokering been
addressed, but the relationship between small arms and issues such as human
security, crime, and development are increasingly emphasized.49

The definition of small arms problems in precise terms – even if primarily in
relation to regulating “supplies” – is perhaps an early stage of norm develop-
ment. But the extent to which commitment is seen desirable or “right and appro-
priate” remains to be seen. Language emphasizing practical action remains
sparse. Though some emphasis on the shared responsibility of all states is high-
lighted in the UN Programme of Action, attention remains focused on supply-
side policies – export controls and the provision of bilateral assistance. Even so,
the UN’s action program will be central to norm determination and norm devel-
opment at the international level in the coming years.

A gap persists between state commitment and practice. Despite the aforemen-
tioned norms associated with supply-side regulation, transparency on small arms
production, holdings, and transfers remains a massive lacuna, making it difficult
to demonstrate the extent to which states adhere to such commitments. What is
more, conformity with norms is difficult to monitor. For some states, the UN’s
action program reflects the status quo, while for others it remains difficult to tell
whether they are interested in compliance at all. Though a general commitment
to action exists, and many states appear to endorse political (though not legal)
norms requiring them to prevent and eradicate the illegal trade, attention remains
focused on the supply-side approach. Moreover, the general norm remains to be
translated into specific action at the global, regional, and national levels. It may
also be too early to tell.50

The framing of the small arms issue has from the beginning privileged a
supply-side dimension, both because of state dominance in the process and
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because of the particular approaches favored by traditional arms controllers. For
a variety of reasons, some political and others institutional, the elaboration of
norms associated with reducing the effects of small arms and comprehensively
tackling demand has been slow to develop. But in this case, practice is leading
process, and norms are being developed well in advance of any formal regula-
tory efforts. Concrete interventions are taking place at the national level. NGOs
continue to influence domestic agendas, and international and national agencies
are adopting practical approaches to tackling demand. UN member states have
an opportunity to redress this inconsistency when the action program is
reopened for negotiation in 2006. Future norm development and regulatory
efforts might then focus upon direct and indirect effects of small arms, and their
persistent demand rather than solely their supply.
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3

SMALL ARMS, VIOLENCE, AND
THE COURSE OF CONFLICTS

William Reno

Introduction

Contemporary insurgencies continue to be relegated by academics and policy-
makers to the category of mere criminal activity; as a result, the responses are
largely those of regulation and law enforcement. Many insurgent groups or
rebels both engage in predatory behavior and are responsible for massive viola-
tions of human rights. Scrambles for diamonds shaped the character of warfare
in Sierra Leone, Liberia, and Angola in the 1990s, and international responses
seek to address predatory behavior. Protocols such as those arising from the
Kimberley Process seek to regulate the trade in these “blood diamonds.”1

Equally important are efforts to regulate the trade in the small arms, the
portable, easily tradable, and cheap weapons that rebels often buy with these
looted resources. This phenomenon created the impetus for the United Nations
Global Conference on Illicit Trade in Small Arms and Light Weapons, which
was held in 2001.2 While these responses are important, the emphasis upon the
criminality of the groups and the emphasis upon regulatory and law enforcement
responses has inherent limitations, particularly as international responses remain
state-centric and biased toward state sovereignty.

In practical terms, these measures target the nonstate armed groups that fight
against state regimes and that are responsible for many human rights violations.
This is especially true where state institutions have become weak and militias
and rebel armies have proliferated. These measures also are grounded in a regu-
latory framework that takes for granted the state system as it is presently consti-
tuted. Article 11 of the 2001 UN protocol on small arms, for example,
acknowledges the right to self-determination of all peoples,3 but goes on to state
that this is not meant to encourage action undermining the territorial integrity or
political unity of states acting in conformity with this right. That is, the use of
small arms for the purposes of a rebellion that would alter or break apart
member states of the UN is not legitimate, at least not in global terms. Whether
intended or not, framing regulation in this manner further criminalizes the exer-
cise of violence on the part of nonstate groups in broad international diplomatic
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terms. It also puts a powerful tool in the hands of state officials who face threats
from armed groups within their countries, allowing them to seek support from
the international community and criminalize the activities of their domestic
opponents.

This regulatory effort reinforces a deeply conservative bias toward present
state-centrism in the international system. Much as the Congress of Vienna in
1815 sought to contain violent and disruptive French republicanism, current reg-
ulation of nonstate violence seeks to target the threat that nonstate armed groups
pose to failing and collapsing states. The framers of the Congress of Vienna
ignored the aspirations of many people, and within several decades nationalist
groups jeopardized this arrangement. Likewise, many of those who use illicitly
obtained small arms imagine themselves to be fighting for the legitimate des-
tinies of their own communities. A few succeed in using illicit transfers of arms
to create zones of control that a significant number of people within those areas
regard as a legitimate order.

This is not to say that global efforts to regulate the trade in natural resources
and small arms in conflicts relieve state officials from their obligations to respect
human rights. Moreover, many rebels and insurgents are extremely violent and
prey upon and undermine the communities in and around which they operate.
But do all nonstate armed groups use small arms and other resources of violence
in similar ways or produce the same results? The economies of both northern
and southern Somalia rely on overseas remittances, and small arms are widely
available, yet patterns of violence are very different in the two zones. Congo’s
western diamond-mining district is more peaceful than mining areas in the east.
These and other counterintuitive examples rarely turn up in analyses of conflict,
resources, and small arms. These groups do not control internationally recog-
nized sovereign states and therefore they and their behavior often are relegated
to the category of illicit and clandestine activity. Variations in the outcomes of
such conflicts, especially in similar circumstances, challenge the proposition that
readily available small arms always fuel conflicts and promote predatory behav-
ior. The history of state building is replete with examples of coercive groups that
created order. I address this prospect below through the lens of the social organi-
zation of violence, rather than treating small arms and violence as separate
causal factors. Instead, I examine who possesses the capacity to exercise viol-
ence, and how their relations with other groups in their societies shape their
behavior. One implication of this approach is that it leaves open the possibility
that access to small arms for some groups under certain circumstances may
promote order and help control predatory violence. This argument is important
for policymakers. It suggests that while limiting small arms flows to most non-
state groups may mitigate violence and promote order, in some contexts such
limitations may exacerbate violence and promote the fragmentation of armed
groups.

In this chapter I provide a framework to explain relations between conflict
and resources, including small arms. I argue that high degrees of predatory viol-
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ence are linked to patronage-based political systems. These political strategies
produce distinctive social contexts in which key state officials support violent
commerce and other rent-seeking activities. Official authority is not based upon
conventional notions of legitimacy or administration through bureaucratic insti-
tutions. Instead, political cliques control markets, especially in natural resources,
to manipulate others’ access to economic opportunities to enhance their power.
Those officials and their associates exploit these opportunities from behind the
façade of sovereign statehood. This strategy rests upon eliminating autonomous
economic opportunities, which also means limiting the autonomy of other social
groups outside this political network.

Two key observations emerge from this analysis. First, state collapse often
is a consequence of a political strategy in which the exercise of coercion
shapes the violence that accompanies subsequent conflicts. Coercive authority
structures, not a political void, produce particularly violent conflicts among
competing armed groups. Second, local politico-economic structures shape rela-
tionships among political authority, resources, and coercion differently.

Local social structures and violent conflict

The idea that small arms inevitably promote conflict assumes that participants in
conflicts pursue opportunities for personal advancement. Paul Collier’s and
Anke Hoeffler’s “looting model of rebellion” suggests that “opportunities are
more important in explaining conflict than are motives.” Small arms are a key
ingredient in shaping the opportunity structures of combatants. Their easy avail-
ability means that individuals and small groups are free to loot, since central
agencies face difficulty in controlling this proliferation of cheap weapons.
Collier and Hoeffler’s analysis of 78 large civil conflicts between 1960 and 1999
confirms that the availability of natural resources plays a major role in conflict
and guns play an important role in securing them. 4 These arms also give their
holders the capacity to participate in lucrative global criminal networks.5 Many
policymakers have made this conclusion a central feature of their understandings
of the causes and possible remedies for ongoing conflicts.6 Access to criminal
networks is said to bolster the viability of these insurgents as they attract more
members, and to give them an interest in continuing conflict for further financial
gain.

For example, John Hirsch, the US ambassador to Sierra Leone at the height
of that country’s 1991–2002 war, wrote of the leader of the Revolutionary
United Front (RUF) insurgents: “Documents taken from Sankoh’s residence
revealed . . . he was continuing to systematically exploit the country’s diamonds
for his personal benefit,”7 which included trips to South Africa to buy guns.8 It is
apparent in this case that the availability of small arms contributed to violent
predation. Moreover, the wide availability of small arms can empower people
with particular types of social capital.9 The head of the National Patriotic Front
of Liberia (NPFL), Charles Taylor, became a successful leader on the basis of
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his skills as a violent entrepreneur. Taylor was more efficient at obtaining loot to
buy guns and attract followers, while his patient and studious rival, Elmer
Johnson, undertook the arduous task of trying to raise a politically cohesive
insurgent army, only to be killed, apparently on Taylor’s orders.

While opportunity is an important element shaping insurgents’ behavior, it
does not explain all behavior. Indeed, ambiguities about individual predation
and group solidarities may reflect the variations in how violence and existing
social structures interact. A security dilemma may arise in which the arming by
some may be viewed as defensive or offensive. Those who choose to respond
with defensive armaments might find that their actions are then interpreted as
aggressive.10 Social structures such as ethnic solidarities can play a major role in
how weapons are used. The legitimacy, adaptability, and relationship of these
social structures to prewar state authority will have important bearing on
whether local community leaders can discipline young men with guns.

Changeable and contingent individual motives may not matter that much in
determining “root causes” of conflicts. More important is the role that these
changing social relationships can play in encouraging or even compelling some
people to use guns to provide public goods such as order for communities while
others in similar material circumstances prey upon local people and turn on their
associates. Why do some groups use guns to solve problems of cooperation and
to provide order? Mancur Olson and Robert Bates observed that predators who
protect groups that otherwise could withhold resources succeed in the long run
when compared with unrestrained predators. Here, short-term individual aggran-
dizement and long-term community cooperation are compatible and intertwined
motivations.11 But different outcomes reflect the capabilities of and contexts in
which social groups pursue their interests.

These varied social relationships appear in recent conflicts. By September
2001, for example, Afghanistan’s Taliban rulers had cut opium production to
just 4 percent of the previous year’s quota, giving up an income of $100 million,
even as they fought rivals for control of the country.12 That the Taliban forwent
immediate gains in the face of military pressure indicated that it could command
followers and control individuals’ predatory impulses, including its own. This
was an impressive feat, given the weakness of formal state institutions and the
autonomy of local warlords. The Taliban was a very different organization than
Sierra Leone’s predatory RUF or Liberia’s NPFL, even though all operated in
factionalized societies with ample clan and regional bases for mobilization. All
had access to major clandestine economic opportunities and to global sources of
small arms, but the Taliban integrated self-interest into a framework that also
provided a type of public good.

Likewise, Burma’s government uses income from drug trafficking, a resource
implicated in predation in many other conflicts, to pacify insurgent groups and
incorporate them into a centrally organized state. This mirrors a historical
pattern in which central authorities recruit predators to control peripheral areas
and impose order.13 These and other examples illustrate the importance of rela-
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tionships among formal and informal authorities, fighters, and resources such as
small arms. Groups that successfully control followers discipline those
members, and in turn shape members’ motivations. This phenomenon suggests
an underlying factor that conventional investigations of motives, or an exclusive
focus on small arms as causes of illegitimate violence, may obscure. Young men
who mined diamonds in one part of Sierra Leone did use guns to prey upon local
communities, while others in similar circumstances joined home guard units to
protect local communities. Clan-based northern Somalia is much more peaceful
than clan-based southern Somalia. Young men from Dagestan and the Ingush
Autonomous Republic do not join their Chechen neighbors in battle. Individual
motivations matter less than the social structures into which individuals were
recruited and in which they are disciplined.

Coercion, violence, and collapsing states

The UN’s Resolution 1514 of 1960, the Declaration on the Granting of
Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples, ensures global recognition of
sovereignty of former colonies regardless of “inadequacy of political, economic,
social or educational preparedness,” or of internal administrative coherence or
capabilities.14 This guarantee of global recognition of sovereignty created what
Robert Jackson called “quasi-states” with governments “deficient in the political
will, institutional authority, and organized power to protect human rights or
provide socio-economic welfare.”15 Opposition groups might thus hijack effect-
ive state agencies and launch their own bids for power.16 More than two-thirds
of African countries have experienced violent transitions of government, despite
recent political reforms.17 Elections played important roles in sparking violence
in Congo-Brazzaville, Nigeria, Tanzania, Guinea-Bissau, and Côte d’Ivoire.
Rulers facing such threats preemptively disrupt power bases of potential com-
petitors, even if this means undermining institutions. Thus rulers replaced
bureaucracies with sprawling patronage networks under their personal control.
This also hindered the development of autonomous nonstate social organi-
zations, as patronage networks moved into commercial, religious, and youth
politics and other realms.

Rulers who weakened their own states found an alternative means to exercise
power through dominating the distribution of economic opportunities. At first
this involved manipulating economic regulations and distributing state assets to
political allies, including people who could mobilize force on behalf of the
regime. The predictable result was that formal economies and state revenues
shrank. Then politicians extended their economic activities to clandestine
markets. State power, backed by private militias, remained viable in this context,
since the capacity to declare activities illegal, then sell exemption from prosecu-
tion, enabled political favorites to accumulate wealth while giving the political
boss the means to punish opponents. A striking feature of states such as Congo,
Sierra Leone, Liberia, and Nigeria is the extent to which control of clandestine
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markets and their integration into political patronage networks replaced state
administration as means of dominating people.

Rulers use coercion and violence, but also corruption, to manage their rela-
tions with other social groups. One can see major differences in the social
organization of corruption in East Asia, compared with Africa. To offer but one
example, Transparency International’s corruption perceptions index for 2003
shows Kenya and Indonesia tied for 122nd place, indicating that business people
regard both as quite corrupt. Yet Indonesia’s economy per capita grew 2.3
percent each year from 1991 to 2002, compared with Kenya’s 0.9 percent annual
contraction.18 Why does economic growth accompany corruption in East Asia?
Perhaps “crony capitalists” and rulers share benefits from strong state institu-
tions and rising state capacity to control societal resources. Together they use
informal relationships to distribute economic opportunities on the basis of polit-
ical loyalties.19 This relationship resembles Charles Tilly’s analysis of state
building as a racketeering enterprise in which victims gain some leverage over
predatory rulers.20 Greedy rulers can promote the long-term prosperity of their
“victims” to increase resources available to all. But if close associates pose the
greatest coup threat, they become dangerous, basic social consensus fails, and
short-term considerations dominate. In this context small arms really do spur
individual predation.

In most very weak and collapsing states, patronage relationships lack broad
long-term reciprocity. This is reflected in the political economies of these states.
In Zimbabwe, Kenya, Côte d’Ivoire, and Namibia, rulers damaged their soci-
eties’ relatively bright economic prospects and greatly diminished their own
access to resources. Why choose this path? Rulers in these states destroyed their
formal economies to eliminate potential challenges to their power. Patronage in
collapsing states is a zero-sum affair, keeping beneficiaries insecure as a means
of disciplining them. Impoverishment reinforces the exclusivity of this relation-
ship, equipping the ruler with a capacity to sell selective exemption from the
harm that the ruler’s own choices have created.

Regimes based upon this particular patronage organization fail in large part to
satisfy Thomas Hobbes’s basic definition of government as an organization that
provides nonexclusionary public goods to a defined community.21 Asserting an
exclusive right to exercise violence in order to provide public goods such as
order is an essential political foundation of government. This idea of governance
informed European international law up to the late nineteenth century.22 It con-
tinues to find resonance in indigenous notions of governance in places where
local people consider their globally recognized state officials to be the main
predators and sources of disorder. This standard in principle tolerates hetero-
geneity of internal political arrangements so long as they provide at least basic
public goods to communities, regardless of the political or social forms these
authorities assume.

This principle distinguishes governance from a racketeer’s use of violence. A
racketeer creates disorder so as to charge individuals for exemption from the
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harm that befalls those who do not pay. Unlike a tax collector’s boss, the
racketeer does not provide order to all. Effective racketeers are especially
violent and destructive. This prevents rival gangs or enterprising associates from
claiming some of the racketeer’s victims as their own clients and ensures that no
would-be clients provide their own group security as a public good. The
racketeer imposes general insecurity precisely to turn his provision of security
into a private good and to force the undecided to seek his protection simply to
survive.23

Likewise, many rulers of collapsed states make citizens poorer and less
secure. They control as much economic opportunity as possible, including clan-
destine economies, which enables them to sell access to individuals. Those able
to find a niche in this system often are those who are experts in especially preda-
tory uses of violence. They trade these skills for access to commercial networks
that the ruler dominates, to join what essentially is a violent private commercial
syndicate. From this perspective, what distinguishes governments from
racketeers is how violence is organized relative to members of the group and
how violence is used in relation to members of the wider community, not inter-
national diplomatic conventions concerning legal recognition.

In most collapsing states, violence, political power, and commerce are fused
in a system that is defined in terms of the private interests of its members. For
example, UN investigators estimated that commercial transactions under Charles
Taylor’s personal control, mostly in diamonds and timbers, were about five
times larger than Liberia’s official budget in 2001 and exceeded domestic
revenue collection that year by 25 times.24 Likewise, Zimbabwe’s president
maintains an economically disastrous fixed exchange rate for the benefit of a
political clique. With access to a national bank, official documents, and pass-
ports that foreign governments accept as legitimate, the president’s associates
are the country’s largest clandestine economy operators. Meanwhile, the
country’s economy contracted by 19 percent in 2002–3 and threatened the
stability of southern Africa.25 Violence in these cases grows out of distinctive
political economies and social contexts. I argue below that these factors shape
the variation in the behavior of armed groups, and examine the role that small
arms play in this process.

Coercion, greed, and public goods

A perspective that associates sovereign authority with the capacity to control a
society, and provide that society’s members with at least minimal public goods
such as order, may have difficulty treating some contemporary governments as
truly sovereign.26 Yet, this approach would have little difficulty accepting insur-
gents that provide stability and security for particular communities as govern-
ments. Those who fail to accomplish these tasks would be considered to have
lost their sovereignty and their actions would be considered illegitimate. This
approach stands in opposition to aspects of the analysis of the impact of small
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arms proliferation on local order in the work of Harold Koh, former US assistant
secretary of state for democracy, human rights, and labor, 1998–2001: “The per-
vasive presence of guns perpetuates a culture of societal violence.” Given this
situation, writes Koh, “what hope is there for democracy and civil society?”27

Obviously guns play a key role in violence where it does occur. But an inter-
national law perspective that does not extend legitimacy to organizations that
use guns to establish order and provide other public goods, regardless of their
diplomatic status, does not acknowledge armed groups that begin to behave
much like recognized sovereign states. This is true even when local people
regard existing sovereign states as a major cause of disorder in their everyday
lives, and armed groups equipped with “clandestine” weapons as protectors of
law and order.

This paradox appears in the absence of a mechanism to extinguish Somalia’s
sovereignty today, as some 40 militias contend for power in the southern two-
thirds of the country, which has lacked a central administration since 1991.28

The relatively peaceful self-styled Republic of Somaliland to the north has built
a stable political order that taxes and regulates commerce. Its leadership had
reined in local warlords and militias by the mid-1990s and now provides citizens
with levels of personal security beyond that in many recognized states. Its
government submits evidence of its capacity and willingness to provide these
public goods, yet it is not recognized as a sovereign state in the international
system.29 People in southern Sudan may have good reason to regard former
insurgents of the Sudan People’s Liberation Army (SPLA) as defenders against
predations from the north, even if some SPLA members preyed upon southern-
ers. Yet all are or were nonstate armed groups in international law and all
engage in the illicit transfer of small arms.

Violence alone is not a clear indication of the nature of the groups that exer-
cise it or of their relations with local society. The UN-mandated Special Court in
Sierra Leone indicted Chief Sam Hinga Norman, the head of an ethnic militia,
the Civil Defense Forces (CDF), for well-documented human rights abuses. But
this prosecution drew local criticism. Protesters argued that Hinga Norman had
protected civilians against the rebels and helped force the rebels to negotiate.30

They approved of the fact that CDF fighters battled elements of the govern-
ment’s army that had joined RUF fighters in their “Operation No Living Thing”
attack on the capital in 1999.31 As the indictment was made public in 2003, the
militia’s second-in-command offered to assist the official army’s efforts to stem
incursions of Liberian fighters, encouraging the popular perception that the CDF
was better able to protect the country from foreign threats than the government
army.32

Different uses of resources and violence among armed groups reflect the
social institutions shaping the range of opportunities available to armed actors.
These institutions can include clan and ethnic associations, bureaucratic rem-
nants of collapsing state agencies, clandestine business arrangements, and dias-
poras. Outcomes depend on whether or not those who control access to
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resources and weapons, including clandestine channels, enjoy local legitimacy,
and whether or not they can withhold resources in exchange for compliance. The
relationship of these groups to state power in the prewar period plays a crucial
role in determining whether or not they can later exercise this type of social
control, and the degree to which they promote public goods. Outside resources,
such as foreign aid and military assistance, and their impact on these local struc-
tures of control, will affect whether guns and clandestine resources are used to
promote order or disorder and predation. These social factors allow one to dis-
tinguish between violence in the pursuit of a private association’s exclusionary
interests and the provision of public goods. What is relevant is particular
communities’ perception of the legitimacy of violence. Resources, including
clandestine and illicit rackets – and even small arms – may then be factors in
preserving or creating order.

These observations should inform outside intervention in cases of state col-
lapse. It may be a bad idea in some instances to block clandestine trades, even in
weapons, for example. Sanctioning certain armed actors might reduce short-term
violence, but also could strengthen more predatory groups if the targets of sanc-
tions provided order. International actors often ignore informal local authorities
who lack the apparatus that outsiders usually associate with authority, yet they
may exercise social control over resources. In southwestern Nigeria, for
example, elderly ladies who regulate urban markets play key financial roles in
organizing and controlling urban vigilantes.33

Variations in social contexts of armed groups drive the variable nature of
violence. In Somalia, President Siad Barre (1969–91) built a political network
based on distributing parts of the formal and even the clandestine economy to
strongmen whom he thought he could trust. Suspicious of his own state’s institu-
tions, he financed this alliance through skimming foreign aid and manipulating
creditor-mandated land tenure reforms to distribute land to his political allies.
These allies tended to deploy private militias made up of otherwise unemployed
youth, and were thus insulated from the social consequences of their predations
because they were reliant only upon the president’s favor. They were thus able
to construct something more like a violent private commercial syndicate than a
government. Some presidential clients recognized that they could attract their
own followers if they allowed such followers to prey upon unpopular locals,
mobilizing grievances as they looted. The president recognized that such a social
relationship with local people would create an autonomous power base for his
clients, so he punished those who pursued this strategy.

Those excluded from the president’s political networks could not benefit
from his predatory strategy. Some were on the wrong side of old political
battles, or drew presidential suspicion because of their kinship ties. Political
marginalization forced them to organize their own clandestine economic activ-
ities outside “official” illicit activities. Unable to secure presidential protection,
local strongmen, especially in the area that later became the Republic of
Somaliland, had to turn to kinship networks for protection and local elders to
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guarantee and adjudicate business agreements. Clan-based credit systems, which
had long existed as informal commercial networks that handled overseas remit-
tances, now were integrated more tightly into this defensive arrangement. This
enabled local businessmen and elders who tapped into the earnings of overseas
Somali workers to exercise some leverage over militia leaders.

By the time general conflict broke out in the north in 1988, enterprising
figures that under other circumstances might have become predatory found that
they could not finance their militias through predation of local communities
without suffering negative consequences. They remained reliant on overseas
remittances to finance their militias. To do this they had to make their peace
with local elders who ran these informal networks. Elders also recognized that
outsider youth would offer enterprising politicians an independent following
beyond elders’ control. Therefore they made life very difficult for outsider
youth.34 Ties to elders restrained the young men. The elders were part of the glue
that bound those who exercised coercion to those who enjoyed deep-rooted
legitimacy in local communities. The US decision to impose sanctions against
these informal financial networks as “illicit” financial institutions in 2002 as part
of the “war against terror” drew immediate protest from these areas. Local
leaders pointed out that these measures risked undermining what security and
order had been created in the wake of Somalia’s collapse by weakening the
social reciprocity between those who controlled resources and those who had the
means to exercise violence.35

In fact, enterprising militia leaders did loot local communities in February
1992 when Abdirahmaan Ali Tuur led a force to sack the port city of Berbera.
Tuur used this loot to arm men and claim a seat at negotiations organized by the
UN and Egyptian government. This incident convinced northern authorities of
the need to restrict UN political involvement in their territory and ban local par-
ticipation in peace talks, lest this disrupt their social control over resources, and
thus their control over violence. This fractious effect of outside mediation
appears in Mogadishu too. Militias proliferated again in 2001–2 as negotiations
offered the prospect of an external audience and externally guaranteed sovereign
state and the chance to obtain wealth and power without popular legitimacy or
the use of socially accepted methods. UN investigators reported “some leading
businessmen have outflanked militia leaders from their own clans and have
started buying the backing of individual militia fighters.”36 This they attributed
to “part of the competition between Somali groups in advance of the anticipated
conference of concerned parties in Nairobi under the auspices of IGAD (Inter-
governmental Authority on Development) peace negotiations.”37

Somalia’s situation highlights the consequences of external approaches that
treat armed groups in a uniform fashion and that privilege strategies to rebuild
states at the expense of organizations more adept at providing order. This
dynamic also appeared in Sierra Leone in the late 1990s. Military setbacks
forced the RUF into peace negotiations in 1998–9. The peace agreement
included Foday Sankoh, the RUF’s primary organizer of diamonds-for-arms
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transactions in a coalitional government – as head of an agency administering
Sierra Leone’s diamond resources! Sankoh used his new office to sell diamonds
abroad, without having to rely upon intermediaries who demanded hefty risk
premiums when dealing with him as a rebel leader. A year later, the RUF took
several hundred UN peacekeepers hostage, creating a crisis that ended when
British forces intervened and coordinated with the CDF militia to rescue the
hostages and fight the RUF and renegades from the government army.38 Inter-
national efforts to engage the RUF and the government of Sierra Leone did not
account for how local people decided what was legitimate authority and how
this indigenous idea might extend to the CDF militia.

Nonetheless, CDF militias, which arguably had a measure of legitimacy and
offered a modest degree of security to communities, also engaged in clandestine
diamond mining. The militia’s organizers came from among the local elite who
had been relatively marginalized in prewar politics. They too had to rely on local
customary practices – here, mobilization of young men’s initiation societies – to
fend off attacks from armed gangs that capital-based politicians sponsored. The
local elite also organized young men to mine diamonds, just as corrupt politi-
cians in the capital did. Thus the wartime armed group developed in a context
that integrated locally legitimate practices for controlling youth with the use of
armed gangs to protect the community from predatory outsiders. When war
came to CDF-dominated areas, young men from the same social groups from
which the RUF drew recruits were more likely to join the CDF to protect their
communities instead. This wartime behavior built on the reciprocal obligations
of local strongmen and miners to guarantee each other’s security. While the
international community regarded the activities of both as illicit, their social
relationship also helped to create order.

Sierra Leone demonstrates how clandestine economies can be integral com-
ponents of strategies to control violence and create order as a public good in a
context where an incumbent government is organized more like a predatory
private business syndicate. It also shows the difficulties of international engage-
ment of these groups within the existing framework of states. When Nigerian
and British expeditionary forces moved CDF units outside their home areas to
fight RUF rebels, these units split into factions, looted, and became more general
abusers of human rights. This was due in part to their removal from the mechan-
isms of social control that bound them to the communities they protected.

This example also shows the difficulties of applying uniform judgments
about the exercise of coercion to armed groups, regardless of social context. For
example, Nigerian and British forces assisted CDF units fighting the RUF into
2001.39 In 1998, after RUF and renegade elements of the army had captured the
capital, officials in London, the British ambassador to Sierra Leone, and the
West African expeditionary force cooperated with the CDF to import small arms
in contravention of a UN embargo to expel rebels from the city.40 The urgency
of bringing order to the country overrode concerns about uniform adherence to
human rights norms, the regulation of small arms imports, or concerns about
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fighters’ motivations, a tendency also common among foreign armies in
Afghanistan, Iraq, and elsewhere that seek indigenous allies that can claim local
legitimacy and provide order at a low cost.

Once Sierra Leone’s war ended and the temporary alliance with outside forces
dissolved, the UN-sponsored Special Court issued indictments for Chief Sam
Hinga Norman, the former CDF national coordinator and minister of internal
affairs, and two of his associates, including the head of the initiation society that
had become the core disciplining agency of the CDF. David Crane, speaking for
the prosecution in the Court, insisted that the case must focus on the alleged
crimes, not politics.41 But politics cannot be barred from the court of public
opinion, a considerable portion of which regarded the CDF as a last line of
defense against people who had come to kill civilians. In a more perfect world,
the government would have carried out this task, but instead a substantial element
of government forces had joined with the RUF. Moreover, at least one member of
the UN Security Council had earlier relied on the CDF to help fight the RUF.

Other contexts illustrate the variable relations between armed groups and the
resources and coercion that support or undermine the provision of public goods.
The Ingush Autonomous Republic of Russia’s former president Ruslan Aushev
also used clandestine economic channels and informal social institutions to
control predation without building a strong state apparatus. He confronted
Islamist internationalists from neighboring Chechnya, who recruited local young
men and helped them kidnap people to finance their group and to challenge local
secular nationalists. Many Ingush people regarded these Islamists as bandits, and
tried to retaliate against families of local fighters who collaborated in their activ-
ities. Aushev expelled Arab “guests” and asked for the consent of village elders
to close new mosques that outsiders had built. Mosques were dismantled, and
then rebuilt with local labor. He asked families of kidnapping victims to forgive
local fighters, and help find them jobs in the many rackets that found their way
to Aushev’s land-locked republic, which officially became a tax-free “offshore
economic zone.” This arrangement appears to have helped keep at bay predation
by young men who could have easily taken advantage of the region’s material
opportunities. Most households in this region have substantial private arsenals,
offering ample opportunities to prey on others, but the region’s order remains a
remarkable contrast to that of neighboring Chechnya.42 Such mobilization of
patriarchal ethnic customs against the threat of militancy challenges many con-
ventional ideas about small arms control, and is not easily generalized. Nonethe-
less, these strategies share the common feature of establishing order on the basis
of shared bonds of social reciprocity that are used to discipline predatory
motives.

Dealing with complexity

It is evident that small arms and greed motivate people. But focusing on motiva-
tions of individuals without consideration of social factors does not tell us where
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sustained order comes from, since logically it never should arise. Otherwise one
has to import the tricky assumption of false consciousness to explain away
inconvenient cooperation. It is harder, though more interesting and productive,
to explain variation in conflicts and the formation and maintenance of large-
scale political organizations through a closer contextual examination of socio-
economic relations. For example, high levels of corruption may occur alongside
a government’s provision of the basic public good of growing prosperity. Of
course, economists are not insensitive to the importance of social structures.
Andrei Schleifer and Robert Vishny, and Susan Rose-Ackerman and Jacqueline
Coolidge, for example, place political institutions and social interactions at
the center of their analyses of corruption. Rose-Ackerman even concludes
that increased greed may reduce probabilities of conflict, at least temporarily,
provided it is coupled with a political strategy that centralizes the distribution
of patronage where formal institutional structures lack capacity and popular
legitimacy.43

Explaining these variations requires an analytical framework that can adapt to
contextual variation. It has to account, for example, for why armed groups
sometimes are predatory and sometimes not, and sometimes in different ways,
or why corruption takes different forms, regardless of how armed groups got
their guns. The alternative is to define illicit behavior in the same way and
assume that armed groups all will use resources such as small arms with the
same motivations and in the same manner. This can lead to dramatic mismatches
between personal motivations and outcomes, as for example when a focus on
Saddam Hussein’s personal intentions and actions based on faulty assumptions,
and valid information derived from available evidence, obscured a much more
complicated situation. Real life shows how the tendency to assimilate new data
into preexisting flawed frameworks may grow, as “the more ambiguous the
information, the more confident the actor is of the validity of his image, and the
greater his commitment to the established view.”44

Conclusion: implications for small arms regulation and
the international relations–international law discourse

In the realm of international law and diplomacy, existing states are the primary
interlocutors. For great powers this arrangement minimizes potentially disrup-
tive border wars and the rise of new groups who might have ideas about how to
order local authority that are at odds with other international norms. For regimes
in very weak states this strips some of their domestic challengers of the hope of
gaining international recognition. The global effort to regulate the trade in small
arms takes place in this context. It denies other groups of outside formal recog-
nition for their state-building efforts to control the exercise of coercion and
use that control for the benefit of local communities. In practical terms, this
means that processes that would have been lauded as state-building successes in
historical terms now face formidable new obstacles in the international arena.
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Therefore, while the regulatory effort to control small arms trafficking helps to
limit the flow of weapons to predatory groups, it also freezes in place political
arrangements that some communities consider to be unjust and at odds with
what they consider to be their proper political destinies.

The stakes of this contradiction for regulation of small arms are great. If
international law is applied against the interests of insurgents whom local people
believe are their legitimate rulers, then they may come to see international law
as a threat to their political aspirations. This is not to say that regulating the flow
of small arms is a bad thing. Instead, the argument here is that armed groups
may use weapons for all sorts of different purposes. Many are predators and are
deeply resented, and regulation will be appreciated. A minority of them may
enjoy legitimacy because they control their members and use weapons to oppose
tyrannies that the international community lacks either the political will or the
capacity to oppose. Therefore, regulating the flow of small arms is a deeply
political action, a fact that the current regulatory regime shows little evidence of
recognizing.
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4

COMMENTARY: A WORLD
DROWNING IN GUNS

Harold Hongju Koh

Introduction

This chapter discusses a familiar subject in unfamiliar settings. The subject is gun
control; the settings are such cities as Freetown, Sierra Leone; Pristina, Kosovo;
Medellín, Colombia; Kabul, Afghanistan; Port-au-Prince, Haiti; and Mogadishu,
Somalia. In every continent, in every city on the planet, there are more guns than
we could ever use. At the dawn of the twenty-first century, we live in a world
drowning in guns. Why is this so and what should we do about it?

The solution lies in the answer to three questions: First, how big is the
world’s gun problem and how did it come about? Second, what can and should
we – as responsible lawyers, scholars, and human rights activists – do about this
huge and growing global problem? Third, what kind of global gun control
regime could we and should we try to build?

The problem

Today there are an estimated 639 million documented small arms in the world.
That is more than one for every twelve men, women, and children on the face of
the earth. Significantly, all sources concede that this estimate undercounts the
actual number by tens of millions. It does not include, for example, the millions
of undocumented, privately held guns in such major countries as China, India,
Pakistan, or France.1

This chapter focuses on a category known as “small arms and light weapons,”
a category generally understood to encompass weapons that possess three
characteristics. First, an ordinary person can carry them. They are transportable
by individual human beings, and thus are so-called man- or woman-portable.
Second, they are capable of delivering lethal force. Third, they are primarily
designed for military use, and so exclude recreational weapons.

While no universally accepted legal terminology exists, considerable agree-
ment has begun to emerge that the term “small arms” includes, at a minimum,
handguns, revolvers, pistols, automatic rifles, carbines, shotguns, and machine
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guns. “Light weapons,” which are usually heavier, larger, and designed to be
hand-carried by teams of people, include grenade launchers, light mortars,
shoulder-fired missiles, rocket launchers, artillery guns, anti-aircraft weapons,
antitank guns, and related ammunition.2

What characteristics distinguish this class of small arms and light weapons?
First, they are portable, easily concealed, and easily used. Unlike complex
weapon systems, these systems require little or no maintenance, logistics,
support, or training. Throughout the developing world, small arms are regularly
carried by teenagers and children. Indeed, for all the worldwide effort that has
been expended to reduce the flagrant use of child soldiers in armed conflict,3 the
availability of small arms contributes as much to the global proliferation of child
soldiers as any governmental policy.4

Second, small arms are not just portable, they are cheap: cheap to make and
cheap to buy. The most famous example is the AK-47, the famous Kalashnikov
assault rifle, of which some 70–100 million are believed to exist worldwide.5 In
southern Africa, AK-47s can be bought for as little as $15, the same price as a
bag of maize.6 The AK-47 is the “rifle of choice” for guerrilla movements. An
AK-47 even appears on the Mozambican national flag.7 In 2003 the Washington
Post reported that, on the eve of the US attack on Iraq, anywhere from one
million to seven million Iraqi civilians were armed with AK-47s in anticipation
of the coming war.8 An AK-47 possesses only nine moving parts, and thus is
relatively simple to handle and reproduce.9 A growing number of countries have
achieved self-sufficiency in the indigenous production and manufacture of small
arms and related ammunition, and many of those countries are even apparently
starting to export small arms.10

Third, small arms and light weapons are shockingly durable. Because they
have minimal maintenance requirements, small weapons can remain operational
for up to 20 years. Usable small arms can still be found that date back more than
half a century to World War II. For that reason alone, small arms users are far
less likely to destroy their weapons than they are simply to trade them in for
better, more modern weapons. I saw this with my own eyes while visiting a so-
called militia disarmament center on the border of West and East Timor in late
1999.11

Fourth, small arms are tradable. Guns that are sold legally often wind up in
illegal hands. Their fungibility, their portability, their small size, and their wide-
spread availability make them an alternative black-market global currency for
transnational terrorists. Large shipments can pass undetected across national
borders and travel huge distances.

Fifth, because of these attributes – portability, price, durability, and availabil-
ity – small arms dramatically fuel and inflame armed conflicts.12 The Deputy
Secretary-General of the UN, Louise Fréchette, reported that small arms were
the only weapons used in 46 of the 49 wars conducted since 1990.13 Three
million civilians – almost the equivalent of the population of Ireland – have been
killed by small arms since 1990.14 Yet the costs of these weapons run far deeper
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than just the mortality, injury, and psychological trauma of people who are shot:
further costs include public health and lost productivity, increased crime and
insecurity, humanitarian costs, and the undermining of development.15 There are
also increased threats to regional security, peacekeeping costs, threats to peace-
keepers and humanitarian relief workers, and security costs to counteract the use
of these weapons.16

Sixth, until recently this flood of guns has gone almost entirely unregulated.
Until the past decade, there has been no systematic focus on small arms. The
task of regulating small arms has been complicated by many factors. First, a lack
of knowledge, which follows from the fact that less than half of the exporting
countries publish, or even maintain, data on their small arms exports. Second,
the nature of the weapons themselves makes them difficult to track. Third, the
large number of producing companies and countries and the black and gray
markets for such goods make both controlling supplies and distinguishing licit
from illicit trade difficult. Fourth, nearly all such weapons have some legal uses
for police work, military purposes, and the like. Fifth and finally, human rights
and civil liberties arguments are often made in favor of individuals’ rights to
possess such weapons under domestic law.17

Given this complex mix of problems, it would be easy simply to say that this
is one of the world’s problems we cannot solve. Indeed, I must confess that this
was my own reaction when I first encountered this issue as US assistant secret-
ary of state for human rights. But during my time in office, two things changed
my mind.

First, when I visited places like Colombia, Kosovo, Sierra Leone, and East
Timor, I saw that the very promiscuous presence of guns chokes civil society. I
perceived, viscerally, that guns kill civil society. The pervasive presence of guns
perpetuates a culture of societal violence. People simply do not want to invest
money in places where everyone carries guns. Why should people trust ballots
when somebody else will trust the rule of the gun?

The second event that deeply affected me was meeting with Oscar Arias
Sanchez, the former president of Costa Rica, the winner of the Nobel Peace
Prize. During what I expected would be a friendly meeting, he turned to me,
provocatively, and said, “If you are from the US Government and you care
about human rights, why don’t you stop the flow of guns into Latin America?”18

I answered, “Well, it is difficult,” and gave some of the reasons that I have just
given to you. He said to me angrily, “Don’t we have enough guns? If the US
really cares about human rights, why don’t you do something about the guns?”

Since that day, his words have weighed upon me. I have to admit that he was
right. If we really care about human rights, we have to do something about the
guns. But what, precisely, should we do? How do we develop and establish a
global system of effective controls on small arms and light weapons?
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The approach

When I was in government, what most bothered me was the gap between ideas
and influence. As a professor I suspected, and as an official I confirmed, a sad
paradox: usually, in the world of policymaking, those with ideas have no influ-
ence and those with influence have no ideas. Even decisionmakers who seek an
innovative solution to a problem often have no time to consult the academic
literature, and when they do, they find the literature so abstract or impenetrable
that it cannot be applied to the problem at hand. But if that is generally true, how
do we bridge the gap in this case and move from ideas to influence?

I have elsewhere sought to explain why nations do and do not obey inter-
national law. The key to understanding whether nations will obey international
law, I have argued, is transnational legal process: the process by which public
and private actors – namely, nation-states, corporations, international organi-
zations, nongovernmental organizations – interact in a variety of forums to
make, interpret, enforce, and ultimately internalize rules of international law.19

Those seeking to create and embed certain human rights principles into inter-
national and domestic law should promote transnational interactions, that gener-
ate legal interpretations, that can in turn be internalized into the domestic law of
even skeptical nation-states.

Applying this approach to developing a global regulatory solution for small
arms and light weapons, a five-stage process might emerge:

• First, knowledge – understanding the nature of the global problem.
• Second, networks – the creation of NGO and civil society networks to start

to build a regime to address the problem.20

• Third, developing norms and recruiting committed individuals who are
willing to promote those norms and to speak out against the practice.

• Fourth, “horizontal process,” a shorthand term for legal process that occurs
at an intergovernmental level. This horizontal process can transpire either at
a formal intergovernmental level or at informal state-to-state gatherings.21

• The fifth and final step I call “vertical process,” the process whereby rules
negotiated among governments at a horizontal, intergovernmental level are
internalized into the domestic statutes, executive practice, and judicial
systems of those participating nations.

That, in a nutshell, is how, in my view, international law becomes law that
people actually obey: by moving from knowledge, to networks, to norms, to hor-
izontal process, to vertical process. But if these are the steps toward global
regime building, how far have we actually proceeded up this ladder with regard
to the global regulation of small arms and light weapons?

Let’s start with the question of knowledge: Why did we know so little about
the small arms problem until the past decade?22 The short answer is that during
the Cold War, a huge global arms trade existed, but most of it involved conven-
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tional weapons of a very large size.23 At the same time, a very large small arms
trade was also occurring, but like a hill hidden under the floodwaters, it was
dwarfed and overshadowed by this huge trade in larger conventional arms. After
the Cold War, both the supply and the demand side of the large arms trade
diminished. At the same time, some of the major producers of small arms, like
Russia and other countries of the former Soviet Union, continued to manufacture
AK-47s at their old levels, creating a dramatic oversupply. So as conventional
arms sales started to drop, suddenly the extent of the ongoing small arms trade
became more visible. By the early 1990s a massive oversupply emerged.

Only two global regimes existed for dealing with these problems. First, the
UN Register of Conventional Arms,24 which does not record the number of
small arms. Second, the so-called Wassenaar Arrangement, a club of 33 export-
ing states that agree to consult on voluntary transfers of arms, but that functions
opaquely, with no formal clout and little enforcement power.25

But in 1993, academic articles started to appear about the small arms trade,
and academic conferences began to spotlight the topic and seek UN action.26

Research nongovermental organizations (NGOs) in several supplying countries
also took up this issue – including the Arms Division of Human Rights Watch,
the Bonn International Center for Conversion, the British American Security
Information Council (BASIC), International Alert, and the Institute for Security
Studies in South Africa. Activist NGOs began to get involved as well. The inter-
national gun control lobby soon linked up with the domestic gun control lobbies
in leading countries.27

And then, as with the landmines treaty, transnational norm entrepreneurs
entered the picture and started to create action networks. One of the leaders of
this movement was Oscar Arias, who gathered 18 Nobel Prize winners to create
an international code of conduct with regard to arms transfers.28 Finally, trans-
national activists developed their own network, the International Action
Network on Small Arms (IANSA), a group of over 300 NGOs.29

As I have argued elsewhere, networks can achieve only so much by exerting
outside pressure. To be genuinely effective, they need sympathetic people,
inside the horizontal intergovernmental process, who can harness their pressure
and champion their cause. Into this picture finally entered a norm sponsor, the
Secretary-General of the United Nations, who in his 1995 “Call to Action”
encouraged the international community to turn its focus on what he called the
weapons “that are actually killing people in the hundreds of thousands.”30

The current UN Secretary-General heightened that commitment in his We the
Peoples report, when he called for a worldwide effort to prevent war by, inter
alia, reducing the “illicit transfers of weapons, money, or natural resources” that
help fuel ethnic and territorial conflicts.31

Critically important was the conceptual move that converted small arms from
a back-burner arms control issue into a pressing human rights and development
issue. Early on, Southern countries rejected external interference with their
access to small arms, arguing that as they could not develop nuclear weapons
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they ought to have access to other weaponry. But once the United Nations and
NGOs in these countries made the factual case that the prevalence of small arms
was a direct cause of the destruction of economic, human rights, and rule of law
structures, key leaders within these countries acquired an incentive to discuss a
global regulatory process.

These negotiations gave rise to the negotiation and conclusion of regional and
global measures at the intergovernmental level. In 1997 the United States and 27
other Western Hemisphere nations concluded the Inter-American Convention
Against the Illicit Manufacturing of and Trafficking in Firearms, the first inter-
national agreement designed to prevent, combat, and eradicate illicit trafficking
in firearms, ammunition, and explosives.32 This Organization of American States
(OAS) convention gave impetus to the United Nations Protocol Against the
Illicit Manufacturing of and Trafficking in Firearms, Their Parts and Com-
ponents, and Ammunition, supplementing the United Nations Convention
Against Transnational Organized Crime, which was designed to build upon and
globalize the standards incorporated in the regional OAS convention.33 In 1998
the 15 EU nations entered into a political commitment to frame a code of
conduct to govern small transfers.34 Later that year, 21 nations met in Oslo,
Norway, for the first intergovernmental small arms conference. The final Oslo
document, “Elements of a Common Understanding,” called for global support of
11 ongoing international regulatory efforts. Shortly thereafter, about 90 coun-
tries plus numerous NGOs met in Brussels for a conference on “sustainable dis-
armament for sustainable development.”35 At about the same time, 16 member
states of the Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS) declared
a three-year renewable moratorium on the production, import, and export of
light weapons in the West African region.36 At the December 1999 United
States–European Union summit in Washington, DC, a statement of “common
principles on small arms and light weapons” was issued pledging to observe the
“highest standards of restraint” in their small arms export policies.37

These conferences, followed by a series of UN resolutions, created the
impetus for the first United Nations Global Conference on Illicit Trade in Small
Arms and Light Weapons, which finally took place in July 2001. The conference
marked the George W. Bush administration’s first engagement with this issue.
There were some hopeful signs: a consensus UN program of action was finally
developed, which enumerated the humanitarian and socio-developmental con-
sequences associated both with illicit weapons trade and with weapons accumu-
lation.38 Some global norms were articulated to guide the actions not just of
states, but also of intergovernmental organizations, NGOs, and individual
experts in addressing the problems of small arms proliferation, availability, and
misuse. The participants made halting commitments to implementing regulatory
measures at national, regional, and global levels. But the norms discussed were
not binding, and the norms themselves were underdeveloped. No legally binding
measures were adopted, no statements were made regarding transparency or
civilian possession of firearms, and the role of nonstate actors both in creating
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and curing the problem was not clearly elaborated. Most troubling, all discus-
sion still took place within an arms control, rather than a human rights, frame-
work, giving participating states too much freedom to place these issues on the
back burner, while citing other more pressing priorities.39

The most memorable speech at the UN conference was delivered by the US
undersecretary for arms control, John Bolton, who declared what became
quickly known in the small arms trade as “Bolton’s Do Nots.” After saying that
the United States supported restraints on light weapons, he qualified that support
by declaring: “[1] We do not support measures that would constrain legal
trade. . . . [2] [We] do not support the promotion of international advocacy. . . .
[3] [W]e do not support measures limiting trade in SA/LW [small arms and light
weapons] solely to governments. . . . [4] [T]he United States will not support a
mandatory Review Conference,” and – most amazing to a student of US consti-
tutional law – “[5] “[T]he United States will not join consensus on a final docu-
ment that contains measures abrogating the Constitutional right to bear arms.”40

This final don’t was unnecessary and provocative, as the conference documents
did not propose to alter legal gun ownership or national gun possession laws.41

Senator Dianne Feinstein quickly challenged Undersecretary Bolton’s view,
pointing out that the Second Amendment had never been used to overturn any
US federal gun law, much less a treaty, and was even less a treaty negotiating
position.42 Thus the United States could easily engage the treaty-negotiating
process without committing itself to a regime that would affront legitimate
Second Amendment concerns. The 2001 UN conference represented a dramatic
missed opportunity, both for the emerging transnational legal process of global
small arms regulation and for the United States as a potential leader of that
process.43

Thinking about a solution

If the past decade has now produced both knowledge and a network, this leaves
open three questions: First, what norms should we now develop? Second, what
“horizontal process” should we use to develop and internationalize those norms?
Third, how should we envision a complementary “vertical process,” whereby the
global norms that emerge from the horizontal process can become internalized
into domestic legal systems?

Norms and horizontal process

The successful global landmines campaign teaches important lessons. The chal-
lenge is how best to generate a law-declaring forum and to foster an interpretive
community capable of announcing and clarifying a clear set of norms.

Here, the US government initially chose to pursue its multilateral objectives
through UN-sponsored efforts conducted via the so-called Geneva Process.
In May 1996 the Review Conference for the United Nations Convention on
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Conventional Weapons (“Conventional Weapons Conference”) developed a
revised Protocol II to the 1980 convention.44 The 61-member UN Conference on
Disarmament, based in Geneva, began considering limitations on the use of
landmines in late 1996. The US government preferred the Geneva approach to
others, because as participants in this process, major exporters and users of
mines, such as Russia and China, would be bound by the outcome of the Con-
ventional Weapons Conference.45 But the Conventional Weapons Conference,
run on a consensus model, broke down when the Mexican government objected
to the consideration of the landmine issue in the Geneva forum.46 Frustrated with
what they perceived to be a lack of progress toward a total ban through the UN-
sponsored efforts, NGOs and a number of mid-sized countries switched course
and created a new law-declaring forum, outside established organizational struc-
tures, the Ottawa Process.47 As Jody Williams of the International Coalition to
Ban Landmines put it in her Nobel Peace Prize acceptance speech: “[W]e
invited them to a meeting and they actually came.”48 Canadian foreign minister
Lloyd Axworthy emerged as a leading governmental norm entrepreneur.49 Once
the Ottawa Process was fully engaged, it was only a matter of time before the
flat-ban convention on landmines ultimately emerged.

Only time will tell whether the small arms negotiations will come to fruition
in the UN conference or in an alternative setting. At this point, either the nascent
Oslo Process or the private–public Brussels Process may yet overtake the UN
conference framework. Moreover, the Nobel Peace Laureates’ Initiative, headed
by Oscar Arias, has drafted a set of principles to govern arms transfers that goes
much further than do the statements of the UN Global Conference on Illicit
Trade in Small Arms and Light Weapons. An interpretive community has begun
to form, comprising both governmental and nongovernmental entities, that in
turn has begun actively to debate the contours of the norms at issue.

The norms developed in this horizontal setting should be bright-line norms.
One of the major accomplishments of the landmines convention was to focus on
a clear, bright-line legal rule that people could understand, the so-called flat
ban.50 But the regulation of small arms presents a far more difficult problem, for
we are a long way from persuading governments to accept a flat ban on the trade
of legal arms. So what kind of enforceable norms can be developed? To be
viable, a global regime should incorporate at least three elements.

First, a marking and tracing regime must be implemented. Most governments
mark their weapons, but the United States and its allies, major suppliers of small
arms, do not trace their newly manufactured weapons in any consistent way.51

One of the most significant outcomes of the UN conference was the establish-
ment of a UN committee to develop a regime that could in turn develop inter-
national rules for collating and making available all global marking and tracing
information. The UN register of conventional arms could be modified so coun-
tries could be required to submit information about their small arms production.
In addition, a number of countries have proposed complementary regional regis-
ters that would explicitly enumerate small arms in specific countries.52 In due
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course, a marking and tracing norm could be embedded in a treaty: Article VI of
the Inter-American Convention Against the Illicit Manufacturing of and Traf-
ficking in Firearms, for example, calls for marking at the time of manufacture,
importation, and confiscation of firearms, grenades, and other covered weapons,
and Articles XI and XIII further require various forms of record-keeping and
information exchange.53

Second, transparency and monitoring of these processes by international
NGOs is critical.54 The Helsinki Final Act and the creation of an international
NGO network to monitor its “human dimension” provisions demonstrated the
power of international NGO monitoring as a way of promoting governmental
compliance with inconvenient norms.55

Here, the most pertinent recent example may be the unexpected rise of the
global anticorruption movement. We have seen a rapidly expanding global
good-governance movement, marked by the enactment of US and other national
foreign corrupt practices laws,56 an Organization for Economic Cooperation and
Development antibribery convention,57 and perhaps most significant, Trans-
parency International58 – a transnational network of NGOs.59 What made the
global anticorruption movement successful, and a model that could be followed
here, was that it forged a transnational network of private and public entities,
including multinational corporations, dedicated both to self-regulation and to the
monitoring of rogue actors.

Third and most important, the horizontal process should produce a “transfer
ban” that would prevent legal arms from being transferred either to illicit users
or to recognized human rights violators.60 Although this would not be easy to do,
under US domestic arms law there already exist restrictions on making transfers
or licenses to certain gross violators of human rights who have been so certi-
fied.61 There is an array of methods by which small arms are diverted from legal
to illegal markets, including falsification of documents, diversion from surplus,
illegal resale, purchases by surrogates, and illegal sales by dealers and brokers.62

Each of these forms of illegal transfer needs to be separately targeted, and the
UN Programme of Action singles out some 25 local measures that could be
taken to do so.63

Vertical process: internalization

The greatest challenge we face in this process is to create a legal framework that
combines a treaty framework built around clear norms with concrete domestic
obligations. The UN Global Conference on Illicit Trade in Small Arms and
Light Weapons laid out a list of measures to be implemented by nation-states at
the national level, ranging from enacting laws regulating small arms production
to preventing the use of small arms against children in armed conflict.64

Yet as important as specific domestic legal regulatory enactments is the
broader strategy for internalization of the emerging global norms.65 If a norm
against illicit transfers can be internationalized through the emerging horizontal
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process described above, by what techniques can we further promote the legal,
political, and social internalization of that emerging international norm into
domestic legal systems?

Here the Inter-American Convention Against the Illicit Manufacturing of and
Trafficking in Firearms provides the best model. This OAS convention, inter
alia, requires each state to establish a national firearms control system and a reg-
ister of manufacturers, traders, importers, and exporters of these commodities; to
establish a national body to interact with other regional states and a regional
organization advisory committee; to standardize national laws and procedures
with member states of regional organizations; and to control borders and ports
effectively. Other key provisions include an obligation for an effective licensing
or authorization system for the import, export, and in-transit movement of
firearms;66 an obligation to mark firearms indelibly at the time of manufacture
and import to help track the sources of illicit guns; and an obligation for states to
criminalize the illicit manufacturing of and illicit trafficking in firearms.

These national approaches should be supplemented with a private–public
network that expressly targets arms brokering and financial transfers. Here too, a
useful transnational legal process model has emerged in the area of conflict dia-
monds. The Kimberley Process has brought together countries and companies to
negotiate the terms of a diamond control regime that would track every diamond
export, import, and re-export transaction through monitoring, audited chains of
custody, criminal penalties, tamper-proof packaging, and standardized record-
keeping. Thankfully, the United States, the world’s largest importer of diamond
jewelry, has accepted the Kimberley Process’s proposed documentation and
record-keeping requirements.67

Other potential enforcers of the norms of the small arms regime include
corporate actors, who should be enlisted in the internal monitoring of private
security companies that they employ. In Guatemala, for example, the Chamber of
Industry reports that private security companies employ more than twice as many
security agents as the number of civilian police officers in that country.68 In recent
years, a number of innovative human rights partnerships have arisen among gov-
ernments, businesses, and civil society that have sought to internalize human
rights obedience into corporate behavior by suggesting minimum corporate
standards for human rights performance in the day-to-day conduct of large multi-
national corporations.69 During my time at the US State Department, we applied
this approach to work with corporations, other governments, and the NGO
community to develop principles for improving human rights performance in the
oil, mining, and energy sectors. The objective of these principles was to provide
companies with practical guidance on how to prevent human rights violations in
dangerous environments. These principles could easily be extended and global-
ized to include as corporate security requirements the monitoring of small arms
held and used in the corporations’ name abroad by private security agents.70

Yet another factor contributing to the ease of illicit arms transfers in the
Western Hemisphere has been the presence of financial and tax havens through-
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out the Caribbean that facilitate money laundering, which in turn supports arms
brokering and large-scale weapons trade. Article XII of the OAS convention71

borrows from the information disclosure provisions of international tax treaties
and usefully stipulates that states parties should exchange information on “tech-
niques, practices, and legislation to combat money laundering related to illicit
manufacturing of and trafficking in firearms.”72

More fundamentally, however, to effectuate fully the goals of the small arms
regime, the United States must focus on supply-side solutions and destination
controls. Through bilateral and multilateral diplomacy, the US government
should start a process of promoting exchanges and destroying existing small
weapons caches.73 One promising precedent occurred in September 2000, when
US, Albanian, Norwegian, and German diplomats signed a memorandum of
understanding on the destruction of over 130,000 small arms and light weapons
in Albania.74

These weapons destruction measures, however, must be combined with
supply-side control measures within the United States. The United States manu-
factures and sells some $463 million in light weapons annually.75 In 1998 it
exported its light weapons to 124 countries, in five of which those weapons were
later used against US and UN soldiers.76 Reasonable domestic supply-side solu-
tions would include new export control statutes imposing strict and adminis-
trable destination controls.77 To address this concern, in 1996, US president Bill
Clinton signed arms-brokering legislation that amended the Arms Export
Control Act to give the State Department greater authority to monitor and regu-
late the activities of arms brokers.78 Key provisions included requirements that
all brokers must register with the State Department, must receive State Depart-
ment authorization for their brokering activities, and must submit annual reports
describing such activities. The United States is currently working to promote
adoption of similar laws by other nations by incorporating such a provision into
the international crime protocol being negotiated in Vienna. Perhaps the
strongest mode of internalization of supply-side controls would come through an
enhanced search for technological solutions. One particularly intriguing idea is
the promoting production of smart or “perishable ammunition” – for example,
AK-47 bullets that would degrade and become unusable over time.

US legal scholars are not mere bystanders in this exercise. They can promote
norm internalization through the analysis and development of legal and policy
arguments regarding international gun controls. Three areas come to mind. The
first is the thorough constitutional research on the Second Amendment that has
been invoked by NGOs to reject efforts by John Bolton and others to apply the
Second Amendment argument extraterritorially.79 The second is the interdiscipli-
nary research by Ian Ayres and John Donohue rejecting the empirical hypothesis
that more guns produce less crime in US society.80 Some international relations
specialists have extrapolated from the “more guns, less crime” hypothesis to
suggest that arms control efforts in heavily armed “warlord states” would be
similarly counterproductive, claiming that heavily armed societies – for
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example, Ingushetia and Somaliland – exhibit a lower level of conflict because
the near-universal possession of guns deters all carriers.81 The Ayres–Donohue
research effectively counters this conclusion with massive empirical evidence
that demonstrates that, if anything, in most of the jurisdictions sampled (at least
in the United States), more guns have been associated with more, rather than
less, crime. Third, legal scholars can identify new norms that might target some
of the most egregious examples of small arms abuse. One possible avenue might
be to focus on the criminalization per se, under international criminal law and
complementary domestic law, of such acts as bringing small arms into refugee
camps.82

Conclusion

In short, we have a problem: a world drowning in guns. What should we do
about it? We have knowledge, we have networks, and we have an emerging
horizontal process to generate norms. We now need to use those emerging
norms to create an international framework, and then internalize those norms in
US domestic law, while at the same time pursuing supply-side solutions and har-
monizing the national approach of the United States with the approaches of
other countries.

This may seem like a fantasy. To fan the belief that a global solution may be
possible, Americans in particular need to think about what role our government
will play. In the history of the human rights movement, the United States has
been exceptional in many ways, but it has been most exceptional, I believe, in its
global leadership role in human rights. If anything, it is our job, as human rights
activists and academics, to urge the United States to follow the better angels of
its own national nature.83 There is no reason on earth why our children and our
children’s children should grow up in a world drowning in guns.
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INTERNATIONAL TERRORISM,
NONSTATE ACTORS, AND

TRANSNATIONAL POLITICAL
MOBILIZATION

A perspective from International Relations

Fiona B. Adamson

International terrorism as a conceptual challenge for
international relations

The problem of international terrorism presents a conceptual challenge to the
discipline of international relations (IR), which has traditionally been concerned
with understanding conflict and cooperation among state actors, rather than
the role that nonstate actors play in the international security environment.
Yet international terrorism is inherently an international phenomenon that
impacts overall levels of international security and international stability, and
therefore falls squarely within the domain of what IR should be able to explain
and understand.

In this chapter I suggest a framework for thinking analytically about inter-
national terrorism from an IR perspective. In order to do so, I argue that, rather
than focusing on specific groups, particular ideologies, or even particular strat-
egies or threats of terror and violence, the most fruitful approach for IR scholars
to take is to devise a broad research agenda around the role that nonstate actors
and transnational political movements play in the international security environ-
ment. Specifically, I propose that there is a common and identifiable pattern of
transnational organizing and transnational strategies that nonstate political entre-
preneurs adopt when mounting a violent challenge to the political status quo.
This pattern of transnational political mobilization coexists with an international
system of states, and has been a prevalent feature of international politics for at
least the past two centuries.

Examining the international systemic-level activities of nonstate actors
necessitates a shift in IR thinking away from so-called billiard ball models of the
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international system in which world politics is conceived of solely as interac-
tions among unitary state actors operating within an anarchic environment.1

Instead, such a perspective suggests the utility of viewing the international
system as a single political space – a world polity in which both state and non-
state actors interact and respond to changing opportunity structures at the global
level.2 By conceiving of the international system as a world polity – a space of
political contention, in addition to interstate competition – we have the starting
point for analyzing international terrorism as a political phenomenon, in addition
to analyzing it as a security threat. This, I argue, provides some analytical lever-
age for thinking about long-term systemic-level political responses to the
problem of international terrorism, as opposed to relying exclusively on military
and policing responses.

I begin by placing current concerns regarding international terrorism in their
historical context. International terrorism is not a new feature of the international
security environment, and it is useful to be reminded of this through a brief
survey of past examples of transnationally linked nonstate actors who employed
violence as a tool for achieving their political goals. Second, I discuss how
dominant theories of international relations have dealt with the question of non-
state action in world politics – and argue that both realist and liberal paradigms
have been unable to respond adequately to the challenge of international terror-
ism, largely because of their focus on states as the most significant actors in
international relations as well as, in the case of liberalism, the inability to
account adequately for the role that violence may play in the constitution of
political order. Third, I discuss the advantages of employing a political mobil-
ization framework for analyzing international terrorism, which draws on insights
from the literatures on social movements and political mobilization. Finally, I
conclude with a discussion of the theoretical and policy implications of such a
framework, emphasizing the need to promote stronger institutional channels
both within and beyond the state for nonstate actors to use to articulate political
grievances. Such institutions, including strong regional court systems, provide a
useful focus for a common research agenda that could be pursued by both inter-
national relations and international law scholars.

Nonstate actors, political violence, and international
security

The use of strategies of violence and terror by nonstate actors and transnational
political movements is not a new feature of the international security environ-
ment. For at least the past two centuries, politically motivated nonstate groups
have organized transnationally as a way of mounting a challenge to the political
status quo, and many of these groups have employed violence as a means of fur-
thering their goals. The ideology employed by such groups has varied across
time and place, but the transnational strategies employed share similarities.
Some scholars have characterized international terrorism as emerging in histor-
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ical waves, but upon closer examination it would appear that the use of political
violence by transnationally networked nonstate actors has been an almost con-
stant source of insecurity in world politics over the past two centuries – what has
changed has been largely the mobilizing ideologies employed by such groups.3

For a historical perspective on the use of political violence by nonstate actors
and transnational movements, one need only think of the multitude of political
groups that mobilized transnationally during the nineteenth century, many of
which used violence as a tactic with which to pursue their political goals. Such
groups included anarchist and socialist groups in both Europe and North
America. While most anarchists and socialists were nonviolent, these global
movements also included radical and violent wings, in which members circu-
lated pamphlets that provided instructions on such skills as bomb-making and
the use of dynamite.4

In addition to anarchist and socialist networks, a number of nationalist move-
ments were also organized transnationally during the late-nineteenth and early-
twentieth centuries. A prominent example includes the Irish nationalist
movement, which was active transnationally in the form of the Fenian groups
that operated in Ireland, Great Britain, the United States, Australia, and parts of
Europe.5 A number of nationalist movements operated in the declining Hapsburg
and Ottoman Empires, such as the Young Ottomans (which were organized
transnationally across Europe), the Inner Macedonian Revolutionary Organi-
zation, Greek and Albanian nationalism movements, and the Young Bosnians.6

The pattern of transnational political mobilization accompanied by violence con-
tinued throughout the twentieth century in the form of transnationally organized
anti-imperial, anticolonial, and separatist nationalist movements. The Algerian
nationalist movement and the Palestinian nationalist movement are two of the
most prominent examples. While their ideology was nationalist, their strategies
were transnational – both of these movements operated internationally and used
political violence and terrorism to pursue their goals.7 In the past decades, a
wide variety of contemporary conflicts that have been categorized as “civil
wars” – from Kosovo to Kashmir and from Chechnya to Northern Ireland – have
involved transnationally organized nonstate actors who use strategies of viol-
ence and terror to pursue their goals.8

While there are certainly important differences between previous transnation-
ally organized movements and the activities of Al-Qaida and other radicalized
groups, there are also many striking similarities in terms of both their trans-
national dimensions and their strategic uses of violence. The primary differences
are, of course, the nature of the mobilizing ideology – political Islam, as
opposed to nationalist or other secular ideologies – as well as advances in
technology. Contemporary transnational movements use the Internet to
communicate with one another rather than circulating pamphlets, and may have
access to more destructive weaponry than was available to groups operating
in the past. However, there are also many historical continuities. The use of
informal channels for fundraising, the circulation of political propaganda via
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transnational social networks, and the linking of a global ideology to transna-
tionally organized underground networks are all features of Al-Qaida that
resemble earlier transnational movements that employed tactics of terrorism.

The “new threat” posed by Al-Qaida is not necessarily an objectively novel
feature of the international security environment, but is rather subjectively
experienced as new to this generation of American citizens. The magnitude of
the attacks of September 11, 2001, the fact that they occurred within the territor-
ial borders of the United States and were directed at US civilians, and the fact
that the United States is the declared target of Al-Qaida’s activities, all magnify
this subjective experience. Yet if one takes a more objective perspective on the
activities of Al-Qaida, the similarities that exist between the current wave of
“jihadist” terrorism and earlier waves of political violence by transnationally
organized nonstate actors provide important points of comparison and together
suggest a fruitful analytical lens through which to view the role played by non-
state actors and transnational movements in the international security environ-
ment – a role that has been largely ignored by mainstream international relations
theory.

International relations theory and violent nonstate actors

There has been a surprisingly limited amount of theoretically informed research
in IR on violent nonstate actors. This arguably stems from two factors. The first
is theoretical and path-dependent, in the sense that the discipline of IR has been
driven and moved forward by debates that are structured around some widely
accepted starting propositions regarding what constitutes legitimate areas and
methods of inquiry in IR. The most obvious starting point is the assumption of
the primacy of sovereign states as the main actors in international affairs, and
the treatment of states as unitary actors.9 In many respects, this has had the effect
of marginalizing questions relating to nonstate actors in the discipline. The
second significant factor concerns the sociology of knowledge production, in
which the research agenda of IR has historically been either consciously or
unconsciously driven by US foreign policy interests; and unlike most other
states in the world, the United States has been relatively untouched by inter-
national terrorism over the past half decade.10 Only a few years ago the study of
terrorism was still considered a marginal field for scholars interested in inter-
national peace and security. As one scholar noted in 2002, “a principal interest
in terrorism virtually guarantees exclusion from most academic positions.”11

Even today, most of the scholarship on terrorism tends to be empirically driven,
and there has been very little written on terrorism by IR scholars.12

Despite the relative paucity of theoretically driven research on the topic,
however, it is nevertheless possible to try to use the dominant paradigms of IR
to deduce some propositions about the impact of violent nonstate actors and
transnational movements on the international security environment. Indeed,
realist and liberal theories of IR each suggest a different type of lens through
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which to formulate appropriate policy responses to international terrorism. As
such, it is useful to examine both realist and liberal perspectives on violent non-
state actors, as a prelude to introducing a political mobilization perspective.

The realist paradigm of international relations still holds a great deal of sway
over the field of IR. Realists do not completely ignore nonstate actors. Most
realists acknowledge the existence of nonstate actors – they simply argue that
they are peripheral to understanding the international system and the inter-
national security environment compared with the interests and behavior of
states. As Kenneth Waltz argued, “transnational movements are among the
processes that go on within” the international system; they are not, however, a
crucial defining feature of system structure.13

This means that for most realists, nonstate actors are not endowed with any
independent agency or power in international politics. Power is treated as an
attribute that is distributed across unitary state actors who must each prioritize
their own security interests. The very structure of the system is determined by
the distribution of power, which rests in state actors.14 In this view, nonstate
actors may engage in activities at the international or transnational level, but
their behavior does not affect the fundamental structure of international politics.
Realists, for example, would point out that the structure of the international
system was unipolar both before and after September 11, 2001 – the attacks on
New York and Washington, DC, did not fundamentally alter the structure of the
international security environment.15

When realists do look explicitly at the activities and behavior of nonstate
actors, they tend to view them as being mere extensions of existing configura-
tions of state power and capabilities.16 Nonstate actors are shaped by and
respond to the institutional structures of states, but there is little acknowledg-
ment that nonstate actors may operate independently and have goals and strat-
egies that are autonomous from any one particular state. Similarly, there is little
acknowledgment by realists that states can be shaped and restructured by the
activities of nonstate actors, as well as vice versa.

The realist paradigm suggests a particular lens through which to view the
problem of international terrorism: the logical responses to international terror-
ism, from a realist perspective, are to either refocus attention on states as the
source of security threats, treat violent nonstate actors as proxies for state inter-
ests, or view nonstate actors as being “statelike.”17 Indeed, one can easily see the
marks of some of these realist assumptions on the US response to the September
11 attacks on New York and Washington, DC. Even in the early days following
the attacks there was a sense of disbelief among some in the policy community
that nonstate actors could have been acting independently in the attacks, and at
the highest level government officials were convinced that a state sponsor had to
be somehow involved.18 There was an immediate attempt to refocus attention on
states, especially “rogue states,” despite the lack of any significant evidence of a
link between Al-Qaida and any state actor.

In addition to removing the Taliban from Afghanistan, the George W. Bush
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administration quickly focused attention on dangers posed by Iraq, Iran, and
North Korea – none of which had any significant links with Al-Qaida. The US
intervention in Iraq was justified in part by its alleged links with Al-Qaida,
despite the lack of any intelligence to support such views. The overall discourse
that has been employed since September 11 has been one of war and warfare – the
“war on terrorism” – prioritizing the military dimensions of the post-September 11
response and conjuring up analogies with World War II and the Cold War. The
overall policy response is therefore to combat terrorism as one would combat
security threats emanating from states – through a militarized response.

In contrast to the realist view of international relations, nonstate actors have
figured more prominently in liberal approaches to international politics. Liberals
are much more willing to endow nonstate actors with autonomy and agency. For
example, many liberals view power as being not just distributed across states,
but also embedded in other entities such as international institutions and non-
governmental organizations (NGOs).19 Liberal constructivists have been active
in initiating an IR research agenda on transnational networks and nonstate
actors, and there is a significant body of work that examines NGOs and trans-
national advocacy groups as independent forces in world politics.20 Liberal
approaches to world politics tend to view power as multidimensional, with an
emphasis on the “soft power” of ideas and influence, in addition to military and
economic power.21 However, in this worldview, nonstate actors have been
largely assumed to play a stabilizing role in the international system. Nonstate
actors are generally treated as extensions of domestic interest groups lobbying
states by invoking norms or using tools of persuasion. Or, nonstate actors are
treated as members of a global civil society that can contribute to international
stability by performing tasks such as monitoring human rights violations and
assisting in postconflict reconstruction and development.22

Yet there is a selection bias in liberal studies of nonstate actors. Liberals and
liberal constructivists have overwhelmingly focused their attention on nonstate
actors who themselves operate according to liberal principles. In other words,
few liberals have examined the role played by nonstate actors who are willing to
use strategies of coercion and violence to achieve their goals. Thus their overall
conclusions regarding the role that nonstate actors play as a stabilizing force in
the international security environment have been flawed. The full range of non-
state actors in the international system includes not just liberal NGOs such as
Amnesty International and Greenpeace, but also illiberal groups willing to use
violence. Liberals will be reluctant to lump these two kinds of nonstate actors
together into a single framework. Thus nonstate actors who use violence
also ultimately drop out of the liberal worldview of international politics, and
are not treated as autonomous agents with an independent impact on inter-
national politics. This may explain why liberals tend to treat international terror-
ism as a “global problem” much like cross-boundary pollution or the spread of
disease – the solution advocated by liberals would thus be to encourage coopera-
tive ventures among states within the framework of international regimes and
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institutions as a way of facilitating a common response to the global problem of
terrorism.

The liberal response is therefore likely to be a regulatory response – in other
words, it will emphasize the importance of international organizations as provid-
ing multilateral forums for coordinating state responses to international terror-
ism. Viewed as a “global problem,” the emphasis will be on encouraging
interstate cooperation and coordination on such issues as terrorist financing,
border control, migration, and intelligence sharing.23 Liberals are reluctant to
endow nonstate actors who employ strategies of violence with autonomy or
agency, and are reluctant to examine the use of violence as a tool in protracted
political struggles. International terrorism, therefore, is viewed as an agentless
problem to be dealt with through mechanisms of interstate cooperation, rather
than a tactic or strategy that is used by politically motivated nonstate actors and
transnational movements.

A political mobilization perspective on violent nonstate
actors

As opposed to the dominant realist and liberal approaches to the problem of
international terrorism, I argue that a more useful way of thinking about violent
nonstate actors and international security is through the lens of a political mobil-
ization perspective.24 This perspective understands international terrorism as a
particular tactic or strategy that is employed within the broader context of polit-
ical mobilization and contention by nonstate actors. As such, one can identify a
common logic of transnational mobilization used by both violent and nonviolent
nonstate actors at the level of the international system. By using strategies of
transnational mobilization, relatively weak nonstate actors can consolidate spa-
tially dispersed resources from across the international system and convert them
into coherent projections of power that directly challenge the political status
quo. This same basic logic of transnational political mobilization is used by both
human rights groups and terrorist organizations. In both cases, nonstate actors
make use of a variety of resources, including ideational and identity resources,
financial and material resources, and institutional and organizational resources.

Much of the liberal constructivist writing on nonstate actors has rightly
focused on the power of ideas and normative frameworks as a tool for political
change. Realists have critiqued liberal constructivists for a selection bias in
much of their research that leads them to focus on groups that promote liberal
norms. However, research has shown that most of those who carry out acts of
terrorism do not view themselves primarily as promoting violence, but rather as
promoting a particular idea, identity, or ideology. Bruce Hoffman has argued
that “the terrorist is fundamentally an altruist: he believes that he is serving a
‘good’ cause designed to achieve a greater good for a wider constituency –
whether real or imagined – which the terrorist and his organization purport to
represent . . . the terrorist is fundamentally a violent intellectual.”25
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In this regard, much of the political mobilization activity associated with
groups who use violence shares similarities with other forms of political mobil-
ization. There is an attempt to create a transnational political constituency by
using a politicized identity category or ideology to create transnational networks
of political support. The ideology or identity category used for mobilization pur-
poses can be distinguished from the use of violence as a tactic or strategy. The
ideology of nationalism has been a common mobilizing ideology employed by
nonstate actors operating transnationally; at other times, socialism, anarchism, or
liberalism have been deployed. In the case of Al-Qaida and other groups, a
radical version of Islamism has been used to create and politicize a transnational
support base. The process of politicization involves the strategic deployment of
a salient and meaningful political ideology in order to construct a transnational
political movement.

Ideology alone, however, is not sufficient for building a transnational polit-
ical movement. Amnesty International and Greenpeace need financial resources
to promote their causes, just as “illegitimate” nonstate actors need financial
resources to operate transnationally. In both cases, nonstate political entre-
preneurs need to mobilize their support base or find outside sources of funding
to generate the resources needed to operate. The mobilization of financial
resources by Al-Qaida is not therefore unique, but rather follows a common
pattern. Both licit and illicit nonstate actors rely on voluntary contributions and
on recruiting skilled and unskilled labor into their movement. In addition, illicit
movements – not surprisingly – rely on illicit sources of revenue, such as gray
economy networks, organized crime, “taxes,” and extortion.

Revolutionary organizations in the late nineteenth century, for example, suc-
cessfully built up transnational constituencies that they could draw upon for
financial support. One of the most prominent examples is Irish nationalist organi-
zations, who were certainly willing to employ violence in support of the cause of
Irish independence from Great Britain. Between 1916 and 1921, nearly 800,000
Irish Americans joined nationalist organizations, contributing over $10 million to
Sinn Fein and the Irish Republican Army (IRA).26 A contemporary example of
transnational resource mobilization by a nationalist organization is the Liberation
Tigers of Tamil Eelam of Sri Lanka, which has had an extremely effective
fundraising organization. During the 1990s, its $50 million annual budget was
acquired through a combination of direct donations by Tamil migrant communit-
ies, money skimmed off from the budgets of Tamil NGOs, human smuggling
operations, and Tamil-run businesses.27 A 3 percent war tax on all earnings
abroad was collected by the “Homeland Calling” fund of the Kosovo Liberation
Army (KLA) during the Kosovo conflict, and the Zurich-based newspaper Voice
of Kosovo routinely appealed for donations to the KLA from the transnational
diaspora of supporters.28 These are all examples that bear strong similarities to
some of the “terrorist financing” strategies used by Al-Qaida.

Transnational political movements – whether “legitimate” or “illegitimate” –
need some form of organizational structure in order to operate. Groups such as
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the Kurdistan Workers Party (PKK), Algeria’s National Liberation Front, the
IRA, Hamas, and other transnationally organized nonstate political actors fall
somewhere on the continuum of transnational social movements, deterritorial-
ized proto-states, and organized networks of terror and crime. Most are not just
involved in violence, but also provide a political organizational structure as well
as, in many cases, social services, such as welfare, policing, education, and
employment – in addition to the more intangible and status benefits of member-
ship, identity, and existential meanings – to constituencies that are marginalized
within the given political order. Contemporary political science, with its bias
toward studying liberal NGOs, has largely relegated participation in nonstate
organizations as belonging to the realm of “civil society,” but this misses the
fact that transnationally organized movements may have a geopolitical agenda,
rather than simply a social or cultural agenda, and may view themselves as
directly challenging the interests and identities of existing state elites.

The transnational organizational structures that are built up by nonstate actors
who employ violence therefore represent both practical and conceptual chal-
lenges. Practical, in that networks of violence are often intimately intertwined
with networks of services that are relied upon by marginalized constituencies.
Conceptual, in that the labels “terrorist network,” “social movement,” or “proto-
state” each only provide partial descriptions of the overall phenomenon of
transnationally-organized political movements that employ violence as a strategy.

Within the broader context of transnational mobilization in the pursuit of
political goals, strategies of terrorism and violence can be one component of an
overall agenda that is designed to challenge the status quo. In addition to inflict-
ing pain and damage, and weakening the existing political order, terrorism,
writes Hoffman, “is designed to create power where there is none or to consoli-
date power where there is very little. Through the publicity generated by their
violence, terrorists seek to obtain the leverage, influence and power they other-
wise lack to effect political change on either a local or an international scale.”29

As a “weapon of the weak,” terrorism is deployed by groups to gain media
attention and visibility as the first step in gaining “name recognition” within the
international community.30 Even if acts of terrorism are universally condemned,
they can stimulate media coverage of an issue and provide an opening for the
more moderate organizations to ask the public to consider the legitimacy of the
cause as separate from the tactics with which the cause is being promoted.31 In
this regard one must note that one of the observable outcomes of September 11,
2001, has indeed been a spotlight of media attention on the Middle East and
Islam, and an opening for more moderate voices to have their grievances pub-
licly considered and deliberated, to a much greater extent than had been possible
prior to the terrorist attacks.
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Conclusion: implications of a political mobilization
perspective

What are the theoretical and policy implications of taking a political mobil-
ization perspective on terrorism? I would suggest that the implications are very
different from those of either a mainstream realist or a liberal perspective on
international terrorism. The primary difference is the added political dimension.
By viewing terrorism as a tool in a political struggle, as opposed to simply a
security threat to be dealt with through military means, or a “global problem” to
be regulated through interstate cooperation, a political mobilization perspective
points to the combination of strategies that are needed to respond to the chal-
lenge of international terrorism. In other words, if a realist perspective suggests
a military response to terrorism as a long-term strategy, and a liberal perspective
suggests a regulatory response, then a political mobilization perspective sug-
gests the need for a political response.

By a political response, I do not mean “political” in the sense of responding
to specific demands or grievances that are articulated by nonstate actors who use
strategies of violence, as has been suggested by some with regard to the specifics
of US foreign policy in the Middle East. I bracket this issue for the purposes of
this discussion. Rather, if terrorism is a political tool used in the context of trans-
national political mobilization, there is a need to both delegitimize and criminal-
ize this political tool (which is well under way, and which liberals and realists
would also be in agreement with), while simultaneously providing alternative
channels for grievance articulation and claims-making by ideologically motiv-
ated nonstate actors.

This proactive political response goes beyond public diplomacy or “reaching
out to moderates,” and includes actively strengthening institutional frameworks
that can be used by nonstate actors to articulate grievances and demands, both at
the level of the state and at levels beyond the state. In a sense, this is simply an
argument for strengthening opportunities for democratic participation and
strengthening the rule of law at the level of the international system, in addition
to promoting democratic reforms within states. The international system does
not have a strong institutional infrastructure available to nonstate actors to
channel political demands and grievances effectively, other than through states
and the representatives of states. It could be argued that the process of “modern-
ization” has outpaced the process of “institutionalization” at the level of the
international system.32

If the strengthening of effective intelligence collection, coordination, polic-
ing, and surveillance is the only form of institutionalization that occurs at the
global level as a long-term response to terrorism, the result will be a gross
imbalance. It is useful, therefore, to at least frame the question in terms of think-
ing about the types of political and legal institutions that could be used to
address this broader issue over the long term. For researchers in international
relations, this means thinking outside the conceptual straightjacket imposed by
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“states in anarchy” and instead beginning to think in terms of the factors that
create political stability at the domestic level – such as legitimacy, robustness of
institutions, and avenues for democratic participation – and what such factors
might look like transposed to the level of the international system.33 For inter-
national legal theorists, this requires increased attention to the position of indi-
viduals and nonstate actors as subject/objects of international law, in addition to
the traditional focus on state actors. In particular, it suggests the need to think
creatively about the type of institutions that could be drawn upon by individuals
to make claims and articulate grievances beyond the level of the state.

What would such institutions look like? One such example can be seen in the
impact that processes of regionalization have had in Europe in providing new
domestic and regional institutional channels for articulating political demands in
ways that delegitimize and offer alternatives to strategies of violence as political
tools for articulating grievances. One could point to the case of transnationally
organized nonstate actors in Turkey, where both Kurdish political entrepreneurs
and Islamist political entrepreneurs have made use of the European Court of
Human Rights (ECHR) to articulate grievances and engage in claims-making
against the Turkish state.34 The ECHR has been used as a venue in which indi-
viduals can make claims against governments, thus providing an additional insti-
tutional channel for articulating grievances in the face of blocked opportunities
at the domestic level. A focus on institutional development at the regional and
supranational levels should be accompanied by the criminalization of violence
as a tool for political change. In the example of the PKK in Turkey, an inter-
national policing action resulted in the arrest of the PKK leader. Yet it is
unlikely that this alone would have mitigated Kurdish violence without an
accompanying change in both the domestic and supranational political opportun-
ities available to political entrepreneurs to pursue their demands. The lifting of
many restrictions on Kurdish expression in Turkey, which has been brought
about largely through the pressures Turkey has been under to undertake
domestic political reforms in order to conform to the criteria for membership in
the European Union, and the recent victory of the moderate Islamist Justice and
Development Party, which ran on a pro-European platform, provide other
examples of the moderating effect that the complex institutional developments
in Europe are having.

Of course, it is valid to ask to what extent aspects of the model can be applied
to other regions. But as a general model it suggests the effectiveness of strength-
ening supranational institutional channels, in tandem with exerting pressure for
internal reform to increase the availability of domestic political channels for
articulating grievances and political demands. The role that robust institutional-
ization can play in addressing the political dimensions of transnational mobil-
ization by nonstate actors in ways that provide institutional channels and
legitimate avenues for the articulation of grievances deserves closer study. This
is one possible research agenda that scholars in the fields of both international
relations and international law could converge on, and that could potentially
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generate useful insights for the formulation of long-term political responses to
the challenge posed by international terrorism.
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6

CRYING WAR

Mary Ellen O’Connell

Introduction

On September 12, 2001, President George W. Bush declared a global war
on terror.1 This was stirring rhetoric at a moment of crisis. It was not, however,
a correct statement as a matter of law. In the weeks and months that followed,
it became clear why the administration spoke of a global war. International
law permits certain actions during war that are criminal in peacetime. The
administration wanted those privileges and so it made a false claim of global
war. This false claim was the first step in what turned out to be a series of inter-
national law violations, violations that have denied basic human rights to thou-
sands of individuals and have cost the United States dearly – by several
measures. This chapter examines the high cost of America’s post-September 11
international law violations. It first recounts a number of serious violations; it
then considers what may have motivated administration officials to violate the
law, and, finally, it looks at what those violations have apparently cost the
United States.

The violations

The rights and duties of nation-states differ in war and peace. It follows, there-
fore, that international law indicates when wartime versus peacetime law
applies. The Bush administration, however, in its zeal to claim wartime privi-
leges globally, ignored the understanding of war found in international law, sub-
stituting a definition of its own. In addition, after September 11, the
administration focused exclusively on wartime privileges, ignoring wartime
duties. Within months of the global war declaration, the United States was com-
mitting serious international law violations. Having departed from its wartime
duties in the fabricated global war, the administration displayed only limited
interest in observing its duties in the real wars of Afghanistan and Iraq. The
policy of claiming wartime rights everywhere and rejecting wartime duties has
resulted in significant international law violations, including summary execu-
tion, unlawful detention, torture, and inhuman treatment, as well as the woeful
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neglect of the duties of an occupying power to preserve and protect the citizens,
cultural heritage, and basic infrastructure of the occupied nation.

The false claim of war

No single treaty or rule of customary international law precisely defines war.2

Nevertheless, it is easy enough to discover in international legal sources the
factual situation that triggers wartime rights and duties. Before the adoption of
the United Nations Charter in 1945, formal declarations of war were significant
to the determination of whether states were involved in a de jure war. After the
adoption of the Charter, “war” fell out of use as a legal term of art.3 The Charter,
in Article 2(4), prohibits all uses of force, war, and lesser actions, except in self-
defense or as mandated by the Security Council. Following the adoption of the
Charter, treaties relevant to war, such as the Geneva Conventions of 1949, sub-
stituted the term “armed conflict” for “war.” “War” ministries became “defense”
ministries. States engaging in armed conflict rarely declared war. What mattered
after 1945 was actual fighting, not nineteenth-century formalities. The question
of whether the law of war or peace applies came to depend on the existence of
actual armed conflict, not the rhetorical or even technical invocation or declara-
tion of war.

Armed conflict exists when two or more armed groups engage each other in
significant armed hostilities. In Prosecutor v. Tadić, the International Criminal
Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia defined “armed conflict” as existing “when-
ever there is a resort to armed force between States or protracted armed violence
between governmental authorities and organized armed groups or between such
groups within a state.”4 The 1949 Geneva Conventions apply in “armed conflict”
and occupation.5 Additional Protocol II to the 1949 Conventions, applicable in
noninternational armed conflicts, applies to “more than situations of internal dis-
turbances and tensions such as riots and isolated and sporadic acts of violence.”
Isolated and sporadic acts of violence such as border clashes and naval incidents
are not armed conflict.6

The intermittent nature of terrorist attacks means that they will not generally,
by themselves, amount to armed conflict: “‘International terrorism implies the
intermittent use or threat of force against person(s) to obtain certain political
objectives of international relevance from a third party.’ . . . [T]he intermittent
factor, which is a hallmark of terrorism, excludes it from constituting war per se.
But . . . terrorist tactics may be adopted in war for the purpose of guerilla
warfare.”7 Oscar Schachter observed in 1995 that “no State has considered itself
to be legally at war in response to terrorism.”8 The official British position has
been that armed conflict does not refer to the presence of ordinary crimes or
terrorism.9

Officials in the Bush administration, however, argue that the series of inter-
mittent attacks on the United States by Al-Qaida between 1993 and 2001 did
constitute an armed conflict, and thus, they say, President Bush’s declaration of
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a “global war on terror” on September 12 was factually correct.10 These officials
confuse armed attack with armed conflict. Yes, the United States was attacked,
but until it counter-attacked, until it engaged in significant armed hostilities,
there was no armed conflict. Following the 1993 attack on the World Trade
Center and the attack on the USS Cole in Yemen in 2000, there was no counter-
attack. American and Yemeni law enforcement officials treated the attacks as
criminal acts. After the attack on the US embassies in Nairobi and Dar-es-
Salaam, the United States did counter-attack in Sudan and Afghanistan. There
was, however, no counter-counter-attack. The violent exchange was too inter-
mittent and too short in duration to constitute armed conflict.

The series of Al-Qaida attacks on the United States are legally significant for
another reason, however. While the attacks did not constitute armed conflict,
they did give rise to the right of self-defense against Afghanistan. The right of
self-defense is triggered if an armed attack occurs. Once the right is triggered,
the victim of the attack is allowed to take offensive military force against the
state responsible for the unlawful attack.11 Because of the clandestine nature of
terrorist attacks, the victim state will not always know if there is a state respons-
ible for the attack, nor if more attacks are planned, such that self-defense is war-
ranted. In the case of September 11, Al-Qaida had, by its own public admission,
carried out the attacks; the United States made a case that Afghanistan suffi-
ciently supported Al-Qaida so as to be legally responsible for the attacks, and
because of the series of prior attacks and clear and convincing evidence of future
attacks, a case for self-defense could be made.12

Hostilities in self-defense began with a US air offensive against Afghanistan
on October 7, 2001. Those hostilities occurred in Afghanistan, not all over the
world. Afghanistan became a theater of war, and the law of armed conflict
applied in Afghanistan. The United States generally did not then behave as if it
were in a worldwide war. There was certainly no expectation that members of
the US military would become lawful targets outside the Afghan war zone. Four
years after the armed conflict in Afghanistan began, the question became,
“When do hostilities end?” The answer depends on the intensity of the fighting
and the measure of control the government is able to exercise – in Afghanistan.

Thus, exchange and intensity are two key factors that separate terrorist
attacks from armed conflict. Another is control of territory. In today’s world,
this means armed conflict always takes place in connection with a state. For this
reason, many scholars say that nonstate actor groups cannot engage in armed
conflict. To engage in significant armed hostilities, a group must control suffi-
cient territory – it must be at least a quasi-state.13 When the Oklahoma City
bombing occurred, no one considered it an armed conflict. The same was true in
Yemen, Nairobi, Kenya, Bali, Madrid, Istanbul, Saudi Arabia, Morocco, and
London. The bombers held no territory in those states. The governments were in
control and did not need to use their militaries to fight the bombers. The situ-
ation in Afghanistan in 2001 was different. Al-Qaida was supported by the
Taliban and its military forces. The Taliban refused to end that support. The
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United States and Britain then engaged the combined forces of the Taliban and
Al-Qaida on the territory of Afghanistan. Thus an armed conflict with Al-Qaida
was possible only because of the link between Al-Qaida and the Taliban, the de
facto government of Afghanistan.

In addition to those cases where terrorist groups are linked to a state, terrorist
groups may also engage in armed conflict where they take control of sufficient
territory so as to challenge a government. The Abusayyef terrorist group, operat-
ing in The Philippines, is an example. The Philippine government has had to use
its military to counter this group because it controls territory in The Philip-
pines.14 This control means that a group of terrorists is able to engage in armed
conflict – a civil war. It is engaged in more than just crime. The Irish Republican
Army (IRA), ETA, the Red Brigades, and the Red Army Faction never gained
this type of control, and their acts remained crimes. Al-Qaida has engaged in
armed conflict in Afghanistan and Iraq, but its violent actions in the rest of the
world have been crimes.

Officials in the Bush administration have tried to counter the requirement of a
state territory connection. They have pointed out that treaties regulating the use
of armed force do not focus narrowly on states, and they argue that it is legally
possible for nonstate actor groups to engage in armed conflict.15 This argument
fails to take into account the nature of armed conflict and the geographic facts of
modern life. It is simply not possible to engage in armed conflict without some
relationship to state territory. As the Bush administration itself likes to point out,
international humanitarian law (IHL) that regulates the waging of war and occu-
pation is not designed to apply to nonstate actor groups in control of no
territory.16 Such groups do not meet the criteria for lawful combatants. They do
not wear insignia, form units under discipline, or carry weapons openly. The
administration concludes from all of this that such persons are unlawful combat-
ants because of these deficiencies. But the fact is, they are not combatants at
all.17 They are criminals. To be a combatant, one must take direct part in hostili-
ties that amount to armed conflict.

The Bush administration’s case for war also invokes the number of persons
who have been killed by terrorists as an argument that terrorism today is war,
not crime.18 This observation recalls the definition of war used by many political
scientists. Rather than use the understanding found in international law, one
finds common reliance on the understanding developed for the Correlates of
War Study. This study counts an incident as war if 1,000 violent deaths occur.
The actual threshold number may vary; numbers as low as 25 are sometimes
used. Determining that a situation is war based only on an arbitrary number of
deaths, however, is too simplistic and results in clear anomalies. The attack on
the World Trade Center is counted as an armed conflict, but the attacks on the
Madrid train, the African embassies, London Transport, and others are not,
owing solely to the numbers killed, even though they were carried out by the
same terrorist group with the same intention and in a similar way. The inter-
national law understanding of war is much closer to the real-world understand-
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ing – war is more than a matter of numbers. War or armed conflict exists when
armed groups, in control of territory, engage in intense hostilities of some
duration.

Despite the common sense of the international law understanding, the Bush
administration’s alternative understanding of war has not been dismissed out-of-
hand. This may be due to a couple of factors. First, it took some time for the
international legal community to really understand that the administration was
not using mere rhetoric of the “war on drugs” type. In addition, international law
literature does not reflect much discussion on the difference between war and
terrorism. States generally have been reluctant to acknowledge that a terrorist
challenge has reached the level of armed conflict. To recognize that an armed
conflict is raging on state territory is to acknowledge that the state faces a chal-
lenge so serious it can no longer be dealt with by law enforcement measures.
Under international law this has not been a problem. As long as the situation is
not armed conflict, the law of peace prevails. The law of peace has better protec-
tions for individual human rights, and states have typically accepted the con-
comitant heavier legal burden to avoid enhancing the status of terrorists from
that of criminal to that of combatant. As a result, few states, if any, made false
claims of war prior to September 12, 2001.19

In the summer of 2005, some in the Bush administration seemed to under-
stand that they had made a strategic error in claiming to be at war with terrorism.
Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld stated that instead of a war, the United
States was involved in a “global struggle against the enemies of freedom, the
enemies of civilization.”20 General Richard Myers, chairman of the Joint Chiefs
of Staff, said too that the “war on terror” would more aptly be named a “global
struggle against violent extremism.”21 Myers pointed out that contemporary
global conflicts require “all instruments of our national power, all instruments of
the international communities’ national power.”22 Stephen Hadley, the national
security adviser, said that the conflict was broader than a war on terror: “It’s
broader than that. It’s a global struggle against extremism.”23 Only a few days
after administration officials began using the new line, President Bush termi-
nated the new terminology: “Make no mistake about it, we are at war.”24 Perhaps
someone in the administration realized that without a war, the United States
would no longer have any legal basis for a number of its policies.

False claims of privilege

It appears the Bush administration decided to declare a global war against terror-
ism to get the benefits of wartime privileges – especially the rights to kill
without warning and to detain without trial. Those privileges do not apply in
peace. Events also show, however, that the administration’s conduct of the
global war has been inconsistent, contradictory, and often counterproductive.

As already mentioned, the Bush administration does not treat the whole
world as a battlefield. It does not recognize members of the US military to be
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lawful targets wherever they are. Since September 11, members of the US mili-
tary have been considered lawful targets only in the actual war zones of
Afghanistan and Iraq. For the administration’s targets, however, any place the
administration selects could be a war zone. The same place will be a war zone
for one person while it is a zone of peace for everyone else. For example, José
Padilla was arrested at Chicago’s O’Hare Airport and designated a combatant
even though O’Hare was not a war zone for anyone else. International law
accepts extending the higher human rights standards of peace in war, but it
cannot tolerate the lower standards of war in peace. Even worse is the applica-
tion of the lower standards in only selected cases. This ad hocism is inconsistent
with the very concept of law that requires the application of rules fairly.

During an armed conflict, regular members of the armed forces who respect
the law of war may not be prosecuted for the deaths they cause. This is known
as the combatant’s privilege, or combatant immunity. Lawful combatants have
the privilege to kill enemy fighters without warning.25 Absent an armed conflict,
law enforcement officials may only use lethal force in self-defense or the
defense of others in the face of an imminent threat.26 On November 3, 2002,
agents of the US Central Intelligence Agency (CIA), using an unmanned Preda-
tor drone, fired a Hellfire missile against a vehicle in remote Yemen, killing six
men. One of those men was suspected of being a high-ranking Al-Qaida lieu-
tenant.27 Following the attack on the USS Cole in 2000, the United States sent
agents of the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) to work with Yemeni
authorities to solve the case. Police techniques were used. Conditions in Yemen
at the time of the Predator strike had not changed markedly from the time of the
Cole attack. Yemen was not the scene of an armed conflict, nor had its govern-
ment declared that it was unable or unwilling to deal with suspected terrorists on
its territory. The United States has also used Predator drones to kill people in
Pakistan.28

Absent an armed conflict, the full range of international human rights law
applies and protects criminal suspects. Individuals may not be killed on suspi-
cion of membership in a group. Rather, authorities must at least make the
attempt to arrest a suspect and not simply execute him. It is not possible,
however, to attempt to arrest someone using an unmanned drone: the strike was
an extrajudicial killing, as the UN special rapporteur on the subject affirmed.29

The administration has also claimed the right to detain without trial. During
armed conflict, combatants who fall into the hands of a party to the conflict may
be detained without trial until the end of hostilities.30 “The purpose of captivity
is to exclude enemy soldiers from further military operations. Since soldiers are
permitted to participate in lawful military operations, prisoners of war shall only
be considered as captives detained for reasons of security, not as criminals.”31

However, detainees may be tried for law violations committed prior to capture
in proceedings consistent with minimum due process.32 Arguably, the detaining
power has a duty to try persons for grave breaches of humanitarian law.33 In the
absence of an armed conflict, international human rights law prohibits detaining
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people for months or years without trial.34 If authorities wish to detain someone
because he or she is a criminal suspect, the person may be detained only pur-
suant to a fair, public, and prompt trial.35 Suspects may not be detained indefin-
itely. After September 11, the United States detained hundreds and possibly
thousands of prisoners as “enemy combatants,” holding them without trial even
though many of the individuals were not detained in hostilities.

International humanitarian law does not simply relax certain peacetime
restraints. It also imposes duties on warring parties. For example, all detainees
must be registered and have the right to be visited by the International Commit-
tee of the Red Cross (ICRC). Lawful combatants and civil internees are entitled
to conditions of detention commensurate with the housing of the detaining
power’s own soldiers. Coercive interrogation is never allowed. There is no
necessity exception for such interrogation. Detainees may not be transferred for
the purposes of coercive interrogation or to hide them from the ICRC. All
detainees must be treated humanely at all times. Apparently the Bush adminis-
tration has had no interest in complying with these duties with respect to
detainees in the global war on terror. It has tried to avoid compliance by arguing
that even though it has detained hundreds under the detention-without-trial
privilege found in international humanitarian law, broad categories of detainees
have no IHL protections.36

The creation of the myth that some persons have no IHL protections appar-
ently laid the foundation for the torture, coercion, and abuse of persons in US
detention.37 The prevailing view at detention centers, regardless of location,
appears to be that, because the administration says terrorists are unlawful com-
batants, and because unlawful combatants have no IHL protections, they are
entitled to no more than the president’s discretionary promise of “humane treat-
ment.” The administration considers even this limp protection inapplicable in
cases of “military necessity.” In addition to the general administration policy
that designated detainees as having no legal protections, Defense Secretary
Donald Rumsfeld authorized the use of unlawful interrogation techniques at
Guantanamo Bay, Cuba. These techniques include stress positions, forced
grooming, nudity, the use of dogs, and physical coercion.38 With respect to
detainees in Iraq, he authorized the illegal hiding of detainees from the Inter-
national Committee of the Red Cross, and their unlawful transfer. General
Ricardo Sanchez, commander of US forces in Iraq, authorized the use of
muzzled dogs to threaten detainees, and the use of stress positions, isolation, and
sleep deprivation.39 The CIA is using “waterboarding” at undisclosed locations.40

The FBI at Guantanamo Bay observed numerous outrages, including chaining in
the fetal position for 24 hours without relief, sexual abuse and humiliation, and
burning the inside of the ear with cigarettes.41 In Iraq and Afghanistan, dozens of
detainees in US custody have died from beatings and related causes.

In addition to these failures to observe wartime duties respecting detainees,
Secretary Rumsfeld dismissed America’s duties as an occupying power in Iraq.
First, the administration tried to deny it was an occupier, claiming instead to be a
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“liberator.” Even when it finally dropped that pretense, it still paid no attention
to the Hague Regulations, binding on the United States, that require the occupy-
ing power to maintain law and order.42 The occupier’s obligation is even greater
with respect to protecting cultural property. The United States recognizes much
of the 1954 Hague Convention on the Protection of Cultural Property in Time of
War as binding customary international law, including Article 4(3),43 yet in Iraq,
US forces were not ordered to protect the Iraqi National Museum or other cul-
tural heritage sites from looting, either during the invasion or during the occupa-
tion. The United States had a legal obligation to protect cultural heritage; it had
no such obligation to protect the oil ministry and other places the administration
chose to protect. Secretary Rumsfeld dismissed the legal obligation, however,
saying the United States was not in Iraq to stop looting. As he said in his now
infamous comment, “Freedom’s untidy. And free people are free to make mis-
takes and commit crimes and do bad things.”44 The Hague Regulations,
however, state unequivocally that the occupying power is not free to allow
people to commit crimes. It is the duty of the occupying power to stop them.45

The Bush administration did not even give the orders to carry out wartime
duties.

The motivations

As of the summer of 2005, officials in the Bush administration had not provided
detailed accounts of how the post-September 11 legal strategy was reached.46

Nevertheless, several relevant factors are evident and worth taking into account
here, regardless of what administration officials may some day say. 47 These
factors include the importance of international law in international relations, the
administration’s interest in avoiding peacetime criminal law, and the ideology of
several key lawyers involved.

Given the Bush administration’s contempt for international law and inter-
national institutions, realists and neoconservatives might have expected officials
to ignore international law altogether on September 12. The president might
have declared that the United States would do whatever he judged necessary in
response to the attacks. He did not go so far. Rather, the administration
developed a legal strategy based on a declaration of war. True, the strategy con-
flicts in fundamental ways with international law, but surely realists and neocon-
servatives have wondered why the administration bothered at all in the
circumstances of September 11.

Frankly, the administration had no choice. Despite what realists and neocon-
servatives think about international law, no government has ever dismissed
international law as irrelevant. Most states, as Louis Henkin observed in the
1970s, observe most of international law most of the time.48 And the states that
observe international law most closely enjoy an elevated status in the world as a
result of the normative authority they enjoy. In the United States, since the
1960s, there has been less pressure on the government to comply closely with
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international law (and thereby gain greater standing in the world) than in some
countries. American realists have constantly undermined the importance of
international law, and they have likely had some influence on foreign policy-
makers. In the real world, however, as the state system is currently structured,
international law is inevitable. Only those states that contemplate standing
outside the world community would say international law does not matter. They
would literally become outlaw states, and there are no such states in existence
today.

This is the case owing to several features of international life. First, a signific-
ant proportion of the world’s people understand international law to exist at
some level. There is common knowledge of the United Nations, of the United
Nations Charter, of the Charter’s prohibition on the use of force, respect for
human rights, international boundaries, and the like. World leaders have for cen-
turies spoken of the importance of adherence to international law, and inter-
national law violators have been punished – at Nuremberg, Tokyo, The Hague,
Strasbourg, and elsewhere. As a result, there is a common expectation that gov-
ernments are bound by this law. Populations judge the conduct of governments
on how well they respect international law. Simply to say none of this matters at
the very moment the United States was seeking international cooperation in
response to September 11 would have been unthinkable. The Bush administra-
tion did not do the unthinkable.

In addition to world public opinion, world governments of course have
sophisticated knowledge of international law and high expectations that relations
with other governments will generally conform to legal rules. Treaties and rules
of customary international law are officially considered binding – without
exception. For the United States to exhibit no concern for treaties or rules of
customary international law would result in reevaluation of relations between
the United States and other countries of the world. The United States is a party
to more than 10,000 treaties.49 For all of those to suddenly be called into ques-
tion would have thrown more confusion into a moment of crisis. The Bush
administration did not risk this on September 12.

Then there are lawyers inside and outside the US government who are deeply
committed to international law. They understand the importance of international
law as a means to a more peaceful, prosperous, and moral world order. Amer-
ican international lawyers and judges understand that international law is part of
US law. To reject it wholesale would be an intolerable act of lawlessness. Some
committed international lawyers have even compared the Bush administration’s
less radical policies to legal strategies developed by Adolf Hitler’s lawyers in
the 1930s, manipulating international law to gain its power without respecting
its restraints.50

Bush’s lawyers did not dismiss international law. They sought to exploit it.
Declaring a global war on terrorism, they argued that the United States could use
lethal force anywhere in the world and detain without the need of evidence
beyond a reasonable doubt. The disdain for international law was apparently
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such that only the privileges of wartime have been evident in the policies, not
the burdens. International legal protections for individuals were dismissed as not
owed to the people the United States branded as terrorists. Thus the United
States has taken the position consistently since September 11 that it is acting
lawfully under international law. How could lawyers of any quality at all come
up with such patently indefensible policies?

Already on September 12, 2001, it was evident that the Bush administration
was interested in a legal strategy that would allow it to avoid the burdens of the
criminal law. Lawyers arguing that the global war on terror allows the United
States to treat terrorist suspects as combatants typically raise the argument that
criminal law requires proof beyond a reasonable doubt, speedy trial, defense
lawyers, and so on. These aspects of criminal law cannot change peace to war,
although lawyers in the Bush administration argue as if they should. Ruth
Wedgwood has written that treating terrorists as combatants is justifiable
because they have declared war on the United States.51 Declarations of war are
irrelevant to finding armed conflict, but Wedgwood’s interest is not in trying to
prove that the war on terror is a real war with real combatants, but in the fact
that applying national criminal law can be cumbersome. She makes it clear that
the Bush administration’s war on terror is about making it easy to kill, detain,
and interrogate people, not about a defensible case of war or combatancy under
international law.52

In addition to this opportunism in Bush’s case for global war, the beliefs of
administration lawyers also hold some clues. A number of top administration
lawyers who advised on global war policy do not actually believe that inter-
national law is really law or that it can actually bind the executive branch,
including John Bolton,53 John Yoo,54 and Jack Goldsmith.55 In speaking to a
conservative group of lawyers known as the Federalist Society in 2003, Bolton
expressed a cardinal tenet of these lawyers’ thinking vis-à-vis international law.
He opined that the president’s actions in international relations can be author-
ized only within US law. To consider that the president could be restrained by
international law means the country would lose its independence.56 Bolton goes
further: he does not recognize international law as binding on the United
States.57 Goldsmith has written that international law can no more bind the
United States than does a letter of intent or an employee handbook.58 Yoo wrote
in a memo on interrogation techniques – now known as the “Torture Memo” –
that the president of the United States is not bound by customary international
law because it is not part of federal law.59 Yoo also wrote that when the presid-
ent acts in his capacity as commander in chief, he may authorize any interroga-
tion technique, including torture, despite the fact that torture violates both
treaties to which the United States is party and jus cogens or peremptory norms
of international law.60 For these men, it was possible to tell the president with a
straight face that he could do basically anything he wanted in the global war on
terror and still not violate any law that mattered – to them.

Numbers of lawyers in the US State Department and in the military have
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indicated how they tried to explain what international law really required.61 The
advice of Yoo and the others, however, was apparently too attractive to top offi-
cials to dismiss. The fact that the legal analysis supporting this advice is risible
to any mainstream international lawyer has led reporters and others to question
the competence or intelligence of the Bush lawyers.62 The explanation for the
advice, however, seems to lie in their anti-international law agenda. It is an
agenda highly compatible with neoconservative ideology. Both place the United
States in a world of its own – a place of hegemonic dominance where it is above
other states and the law of international society.

The consequences

The negative consequences of the Bush administration’s unlawful legal strategy
have been many and serious. Most of the negative consequences can be traced to
international reaction to the prison at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, which is a highly
visible symbol of wrongdoing in the global war on terror. Other consequences
are more directly attributable to the illegal invasion of Iraq and the failure
strictly to apply international humanitarian law. That failure is in turn traceable
to the legal strategy of the US global war on terror. The most serious negative
consequence is that thousands of individuals have suffered denial of basic
human rights – death, false imprisonment, torture, and abuse. In addition, the
United States has lost moral authority in the world, undercutting its ability to
win cooperation and press for such policies as respect for human rights. Also,
the United States is facing unending legal action for its wrongdoing. These
actions will tie up considerable resources and could end up costing the United
States billions in compensation. Finally, the wrongs of the global war are being
used to recruit ever more individuals to the cause of anti-American terror, and
undermining US claims to promote human rights.63

Because these are legal wrongs and not just odious policies, victims will be
able to bring lawsuits, and they are doing so. Criminal complaints have been filed
by citizens in Chile and Germany against Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld,
former CIA director George Tenet, and others for the abuse of detainees in Iraq,
Afghanistan, Guantanamo Bay, and at undisclosed locations.64 Italy issued arrest
warrants in June 2005 for CIA agents accused of kidnapping a man on the streets
of Milan and flying him, via Germany, to Egypt, where he alleges he was tor-
tured.65 Civil suits have been filed for compensation for torture and abuse in the
United States and elsewhere.66 Beginning in 2002, hundreds of suits for review of
detention have been filed. These actions will be ongoing in the United States and
many other countries where jurisdiction is provided over torture, coercion,
cruelty, and abuse regardless of where the crime was committed.67

Another serious cost is the widespread hatred engendered against the United
States for prisoner abuse at Abu Ghraib, Guantanamo Bay, and Bagram Air
Base in Afghanistan.68 Virulent anti-American rioting broke out on news that
a Koran had been desecrated at Guantanamo Bay, resulting in 17 deaths in
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Pakistan and Afghanistan.69 Abuse of detainees has been linked to increased
recruiting among insurgent forces fighting in Iraq.70 That sort of link has been
seen before. When the British were using abusive measures against IRA sus-
pects, IRA recruitment benefited.71 When Britain ended abusive measures after a
decision by the European Court of Human Rights, it reached a peace accord with
Republican parties and the use of violence and support for the IRA declined.
Germany and Italy provide even stronger examples of states that eliminated
serious terrorism challenges, from the Red Army Faction and the Red Brigades
respectively, while remaining committed to requirements of international human
rights principles.

The failure to follow rules governing treatment of detainees has in all likeli-
hood cost the United States valuable intelligence. Experienced US Army inter-
rogators recognize that the use of coercion and abuse is unlawful and
counterproductive to intelligence gathering.72 Societies known to use torture,
coercion, and abuse have not resolved their problems with terrorism. Societies
that have abandoned such practices or never used them in the first place have
had greater success.73

Societies that have had success against terrorism are also societies where
governments apply national criminal law to terrorism, not law of war. The moti-
vation for this preference is the perception that calling opponents “combatants”
and declaring war against them elevates their status above that of mere crimi-
nals.74 There is a reason that members of the IRA used hunger strikes to try to
pressure the British government into recognizing them as prisoners of war.
According to Christopher Greenwood, however, these groups cannot legally be
termed combatants, but are mere bands of criminals.75

President Bush, through his policy of global war, has given a degree of legiti-
macy to terrorist groups opposing the United States. During a speech to soldiers
at Fort Bragg, North Carolina, in the summer of 2005, to support his argument
that the United States is involved in a real war with terrorism, Bush actually
quoted Osama bin Laden. He not only pointed to bin Laden’s belief in a global
war, but also used bin Laden’s terminology to describe the US undertaking: a
“third world war.”76 Why would the United States want to take the position that
a band of criminals was able to launch World War III? By dramatic contrast,
when London Transport was bombed on July 7, 2005, Prime Minister Tony
Blair would not give the terrorists the benefit of a platform. He stated briefly the
facts and went on about his business, refusing to allow the bombers the satisfac-
tion of knowing they had disrupted British life to much extent at all – let alone
engaged the British in an armed conflict or a world war.77

Failure to respect fundamental human rights norms and fundamental prin-
ciples, such as the prohibition on the use of force, have led many to see the
United States as a rogue nation and to the belief that fighting such a nation is in
a just cause.78 Ironically, the 2002 US national security strategy includes viola-
tion of international law as a factor in defining rogue nations.79
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Conclusion

The United States is not in a world of its own. It needs international moral con-
sensus about the wrongfulness of terrorism. It needs to send the clear message
that it is in the right, and that other nations would be acting morally to cooperate
with it. International law has developed over centuries, reflecting real experience
and consensus norms. Its processes make it possible for the international
community to reflect shared moral principle, and it lays out practical steps for an
orderly world. Following September 11, 2001, the United States had the sym-
pathy and support of the world – it was so clearly the victim of an international
crime. The United Nations Security Council adopted far-reaching resolutions at
America’s request. Then, however, when it became clear that the United States
had adopted an indefensible legal policy called the “global war on terror,” a shift
began. The first heated criticism of US policy post-September 11 was over
President Bush’s executive order of November 2001. This order allowed the trial
of suspected terrorists before military commissions appointed by the secretary of
defense, with the power to execute upon a two-thirds vote.80 From this extra-
ordinary step, the Bush administration went on to establish the prison at Guan-
tanamo Bay, to dismiss the Geneva Conventions as “quaint” and “obsolete,” to
use torture and abuse against detainees, to render detainees to countries that
torture, to invade Iraq, and to fail to carry out occupation obligations.

The United States transformed itself within three years of September 11 –
from victim of an awful crime to perpetrator of grave violations of international
law. This reversal in large part owes to the administration’s lawyers who pro-
moted their own agenda over their nation’s. Their concern over preservation of
some abstract notion of independence cost the United States the wisdom found
in international law rules and standing associated with law compliance. It was
possible for them to do so in a context where international law had come to be
viewed by nonlawyers as only marginally relevant to high policy.

When countries sink as low as the United States has, they typically turn back
to international law. The negative consequences of the global war on terror teach
once again the value, both moral and practical, of good-faith adherence to inter-
national law – real international law.81
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7

PREEMPTION AND EXCEPTION

International law and the revolutionary power

Gerry Simpson and Nicholas J. Wheeler

Introduction

In a landmark speech to the US Military Academy at West Point on June 1, 2002,
President George W. Bush declared that the United States could not rely on a strat-
egy of deterrence for its security in a post-September 11 world. Instead, he asserted
America’s right to strike first in combating the peril posed by terrorist networks and
“rogue states” armed with weapons of mass destruction (WMD).1 No American
government had ever advanced such a justification for the use of force, and it has
profound implications for the existing international legal framework regulating the
recourse to violence. The decision by the United States, in conjunction with its
British and Australian allies, to overthrow the regime of Saddam Hussein in March
2003 has been viewed by many as the first test of the so-called Bush Doctrine. But
in the eyes of the majority of states in international society, the new strategy poses a
fundamental challenge to the principles underpinning the UN Charter.

This chapter takes as its concrete concern the immediate substantive question
as to whether the Bush administration is seeking to create a new legal basis for
the use of force that would be available to all states. Or alternatively, whether
the new US policy attempts to carve out an amendment to the existing legal
rules that only applies to America, or indeed, whether the United States is
seeking to move outside the legal framework altogether by excepting itself from
these rules. But some preliminary questions arise, too. And these go to the very
heart of the inquiries pursued in this volume. We suggest that there are three
matters that need to be addressed as a prelude to any consideration of the spe-
cific question of current US policy.

First, how should we study international politics? Or to put this question
more pointedly, what is the benefit of studying preemption and the Iraq crisis
from the vantage points provided by the disciplines of international relations
(IR) and international law (IL)? What are “the theoretical and methodological
habits” of the two disciplines?2 What new habits, good and bad, might be picked
up doing cross-disciplinary work?
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Second, are we to approach this period in world politics as novel or unprece-
dented? Or does it simply reproduce relations found in previous eras? This ques-
tion is of course significant, because it has implications for the initial
methodological and theoretical question. New experience may require new
thinking, but on the other hand, existing theoretical orientations or normative
projects may be perfectly adequate if the underlying structures of international
order have remained stable. In this chapter we suggest that while the United
States may be a revolutionary power, its capacity to impose new political and
juridical relations is limited.

Third, and finally, how are we to approach the question of sovereignty? Sov-
ereignty, in its many guises, has insinuated itself into a position of centrality in
the practice and study of the international order. A typical account of the two
fields, and one that recalls our first methodological and theoretical concern,
might suggest that IR and IL are two disciplines divided by differing concep-
tions of sovereignty, with at least some IR viewing sovereignty as essentially a
prelegal phenomenon (capable of being constrained by legal norms but apt, at
times, to bypass these norms), and IL conceiving of sovereignty as constituted
by a framework of legal norms.3 This distinction returns us to the substantive
questions forming the core of our analysis here: Does the Bush administration’s
preemption doctrine seek to effect a transformation of current understandings of
sovereignty either by curtailing the sovereign immunities of states subject to
action under the doctrine or, more dramatically, by reconfiguring the application
of international legal norms within a radically asymmetrical pattern of unequal
sovereignty? Or does it seek to go even further by relying on the idea of a sover-
eignty which is external to the law altogether – an exception to the legal frame-
work, induced by a state of emergency brought into existence by the sovereign
itself.

This chapter, then, is about the Bush Doctrine and international society. It
explains the doctrine as a consequence of the status of the United States as a rev-
olutionary power, defined as one that cannot be reassured by existing multilat-
eral structures. Given this overarching assumption, we frame the doctrine in
terms of three key questions, concerning interdisciplinarity, novelty, and sover-
eignty, before going on to assess three possible understandings or conceptualiza-
tions of the doctrine (as “global lawmaking,” “legalized hegemony,” or
“sovereign exceptionalism”). Ultimately, we argue that the resistance to the doc-
trine on the part of key constituencies in international society must lead to the
conclusion that any attempt at global lawmaking has failed. This leaves two
possibilities. Either the United States is attempting to bring into existence a new
legal order in which asymmetrical norms arise in relation to the use of force in
self-defense, or the United States believes itself to be a sovereign exempt from
certain normative structures altogether (at least during certain self-defined
moments of emergency). These initiatives, then, pose a serious challenge to IL
assumptions about equal sovereignty, and they posit a world so transformed that
the old structures must be superseded. And finally, they demand that we recon-
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sider the relationship between two disciplines that have been in intermittent con-
versation for just over half a century: public international law and international
relations.

The dual agenda revisited

We begin by considering the broader interdisciplinary questions of method and
theory. Robert Jackson compared public international lawyers and scholars of IR
in the following terms:

Lawyers, as I understand them, seek knowledge of the rules that consti-
tute particular legal orders and their validity. . . . The main point is to
establish with as much certainty as possible what the law is in particu-
lar domains in order to give instruction to the legal student or practi-
tioner . . . Political scientists are interested in rules not to determine
their current legal status but to ascertain the extent to which they shape
political life.4

This image of lawyering has been compounded by criticisms from outside
and inside the discipline. Lawyers, it is said, are obsessed with case law to the
detriment of a broader understanding of international politics.5 Indeed, if there is
a single methodological habit that appears to distinguish the two fields of IL and
IR, it is the centrality accorded by lawyers to judicial decisions. So, the critics
aver, in engaging with the debates around the Iraq war, lawyers are too inclined
to consider legal precedents (e.g. the Caroline, justifying anticipatory self-
defense) or judicial decisions (e.g. Nicaragua, distinguishing use of force from
armed attack, and Oil Platforms, setting out standards of proportionality and
necessity to be applied to force).6 The self-image of IR, in contrast, is one of a
discipline grounded in the real world of missiles, interests, choices, structures,
and occasionally norms (broadly understood to include much more than mere
“rules”). Associated with this is a tacit distinction between “ought” and “is”:
international law is perceived as normative (testing the Iraq intervention against
preexisting legal standards) while IR is analytic (working out what Iraq tells us
about the current direction of the international order). Or to put it yet another
way, IL is backward-looking (how does this intervention measure up to what has
come previously?) and IR has its eyes on the future (what does the intervention
presage for the international system?).

This image, though, requires some complicating. It is true that international
lawyers fetishize the jurisprudence of international courts – especially the Inter-
national Court of Justice (ICJ) – but this is combined with awareness on the part
of most international lawyers and diplomats of the Court’s position on the
margins of not just political but legal practice. Of course, there are “practicing”
lawyers who appear at the ICJ and who probably do regard the Court as the
central lawmaking institution in the system, but they are in a minority.7 Indeed,
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what is little appreciated on the outside is that IL’s constituent instruments them-
selves subordinate case law to other higher sources of law. Article 38 of the
Statute of the International Court of Justice, regarded as an authoritative descrip-
tion of the sources of law, enjoins the ICJ itself to apply treaties, customary
practice, and general principles of law first before applying other subsidiary
sources such as academic writing and judicial decisions. Alongside this, there
has been a long-running retreat from formal accounts of lawmaking to a more
sociologically grounded approach to lawyering, whether this be Michael
Reisman calling for an approach to legal analysis that takes in “incidents” rather
than rules or Richard Falk demanding the study of cosmopolitan values or just
about everyone decrying the state-based or textual approach to law.8

Meanwhile, IR has moved towards law from the other direction. The study of
state interests remains central to the enterprise, but the last decade has witnessed
a growing interest in how rules, norms, and principles condition the pursuit of
interests. Moreover, with the development of constructivism in IR, the idea that
interests are given and unchanging has been challenged by the claim that state
identities and interests are constituted by norms, and that as these change in
international society, new possibilities open up for action that were previously
excluded. Scholars applying constructivist ideas empirically have shown how
changing norms are pushing international society in a more solidarist direction,
and a central aspect of this is recognition of the centrality and importance of
international law.9

What is curious about the Iraq war is the way in which these trends diverged
and converged. Some IR scholars concentrated their attention on legal institu-
tions. After all, the UN Security Council was critical to the way the crisis played
out, and the interpretation of its resolutions became a factor in the battle to assert
legitimacy. Lawyers, meanwhile, began asking what the intervention might
mean for both the international legal and the political order. There was a shift to
pragmatism, and the old formalism of cases and rules was jettisoned in favor of
a more responsive and flexible legal order.10 But there were divergences too.
Some lawyers escaped into formalism, or a return to rules. There were calls for
the UN Charter to be interpreted strictly and without reference to a possibly
transformed strategic environment; there were technical debates about how to
interpret Security Council resolutions (were the rules of interpretation found in
the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties relevant?); and there were argu-
ments about proportionality and necessity, and the meaning to be attributed to
the specific fact matrix in the Caroline case. And while this was occurring, there
was a fresh bout of skepticism on the IR side about whether international law
actually mattered at all. Realists seemed to have their intuitions confirmed in the
Iraq crisis – the “coalition of the willing” had invaded Iraq without worrying too
deeply about the illegality of its action. In this chapter we cannot hope ade-
quately to pursue each of these threads, but we lay out what we see as the pos-
sible responses to law and intervention in Iraq.
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The Bush Doctrine: responding to the new threat from the
coupling of global terrorism and WMD

Since September 11, 2001, the United States has faced a situation in which, for
all its awesome firepower, it remains vulnerable to attack by hidden terrorist net-
works possessing WMD.11 Washington’s nightmare scenario is that groups like
Al-Qaida will acquire or develop these weapons, and the Bush Doctrine is the
administration’s response to this novel danger. In his speech at West Point, the
president highlighted the limits of traditional deterrent strategies in meeting this
new danger: “Deterrence – the promise of massive retaliation against nations –
means nothing against shadowy terrorist networks with no nation or citizens to
defend.”12 What is controversial, and deeply problematic, is the administration’s
claim that the only effective way to meet this challenge is to remove those gov-
ernments – by diplomatic or military means – that are viewed as potential con-
duits of WMD to the terrorists.

Bush’s identification of Iraq, Iran, and North Korea as specific sponsors of
terrorism in his January 2002 State of the Union address would have been more
persuasive if evidence of direct links between these states and Al-Qaida had
been adduced. Rather, what motivated the administration was the conviction that
such links either must exist – however covertly – given the “evil” nature of these
regimes, or would develop in the future. Benjamin R. Barber captures the way in
which the war on terror became focused on state actors against whom there was
no direct evidence of culpability for the attacks against the United States on Sep-
tember 11. He writes that the new

Doctrine is designed to apply to known terrorist perpetrators who have
committed aggressive and destructive acts but whose location and
origins remain uncertain; it has been applied however, to states whose
location is known and identity obvious even though their connection to
actual aggression is far less certain.13

Barber’s contention overlooks how far the Bush administration has identified
a specific threat emanating from those governments – armed with or developing
WMD – that it has labeled “rogue states.” Even without the link to global terror-
ism, Bush and his advisers believe that the very nature of these regimes poses a
fundamental threat to both America’s values and its security. Given the adminis-
tration’s prognosis that both rogue states and terrorist groups are beyond deter-
rence, the only effective strategy is to ensure that the danger posed by these
entities does not materialize in the first place.

In his 2002 State of the Union address, Bush had warned that “I will not wait
on events while dangers gather. I will not stand by as peril draws closer and
closer. The United States of America will not permit the world’s most dangerous
regimes to threaten us with the world’s most destructive weapons.”14 This
commitment to taking the offensive against America’s enemies was center-stage
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in the 2002 US national security strategy (NSS), made public in September of
that year: “To forestall or prevent such hostile acts by our adversaries, the United
States will, if necessary, act pre-emptively.”15 It is argued in the NSS that the
existing legal right of self-defense rests “on the existence of an imminent threat –
most often a visible mobilization of armies, navies, and air forces preparing to
attack.”16 The strategy calls for a broadening of “the concept of imminent threat
to the capabilities and objectives of today’s adversaries.”17 The argument is that
groups like Al-Qaida armed with WMD could kill millions of civilians from
secret bases, and without warning. Given that the location of the rogue states is
known, it might be thought that the administration would be prepared to rely on
deterrence in meeting the threat they pose. However, the NSS considers that these
states could also attack the United States covertly, employing the most destruc-
tive weapons known to humankind. The strategy document alleges that given the
enormous costs of inaction in the face of such terrifying weapons, there is a
“compelling” need to “take anticipatory action to defend ourselves, even if uncer-
tainty remains as to the time and place of the enemy’s attack.”18 This formulation
of the legal right to self-defense is very different from the restrictive criteria
established by the Caroline case, and represents a new American policy of pre-
ventive war. The latter is one that is fought with a view to warding off a potential
danger before it materializes into a specific intention to attack.

The logic of the Bush Doctrine is that it could justify actions taken anywhere,
on a spectrum spanning the restrictive criteria of the Caroline case on the one
hand, to full-blown preventive war on the other. It represents a fundamental
assault on the principle of sovereignty, because through it the administration put
others on notice that the United States reserved the right to intervene against
those “regimes with a history of aggression [that] pursue weapons of mass
destruction.”19 Two fundamental questions are raised by this analysis of the
Bush Doctrine: First, is the administration seeking to establish a new right of
anticipatory action that would, potentially, be available to all states? And
second, who should decide when this doctrine is to be applied? Three possible
responses to these questions have dominated the legal and political debate
surrounding the Bush Doctrine. These responses have serious implications for
the way we might choose to understand the relationship between IR and IL, and
they raise important questions about the way we understand the meaning of sov-
ereignty in the international legal order.

The first response is that the Bush administration is engaged in lawmaking
within the bounds of the sovereign equality regime under international law. The
second and especially the third response fundamentally challenge the existing
regime of international law. The former views the Bush Doctrine as an example
of legalized hegemony whereby the great power(s) brings into existence an
asymmetrical constitutional or legal order in which it enjoys a series of immuni-
ties and privileges not exercisable by other states. The third response is that the
United States sees itself as a “global sovereign” entitled to exempt itself from
the ordinary legal rules.
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Legitimating preventive war: unilateral and collective
responses

The first reading of the Bush Doctrine views it as an exercise in international
lawmaking. The United States is seeking agreement to a fundamentally different
interpretation of the meaning of imminent threat that would permit a general
right of anticipatory action against rogue states and terrorist groups developing
or seeking WMD. To achieve such a far-reaching modification of the existing
legal framework would require the support, or at least acquiescence, of the vast
majority of states. As the World Court put it in its Nicaragua decision:
“Reliance by a State on a novel right or an unprecedented exception to the prin-
ciple might, if shared in principle by other states, tend towards a modification of
customary international law.”20 Instead, with the exceptions of Israel, India,
Australia, and Russia, most governments have rejected the arguments coming
out of Washington for changing the law on self-defense.21 The UK attorney-
general, for example, stated in the House of Lords in April 2004 that preemptive
self-defense had no place in international law.22 States worry that giving others
the discretion to use force when they judge that a threat is an imminent one
fundamentally undermines the restraints against the use of force built into the
UN Charter. One further adverse consequence of the United States being identi-
fied with a policy of preemption is that it significantly reduces its diplomatic
leverage in counseling restraint in cases where governments are deliberating
over the merits of launching an anticipatory attack.23

The case of India and Pakistan provides a very good illustration of the
dangers here. India’s belief that Pakistan is complicit in terrorist attacks against
Indian forces in Kashmir might lead it to attack the bases of Islamic extremists
inside Pakistan, leading to a war that has the potential to go nuclear. The worry
is that in a future crisis between the two countries, such as erupted in 2001–2
over Kashmir, “a U.S. policy of preemption may provide hawks in India the
added ammunition they need to justify a strike against Pakistan in the eyes of
their fellow Indian decision-makers.”24 Anxieties about the dangers of legitimat-
ing a doctrine of preemptive/preventive war were widely expressed by govern-
ments in September 2003 at the 58th UN General Assembly. These concerns
were eloquently expressed in Kofi Annan’s own speech to the General Assem-
bly when he registered his deep unease with a policy that “represents a funda-
mental challenge to the principles on which, however imperfectly, world peace
and stability have rested for the last fifty eight years. . . . If it were to be adopted,
it could set precedents that resulted in a proliferation of the unilateral and
lawless use of force.”25

Although the US-led invasion of Iraq is widely viewed as the first test of the
Bush Doctrine, it is often overlooked that the United States did not principally
rely on this justification in making the legal case for war.26 It is true that, led by
the president, key officials within the administration often invoked a self-
defense rationale in justifying war. However, an explicit legal claim on these
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grounds was never formally employed to defend the action, with the United
States relying, like the United Kingdom and Australia (its principal partners in
the coalition), on the claim that the war was justified under existing Security
Council resolutions.27 The fact that the United States did not explicitly raise a
new legal claim to justify the Iraq war undermines the contention that Washing-
ton was seeking to change the law, since, as noted above, any modification of
the existing legal rules, or interpretations of those rules, depends upon states jus-
tifying their actions in these terms. This can be contrasted with the position of
UK prime minister Tony Blair, who has been explicitly calling for the rejection
of a Westphalian legacy shielding outlaw states (defined as those who both mas-
sively abuse human rights at home and develop WMD) from the threat or exer-
cise of intervention.28

Opposition to the idea of changing the international lawbook to permit a unilat-
eral right of preventive war was mixed with a growing realization that the UN
system of collective security had to be capable of responding to the new threat
posed by the coupling of global terrorism and WMD. In his 2003 speech to the
General Assembly, Secretary-General Annan had invited the membership to
empathize with the fears that make some states feel “uniquely vulnerable since it
is those concerns that drive them to take unilateral action.”29 He did not mention
the United States by name, but his message was clear: a key challenge facing the
UN was to persuade Washington that the vulnerabilities driving the Bush Doctrine
could be effectively addressed through collective action. To advance this goal, the
Secretary-General set up a High-Level Panel (HLP) on “threats, challenges, and
change.” The remit of the 16-member panel, comprising former state leaders and
diplomats, was to investigate the broad spectrum of threats and challenges facing
the UN in the twenty-first century. The group’s report, A More Secure World: Our
Shared Responsibility, was delivered to Annan in December 2004.

The HLP’s radical prescription for meeting the challenge of the Bush Doc-
trine, without succumbing to the ills of unilateralism, was for the Security
Council to extend its Chapter VII powers to encompass the preventive use of
force. But the UN panel was emphatic that such a legal right should not be exer-
cisable by individual states. Mindful of the deep divisions in the Council over
the legitimacy of using force preventively against Iraq, the panel made the
following recommendation:

If there are good arguments for preventive military action, with good
evidence to support them, they should be put to the Security Council,
which can authorize such action if it chooses to. If it does not so
choose, there will be, by definition, time to pursue other strategies,
including persuasion, negotiation, deterrence and containment – and to
visit again the military option.

For those impatient with such a response, the answer must be that, in a
world full of perceived potential threats, the risk to the global order and
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the norm of non-intervention on which it continues to be based is
simply too great for the legality of unilateral preventive action, as dis-
tinct from collectively endorsed action, to be accepted. Allowing one to
so act is to allow all.30

To assist the Council in its deliberations, the panel proposed adopting the
following five criteria of legitimacy in deciding whether to authorise the use of
force: seriousness of threat, proper purpose, last resort, proportional means, and
balance of consequences. These five guidelines closely mirror those set out in
the 2001 report, The Responsibility to Protect, produced by the Canadian-
sponsored International Commission on Intervention and State Sovereignty. But
even if it proves possible to secure a consensus at the UN on these substantive
criteria, which derive heavily from traditional just-war thinking, the HLP
ignores the troubling issue of what should happen if the Council fails to agree
that the criteria have been met in a particular case.

The HLP considers that if a consensus cannot be secured in the Council over
whether to use force preventively, there is “time” to pursue other strategies, such
as diplomacy and deterrence. This was certainly the view of most states on the
Security Council when confronted with US and UK requests for authority to use
force against Iraq in 2002–3. Led by France and Russia, the majority position in
the Council was that Iraq’s development of WMD did not constitute a threat that
warranted forcible regime change. It was agreed that Iraq was in violation of a raft
of Security Council resolutions demanding disarmament of its WMD that dated
back to 1991. However, rather than employ the military instrument to neutralize
this threat, most members looked to Hans Blix, and his team of UN weapons
inspectors, to contain the danger. Under Resolution 1441, adopted unanimously on
November 8, 2002, Blix was required to report back to the Council on whether
Iraq was in “material breach” of said resolution, which had given Iraq “a final
opportunity to comply” with its disarmament obligations under successive Council
resolutions.31 Had Blix in his reports to the Council on January 27, February 14,
and March 7, 2003, found incontrovertible evidence of Iraq’s development of
WMD, this would have significantly changed the dynamics in the Council in favor
of a new UN resolution authorizing the use of force. Instead, it was evident that
had the United States and United Kingdom (and Spain and Bulgaria, which sup-
ported the Anglo-American position) tabled such a resolution, this would have
failed to secure the necessary nine votes, leaving aside the issue as to whether
France and Russia would have vetoed it. But the majority view in the Council that
the diplomatic track had not been sufficiently tested ran up against the bedrock US
position that this could not be relied upon to disarm Iraq effectively.

The Bush administration was convinced that the regime of Saddam Hussein
clearly met its criteria for justifying preventive military action, namely a history
of aggression, support for terrorism, and brutal treatment of its citizens. The
logic of “regime profiling” of this kind is that there can be no lasting accommo-
dation between the United States and regimes like Iraq’s that seek to develop
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WMD. Against this background, it becomes evident that, from Washington’s
perspective, the Security Council’s commitment to disarming Iraq through the
route of UN weapons inspectors was fatally flawed. The UN route relied on the
premise that the United States could accept Saddam remaining in power, pro-
vided that his military ambitions were effectively halted. However, those
guiding American policy believed that UN inspections offered no long-term
guarantee against Iraq developing nuclear weapons. Blix might have highlighted
in his reports the need for the Council to put in place a long-term system for
verifying that Iraq was not developing WMD. But this aspiration could not over-
come the deep-seated suspicion that members of the administration felt toward
the UN as a guardian of US security in a post-September 11 world.32 If this
mind-set continues to guide policymaking in the second Bush administration,
the prospects for achieving a consensus in the Security Council on how to
handle future proliferation threats will be slim indeed. But if the Council is
divided over using force in future cases of this kind, those unilateralists in
Washington who are not reassured by UN talk of collective security will argue
that the only route to US security lies in the exercise of American military
preponderance.

America as the exceptional hegemon

The new administration had put the world on notice before the attacks on Sep-
tember 11, 2001, that it would privilege American values and interests over
fidelity to the rules of multilateral bodies.33 What changed after the attacks was
the belief that America confronted a state of emergency that could only
end when the threat from global terrorism had been finally eradicated. In
his foreword to the NSS, Bush had declared that “the war against terrorists of
global reach is a global enterprise of uncertain duration.”34 What defines this
emergency is the administration’s belief that the existing international legal
framework is inadequate to meet the new threat, and the concomitant claim that
the world should recognize the indispensable need for American power in
meeting it.

This raises a question related to our second overarching theme of novelty. We
reject the view professed by Washington that the current transformations are
structurally unprecedented, and that America is a uniquely imperilled great
power. Is the United States really more vulnerable today than it was during the
Cold War, when Soviet missiles could have wiped out millions of Americans in
less than 30 minutes? We also dismiss the proposition that great powers have
never before attempted a usurpation of international legal authority, or that the
extent of US power makes it a unique danger to international order. But what we
do accept is that the Bush administration has been behaving like a “revolution-
ary power” in its response to September 11.35 The defining feature of a revolu-
tionary power, as Henry Kissinger argued in his classic A World Restored, is not
that a state feels insecure – since this condition is endemic to a system of sover-
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eign states – “but that nothing can reassure it.”36 As a consequence, it seeks the
will-o-the-wisp of absolute security, but this can only produce insecurity for all.
Pierre Hassner has chillingly pointed out that since “there will always be some
terrorists and some weapons of mass destruction . . . the only end in sight to such
a [quest] would be total . . . control by the United States.”37 But the revolutionary
aspirations of the American Republic run up against the constraining tendencies
of the international legal order, and this tension can be seen in relation to the
question of whether the United States should be granted exceptional rights or a
form of extralegal sovereign exceptionalism.

The Bush administration has not expressly formulated a legal claim that it
should be granted exceptional rights in relation to the use of force, but the
administration looks to the rest of the world to recognize that the United States
should be exempted from playing by the established rules. This raises a pro-
found question for the relationship between IR and IL. By seeming to rewrite the
rules of sovereignty, the United States challenges sacred concepts in inter-
national law. IR scholars have long accepted the asymmetries in power and
capacity among states, and indeed the differences in rights and privileges exer-
cisable by some states as a result.38 By contrast, international lawyers have been
committed to the preservation of sovereign equality. For lawyers, states possess
equal rights and duties (they may have quite varying capacities in relation to
enforcement of these rights and duties), and these are universalizable.39 The
Bush Doctrine, we suggest, presents a challenge to this vision of law. Not only
does it expand the right of self-defense, but there is also an underlying implica-
tion that this right might itself be enjoyed asymmetrically. The outer parameters
of the right to self-defense thus reconfigured become exercisable as a matter of
law only by the United States (and perhaps its allies).

This idea of legalized hegemony (the exception in law) can be contrasted
with the idea of a sovereignty that is external to law. This notion has been much
explored in contemporary political and social theory.40 Here is not the place to
engage in great detail with this idea, but there is no doubt that arguments for the
existence of extralegal justification need to be taken seriously by those who seek
to understand US motivations. It may be that the United States, or elements
within the Bush administration, seek not a change in the law (applicable to all)
nor even an asymmetrical application of legal norms (and neither global law
reform nor legalized hegemony has gained widespread acceptance by the inter-
national community) but instead, and more radically, the (re)establishment of a
zone of sovereign decision (exercisable in states of emergency) somewhere
beyond the law altogether. There are traces of this view in the powerful sover-
eign libertarianism of some neoconservative voices in Washington, and it is
already present in the attempt to create spaces outside the sphere of international
human rights law (Guantanamo Bay) and subject to exclusive executive emer-
gency discretion.41

However, the more America tries to defend the Bush Doctrine by appealing
to exceptionalist arguments, the more it will be robbed of international
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legitimacy. The architects of the NSS exhibit a curious naiveté about power in
failing to understand that it cannot last unless it is grounded in a wider consen-
sus about norms and values that goes beyond calculations of narrow military
capabilities.42 Intriguingly, the normally opposed schools of classical realism
and liberal internationalism have made common cause in critiquing the adminis-
tration for its dismissive attitude to international law and international institu-
tions.43 The US experience in Iraq has provided an important and salutary lesson
in the high political costs that attend unilateral actions that lack international
legitimacy. These costs have manifested themselves in a number of ways, but
one of the most obvious is that the United States has found few partners pre-
pared to bear the burden of the occupation in terms of treasure and lives. This
has increased the costs of the operation for US taxpayers, and sapped the will of
the American public for future adventurism of this kind.

The second Bush administration stands at a crossroads, and Iran is likely to
be the test case of whether it has given up fantasies of legalized hegemony or
“sovereign exceptionalism” and returned to international law.44 At the time of
writing, the United States is supporting the diplomatic efforts to secure Iran’s
compliance with its international obligations under the Nuclear Nonproliferation
Treaty, led by the European Union troika of the United Kingdom, France, and
Germany. Iran does not pose an imminent nuclear threat to the United States or
its allies (including Israel). But there are voices within the administration who
believe that given the domestic nature of the Iranian regime, it will, like Iraq, be
able to subvert international monitoring of its nuclear ambitions, and rapidly
move to a full-blown weapons capability. This neoconservative and radical
nationalist grouping within the administration was not reassured by the multilat-
eral route over Iraq, and it remains deeply suspicious that it can work in defang-
ing Iran’s capabilities. Moreover, it has let it be known that if Israel, which is
fearful of a nuclear-armed Iran, does not take the law into its own hands by
launching an “Osirak II,” the United States might have to take such action
itself.45 America is too overstretched to even begin to contemplate regime
change in Tehran, but air strikes against Iranian nuclear facilities remain a pos-
sible though risky option.

The political costs of a unilateral preventive strike would be considerable,
and it is most likely that Washington would first seek Security Council approval
for economic sanctions against Iran. But even if the Council would support this
coercive step, how much time is the United States prepared to give sanctions in
changing Iranian behavior? From the perspective of the hard-liners in the admin-
istration, delay only brings nearer the day when Iran becomes a fully fledged
nuclear weapons state. But if Washington decides in the months and years ahead
to use force against Iran, would this have the support of the Security Council?
Or would the deep divisions that opened up between the permanent members
over military action against Iraq once again produce paralysis in the Council?
The UN’s High-Level Panel report is aimed, crucially, at bringing Washington
back into the UN fold, but this aspiration rests on the premise that the United
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States can be reassured by the possibility of collective action under Chapter VII
of the Charter. Unfortunately, what the report is silent on is what happens if
there is disagreement in the Council over the preventive use of force. And if
there is a lack of consensus in the Council on how to deal with Iran, the issue of
war or peace will turn on whether the Bush administration believes that the
dangers of a nuclear-armed Iran sufficiently outweigh the considerable political
costs of being seen to abandon international law yet again.

Conclusion

In assessing the moral, legal, political, and strategic issues raised by the Bush
Doctrine, it is important to bear in mind that it is open to three fundamentally
different interpretations. On the one hand, the new US policy of “anticipatory
action” can be conceived as an attempt to alter the UN Charter based rules gov-
erning the use of force. Such a legal change, if widely accepted in international
society, would represent a radical shift in the legitimate bases for using force.
The Charter was aimed at severely restricting the recourse to war on the part of
individual states. The Bush Doctrine seeks to relax these restraints by issuing a
general license for intervention in cases where a state judges that others are
developing WMD that will pose a future threat to its very existence. It does not
require the existence of an imminent threat to be triggered and it does not
depend upon the authority of the Security Council.

The disagreement over Iraq turned on the question of whether it constituted
such a threat to regional and global security so as to justify regime change in
Baghdad. What worries the Bush administration after September 11, 2001, is not
the 99 percent certainty that “rogue states” armed with WMD would be deterred
from threatening US interests or aiding terrorists – but the 1 percent uncertainty
that this might happen. It is the elimination of this type of risk that drives current
US policy. Yet the United States will never be able to build an international con-
sensus around this proposition, because it sanctions going to war against hypo-
thetical dangers that have not yet materialized. The administration would reply
that the costs of delaying action in such cases are too high to risk. But if other
states were to employ the same logic, the principles of sovereignty and noninter-
vention upon which the existing international order rests would come crashing
down.

Given that the administration is well aware of this, it must be laying claim to
special rights that it wishes to deny to others. We have suggested two readings
of this, both of which locate the Bush Doctrine in terms of American exception-
alism. Far from seeking to change the general rules on the use of force, America
seeks to exempt itself from these (through one of the two forms of exceptional-
ism we have discussed), while simultaneously claiming a special right to inter-
vene to protect itself from the dangers of global terrorism. In any one of these
manifestations, it is evident that the Bush Doctrine represents (though to differ-
ent degrees) an assault on the principles of the UN Charter. This is rooted in the
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related conviction that this is a novel situation, and that America, uniquely
threatened after September 11, has a responsibility to use its position of military
superiority to promote a world safe for democratic values (even where this
requires other states to forfeit their sovereign rights). These developments, in
turn, suggest two possible futures for the IR–IL conversation. In the first, after a
decade or so of multilateralism, of institutional proliferation, of legalization, and
of cross-disciplinary ardor, we might be looking at a freezing of relations. This
is possible if IR scholarship seeks to locate Bush II in an already existing lan-
guage of spheres of influence and sovereign exceptionalism (and hegemony)
while lawyers resist acknowledgment of norms intended to be enjoyed and
applied unequally and retreat into doctrinal purism or critique. In the second
future, there is less hubris on both sides. International lawyers finally recognize
the ways in which inequality and “the exception” are found in the very origins of
their field, while IR scholars begin (and in some cases continue) to acknowledge
the distinctiveness (not just another regime), power (not just material), and con-
stituting power (circumscribing how we speak and understand) of law. Needless
to say, we hope that this chapter will stimulate the latter research agenda.
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8

COMMENTARY: CONVERGENCE OF
INTERNATIONAL LAW AND

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS IN
COMBATING INTERNATIONAL

TERRORISM

The role of the United Nations

Curtis A. Ward

Introduction

Perhaps no event or series of events in modern history has done more to disturb
the balance in the relationship between international law and international poli-
tics than the tragic events of September 11, 2001. However, the debate over the
primacy of law in international relations should have long been settled. The
advancement of peaceful relations and coexistence of states, which in practice is
the essence of international relations, could not be sustained over any extended
period of time without internationally recognized rules. As J. L. Brierly aptly
noted, “international law is performing a useful and indeed a necessary function
in international life enabling states to carry on their day-to-day intercourse along
orderly and predictable lines.”1

In this chapter I will discuss the role of the UN Security Council before and
after September 11, 2001, in its efforts to create an international legal regime to
address terrorism, from the vantage point of my personal engagement over the
past six years in the efforts of the Security Council and its subsidiary organs.
Responding to terrorism necessarily requires legal and political responses, yet as
I discuss, both scholarly and policy responses have been flawed, due in large
part to flawed international relations analysis that cannot adequately address
nonstate actors and threats. I ascribe further failures of analysis and policy to
the dominance of realist interpretations and prescriptions, which have led to
a rejection of multilateralism and international law by (at least) one state. I
would advocate approaches both scholarly and practical that, drawing on liberal
institutionalism, emphasize multilateral responses and the central role of law in
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international politics. The moderate successes of the UN Security Council in
responding to terrorism may offer some guidance, and I turn to them before con-
sidering some of the flawed responses to terrorism.

An increasingly active Council after the Cold War

The UN Security Council, emerging from decades of Cold War malaise, began
in earnest to deal seriously with internal and international threats to peace,
including terrorism. Prior to September 11, the Council had already significantly
expanded its role in the maintenance of international peace and security gener-
ally. It charted a new course in its legislative and enforcement authority – in
particular, responding to the atrocities flowing from conflicts, including
intrastate conflicts, many of which were spawned during the Cold War and
which exploded at its demise. The Council’s new legislative activism was aimed
at state and nonstate actors alike, including measures taken under Chapter VII of
the UN Charter to impose targeted sanctions on parties to intrastate conflicts,
and measures against terrorists and terrorist groups.2

The Council’s response to the conflicts in the former Yugoslavia and Rwanda
included the establishment of international criminal tribunals – the International
Criminal Tribunal for Yugoslavia (ICTY)3 and the International Criminal Tri-
bunal for Rwanda (ICTR)4 – each having jurisdiction over crimes defined by
each respective statute. Creation of such international criminal tribunals would
not have been possible during the Cold War, and was only made possible
through a convergence of the prudent exercise of international relations between
the permanent members of the Security Council within the prerogatives of UN
Charter-based international law.

The Security Council and terrorism before September 11,
2001

The Council began to engage with the issue of terrorism seriously in 1999, pri-
marily as a response to Osama bin Laden and Al-Qaida, and to the attacks on US
embassies in Dar-es-Salaam, Tanzania, and in Nairobi, Kenya, in August 1998,
which were ascribed to him. The Security Council adopted two antiterrorism
resolutions in quick succession – Resolution 1267 on October 15, 1999,5 and
Resolution 1269 on October 19, 1999.6 Resolution 1267 imposed an asset freeze
on the Taliban for harboring bin Laden. The Council established a committee of
its 15 member states to monitor implementation of the resolution. Because Reso-
lution 1267 was adopted by the Council under Chapter VII of the UN Charter, it
created mandatory legal obligations on states to enforce it.7 Further resolutions
were adopted under Chapter VII, before and after September 11, imposing
further sanctions against the Taliban and bin Laden and individuals and groups
associated with them.8 Monitoring mechanisms were also established to ensure
that these sanction measures were implemented by states.9
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While many resolutions were designed to respond to a specific incident or to
target particular individuals and groups, Resolution 1269 dealt with international
terrorism in general by emphasizing the need of member states and the inter-
national community as a whole to intensify the fight against terrorism at the
national and international levels. It called on all states to take appropriate steps,
as set out in the resolution, including becoming parties to and implementing the
12 outstanding international conventions at the time that dealt with terrorism.
Because Resolution 1269 was not adopted under Chapter VII of the Charter, it
did not have the force of a legally binding obligation on states, and therefore
was unenforceable. This action by the Council amounted to nothing more than a
political act and was treated as such by most states. It would require the political
will of states for its implementation. Such political will was not present at the
time.

The Security Council and terrorism After September 11,
2001

As I have written in the past, the events of September 11, 2001, set in motion a
new paradigm for the international community to combat international
terrorism.10 The world was largely unprepared; no state had sufficient legal and
administrative capacity to deal with the terrorist phenomenon, although many
acts had been designated as “terrorist.” On September 11 there were 12 inter-
national and a number of regional antiterrorism conventions and protocols, none
of which had achieved universal implementation.11 Prior to September 11 only
two countries had become parties to all 12 international conventions.12

The Security Council’s response to the events of September 11 was unprece-
dented and signaled the emergence of a new dynamic. The level of cooperation
among Council members in dealing with terrorism reached new and unprece-
dented levels,13 and led to a series of actions. On September 12, 2001, just a day
after the attacks, the Security Council unanimously adopted Resolution 1368,14

which recognized the inherent right of states to act in individual or collective
self-defense in accordance with Article 51 of the UN Charter and implicitly
acknowledged that the terrorism of September 11 constituted an attack on the
United States under the Charter. The resolution also denoted any act of inter-
national terrorism as a threat to international peace and security – a required
determination in order for the Council to act under Chapter VII of the Charter.15

Resolution 1368 provided international legitimacy for potential military
action against the perpetrators (and their supporters) of the attacks. In deference
to the requirement of Article 51, the United States16 and the United Kingdom,17

as well as other coalition partners, provided the necessary notification to the
President of the Security Council regarding intended responses to the threats,
such that the military response taken by the United States and the supporting
international coalition against the Taliban and Al-Qaida in Afghanistan would
be authorized under international law by the Security Council.
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Having expressed “its readiness to take all necessary steps to respond to the
terrorist attacks of 11 September 2001, and to combat all forms of terrorism,”18

the Security Council, acting under Chapter VII of the Charter, proceeded to
adopt Resolution 1373 on September 28, 2001.19 Unprecedented in the history of
the Security Council, Resolution 1373 set out mandatory legal obligations for all
states to create a legal framework in their national laws and institutions to
combat terrorism, and established modalities for cooperation between states,
including through mutual legal assistance, intelligence sharing, and tracing and
freezing assets related to terrorists and terrorism. States were required to imple-
ment border-control measures to prevent the movement of terrorists, to deny
them access to weapons, and to deny them safe haven. And very importantly,
Resolution 1373 called on all states to become parties to the 12 international
antiterrorism conventions and protocols and to implement them fully.

The resolution also established the Counter-Terrorism Committee (CTC)20 to
monitor implementation,21 and in subsequent resolutions tasked the CTC to
facilitate assistance22 to states to build their counterterrorism capacity pursuant
to the requirements of the resolution. States were required to report to the CTC
on their actions undertaken to implement the resolution.23

The response of states to the requirements of Resolution 1373, like the reso-
lution itself, has been unprecedented. A majority of the member states of the
United Nations have now become parties to most of the 12 international antiter-
rorism conventions and protocols and have implemented the provisions of these
legal instruments into their domestic laws, facilitating interstate cooperation in
combating terrorism. Through this process, the international community as a
whole has significantly strengthened its capacity to suppress and prevent acts of
terrorism by nonstate actors, and to prevent state support – active and passive –
for terrorists and terrorist groups.

The Council has also undertaken measures to prevent weapons of mass
destruction and their precursors from reaching terrorists.24 As well, other inter-
governmental bodies are developing multilateral instruments to contain terrorist
threats, such as the UN General Assembly, which on April 15, 2005, adopted the
International Convention for the Suppression of Acts of Nuclear Terrorism.25

Our only realistic hope to defeat terrorism is through collective efforts –
cooperation and collaboration through the framework of an international regime
– grounded in multilateralism. The United Nations is leading the way in estab-
lishing an international legal framework to facilitate this process. These efforts
have been spearheaded by the Security Council through the resolutions dis-
cussed above, and by state efforts to comply with them.26 The Security Council
is resolute in its determination to use all available measures to combat terrorism,
and despite the widely publicized fallout from the invasion of Iraq by the United
States and its coalition states without Security Council authorization, the level of
cooperation on terrorism in the Council remains high. Given the patent suc-
cesses of such multilateral approaches, unilateral policies such as those taken by
the US and its allies in Iraq are ill advised.
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Unilateral responses to terrorism and realist international
relations theory

Despite the advances in responding to terrorism through concerted multilateral-
ism, US unilateralism through actions such as the Iraq invasion threatens not
only to undermine international law but also to undermine efforts to control ter-
rorism. Such unauthorized action can be described as the “arrogance of power.”
Indeed, it has been described by Michael Scheuer, a former Central Intelligence
Agency (CIA) officer – writing anonymously while still serving in the CIA – as
“imperial hubris.”27 Pierre Schöri, a former ambassador of Sweden to the United
Nations, characterized the war on Iraq as “a heavy blow to global governance
and the principles of international law.”28 Schöri went on to suggest that such
usurpation of power by the United States and its coalition states was “not a
defeat for the UN but for the countries that sought Security Council declaration
of war, failed, and then proceeded anyway” without being sanctioned by the
United Nations.29 So far the policy response has thus been disappointing, as ter-
rorism shows no signs of abating and Iraq continues to suffer serious political
violence and instability. The failure of a policy of unilateralism and preemptive
war is in part underpinned by a flawed interpretation of global threats and appro-
priate responses, underpinned by realism.

An examination of successful and failed responses to terrorism illustrates
both the central importance of law in maintaining political order, and the perils
that may attend defiance of it. Yet the efficacy of law and multilateral coopera-
tion are both soundly rejected by a realist perspective in international relations
scholarship, and policy, as discussed elsewhere in this volume.30 Such interpreta-
tions counsel the powerful to seek security above all else, through armed force
where necessary, including through preemptive use of force. They in particular
counsel the world’s only remaining superpower that it may act unilaterally to
protect its interests, and need not concern itself with law. Often these arguments
suggest that law is an unnecessary impediment, ill designed to address
contemporary threats such as terrorism. Further, law has no binding force: state
sovereignty is the preeminent concern. Multilateral cooperation is not only inef-
fective but also risky – it may prevent a state from taking actions to protect its
vital interests. It is now argued in certain quarters that the sole existing super-
power has earned the right, through might, to ascribe unto itself the authority to
police the world.

I argue the reverse. The absence of rules will inevitably lead to global
anarchy. Centuries of practice in the relations of states have evolved into inter-
national norms – customary international law – which, particularly during the
past hundred years, have seen significant strengthening and in many cases codi-
fication. A vast number of multilateral conventions and other international legal
instruments covering myriad interstate relations and the behavior of states have
evolved, adding to the international legal framework for the conduct of inter-
national relations.
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Without the constraints of international behavioral norms, there is the possi-
bility that a sole superpower could create its own rules, exempting itself from
the constraints of clearly established international law – there is ample evidence
to support this premise – and seek to impose its will on the rest of the
world without any constraints on the use of its superior might. Such unrestrained
exercise of power, no matter how well intentioned, would lead to global chaos
and global anarchy, which is neither a desirable nor an acceptable option. The
proponents of unipolar hegemony have great difficulty understanding this
concept.

No country, no matter its moral authority and no matter the circumstances,
can be expected to act unselfishly at all times on behalf of the world community
if such action conflicts with its national interest. Action taken under this privi-
leged authority would be unpredictable and have an uncertain result. An accep-
tance of American exceptionalism, therefore, without significant qualifications,
would be to subscribe to the view that there is no need for international order
except as determined and applied by the superpower of the day acting in its own
national interest.

The responsibility for the maintenance of global order, however, is best left
to a global community acting collectively within the framework of international
law, in particular the UN Charter, and international conventions and treaties.
The United Nations was established with a mandate given by all member states
to the Security Council for the maintenance of international peace and security.31

The authority of the Security Council to act on behalf of all member states of the
United Nations is not in doubt.32 It is enshrined in the UN Charter – a document
having its genesis in international law and established practice in international
relations. The responses to terrorism at their most successful, as outlined above,
have relied upon the authority and legitimacy of the Security Council.
Responses that have sidelined the Council, multilateralism, and international
law, such as the invasion of Iraq, have had notable failings. The chapters in this
volume clearly highlight the failings of policies grounded in “realism,” but also
more generally the failings of the discipline of international relations given its
state-centric nature. A prime failing has been the inability to understand or deal
with nonstate actors, of which terrorists are but one example.

Combating violent nonstate actors

Fiona Adamson rightly observes that “the problem of international terrorism
presents a conceptual challenge to the discipline of international relations, which
has traditionally been concerned with understanding conflict and cooperation
among state actors, rather than the role that nonstate actors play in the inter-
national security environment.”33 Indeed, nonstate actors challenge the tradi-
tional modus operandi of states, in which state sovereignty is supreme and
threats are expected to derive from other states, not from substate actors. Terror-
ism perpetrated by nonstate actors is a threat to international security, and
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requires thoughtful policy responses informed by the disciplines of both inter-
national law and international relations.

Yet much of the failed responses to terrorism have sought to ignore the non-
state-actor dimension of the threat, and tried to refocus attention on states as the
source of the security threat. They try to cast nonstate actors as marginal to
problems of international peace and security. They thus view violent nonstate
actors as agents of states, or selectively ascribe to nonstate actors a “statelike”
status. In this way they seek to insist that the fundamental actors in the inter-
national system are still states, and that nonstate actors, while they may engage
in international or transnational activities, have not altered the fundamental
structure of international politics.

The realists’ misunderstanding of the nature and roles of nonstate actors such
as terrorist groups results in inconsistent statements and actions. It results in the
declaration that Iraq, Iran, and North Korea are the “Axis of Evil” and, at the
same time, the declaration of war against an abstract phenomenon – terrorism.
Furthermore, the attempt to treat nonstate actors as mere proxies for states is not
supported empirically. The link between specific states and terrorism perpetrated
by nonstate actors often cannot be proven. The relationship between the Taliban
in Afghanistan and Osama bin Laden and Al-Qaida is a qualified exception.
Focusing on so-called presumed state sponsors of terrorism and not on strength-
ening global measures against nonstate actors cannot be mutually exclusive, and
pursuit of such a course in combating terrorism is tantamount to treading water.
Thus it is perhaps not surprising that policy responses premised upon state-
centrism have failed to address the real threats from nonstate actors.

And so too it is not surprising, then, that realists have difficulty understanding
the new wave of terrorism – not just Al-Qaida-sponsored terrorism, but also terror-
ism carried out by homegrown movements comprising nonstate actors, generally
viewed as domestic terrorism, that have morphed into a coalescing global network
of terrorists in the post-September 11 period. Aided by globalization, what was
conceived of as domestic terrorism now has widespread implications beyond the
borders of the home state. Jamaah Islamiyah, an Indonesian Islamist terrorist group
– a nonstate actor – that is often identified as being most closely linked to Al-Qaida,
is a case in point.34 Needless to say, terrorism has benefited from globalization –
facilitated by the ease of global communication, travel, banking, and use of the
Internet – and can only be dealt with effectively through global measures, including
cooperation and collaboration among states within a multilateral legal framework.

Unquestionably, international politics is fundamentally affected by nonstate
actors precisely because of the transnational nature and effect of their activities –
whether transnational organized crime, drug trafficking, illicit arms trade, traf-
ficking in persons, or terrorism. These problems cannot be resolved by any one
state, no matter how powerful and fully resourced. In particular, a potential ter-
rorist attack against any given country cannot be prevented by simply securing
its border, if that were at all possible, or by sustained military response, whether
in the form of preemptive strikes or otherwise – a militarized approach. The fact
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that there has not been a successful terrorist attack on US soil since September
11 is by no means an indication that the United States has successfully secured
its borders or has successfully “taken the fight to the terrorists,” wherever they
may be found. Multilateral responses, and responses that take seriously the non-
state nature of many contemporary threats, are clearly needed.

Compounded failings: unilateralism and nonstate actors

Because violent nonstate actors may be located almost anywhere, and responses
cannot simply be military ones that single out an individual state or a group of
states as “the enemy,” multilateral responses are needed. Yet the response of the
United States, driven by realism, has been unilateralism, which has only com-
pounded the problem. The policy of preemption has resulted in a sustained mili-
tarized response to the events of September 11, 2001, extending well beyond the
right to self-defense pursuant to Article 51 of the UN Charter.35 However, after
four years of pursuing this course of action, it should now be patently clear that
a military response against nonstate actors with a global and fleeting presence
has outlived its usefulness and was only viable as a short-term security measure.
This course of action – a sustained militarized response – was the basic rationale
for the invasion of Iraq and the continued prosecution of war there.

The diversion of attention away from Al-Qaida, a nonstate actor operating
partially from Afghanistan, in order to invade Iraq, a state accused of supporting
Al-Qaida and other terrorist groups, is a reflection of the prevailing influence of
the so-called realists over American foreign and security policies.36 The mistakes
resulting from this course of action are now contributing significantly to
America’s vulnerability to potential acts of terrorism. According to former US
senator Bob Graham, relating information provided by General Tommy
Franks,37 “in the time that America was fully committed to the war on terror, and
not devoting resources, energy, or focus to Iraq, al-Qaeda was rendered harm-
less.”38 Senator Graham concluded that, “At best, the war in Iraq distracted from
the war on terror. At worst, it set us back significantly.”39 I would argue that this
illustrates the failings of relying upon realist interpretations and prescriptions.

Conclusion: the promise of liberal responses

Analyses and possible policy prescriptions derived from liberal theories in inter-
national relations have merit, and are much more in sync with the realities
before and after September 11, 2001. In particular, liberal institutionalism’s
emphasis upon the importance of multilateral cooperation and institutions, and
international law, in constraining state behavior, may provide useful guidance.

The emphasis on international organizations to which member states have a
legal obligation, in particular the United Nations,40 makes a lot of sense. Trans-
national problems require transnational solutions and modalities for cooperation
– legal and operational measures that, prior to September 11, were lacking in all
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states, including the United States. In this regard, the response of the UN Secur-
ity Council has been exceptional.

Success in defeating terrorism will only be possible if all countries demon-
strate the political will to commit to the measures necessary to achieve the
objective. It cannot be done without the full and unconditional support of the
United States. The multilateral system must be strengthened, not weakened.
The United Nations is a starting point; it is not necessarily the only solution
in the sphere of global mechanisms. However, the UN must remain at the center
of the process. There are already ideas about creating a new mechanism for
coordinated action against terrorism. Whether such a supranational organization
will operate within, or as a complement to, the United Nations will be the
subject of intense debate.

In a world in which national democracy is vigorously promoted, we must also
promote democracy at the multilateral level. Where there are weaknesses – and
there are many – corrective measures must be taken to strengthen the multilat-
eral organizations and institutions, including making them more representative,
more democratic, and more effective in carrying out their assigned tasks. And by
all means, the rule of law – international law – must be allowed to prevail.
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THE GUIDING PRINCIPLES ON
INTERNAL DISPLACEMENT AND

THE DEVELOPMENT OF
INTERNATIONAL NORMS

Francis M. Deng

Introduction

How do international norms develop? Do they really affect the behavior of
states? Do different types or levels of norms affect behavior differently? Are
there optimal strategies for growing norms that make a difference? The two disci-
plines that have examined these questions the most closely – international rela-
tions theory and law – have provided a multitude of theories and little unanimity.
Yet answers to these questions are pressing human rights activists hoping to find
ways to mold state behavior in favor of the victimized and downtrodden.

Just over ten years ago, as the newly appointed Special Representative of the
UN Secretary-General on internally displaced persons (IDPs), I and my dedic-
ated team of human rights experts and advocates faced the dilemma of how to
respond most effectively to the spiraling global crisis of internal displacement.
We recognized that persons forced to flee their homes for such reasons as armed
conflict, situations of generalized violence, violations of human rights, or natural
or human-made disasters, but who remained within the borders of their own
countries – internally displaced persons, or IDPs as they became known – had
particular assistance and protection needs that were not being met either by
national authorities or by the international community. Our primary mechanism
for addressing the problem was an attempt to create or invigorate (depending
upon your point of view) a set of international norms in favor of the rights of
IDPs based on existing human rights, humanitarian, and analogous refugee law.
We deliberately chose to try to do so by means of a “soft law” instrument,
derived by experts rather than directly by states. This endeavor eventually led to
the formulation of the Guiding Principles on Internal Displacement in 1998.
While it seems highly unlikely that the process can be reversed, the long-term
success of the Guiding Principles as a normative instrument is not yet ensured.
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Although now over five years old, the Guiding Principles are still a work in
progress in terms of acceptance by states and visible effect on the ground. Still,
we believe that we have seen measurable progress in both areas. At the same
time, the standing of the Guiding Principles, the process by which they were
developed, and their potential impact have not been without controversy. For
these reasons, the Guiding Principles offer an interesting case study for examin-
ing the strength of the various theories about norms. At the same time, we as
developers and promoters of what we hope will become norms, which, in turn,
we hope will improve the lives of those threatened or affected by internal dis-
placement, would still greatly benefit from any strategic pointers that theory can
offer. In this chapter I examine both the theory behind, and our experience with,
the Guiding Principles with these twin goals in mind.

The chapter tries to illuminate the theoretical debate about norms, norm
building, and the impact of norms through the lens of the Guiding Principles. I
begin with a discussion of the general conceptual issues and theoretical debates
about norms, particularly those pertaining to rights. I next describe the process
by which the Guiding Principles were developed, the reasoning behind our
recourse to soft law, and the reception of these principles at the international,
regional, and national levels. I conclude with some reflections on the current and
potential impact of the Guiding Principles as a budding international normative
framework, some general conclusions about norms that can be drawn from the
development of these principles, and some observations about the accepted and
applied progress achieved.

Conceptual issues

Definition and provenance of norms

There is broad consensus across the fields of international relations and legal
studies that a “norm” represents a shared standard of behavior for a given set of
actors.1 Along these lines, norms have variously been described as “standard[s]
of appropriate behavior,”2 “collective expectations for the proper behavior of
given actors,”3 “shared (thus social) understandings of standards of behavior,”4

and “prescriptions for action in situations of choice carrying a sense of obliga-
tion, a sense that they ought to be followed.”5 Some scholars also refer to the
other vernacular understanding of the term “norm” as “average,” “typical,” or
“common,”6 asserting that norms refer not only to what ought to be done, but
also to “actual patterns of behavior” that generate expectations regarding future
behavior.7 However, these two meanings are frequently at odds. As Ramesh
Thakur points out, corruption is ubiquitous in many countries, but revulsion
against corruption is unquestionably universal; thus, whereas corruption may be
the “norm” in the sense that it is common, it is certainly not the “norm” in the
sense of a socially approved standard of behavior.8 Inconsistent behavior does
not necessarily negate the existence of a norm.9
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At the social level, norms spring from numerous sources, including religious,
ethical, and cultural beliefs. Thomas Risse and Kathryn Sikkink assert that
norms derive fundamentally from “principled ideas,” which are “beliefs about
right and wrong held by individuals.”10 Finnemore and Sikkink elaborate that an
inherent moral element to all norms therefore exists, at least from the vantage
point of those who espouse them.11 In this sense, norms are necessarily distinct
from “interests” or the economic concept of “rational choice.”12 At the level of
international relations, however, the notion that norms are necessarily “moral” is
contested. Regime theorists, for instance, posit that norms are merely collective
rules meant to overcome difficulties in achieving cooperation in an anarchical
environment.13

Norms may be embodied in laws, codes, guidelines, and other similar
mechanisms. Conversely, the absence of a formal and legally binding require-
ment does not necessarily imply the absence of a norm. Finnemore and Sikkink
point out the many explanations that the United States felt it needed to give for
its use of landmines in South Korea, notwithstanding the fact that it is not a
party to the Ottawa Landmine Treaty, indicating its recognition of an emerging
norm against the use of such weapons.14

The function of norms

While the basic elements of norms are relatively uncontroversial, the question of
how they function is at the heart of the battleground between various schools of
thought within international relations and international legal theory.15 Scholarly
opinion in this area ranges from the conviction that norms are nothing more than
window-dressing, to the assertion that they are as important as self-interest in
guiding state behavior. Moreover, the extent to which norms guide the behavior
of nonstate actors in the international arena has only recently come under the
scrutiny of these fields of inquiry.

Modern international relations theory was born out of disappointment, in
light of the devastation of the Holocaust and World War II, with the formerly
ascendant Wilsonian worldview, which foresaw progressive perfectability of the
social order through increasingly legalized relationships between states.16 React-
ing against this idealism, so-called realists such as Hans Morgenthau and E. H.
Carr (as well as their more recent intellectual progeny, the so-called neorealists)
argued that interaction between states could only be explained through their
clash of interests, with power as the determining factor.17 Accordingly, norms
had no independent force to shape behavior, figuring in international discourse
only as a means to cloak expressions of raw interests by the most powerful
states.18

Other schools of thought have challenged this view. Liberal theorists, for
example, such as Andrew Moravcsik and Anne-Marie Slaughter, see domestic
politics as the determining factor of the international behavior of states.19 States
are controlled by individuals and private groups who act according to their own
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interests, but also to their own values. The position of a state on a given norm
will be based on the ruling group’s determination about the impact of the norm
on its own internal political situation.20 Human rights norms are more likely to
be adopted and championed by liberal states, because they accord with domestic
values. In particular, new democracies are likely to adopt human rights norms to
shore up the legitimacy and power of a new ruling class.21 By comparison,
entrenched democracies will resist infringements on their autonomy, unless
political advantage can be gained from supporting unenforceable norms.22

Proponents of rationalist or regime theory posit that states will act in com-
pliance with international regimes, made up of collectively agreed rules, norms,
and principles, even when it is contrary to their “myopic self-interests,” in order
to further their long-term interests in certainty, order, and maintaining their rep-
utations with other states as dependable partners, as well as in facilitating
collective action.23 Human rights norms, however, unlike norms or regimes
having to do with trade, military intervention, environment, or resource usage,
have little inherent benefit for self-interested states.

Alternatively, constructivists such as Friedrich Kratochwil, Martha
Finnemore, Kathryn Sikkink, and Hans Schmitz argue that norms have
independent weight in international relations, and draw strength from their
intrinsic quality of “appropriateness.”24 Most important, the acceptance of norms
helps to shape the identity of states (and other actors) and therefore their behav-
ior.25 Nations want a reputation of principled behavior, which generates a “virtu-
ous circle” that can establish more inclusive notions of identity, and alter state
behavior.26 There is a mutually constitutive relationship between states, inter-
national structure, and norms.27

There is a similar tension in the debate among international legal scholars and
legal institutions about the function of norms. Early figures in international legal
thought, such as Hugo Grotius, identified two bases for international law:
consent of states, and “natural law” based on biblical prescription.28 Thus, reli-
gious norms directly justified certain rules of law. Since the Renaissance,
however, “natural law” had fallen out of favor, although it continued to play a
role in international law and legal theory up to the late eighteenth century.
Positivism assumed the dominant position in the nineteenth century as the prin-
cipal basis for international law.29 For positivists, the primary constitutive force
of law is the consent of states to be bound by it.30 Like the realists, they hold that
the international scene is anarchical, at least in its natural state, where states are
free to act in their own interests. However, states can and do create islands of
order within the chaos through agreements with each other. This may be by way
of express agreement (i.e. treaty), or through implied agreement (i.e. customary
law). Whether the resulting rules derive from “norms” in the sense of ethically
required standards of behavior, or from mere cooperative self-interest, is irrele-
vant for the legal analysis.31 This view was widely shared by legal scholars and
legal institutions alike.

The rise of human rights since World War II, however, has shaken assump-
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tions concerning the primacy and form of consent. For example, it has been well
established that binding custom is created by two elements: general state prac-
tice, and opinio juris et necesitatis – the belief by states that the practice is
legally required.32

Traditionally, custom has been determined by an inductive process looking
first for a pattern of state action over a substantial period of time and then
seeking contemporary statements indicating the required opinio juris.33 The
Permanent Court of International Justice, for example, demonstrated this mode
of analysis in reaching its judgment in the SS Lotus case.34

Scholars such as Oscar Schachter have subsequently recognized that
“[w]hether human rights obligations have become customary law cannot readily
be answered on the basis of the usual process of customary law formation.”35

The order of inquiry has therefore increasingly been reversed to a deductive
process that first looks to general statements of rules and then seeks out
instances of practice.36 The International Court of Justice employed this
“modern” type of inquiry in the “Paramilitary Activities in and Against
Nicaragua” case.37

The former “traditional” method of analysis of custom favors description (i.e.
what states are already doing) and is therefore more likely to accord to their
consent than the latter method, which favors “normativity” (i.e. what states
should be doing).38 A number of scholars have suggested that the degree to
which practice or opinio juris is favored should be determined according to a
sliding scale based on the moral substance of the rule involved.39

An even greater blow to the centrality of consent is the phenomenon of jus
cogens or “peremptory” norms, which has gained increasing acceptance.40 The
Vienna Convention on Treaties defines jus cogens as “a norm accepted and
recognized by the international community of States as a whole as a norm from
which no derogation is permitted and which can be modified only by a sub-
sequent norm of general international law having the same character.”41 Any
treaty provision contravening a jus cogens norm is void.42 Thus, in contrast to
treaties and general customary law,43 a jus cogens or peremptory norm is deemed
to be binding on all states, even those that object. Exactly which norms have
attained the status of jus cogens is subject to dispute,44 but the highly regarded
treatise, “Restatement of the Foreign Relations Law of the United States,”
asserts that prohibitions on genocide, slavery, murder, disappearance, torture,
arbitrary detention, and systematic racial discrimination all qualify.45

Academic legal theory has also accorded increasing importance to norms in
its reflection on law. Feminist scholars have sought to demonstrate how suppos-
edly neutral processes and rules are based on norms favoring men.46 The “New
Haven School” views international law as a means to create a “world public
order of human dignity.”47 Even natural law has its modern representatives, such
as Fernando Tesón, who insist that international law must be girded by prin-
ciples of justice.48 Thomas Franck posits that international law’s power to
compel springs mainly from perceptions of its legitimacy.49 Although legal
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positivism retains many academic and practitioner adherents,50 a more dynamic
view of law is gaining momentum. Norms related to human dignity play an
important role in world public order and more specifically, in the development
of human rights law.51 The development of customary international law has
become a source of “transnational protection of human rights,” humanitarianism
in laws of war, and the doctrine of humanitarian intervention.52 Indeed there
seems to be a long-term trend toward “humanizing the other,” which resonates
with basic ideas of human dignity common to most cultures.53 Finnemore and
Sikkink see this as explaining why certain norms succeed at reaching a “tipping
point” (a concept described below) and some do not.54 A norm that has a strong
moral backing even if it is not a legal norm can have an important impact on
behavior. The absence of strong legal sanction will not hinder the effect of the
norm, since it is driven by compelling values.55 The moral forces of a norm will
lead it to be prescriptive and thus affect behavior (norms are a cause rather than
an effect).56

Assuming that norms do have an effect on the behavior of states and other
actors, the next important question concerns how they develop. Realists, liberals,
and regime theorists see norms primarily as instruments for the promotion of
state interests and generally have little to say about norm creation. As a norms-
based theory, however, constructivism provides an important model.

For constructivists, international norms develop through a process of “social-
ization.”57 Thomas Risse, Stephen Ropp, and Kathryn Sikkink identify three
types of socialization: tactical adaptation in the face of pressure (e.g. from
human rights activists), persuasion of state actors as to the moral imperative of
the norm, and institutionalization and habituation.58 Similarly, Finnemore and
Sikkink describe a three-stage “life cycle” of norms.59 The first stage, “norm
emergence,” is facilitated by “norm entrepreneurs” who focus attention on new
norms by creatively “framing” them within political discourse.60 The norm
entrepreneurs make use of organizational platforms such as intergovernmental
organizations and nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) to promote their new
norms. If they are successful, states gradually begin to accept the norm. The
second stage comes about when a “tipping point” is reached in the adoption of
the norm, after which a “norms cascade” occurs, with numerous states rapidly
adopting the norm, even without domestic pressure.61 This happens through
international socialization of target states by others that have accepted the norm.
The third stage is internalization, the point at which norms have been accepted
so widely as to be taken for granted and such that compliance with them
becomes uncontroversial.62 Harold Koh describes a similar concept, which he
calls “transnational legal process.”63 States move from mere “compliance”
(norm-conforming behavior imposed by outside pressure) to “obedience” (norm-
conforming behavior based on internal value systems) through the work of net-
works of domestic “transnational actors” (individuals, NGOs, civil society,
corporations, and government agents) in interaction with international actors
(international NGOs and regional and international organizations).
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“Acceptance” of a norm can take several different forms, including political,
moral, and legal obligations. For legal scholars, a central question concerns
whether a norm has reached the status of “law.” With the caveats discussed
above, treaties and customary law remain the backbone of international law, and
the basics of how they may be formed are well established. However, there has
been a rise in the use and status of “soft law.” Although much discussed in legal
literature,64 there is no universally accepted definition of soft law.65 One particu-
larly useful and broad description of soft law holds that it

range[s] from treaties, but which include only soft obligations . . . , to
non-binding or voluntary resolutions and codes of conduct formulated
and accepted by international and regional organizations . . . , to state-
ments prepared by individuals in a non-governmental capacity, but
which purport to lay down international principles.66

Thus soft law is something less than an entirely binding and enforceable rule
and something more than mere political statement.67

The use of soft law instruments can facilitate and signal the emergence of a
norm where states are not yet ready to bind themselves formally.68 They may be
an exploratory step toward the creation of “hard law” instruments69 and may in
some cases evolve into hard law themselves. The classic example of the latter
case is the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, originally agreed to as a
nonbinding set of principles, but now generally regarded as having passed (at
least in part) into customary law.70

Even soft law instruments can intrude into hard law as interpretative guides
for courts, arbitral tribunals, and other forums at the international and national
levels when hard law is unclear.71 Most important, they serve as tools of political
persuasion and consensus building.72 A potent example of the latter function is
the 1975 Helsinki Final Act, which formed the Conference on Security and
Cooperation in Europe (now known as the Organization for Security and Coop-
eration in Europe) and which was instrumental to promoting human rights in
Europe and bringing an end to the Cold War.73

Of particular interest here is the last type of soft law instrument described
above: instruments drafted by experts without state involvement or endorsement.
Somewhat surprisingly, a number (although by no means all) of such instru-
ments have achieved wide acceptance. Instruments such as the Johannesburg
Principles on National Security, Freedom of Expression and Access to Informa-
tion,74 the Siracusa Principles on the Limitation and Derogation of Provisions in
the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights,75 the Principles Relat-
ing to the Status and Functioning of National Institutions for Promotion of
Human Rights (“Paris Principles”),76 as well as the many draft declarations, con-
ventions, and articles produced by the UN’s International Law Commission,
have been widely utilized by human rights advocates and states alike.
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Compliance with norms

Once a norm is “accepted,” the final and perhaps most important question con-
cerns the extent to which the relevant actors comply with it. It is generally
assumed that legalized norms (i.e. those codified in treaties or having become
recognized as binding custom) are more likely to achieve compliance than
others. However, this is not always the case, and theorists have therefore sought
to identify other factors that may explain compliance or noncompliance with
norms.

Compared with domestic legal systems, mechanisms on the international
level for effective sanctions against law violators have traditionally been weak
or nonexistent. Nevertheless, Louis Henkin has famously declared that “almost
all nations observe almost all principles of international law and almost all of
their obligations almost all of the time.”77 Abram Chayes and Antonia Chayes
point out that it is effectively impossible empirically to prove or disprove
Henkin’s maxim,78 although Edith Weiss observes that states neither fully
comply with all obligations nor ignore them entirely.79 With certain challengers,
Henkin’s assumption is widely shared among legal scholars, less so among
political scientists.80

There is growing anecdotal evidence that the formal acceptance of a norm
does not necessarily guarantee better compliance with it. Daniel Thomas’s study
of the Helsinki Final Act concludes that “a state’s formal acceptance of human
rights norms does not necessarily guarantee significant changes in its behavior,
much less in its identity and interests.”81 A 1999 study found that there was no
significant statistical correlation between the increase in ratifications of the Inter-
national Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and state behavior on the ground
as measured by the “Political Terror Scale.”82 At the same time, a number of
studies indicate that compliance with certain soft law instruments is quite high.83

In this vein, Gunther Handl has noted the growing “discrepancy between formal
status and legal significance” of normative instruments. 84

A number of potential factors other than legal status have been suggested as
possible reasons for the success of some norms, and the failure of others, to
obtain compliance: the power (realists), identity (liberals), and numbers (con-
structivists) of existing adherents to a norm; the simplicity of the norm; the “fit”
or “concordance” of the norm with a particular state’s domestic situation and
with other existing norms; the perceived legitimacy of the norm itself and the
process by which it was developed; the durability; and the availability of moni-
toring mechanisms.85 Moreover, different environments may produce different
results. Thus, Ramesh Thakur argues that norms are more effective as social
mores than as laws at the local and regional level, that laws are more effective at
the national level, and that both are important at the international level.86 The
truth of all these hypotheses has yet to be demonstrated empirically. It is there-
fore useful to turn to our case study to see to what extent they are descriptive of
our experience “on the ground.”
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Development of the Guiding Principles on Internal
Displacement

Genesis of the Guiding Principles

Internally displaced persons, as we have functionally defined them, are

persons or groups of persons who have been forced or obliged to flee or
to leave their homes or places of habitual residence in particular as a
result of, or to avoid the effects of, armed conflict, situations of general-
ized violence, violations of human rights, or natural or human-made
disasters and who have not crossed an internationally-recognized State
border.87

Although everyone living through the sorts of crises described in this definition
is profoundly affected, persons uprooted from their homes are especially vulner-
able to physical attack, sexual assault, abduction, disease, and deprivation of
shelter, food, and health services.88 Even in war settings, displaced persons
suffer significantly higher rates of mortality than does the general population; in
Somalia in 1992, for example, the rate was 50 times greater.89

For persons who cross state borders, international attention, assistance, and
protection are available through the international refugee regime, codified in the
1951 Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees and its 1967 protocol (in
addition to important regional instruments), and institutionalized in the United
Nations High Commissioner for Refugees, an agency with an annual budget of
over $1 billion.90 As of the end of the twentieth century, however, there was no
international legal or institutional regime dedicated to persons in the same cir-
cumstances who did not or could not cross state borders, leaving them at the
mercy of states that frequently could not or would not provide them with assis-
tance and protection.

The plight of the internally displaced emerged into international conscious-
ness in the late 1980s and early 1990s, for reasons connected to the end of the
Cold War. Foremost among these was the steady rise in their number associated
with the increase in internal conflict associated with the post-Cold War period.
When they were counted for the first time in 1982, it was estimated that there
were 1.2 million internally displaced persons.91 By 1992 the number had
increased by a factor of 20, to 24 million.92 At the same time, as superpower
rivalry came to an end, Western governments’ geopolitical advantage in accept-
ing refugees was extinguished and their willingness to do so began to wane.93

This led to a desire to find ways to protect and assist displaced persons in their
own countries and discourage them from seeking asylum abroad.94 The end of
the Cold War also marked a shift in the international attitude toward intervention
in domestic affairs, particularly where states caused or failed to react to massive
humanitarian crises within their own borders.95
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As a result, the late 1980s saw the stirrings of an international response to
internal displacement. The issue of the reintegration of internally displaced
persons figured prominently in two major international conferences at the end of
the decade: the 1988 Conference on the Plight of Refugees, Returnees, and Dis-
placed Persons in Southern Africa, and the 1989 International Conference on
Central American Refugees.96 Likewise, in 1989, the UN General Assembly
called upon the Secretary-General to consider mechanisms for coordination of
relief programs for internally displaced persons.97 In 1990 the UN Economic and
Social Council requested the Secretary-General to initiate a systemwide review
of UN entities with regard to relief and protection of refugees and internally dis-
placed persons.98

Importantly, however, “the major impetus behind international recognition of
the problem of internal displacement lay with a group of NGOs, mobilized as a
result of problems encountered in gaining access in the field to large numbers of
‘internal refugees’ who were in need of assistance and protection.”99 Simon
Bagshaw describes the “global policy network” that coalesced around the issue
of internal displacement in the early 1990s, where a few individuals associated
with these NGOs, including Martin MacPherson of the Friends World Commit-
tee for Consultation (Quakers), Beth Ferris of the World Council of Churches,
and Roberta Cohen of the Refugee Policy Group, set in motion a process that
eventually resulted in the United Nations becoming actively seized of the issue
of internal displacement.100

In 1990 these activists convened a meeting of diplomats and representatives
of intergovernmental and nongovernmental organizations in Washington to
discuss the issue, but found the response too cautious.101 After considering and
rejecting various avenues within the UN, they decided to approach the Commis-
sion on Human Rights, as the forum most accessible to NGOs. MacPherson
drafted a statement on the issue on behalf of the Commission of Churches on
International Affairs and the Friends World Committee for Consultation
(Quakers) for submission to the Commission on Human Rights in 1991.102 He
then raised the issue at a meeting of diplomats and NGOs during the Commis-
sion on Human Rights and won the support of the Austrian delegate; Austria
subsequently introduced a draft resolution on internally displaced persons based
on MacPherson’s statement. 103

The 1991 resolution called upon the Secretary-General to prepare “an analytic
report on internally displaced persons.”104 The resulting report of the Secretary-
General concluded that there was “no clear statement of the human rights of
internally displaced persons, or those at risk of becoming displaced” and recom-
mended the elaboration of guidelines that would clarify “the implications of
existing human rights law for persons who are internally displaced and fashioning
from existing standards one comprehensive, universally applicable body of prin-
ciples which addressed the main needs and problems of such persons,”105 and rec-
ommended the creation of a “focal point within the human rights system” to
facilitate the coordination of the UN response to internal displacement.106
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In response to the report (and with the substantial involvement of MacPher-
son and Cohen), Austria introduced another draft resolution calling for a com-
prehensive study “identifying existing laws and mechanisms for the protection
of internally displaced persons, possible additional measures to strengthen
implementation of these laws and mechanisms and alternatives for addressing
protection needs not adequately covered by existing instruments.”107 The estab-
lishment of a focal point was also an important goal of the resolution. Various
parties had recommended mechanisms ranging from a working group to a
“world court” on the rights of the internally displaced.108 However, many states
feared such an option would encroach on their sovereignty. The initial draft of
the resolution asked for the designation of an “independent expert,” but in
response to India’s preference that the mandate remain with the Secretary-
General, the final version of the resolution was changed to call upon the
Secretary-General to “designate a representative” to seek the views of govern-
ments, United Nations agencies, regional and nongovernmental organizations,
and experts to perform the requested task.109 In July 1992 the Secretary-General
designated the author of this chapter as his representative.

Development of a normative framework

The foundation of the Guiding Principles is the norm of sovereignty as respons-
ibility. Soon after my appointment as Special Representative of the UN
Secretary-General on IDPs, I circulated a questionnaire and engaged in extensive
consultations with states and other interested parties, both within and outside the
UN framework, eliciting in particular the assistance of legal scholars at Harvard
and Yale to assist in identifying existing legal rights. My so-called comprehensive
study was presented to the Commission on Human Rights in 1993.110 The study
concluded that, with the exception of some important gaps, existing international
law provided wide coverage for the protection needs of internally displaced
persons.111 The principal problem lay in the lack of implementation.

The study noted that a new legal instrument specifically addressing the needs
of internally displaced persons might bridge the gaps in the existing normative
framework and encourage greater compliance. However, the urgent need for
international guidance required the development in a “transitional phase” of an
initial, nonbinding set of principles to “focus international attention, raise the
level of awareness and stimulate practical measures for alleviating the crisis.” A
process involving three steps was envisaged for the transitional phase: a compi-
lation of existing law, the drafting of “guiding principles” as an informal code of
conduct, and finally an authoritative legal document, perhaps in the form of a
declaration. I suggested, however, that given the pressing demands of time,
those steps might be pursued simultaneously.

The Commission on Human Rights adopted a resolution specifically “noting”
my recommendations for the compilation of existing legal norms and developing
guiding principles, “tak[ing] note with appreciation” of my study generally “and
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of the useful suggestions and recommendations contained therein” and calling
upon the Secretary-General to extend my mandate for two years.112 I then con-
vened a series of meetings in collaboration with the American Society of Inter-
national Law and the Human Rights Law Group in Washington, under the
auspices of the Brookings Institution and in collaboration with international
legal experts, to assist in the compilation of existing law and to develop guiding
principles. Professor Robert Goldman of the American University Law School
became a critical legal partner. The team was soon joined by Manfred Nowak of
the Boltsman Institute in Vienna. Goldman and Nowak oversaw the work of
researchers in their respective institutions toward the completed standards in
human rights law, humanitarian law, and analogous refugee law pertinent to the
needs of the internally displaced. The task of bridging the gaps between the dif-
fering approaches of the two teams was accomplished largely through the genius
of Walter Kälin of the University of Berlin.

Out of this process emerged two complementary parts, what became known
as the “Compilation” and the “Analysis.” The first examined international law
applicable to persons who had already been displaced and was presented to the
Commission on Human Rights in 1996.113 The second focused on protections
against displacement in the first instance and was presented in 1998.114 Both
studies concluded, as with the 1992 report, that existing law theoretically pro-
vided wide coverage of the protection needs of the internally displaced, but that
gray areas and gaps existed that needed to be remedied. Moreover, the existing
standards were dispersed in a number of different instruments without specific
focus on the internally displaced.

In response to the first part of the Compilation, the Commission on Human
Rights adopted a resolution in 1996 directing me to “continue, on the basis of
[the] compilation and analysis of legal norms, to develop an appropriate frame-
work in this regard for the protection of internally displaced persons.”115 There
was a subtle resistance to the development of a legally binding instrument. In the
informal consultations, the term “normative framework” was suggested, but
some states objected that it implied “legal.” The formulation of an “appropriate
framework” was therefore considered less controversial, although what was
meant was a legal framework.

While the second part of the study was under way, we began to work on an
“appropriate framework” without regard to its eventual status as a declaration, a
convention, a code of conduct, or a set of guidelines. Once again, we engaged in
extensive consultations, now consistently chaired by Walter Kälin, with repre-
sentatives of various UN agencies, NGOs, and other interested actors, in particu-
lar through a series of consultative meetings that not only brought in the
substantive input of the various parties, but also encouraged their commitment to
the success and acceptance of the eventual product.116 Of particular importance
was reaching out to, and addressing the concerns of, the International Commit-
tee of the Red Cross (ICRC), which had warned about the possibility that new
guidelines might weaken the standing and application of existing humanitarian
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law. The participation of the ICRC in the process became one of the most
significant elements in the development of the Guiding Principles.117

As we were finalizing “the appropriate” framework in a final meeting of the
expert team, we decided by spontaneous consensus that, although in my 1992
report I had raised the possibility of seeking a declaration or even a legal instru-
ment, we should instead concentrate on presenting the framework as a set of
nonbinding principles. In doing so, we were guided in part by the concerns of
the ICRC about the negative potential of “reopening the door” on already
accepted rights, thereby undermining them, and also by the desire to avoid the
delay inherent in state negotiations on such a potentially contentious issue.118

The resulting Guiding Principles on Internal Displacement119 restate, inter-
pret, and apply standards from human rights, humanitarian, and analogous
refugee law. They are divided into four sections, addressing protection against
displacement, protection and assistance during displacement, access to humani-
tarian assistance, and return, resettlement, and reintegration. By their terms, the
Guiding Principles apply not only to states, but also to “all other authorities,
groups and persons in their relations with internally displaced persons,”120

including nonstate actors, intergovernmental and nongovernmental organi-
zations, and internally displaced persons themselves. Underlying the Guiding
Principles is the fundamental notion that the primary responsibility for ensuring
the protection and assistance of internally displaced persons resides with states
as an aspect of their sovereignty. Should they fail to discharge their respons-
ibility, however, either for lack of capacity or for lack of will, the international
community has a role to play.

The draft principles were finalized at an expert consultation hosted by the
government of Austria in January 1998 and attended by representatives of the
UN agencies, nongovernmental organizations, and regional organizations.
Following the consultation, we held a strategic meeting with our core team to
discuss how to approach the Commission on Human Rights. Our agreement was
that we should not seek formal adoption by the commission, which was bound to
be controversial, but should instead have the commission take note of the
Guiding Principles. The Austrian draft resolution for the Commission on Human
Rights did just that.

Reception and application of the Guiding Principles

Soon after they were finalized and before they were even presented to the Com-
mission on Human Rights, I shared the Guiding Principles with the United
Nations Inter-Agency Standing Committee (IASC), a forum created in 1991 to
enhance coordination among agencies. The IASC at its March 1998 meeting
welcomed the Guiding Principles and encouraged its members to share them
with their executive boards and their staff, especially those in the field, and to
apply them in their activities on behalf of internally displaced persons.

The momentum of the IASC decision provided important support for the
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reception of the Guiding Principles at the Commission on Human Rights several
weeks later, when, despite years of reports and resolutions encouraging the
development of an “appropriate” normative framework, consultations by the
Austrians indicated that a number of states were still fearful about the potential
impact on their sovereignty. In the end, however, only the representative of
Mexico expressed reservations on the manner in which the Guiding Principles
had been developed, but even he voted for the resolution, which took note of the
principles and my intention to use them in my dialogues with governments and
intergovernmental and nongovernmental organizations and the prior decision of
the IASC to make use of them.121

In the years following the initial presentation of the Guiding Principles, both
the Commission on Human Rights and the General Assembly have adopted res-
olutions encouraging and welcoming their dissemination, promotion, and appli-
cation, welcoming my use of them in dialogues with the relevant parties, and
requesting that I continue my efforts in this regard.122 In April 2003, the com-
mission recognized the Guiding Principles as “an important tool” and noted their
increasing use “as a standard” by states, United Nations agencies, and regional
and nongovernmental organizations.123 Their use has been recognized in other
international forums as well, including the Durban Declaration and Programme
of Action, adopted in September 2001 by the World Conference Against
Racism, Racial Discrimination, Xenophobia, and Related Intolerance, and in
presidential statements of the UN Security Council.124

My office has also collaborated with regional bodies, cosponsoring seminars,
conferences, and studies with the Organization of African Unity (now trans-
formed into the African Union), the Economic Community of West African
States, the Organization of American States, the Organization for Security and
Cooperation in Europe, and the Council of Europe.125 Several of these organi-
zations have issued statements and declarations in support of the Guiding Prin-
ciples and have begun integrating them into their work. More recently, we have
been working with the Inter-Governmental Authority on Development, the Com-
monwealth, and the Southern Africa Development Community to the same end.

Most important, the Guiding Principles are seeing increasing acceptance and
use at the national and local levels, where they are most needed. In 2000,
Angola became the first state to enact legislation expressly based on the Guiding
Principles, in its “Norms on Resettlement.” The government of Uganda has
drafted similar legislation. In 2001 the government of Burundi signed its “Proto-
col for the Creation of a Permanent Framework of Cooperation for the Protec-
tion of Displaced Persons,” to be undertaken with humanitarian organizations
operating in the country, and noting in its preamble that the government con-
sidered itself to be bound by the principles.126 In Colombia the Constitutional
Court has cited the Guiding Principles in two judgments,127 which were bol-
stered by a presidential directive issued in 2001.128 The government of
Afghanistan is currently preparing a decree on the return of the internally dis-
placed using the Guiding Principles as reference.
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Of equal importance are the acknowledgment and use of the Guiding Prin-
ciples by nonstate actors. During my mission to Georgia in 2000, the de facto
Abkhaz authorities acknowledged the importance of the Guiding Principles and
called for them to be translated into their language. In Sudan, with the prompt-
ing of several workshops conducted serially by the Office for the Coordination
of Humanitarian Affairs IDP Unit and my office, representatives of the then-
insurgent Sudan People’s Liberation Movement/Army have drafted a formal
policy on internal displacement, although it has not yet been endorsed by the top
leadership.

NGOs, civil society institutions, and internally displaced persons themselves
are making increasing reference to the Guiding Principles in their advocacy with
states and nonstate actors to promote the rights of the internally displaced. For
example, in Sri Lanka, the Consortium of Humanitarian Agencies, a group of
more than 50 NGOs, has been conducting an outreach program based on the
Guiding Principles for government officials, nonstate actors, international
organizations, international and national NGOs, and displaced communities. As
part of these efforts, the consortium has published a “toolkit” on the Guiding
Principles in English, Sinhalese, and Tamil, as well as a variety of other training
materials for use in ongoing workshops and roundtables. Similar efforts are
under way in other countries around the world – for instance, in Colombia by
the Grupo de Apoyo a Organizaciones de Desplazados, in Georgia by the Geor-
gian Young Lawyers Association, and in the Philippines by the Ecumenical
Commission for Displaced Families and Communities. Groups such as the
Georgian Young Lawyers Association and the Colombian Council of Jurists
have also used the Guiding Principles as a means of measuring the compliance
of existing national law with international standards.129

The Guiding Principles have now been translated into 32 languages and have
been widely disseminated by United Nations agencies, my office, NGOs, and
governments. A number of secondary materials explaining the Guiding Prin-
ciples and suggesting means to implement them have also been developed. A
number of partners are working to foster understanding and use of the Guiding
Principles, most notably the Global IDP Project of the Norwegian Refugee
Council and the IDP Unit of the Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian
Affairs, both of which structure their efforts for the internally displaced around
the Guiding Principles, and have engaged in training representatives of govern-
ments, civil society, and humanitarian actors on the Guiding Principles around
the world.

The Guiding Principles as international norms

The Guiding Principles and international norm building

Our experience with the Guiding Principles could be seen to support aspects of a
number of the theories about norms described in this chapter. Clearly Finnemore
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and Sikkink’s notion that just a few “norms entrepreneurs” can start a process
leading to the establishment of an international norm seems to be borne out in
our experience. Prior to 1992, discussion of internal displacement was practic-
ally taboo at the international level. Through the inspiration and persistence of
just a few key players, however, the Commission on Human Rights was induced
to take on the issue in 1992, and resolutions discussing the responsibilities of
states and the international community with regard to the internally displaced
have been passed by consensus ever since. This has led to the passage of laws in
several states, and formal policy among humanitarian agencies (led by the
IASC) requiring that the assistance and protection needs of the internally dis-
placed be met.

The realist perspective asserts that human rights norms will only be accepted
if pressed by powerful states, and only if the norms further those powerful
states’ interests. A realist would likely argue that the support of Western coun-
tries for the cause of the internally displaced is rooted in their desire to prevent
the outflow of potential asylum seekers by making conditions for them more tol-
erable at home. However, if this were the sole explanation, we would expect to
find that the states receiving the largest numbers of asylum seekers would be the
strongest supporters of the Guiding Principles, and this has not always been 
the case.

From the legal standpoint, the Guiding Principles have obtained important
recognition despite the fact that they were not drafted by states, although it
should always be remembered that they were requested and guided by the rele-
vant resolutions of the UN system. As described above, exhaustive efforts were
made to include the viewpoints of relevant actors during the drafting process.
These principles were however primarily the product of a small team of legal
experts. Although the manner by which the Guiding Principles were “taken note
of” has perturbed some states, including some with no issue of internal displace-
ment within their borders, this discomfort has never blocked the consensus reso-
lutions in the General Assembly and Commission on Human Rights welcoming
the use of the Guiding Principles. 130

Are the Guiding Principles “law”? In at least one respect, the answer is cer-
tainly yes. As noted by Kälin, the Guiding Principles are well grounded in exist-
ing international law, frequently reiterating existing treaty language, and
otherwise deducing provisions from interpretations of existing law.131 States
parties to the quoted treaties are thus independently bound by the quoted lan-
guage and, to the extent that the Guiding Principles’ interpretations of existing
law are correct and accepted, by the deductive provisions as well.

Even if the provisions of the Guiding Principles are not binding, it is possible
for them to become customary international law through state reactions to them.
As noted above, resolutions of the General Assembly and other international
forums are considered to be of increasing importance in the determination of the
element of opinio juris required for customary law, especially for human rights
norms. Consensus resolutions acknowledging the Guiding Principles at the
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Commission on Human Rights and General Assembly have grown progressively
more affirmative since they were first “noted” in 1998. The most recent lan-
guage in the Commission on Human Rights recognizing their use “as a stan-
dard” by states, UN agencies, and other parties is an important development,
although it is still not an explicit statement concerning the binding nature of the
Guiding Principles. There is also demonstrable evidence of state practice, from
the incorporation of the Guiding Principles into the national law of Angola,
Burundi, and Liberia, and the judicial recognition of the Guiding Principles by
the courts of Colombia. These states are admittedly still few in number, but
signs are positive that they will soon be joined by Afghanistan and Uganda, and
more may be expected in the future. Whether there is sufficient evidence of 
a general or “special” 132 custom, the Guiding Principles may yet “harden” 
into law.

The Guiding Principles also demonstrate good prospects under most of the
nonlegal indicators of potential success for emerging norms mentioned above.
With 53 cosponsors for the last Commission on Human Rights resolution from
various parts of the globe, and the active promotion by a number of key states,
the Guiding Principles have a great deal of state support, if not adherents on the
ground. The Guiding Principles were designed to be simple and comprehensible
to states and other users. As a compilation and restatement of existing human
rights law, they have an easy “fit” with existing norms and have proven adapt-
able to local conditions. Although the process of their drafting has raised some
controversy, their substantive legitimacy has not been questioned. It still remains
to be seen whether the Guiding Principles will prove durable and whether (as
discussed below) viable monitoring mechanisms for compliance can be devised.

The Guiding Principles and the effectiveness of norms

In many respects, the level of recognition and increasing use of the Guiding
Principles has exceeded our expectations and already represents a substantial
achievement of the international community. This was also the conclusion at a
symposium in Vienna hosted by the governments of Austria and Norway in
December 2003 taking stock of the progress of the mandate of the Special
Representative of the Secretary-General on IDPs and laying out the challenges
ahead.133 Participants concluded that the “soft law” approach had proven effect-
ive. One civil society representative noted that it “was impossible to overesti-
mate the value of the Guiding Principles and how they help the work of local
NGOs.”134 In his independent analysis of the mandate prepared for the sympo-
sium, Thomas Weiss135 concluded that there had been a palpable and significant
switch in international opinion about the notion that sovereignty entails respons-
ibility and the legitimacy of international intervention on behalf of internally
displaced persons.136

On the other hand, it must be admitted that while the rhetorical adoption of
the Guiding Principles is spreading relatively quickly, actual implementation of
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their contents has lagged behind. Even in countries that have passed domestic
law based on the Guiding Principles, compliance has not been ensured. For
instance, only an estimated 30 percent of the returns carried out by the govern-
ment of Angola in 2002 actually complied with its own law.137 Both Burundi and
Liberia, notwithstanding their new policies, are currently experiencing explod-
ing levels of new displacement. In Colombia, despite the strong language of the
Constitutional Court and rhetorical support of executive authorities, displace-
ment is rising precipitously and the conditions of the displaced remain extremely
poor. A number of states with significant problems of internal displacement have
yet to engage with the Guiding Principles or effectively to address the problem
on the ground. Nonnormative theories of international relations would see in
these problems evidence that the Guiding Principles simply do not converge
closely enough with the interests of dominant states or their leaders, and that
these states have failed to employ adequate pressure on states experiencing
internal displacement to ensure their implementation. Constructivists, however,
might say that the Guiding Principles are still early in their “life cycle,” and that
rhetorical adoption without substantial compliance on the ground is a necessary
and expected first step in the socialization process.

Lawyers usually prefer to seek binding rather than nonbinding rules to facili-
tate enforcement. The status of “soft law” limits the available enforcement
mechanisms to prompt better compliance with the Guiding Principles. On the
other hand, by taking the soft law approach, we have arguably moderated con-
cerns about state sovereignty that might otherwise have blocked any inter-
national action or consensus on the question of internal displacement.

The Guiding Principles have helped to focus the attention of states, inter-
national humanitarian agencies, and other interested parties on the individual
rights of internally displaced persons, who have frequently been seen in the past
as an undifferentiated mass and a political or humanitarian rather than human
rights issue. This shift in attitude is already having an important effect on how
states and the international community approach displacement crises. A good
example was the prominent place given to responding to the predicted internal
displacement crisis in Iraq in the contingency planning and fundraising appeals
by the UN humanitarian system, and in responses by donor states.138 At the state
level, I might cite the still-troubled but largely successful peace negotiations in
Sri Lanka, in which the needs and rights of those displaced by that country’s
conflict have played a formal part.139 Likewise, the interest of certain then-
nonstate actors (like the Sudan People’s Liberation Movement/Army) in adopt-
ing the Guiding Principles even when they were not bound by human rights law,
is an important breakthrough for the protection of the rights of internally dis-
placed persons. In these respects, if no other, I am convinced from my
experience with the Guiding Principles that the (neo)realist point of view of the
ultimate irrelevance of norms cannot be sustained.
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What the theory suggests about next steps

What next? Some activists still hope that the Guiding Principles will serve as a
stepping-stone for the creation of a “hard law” instrument, such as a multilateral
treaty.140 While this might indeed become desirable in the future, as I mentioned
in my first report to the Commission on Human Rights, initial indications of
success persuade me that, for the medium-term, further promotion of the
Guiding Principles is the better course. In doing so, international relations and
legal theory suggest several courses of action, which (at the risk of academic
heresy) I will attempt to harmonize for our practical purposes even though the
underlying theories conflict.

First, it is important to continue to broaden the consensus about the Guiding
Principles and to encourage states to incorporate their norms into domestic law
and policy. We should endeavor to demonstrate to powerful states – the primary
agents of international change in the realist worldview – that effective, rights-
based solutions to displacement issues promote international security and that it
is therefore in the interests of powerful states to support such resolutions. We
should try to convince affected states that rights-based solutions to internal dis-
placement issues favor their interests, enhancing stability and economic poten-
tial. In line with liberal thinking, we should call upon the international
community, and democracies in particular, to stress to governments struggling
with displacement the legitimizing effect of commitment to the Guiding Prin-
ciples. To do so, of course, we will have to make the case to all states of the
“appropriateness” of the Guiding Principles and their underlying concept that
states’ sovereignty entails an obligation to recognize the human rights of persons
within their borders. By persuading more states to adopt elements of the Guiding
Principles into domestic policy, we might soon reach the “tipping point,” after
which acceptance will spread more quickly.

Second, we must continue to support “norm entrepreneurs,” including gov-
ernmental institutions, NGOs, and civil society representatives, in their attempt
to increase compliance with the norms described in the Guiding Principles.
Activists in Colombia, Georgia, the Philippines, the Russian Federation, and
elsewhere have actively set about the task of applying the Guiding Principles to
their local circumstances and in calling for additional assistance from the inter-
national community. National human rights institutions represent a powerful
potential for bringing international standards such as the Guiding Principles into
play at the domestic level.141

Finally, we should encourage greater international monitoring of compliance
with the norms in the Guiding Principles. I have done so in my capacity as
Special Representative of the Secretary-General on IDPs, primarily through
country missions, as have other key players such as the UN Office for the
Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs IDP Unit, and NGOs such as the Norwe-
gian Refugee Council’s Global IDP Project. However, with 25 million internally
displaced person worldwide, much more capacity for monitoring is required.
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My office has been examining ways to encourage existing human rights moni-
toring mechanisms, such as the treaty bodies and other special mechanisms of
the Commission on Human Rights, to address the rights of the internally dis-
placed, and has encouraged regional organizations to develop their own moni-
toring capability. Efforts might also be made to involve the Security Council in
promoting the Guiding Principles.142

Conclusion

Our experience with the Guiding Principles so far indicates that it is possible to
invigorate or create new norms at the international level, and to do so relatively
quickly. If there is such a thing as a “tipping point” after which a norm finds
quick and comprehensive acceptance around the globe, we have not yet reached
it, and domestic internalization remains limited. However, I am confident that
we are well on our way.

The jury is still out, however, on the question of effectiveness. If states’
behavior is driven only by their narrow interests, the rights of the internally dis-
placed are unlikely ever to be ensured. Absent other reasons for rivalry, it is
rarely in one state’s interest to complain about how another treats its own cit-
izens, and states with large displaced populations are frequently unable or
unwilling to deal with the issue in a manner respectful of the dignity and needs
of those affected. For their sake, and although I am not above appealing to state
interests where it appears useful, I hope that the Guiding Principles will eventu-
ally prove that norms, irrespective of interests, can substantially improve the
behavior of states and other actors and bring real change into the lives of human
beings.
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10

COMMENTARY: PRIVATELY
GENERATED SOFT LAW IN

INTERNATIONAL GOVERNANCE

Kenneth W. Abbott

Introduction

Francis Deng’s chapter on the creation and impact of the Guiding Principles on
Internal Displacement (GPID) makes a valuable contribution to our understand-
ing of international normative processes.1 The chapter combines a “practitioner”
perspective, based on Deng’s decade of service as the Special Representative of
the UN Secretary-General on internally displaced persons (IDPs), with an “acad-
emic” perspective, informed by constructivist international relations (IR) theory
and related approaches that emphasize the role of norms in shaping behavior.
The chapter joins the growing and significant genre of “participant-observer”
analyses of international governance,2 and complements recent papers by, or
based on interviews with, other participants in the GPID process.3 Still, Deng’s
central role makes his analysis unique.

Deng discusses a single case of norm creation and dissemination, so it is dif-
ficult to derive general conclusions from it. However, Deng suggests important
issues and hypotheses regarding normative processes that should be pursued
through comparison with other cases. I focus here on the nature and functions of
privately generated soft law. I also consider some issues relating to the creation
and dissemination of private soft law norms.

Privately generated soft law

In a recent special issue of International Organization devoted to “legalization
and world politics,” my coauthors and I emphasized the variability of the legal
attributes of international norms. Legal obligation (the degree to which rules or
commitments are accepted as legally binding), the precision and elaboration of
rules, and the delegation to independent bodies of authority to interpret, apply,
and elaborate rules are each matters of degree. States – and other participants in
normative processes – can vary each element independently to produce a fine-
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grained continuum of legalization, from hard law through various forms of soft
law, to the virtual absence of legal characteristics.4

This conceptualization helps characterize the GPID in terms of legalization.
Legal obligation is their most complex characteristic; I discuss it further below.
To summarize, as “guiding principles” merely “taken note of” by the UN Com-
mission on Human Rights (UNCHR), the GPID as such were clearly intended
not to create binding legal obligations. Indeed, the UNCHR earlier balked at
authorizing a “normative framework” on internally displaced persons out of
concern that the quoted term might imply too great a legal commitment. Yet the
text of the GPID suggests that some norms embodied in the principles carry a
higher level of obligation. The introductory section states that the GPID “reflect
and are consistent with” international human rights and humanitarian law, and
“identify rights and guarantees.”5 In short, as with many soft law instruments,
the exact legal status of the principles is somewhat ambiguous.

In terms of precision, the GPID state fairly precise and detailed norms for the
treatment of IDPs. In terms of delegation, no legal institution is authorized to
interpret, apply, or elaborate the principles. It is simply contemplated that the
GPID will “provide guidance” to states, international organizations (IOs), non-
governmental organizations (NGOs), and “all other authorities” that deal with
IDPs.6 The UNCHR did, however, take note of Deng’s intention as UN Special
Representative (carried on by his successor, Walter Kälin) to disseminate the
GPID through dialogue with governments, IOs, and NGOs, and of their approval
by the UN Inter-Agency Standing Committee (IASC), which encouraged its
member agencies to apply them.

In sum, while the GPID resemble other soft law instruments characterized by
low levels of formal obligation coupled with the incorporation of legally binding
norms, low to moderate delegation, and relatively high precision – such as the
Helsinki Final Act and the Rio Declaration on Environment and Development –
they strike their own unique balance on the scale of legalization.

While the international organization framework helps characterize the GPID,
it misses entirely the fact that Helsinki and Rio were adopted by representatives
of states, while the GPID were drafted and finalized primarily by private experts.
Deng rightly highlights the significance of such privately generated soft law,
created “without state involvement or endorsement.”7 He notes that privately
drafted instruments ranging from the Johannesburg Principles on National
Security, Freedom of Expression and Access to Information, to the draft conven-
tions of the International Law Commission (ILC) have achieved wide accep-
tance and impact.

The phenomenon of privately generated soft law deserves more systematic
study.8 As a threshold issue, however, it is important to recognize that the
“private” character of international norms and normative processes varies
widely: most are hybrids, linked in diverse ways to states, IOs, or other “public”
actors. Consider the examples just given. The Johannesburg Principles were
drafted by private experts convened by an NGO, although representatives of
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human rights bodies from the UN and other IOs also participated, and the UN
Special Rapporteur on freedom of expression presented the Johannesburg
Principles to the UNCHR.9 In contrast, while the members of the ILC serve in
their individual capacities, the UN General Assembly created the institution and
elects its members.

The International Commission on Intervention and State Sovereignty (ICISS) –
which elaborated the state’s “responsibility to protect,”10 a norm that earlier
informed the GPID11 – represents a more complex hybrid process. The ICISS had
no formal public status. The Canadian government and a group of foundations
created and funded it.12 Most (though not all) ICISS members were private cit-
izens.13 Yet the founders cast the ICISS not only as “an independent body intended
to support the UN,”14 but also as a direct response to the Secretary-General’s call
for a new consensus on humanitarian intervention. The prime minister of Canada
announced its creation during the UN Millennium Summit, and its report was
released at the next General Assembly session. UN bodies have taken up the
ICISS recommendations, giving the commission significant impact.15

The GPID process also had strong UN links. As Deng relates, the UNCHR
called on the Secretary-General in 1991 to report on the problem of IDPs; he
recommended preparing normative guidelines. The UNCHR accordingly called
for a study, and later for preparation of an appropriate framework, by a
representative of the Secretary-General. The UNCHR was asked to take note of
each phase of the study and of the final product. The General Assembly acknow-
ledged the GPID, and the IASC – which coordinates humanitarian assistance in
complex emergencies by the UN relief agencies and other international bodies,
as well as NGOs16 – encouraged its members to use the principles. Other UN
agencies participated in drafting and consultations, as discussed below. In sum,
the GPID process was far from purely “private”; what is notable, though, is the
surprisingly limited role played by states.17 Future research could fruitfully
examine the extent to which subtle variations in the “private” character of insti-
tutions and processes affect the production, content, and impact of norms.

In all its forms, privately generated soft law appears to serve many of the same
political functions as state-generated soft law.18 In both cases, actors sacrifice
some advantages of hard law, which can increase the credibility of commitments,
provide new legal strategies, and allow actors to fill out incomplete bargains
through delegation. In return, however, actors gain other advantages: soft law
typically reduces the costs and delay of reaching agreement, reduces the per-
ceived “sovereignty costs” of norms, and provides new opportunities for compro-
mise. Soft law is not a mere precursor to hard law, then; it can be optimal on its
own terms. Private soft law can further reduce costs and delay and mute state
opposition. Participants in the GPID process recognized all of these advantages,
abandoning their original plan to proceed to a binding legal document.

Yet NGOs and other advocates often expect privately generated soft law like
the GPID to develop greater normative authority than sovereignty-conscious
states and other objectors anticipate, in part by mobilizing and empowering
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affected groups. Consider, for example, the “boomerang” process described by
Margaret Keck and Kathryn Sikkink. In this scenario, local civil society groups,
unable to obtain redress from their governments on human rights or similar
issues, reach outside their countries, enlisting transnational NGO coalitions, IOs,
and other states to invoke international norms, to “shame” and pressure those
governments, and to support and protect the local groups.19 In many cases,
private soft law can serve as the fulcrum of this process as well, or nearly as
well, as more traditional soft law or hard law. Advocates hope that the GPID
will enmesh governments in a web of norms and pressures from above (other
states and IOs) and below (civil society), much as the human rights provisions of
the Helsinki Final Act affected the Soviet Union.20 As Deng notes, soft law can
also “intrude” into hard law and harden into customary international law, quite
easily in his view.21

This analysis raises fundamental questions about the value of international
law. If soft law, even privately generated soft law, can have such potent political
effects, what if anything does hard law add? Would it be even more effective,
although more difficult to attain? While the GPID raise these questions, they do
not cleanly pose them, because of their complex legal character. On one hand, as
Deng has recognized, the GPID “do not constitute a binding instrument.”22 Yet
on the other, the principles are said to “reflect” legal rules and “identify [at least
some] rights.” This dual character flows directly from the process by which the
GPID were created.

Deng’s legal team began by preparing a “Compilation and Analysis of Legal
Norms” relevant to IDPs.23 They found that many principles of human rights and
humanitarian law applied to IDPs, although few referred to them specifically.
Yet a number of these principles were too general to provide practical guidance,
and the law was silent on several issues important to IDPs.24 In drafting the
GPID, then, the team tried to “clarify grey areas and fill in the gaps.”25

The GPID thus include three types of norms: (1) some principles restate legal
rules binding as a matter of treaty or custom – although even here the US legal
experts on the team favored the broad “deductive” or “normative” approach to
identifying customary international law supported by Deng,26 while the Euro-
pean experts took a more traditional positivist view;27 (2) other principles are
newly drafted applications of general legal rules, which may well add new sub-
stantive content;28 and (3) a few principles are wholly new, created by analogy
to existing norms.29 The GPID themselves do not identify which principles fall
into each category.

It is illuminating to compare this approach with the strategies used by the
High Commissioner on National Minorities (HCNM) of the Organization for
Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE), to give effect to analogous norms,
as analyzed by Steven Ratner.30 To be sure, the HCNM was involved in media-
tion and other operational activities designed to resolve ethnic conflicts, not in
drafting norms. Yet the HCNM utilized hard and soft law in much the same way
as did Deng’s team.
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One strategy the HCNM pursued was to “translate” general or abstract norms
into more precise terms applicable to ethnic conflict. This enabled him to
provide concrete practical guidance during conversations with governments,
ethnic factions, and other groups. The HCNM also “developed” norms, freely
interpreting them and filling gaps to cover specific situations.31 Like the drafters
of the GPID, in other words, the HCNM freely blended hard law and soft law in
pursuit of the desired results.

Remarkably, Ratner finds that most elites in governments and ethnic
communities drew little distinction between hard law and soft law norms. A few
rejected all international norms, but most viewed political and legal commit-
ments as equally weighty.32 Both the GPID and HCNM cases, then, reveal a
serious need for theoretical and especially empirical research investigating
whether, and under what circumstances, we can expect hard law to have any
greater effect on the behavior of states and nonstate actors than would soft law
or privately generated soft law.33

Creating privately generated soft law

Deng observes that most schools of IR theory – specifically realist, liberal, and
institutionalist theory – say little about norm creation; his chapter suggests that
this is because those schools view norms as instrumental. I doubt this is the
reason for the lacuna. It seems more likely that scholars in all three camps focus
on comparative statics because of the difficulties of analyzing dynamics; if those
could be controlled, all would likely offer valuable insights into norm creation.
Constructivist IR scholarship, which Deng heavily relies on, has explored norm
dynamics more intensively, although a number of the works cited in his paper
focus on later stages, especially norm internalization. The creation of the GPID
suggests significant aspects of private soft law processes that scholars in all
theoretical schools might fruitfully explore.

Most notable, the story of the GPID suggests that private soft law processes
may have unique political advantages beyond those of soft law generally.
Duncan Snidal and I argue elsewhere that, all else being equal, particular types
of actors will prefer norm creation processes that afford them the greatest access
and influence on outcomes.34 One can hypothesize in this vein that private soft
law processes have particular appeal for specific actor groups:

1 NGOs and activists generally prefer soft law processes for their greater
openness, even when administered by states. They should in general find
private processes even easier to initiate and bring to fruition “under the
radar” of potentially objecting states, and even more open to civil society
participation, than state-based soft law procedures.

2 IO officials should see private soft law processes, when coordinated with
their own work, as facilitating pursuit of their normative agendas while
reducing the risk of damaging confrontations with objecting states.
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3 Weak states should likewise find that private soft law processes facilitate
pursuit of their normative agendas, while eliminating the need to gain the
approval of strong states and reducing the likelihood of costly confronta-
tions with powerful objectors.

The GPID process provides support for all three hypotheses. First, human rights
NGOs, religious groups, and IDP advocates like the Refugee Policy Group
placed the issue of IDPs on the international agenda, sought action by the
UNCHR precisely because of its openness to nonstate actors, participated
actively in drafting the GPID, and organized consultations with the humanitarian
community that garnered support for the principles while keeping “the NGOs . . .
firmly in the driving seat.”35 Roberta Cohen of the Refugee Policy Group codi-
rected with Deng a research project on IDPs at the Brookings Institution; she
worked closely with him to solicit funds and legal volunteers, helping shape the
GPID process.36 Throughout that process, the activist coalition and Deng’s team
used a range of political and linguistic strategies to deflect concern over the
limited role of states.37

Second, the UNCHR, the UN Secretary-General, the IASC, and other UN
bodies actively supported the GPID process.38 Officials of the UN High Com-
missioner for Refugees (UNHCR), the UN Department of Humanitarian Affairs,
the UN Centre for Human Rights, and the UN Children’s Fund (UNICEF) also
participated in strategy sessions, conferences designed to build political momen-
tum, and expert consultations. Simon Bagshaw argues that a “fundamental and
distinctive feature” of the process was “the role played by non-governmental
and intergovernmental actors . . . brought together within the framework of a
global public policy network.”39 Indeed, at points the process resembled an
IO–NGO alliance designed to bypass potentially obstructionist governments.40

Third, Austria and Norway took the lead in gaining official UN support.
Their representatives introduced authorizing resolutions in the UNCHR and
General Assembly – in consultation with Deng, the coalition, and the legal team
– and worked to overcome state objections. Austria brought in a major legal
research institution and hosted roundtables to resolve legal and political issues.
Both states provided financial support, along with the Netherlands and Sweden
(and several nonstate actors).

The GPID case also suggests that the process of researching and drafting
legal or soft law norms, which may appear technical and politically neutral,
grows directly out of the overtly political work of shaping the policy agenda. In
the first stage of the “life cycle” of norms developed by Martha Finnemore and
Kathryn Sikkink,41 norm entrepreneurs – often NGOs or other nonstate activists
– recognize when the political climate is ripe for action on a particular issue,
frame the issue in a politically appealing way, place it on the international policy
agenda, and use tactically suitable organizational platforms to persuade states to
adopt it. Deng explores how the technical work of legal drafting fits into this
process of “strategic social construction.”42
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Human rights activists began by publicizing the plight of IDPs. The end of
the Cold War, a dramatic increase in the number of IDPs, and widely publicized
problems in providing relief to IDPs in Africa and elsewhere made the issue ripe
for action. Advocates worked through a variety of organizations, but settled on
the UN, especially the UNCHR and the Secretary-General’s office. Advocates
framed the situation of IDPs in contrast to that of refugees, who enjoy superior
legal protections.43 This appealing approach led naturally to an expert process
that could rectify the legal disparity.

Deng established a working team staffed by human rights and humanitarian
law specialists, many of whom were also advocates. Adopting a “needs-based
approach,” the team developed norms that addressed the perceived problems
facing IDPs, including the first articulation of a right not to be arbitrarily dis-
placed. While technical and expert, this work was shaped by the strategic
decisions of the advocates. At the same time, Deng and his team consulted and
worked closely with the NGOs driving the campaign and other humanitarian
groups, providing them an ideal organizational platform.

Finally, Deng’s chapter suggests that the leaders of a private soft law process
face a dilemma: they must develop and maintain legitimacy and authority
without sacrificing the flexibility and nonthreatening character that made a
private process desirable. The dilemma was especially challenging in the GPID
case due to the “extremely limited involvement of States.”44 Deng and other
process leaders used two techniques to walk this fine line.

Organizationally, Deng sought legitimacy by linking the team’s work to
international institutions, much as the NGOs had done.45 He acted throughout as
Special Representative of the Secretary-General. He began work on the GPID
only pursuant to a UNCHR resolution, and submitted each phase of the work to
the UNCHR. He also relied on supportive General Assembly resolutions for
authority. Deng was careful to cast the team’s work as furthering these resolu-
tions. The IASC provided further legitimacy, and the team consulted widely
with other IOs. At the same time, the team dealt with these bodies through pro-
cedures designed to forestall adverse state reactions: in particular, requesting the
UNCHR only to “take note” of the GPID. One can imagine very different legit-
imizing techniques, such as casting a private soft law process as a response to
the failings of IOs, but the opposite approach was chosen here.

Substantively, the team drew authority from international law. Built around
legal experts from recognized institutions, it framed its work in neutral, profes-
sional terms. In the early stages, the team produced a “compilation” of extant
rules and analyzed their applicability to IDPs. Subsequently, Deng and the team
presented the GPID as a restatement and interpretation of established legal rules,
even though some principles were at best implicit in positive law.46 The legal
approach appears to have been quite successful in building legitimacy for the
process – even as the UNCHR refused to authorize preparation of a “legal
framework” and as the team decided to stick with private soft law rather than
risk unpredictable negotiations on a binding convention.
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Disseminating and adopting privately generated soft law

Successful norms pass through a “life cycle” of three relatively distinct stages.47

In the first stage, advocates frame an issue and place it on the political agenda,
identify or formulate an appropriate norm, and persuade some states (or other
actors) to subscribe to it. In the second stage, advocates further disseminate the
norm and the “early adopter” states persuade others to sign on. Eventually a
“tipping point” is reached at which states widely acknowledge the norm, even if
many do so insincerely. In the final stage, the norm is invoked and brought to
bear against recalcitrant states, until social pressure and domestic adjustments
lead them to internalize it, rendering compliance routine.

The GPID remain in the second stage, dissemination and adoption, and they
remain a “work in progress.”48 One would predict that some strategies pursued
earlier might now lead to problems, especially with adoption by states. After all,
states played a limited role in developing the GPID and did not approve their
final text. On the other hand, Deng’s efforts to link the GPID to international
institutions and law should facilitate adoption.

In considering dissemination, it is again instructive to compare the work of
the OSCE High Commissioner for National Minorities. Ratner suggests that the
HCNM pursued three strategies to encourage observance of international norms
in addition to norm “translation” and “development,” discussed above.

First, the HCNM disseminated relevant norms through explanatory seminars
for public and private leaders, mediation, and other interventions. Deng has fol-
lowed similar approaches.49 He has had the GPID translated and widely distrib-
uted. He has presented them at international conferences, some cosponsored
with regional organizations, and in meetings with international agencies. He has
conducted missions in several countries, some with IDP problems, explaining
and invoking the GPID in workshops and discussions with governments, IDP
leaders, and other nonstate groups. In these conversations he has presumably
continued to “translate” and “develop” the GPID for specific contexts.

Second, the HCNM used international norms to mobilize support for his
political interventions among nonstate actors. In the present context it is more
important to mobilize support for the GPID themselves, but nonstate actors
remain important. Human rights and humanitarian NGOs were central to the
GPID process from the outset; many have adopted the principles, using them as
tools of advocacy and guides for their own operations. Deng refers somewhat
tepidly to “stirrings of acknowledgment and use” by civil society,50 but it
appears that NGO adoption has been quite widespread, even within developing
countries. IOs, likewise central to the process, have also responded positively.
As already noted, the IASC, which brings together the main UN humanitarian
agencies, has encouraged its members to apply the GPID;51 other IOs also use
them in their work.

Interestingly, NGOs and IOs apparently felt a strong need for a single clear
normative statement by which they could benchmark their own field operations
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and assess the conduct of states and nonstate actors in diverse contexts.52 This
situation has elements of a coordination game, in which a common standard has
value as a focal point, at least partially independent of its precise content and
wholly independent of its legal status.53 Overall, one can interpret the GPID
process as a collaboration between IOs and NGOs – acting above and below the
state – first to create the GPID, then to apply them in their operations and advo-
cacy, all with little state involvement. Since these organizations conduct so
much of the world’s humanitarian work, this is a significant success.

Still, adoption and compliance by states remains crucial: states create many
internal displacements, have the most effective tools to prevent other groups
from creating them, and have the primary duty to care for IDPs under their
“responsibility to protect.” On this score, the HCNM tried to “elevate” inter-
national soft law norms to hard law status by encouraging states to incorporate
them into domestic law. Deng has urged the same action. Here, however, the
picture is less encouraging. Deng cites only a few examples of “elevation,” or
proposed elevation. Even some of the states that have acted are not complying
with their new laws or policies.54 Clearly, soft law norms with weak implemen-
tation mechanisms, like the GPID, create a moral hazard problem: states can
gain reputational advantages by accepting them even without the intention or
capability to comply.55 Many states with IDP problems have not engaged with
the GPID at all.56

The future of the GPID therefore poses something of a test for normative the-
ories of international relations. Deng notes that rhetorical adoption of norms by
states without a sincere commitment or capacity for compliance is a common
feature of the dissemination stage in the life cycle of norms.57 Yet it is far from
clear whether other features of the life cycle necessary to overcome that problem
are in place. First, as Deng acknowledges, the GPID have not even reached a
tipping point in terms of state acceptance, despite supportive General Assembly
votes; it is not clear when they might reach that point. Second, in Finnemore and
Sikkink’s life cycle theory, committed states play the leading role in persuading
other states to sign on; it is not clear whether the GPID have a sufficient core of
influential state promoters to make this happen. Third, it is not clear whether
there exist adequate implementation mechanisms to bring the GPID to bear
against weakly committed states, socialize them, and move them toward deeper
commitments and internalization. If the IO–NGO coalition and the small core of
states backing the GPID can in fact persuade the broad community of states to
adopt the principles, invoke them against recalcitrant states, and bring about
widespread internalization, it will be a signal achievement, one that will necessi-
tate further revision in our understanding of international normative processes.
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THE INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL
COURT AND UNIVERSAL

INTERNATIONAL JURISDICTION

A return to first principles

Leila Nadya Sadat

Introduction

In the debate that has taken place over the legitimacy of the International Crimi-
nal Court (ICC) exercising jurisdiction over the nationals of states not party to
the ICC treaty, a controversy largely sparked by US opposition to the treaty, a
series of first principles have been ignored. These principles in the arena of
international law and policy are the glue that holds the system together – without
them, international law is not a “normative system,” as Rosalyn Higgins and
others have so passionately argued, but is simply bits and pieces of legal text, a
set of discrete rules without any particular coherence.1 Not only are these prin-
ciples theoretical rules governing the formation and application of international
law, but they also were relied upon by the framers of the Rome Statute in elabo-
rating the text of the ICC treaty, find voice in the draft statutes elaborated by the
International Law Commission that formed the basis of the statute ultimately
adopted, and informed the discussions of delegates during the preparatory meet-
ings prior to the ICC treaty’s adoption as well as the conversations and negotia-
tions that took place during the diplomatic conference held in Rome during the
summer of 1998, at which the Court’s statute was adopted.

This does not mean that the principles upon which the Court’s jurisdiction
and establishment are based are without controversy, however, for as I have
argued elsewhere, the establishment of the International Criminal Court
represented a “constitutional moment” for international law, whereby notions
about the legality and legitimacy (under international law) of the extraterritorial
jurisdiction of states were transformed into principles governing the exercise of
criminal jurisdiction by the international community as a whole.2 On the
other hand, to accept, without reflection, the arguments levied against the juris-
diction of the ICC over the nationals of nonparty states,3 would not appear to be
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consistent with either current understandings of international law or state prac-
tice, particularly given the high acceptance of the Rome Statute’s jurisdictional
regime by states, as evidenced by the ICC treaty’s widespread signature and rati-
fication.4

Critics of the ICC, and more particularly its jurisdictional regimes, make
several assertions. In its strongest form, their argument transcends the policy
choices involved in the decision to establish the ICC, contending that its estab-
lishment was not only a bad idea, but also impermissible under international
law.5 It is important not to overstate the relative weight of these arguments: in
fact, relatively few scholars have joined their voices to the loud chorus of polit-
ical opponents in the United States who have critiqued the Court. Yet if the
arguments have been few, they have been influential. In this chapter I take up
the principal argument raised against the Court’s jurisdictional regime: that the
adjudicative jurisdiction of the Court, insofar as it might be exercised over
the nationals of nonparty states, is a form of “exorbitant jurisdiction,”6 because
the delegation of universal jurisdiction by states is “impermissible.”7 I conclude,
however, that although the expression of universal jurisdiction in the Rome
Statute is clearly an extension of existing precedent, it is neither impermissible
nor improper under international law.

This chapter briefly examines the negotiating history of the ICC’s jurisdiction
during the preparatory meetings prior to Rome and during the diplomatic confer-
ence itself, to try to tease out, to the extent possible, the extent to which jurisdic-
tional principles featured in the minds of international negotiators as they
ultimately crafted the statute in the way that they did. Subsequently, it turns to a
more theoretical analysis of the Court’s jurisdiction under international law,
taken in connection with recent international court decisions exploring the
notion of universal jurisdiction as it is exercised before international courts.

Negotiation of the ICC’s jurisdiction prior to and during
the Rome diplomatic conference

Early drafts of the ICC statute following the establishment of the United Nations
generally contained provisions significantly limiting the proposed court’s juris-
diction, and, in particular, limiting the cases to be brought to those in which the
state of the accused’s nationality had consented to the case. Yet a careful reading
of the records of the UN General Assembly during the period suggest that this
limitation was imposed for practical, not juridical reasons. For example, the
draft statute adopted in Geneva in 1951 by the Committee on International
Criminal Jurisdiction permitted cases to go to the ICC only if the accused’s state
or states of nationality and the state or states in which the crime was alleged to
have been committed had conferred jurisdiction upon the Court.8 Interestingly,
unlike today’s ICC, which permits the UN Security Council to trigger the
Court’s jurisdiction, the 1951 draft would have permitted the General Assembly
(or a state party) to do so. Although nationality was imposed as a necessary pre-
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requisite to the exercise of the proposed court’s jurisdiction, even at this early
juncture in the ICC’s development, the 1951 committee did not see the link of
nationality as required. Some committee members argued that jurisdiction was
sufficient if a state had delegated its territorial jurisdiction to the Court. Others
opined that nationality should not be a bar if the General Assembly believed that
the individual had committed “international crimes.” At the same time, members
were cognizant of the need for widespread acceptance of the Court’s statute, and
felt that unless a link to the nationality of the accused was provided for by the
statute, it would not be widely adhered to by states.9

The work of the Geneva committee, which was composed of 17 member
states, was received with a great deal of skepticism by the General Assembly.
Belgium’s representative argued that the proposed court would violate the most
basic principles of international law, by according to the General Assembly a
criminal competence that it did not have,10 and Iraq’s delegate stated that the
proposed court would “infringe the sovereignty of States.”11 The United States,
in contrast, took a fairly benign view of the proposed court, stating that it neither
“favored nor opposed the establishment of an international criminal court,” but
wished merely to see the question fully examined. The General Assembly sent
the 1951 report to another 17-member committee of states, which issued a report
leaving the jurisdictional provisions of the statute essentially unchanged, at least
insofar as the question of nationality was concerned.12As is well known, ulti-
mately the question of an international criminal court became the victim of Cold
War politics, and it was not until 1989 that work was again resumed.13

When the International Law Commission resumed consideration of the ques-
tion of an international criminal court in 1991, it issued two drafts, the first in
1993 and the second in 1994. Article 24 of the 1993 draft linked the jurisdiction
of the Court in a particular case to acceptance of the Court’s jurisdiction, and if
the suspect was present on the territory of either the state of his nationality or the
state where the alleged offense was committed, acceptance of the jurisdiction of
that state as well. Somewhat confusingly drafted, the implication was that states
having jurisdiction to try the accused themselves also had the right to turn him
over to the court for prosecution, and in fact the draft makes specific reference to
Article VI of the Genocide Convention, which says as much.14 While the articles
on jurisdiction changed fairly significantly between the 1993 and 1994 drafts,
Article 21 of the 1994 draft statute (titled “preconditions to jurisdiction”) pro-
vided that the Court would have “inherent” jurisdiction over the crime of geno-
cide, not subject to state consent, and would have jurisdiction over other crimes,
assuming that the Court’s jurisdiction had been accepted with respect to the
crimes in question by the custodial state (having custody of the accused) and the
territorial state, where the acts occurred.15 Note that neither draft gives the state of
the accused’s nationality a veto over the Court’s jurisdiction, a proposal that was
apparently made to and rejected by the International Law Commission.16

During the four years of negotiations leading to the adoption of the final
statute for the Court in Rome, although the question of jurisdiction was often
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debated, and indeed the question of how the Court would exercise authority over
particular cases presented a particularly thorny aspect of the ICC’s negotiation,17

there was never a sense among delegates that international law required a state’s
consent over the trial of its nationals in an international court for crimes commit-
ted outside that state’s jurisdiction. Instead, the clear working assumption of the
negotiators was that because states could exercise jurisdiction over international
crimes committed upon their territories under the territorial principle, or over
certain jus cogens crimes committed elsewhere pursuant to the universality prin-
ciple, states could cede that jurisdiction to an international court to do so in their
stead.18 There does not even appear to be a reference by the US delegation con-
testing these basic understandings of international jurisdiction until the debates
during the Rome diplomatic conference itself, when the US delegation put forth
a proposal to limit the Court’s jurisdiction either to cases referred by the Secur-
ity Council, or to instances in which the state of the accused’s nationality con-
sented to the jurisdiction of the Court.19 That proposal met with considerable
resistance, and was ultimately rejected, although the state of the accused’s
nationality was retained as one of two possible links in the event of a referral to
the Court by the ICC prosecutor or a state party to the ICC statute.20

A theoretical assessment of the Court’s jurisdictional
principles

The notion of jus cogens crimes

The three crimes codified in the Rome Statute – genocide, crimes against human-
ity, and war crimes – are essentially the crimes elaborated in Article 6 of the
Charter of the International Military Tribunal at Nuremberg (sans crimes against
peace, for the time being), as well as the statutes of the Yugoslavia and Rwanda
tribunals, and now statute for the Special Court for Sierra Leone (sans genocide)
and the statute for the Iraqi Special Tribunal. These are crimes that have been so
uniformly accepted by the international community that both the exercise of uni-
versal jurisdiction by states, as well as the exercise of universal jurisdiction by the
international community as a whole, are generally accepted. In the views of most
commentators, they have thus, over time, risen to the status of jus cogens crimes
embodied in nonderogable peremptory norms of international law.

It is true that the theory of jus cogens has been the subject of much dispute
and scholarly commentary.21 Yet the near-universal acceptance of the notion of
peremptory or jus cogens norms22 as set out in the Vienna Convention on the
Law of Treaties23 suggests that modern international criminal law both explicitly
and implicitly embodies within its prescriptions certain nonderogable norms of
peremptory application.24 Indeed, fundamental to the notion of a duty to prose-
cute international crimes, a duty incumbent upon all states, is the nonderogabil-
ity of the norms at issue.25 As the International Criminal Tribunal for the Former
Yugoslavia opined in Prosecutor v. Furundzija, regarding the crime of torture:
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While the erga omnes nature [of the crime] appertains to the area of
international enforcement (lato sensu), the other major feature of the
principle proscribing torture relates to the hierarchy of rules in the
international normative order. Because of the importance of the values
it protects, this principle has evolved into a peremptory norm of jus
cogens, that is, a norm that enjoys a higher rank in the international
hierarchy than treaty law and even “ordinary” customary rules.26

The report issued by the UN Secretary-General establishing the International
Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia expresses the view that the most
serious crimes against the international community as a whole included war
crimes, genocide, and crimes against humanity.27 The Princeton Principles on
Universal Jurisdiction refer to these as “serious” crimes under international law,
adding to the list piracy, slavery, crimes against peace, and torture.28 The Inter-
national Law Commission included, in its 1996 draft regarding “crimes against
the peace and security of mankind,” aggression, genocide, crimes against
humanity, crimes against UN and associated personnel, and war crimes.29 The
US Restatement on The Law of Foreign Relations takes the position that univer-
sal jurisdiction crimes include piracy, slave trade, attacks on or highjackings of
aircraft, genocide, war crimes, and perhaps certain acts of terrorism.30

Paradoxically, most commentators view jus cogens norms as representing a
floor, a set of lowest common denominator provisions that are truly fundamental
to the international legal order, and yet represent norms of a superior hierarchi-
cal status in the international legal system.31 Certainly, most authorities examin-
ing the question have concluded that the list of jus cogens crimes under
international law includes genocide, war crimes, crimes against humanity,
crimes against peace (aggression), torture, piracy, and slavery and slave-related
practices.32 Moreover, there are many indications that the exercise of jurisdiction
over these crimes is not only permitted under international law, but also
required. Many are codified in treaties imposing a duty to try or extradite indi-
viduals credibly accused of genocide, war crimes, torture, and acts of terrorism,
and as regards aggression and crimes against humanity, a strong case can be
made that the aut dedere aut judicare principle has risen to the level of custom-
ary international law.33

The exercise of universal (international) jurisdiction by the Rome
Statute for the International Criminal Court over the jus cogens

crimes embodied in the statute

As regards the exercise of universal jurisdiction, states exist in a horizontal rela-
tionship to one another. Their jurisdiction to prescribe norms of criminal law is
bounded by their territories, except insofar as some exception permitting the
extraterritorial exercise of a state’s prescriptive or adjudicative jurisdiction is
present. As the SS Lotus case suggests, both in the views of the majority as well
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as the dissent, under the Westphalian system the prescriptive and adjudicative
jurisdiction of sovereign states is a creation of international law. At the same
time, the case stands for the proposition that “[r]estrictions upon the independ-
ence of States cannot be presumed.”34 States generally have jurisdiction only
over their territories, with the caveat that international law has generally recog-
nized four exceptions to territoriality: jurisdiction based on nationality, passive
personality, the protective principle, and the principle of universality.35 Applica-
tion of the theory of universal jurisdiction in these cases is predicated largely on
the notion that some crimes are so heinous that they offend the interest of all
humanity and, indeed, imperil civilization itself.36 States seeking to exercise uni-
versal jurisdiction over the perpetrator of a jus cogens crime are therefore
employing their own legislative authority to prescribe as regards an international
law norm. Deciding when and under what conditions states may exercise univer-
sal jurisdiction therefore presents what I have referred to in earlier writings as a
problem of universal “interstate” jurisdiction.37

The situation before an international court or tribunal, however, is quite dif-
ferent. The vertical relationship between international and national legal
systems, extant as a function of the basic principles of international law, is quite
different than the horizontal perspective apparent in cases of universal interstate
jurisdiction. Indeed, one of the fundamental contributions of the Rome Statute
for the International Criminal Court was to help clarify and codify the status of
international, as opposed to national, jurisdictions exercising adjudicative juris-
diction over jus cogens crimes. Although some commentators have argued that
international courts, whether created by the UN Security Council, international
treaty, or amendment to the UN Charter, only exercise jurisdiction delegated to
them by states,38 either directly or through the intermediary of the Charter, this
argument appears overstated. Indeed, to accept such a proposition would stand
the nature of the international legal order on its head, given that the jurisdictions
of states, wrapped up as they are in the essence and definition of sovereignty, are
in fact the creation of international law. At the very least, this claim appears
insufficient to explain the establishment of the Yugoslavia and Rwanda tribunals
and the ICC, and does not appear truly to explain the jurisdictional bases for
those courts. To take the International Criminal Court as an example, the ICC
statute permits the Security Council to refer a case to the Court even in a situ-
ation where neither the territorial state nor the state of the accused’s nationality
has consented to jurisdiction. Interestingly, the United States has never com-
plained about this capacity of the Court, no doubt because US nationals will be
protected in such a case by the veto the United States holds on the Security
Council. Is this a case of delegated universal interstate jurisdiction, or a new
form of universal international jurisdiction, based upon the notion that there are
some harms that are of such vital importance to the international community that
they may not only be proscribed by international law, but adjudicated upon as
well? The ICC statute’s preamble suggests that the latter idea was an important
pillar of the Court’s jurisdiction, which rests not only upon the notion that the
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crimes codified in the statute are crimes over which states may exercise univer-
sal jurisdiction, but also upon the idea that these grave crimes “threaten the
peace, security and well-being of the world.”39

To the extent that national and international legal orders, each autonomous in
their own right, exist in a mutually reinforcing and symbiotic relationship to
each other, it would seem deeply problematic to argue that states alone are the
ultimate repositories of the international community’s prescriptive and adjudica-
tive jurisdictional capacities. Rather, as European scholars suggested during the
postwar period, it is more likely that the international community may assert
jurisdiction over a problem if it affects a fundamental interest of the inter-
national community, or l’ordre public international. At the same time, even if
the delegation theory explained the permissibility of the ICC’s jurisdictional
regime, the US argument would not prevail. As others have noted, the idea that
the state of an accused’s nationality has exclusive jurisdiction over acts commit-
ted abroad has no currency in modern international law, but reflects a colonialist
concept no longer acceptable in a post-Charter world.40

These conclusions have been reaffirmed in several recent international court
decisions that have addressed the status of jus cogens crimes either directly or in
passing, in particular the Special Court for Sierra Leone (SCSL) and the Inter-
national Court of Justice (ICJ). The Special Court was established on January
16, 2002, by agreement entered into between the United Nations and the govern-
ment of Sierra Leone.41 The jurisdiction ratione materiae of the Court includes,
inter alia, crimes against humanity and war crimes. In a recent opinion on the
question of amnesties for international crimes, the Special Court was asked to
consider the appeals of two defendants who argued that an amnesty granted
under Article IX of the Lomé Accord precluded their trial before the Special
Court. Although the United Nations and outside governments were mentioned as
“moral guarantors” of the Lomé peace agreement, only two factions of Sierra
Leoneans actually signed it, and it was ratified by the parliament of Sierra Leone
on July 15, 1999.42 When rebel forces reneged on the agreement, the president of
Sierra Leone wrote to the UN Security Council requesting the establishment of a
“court to administer international justice and humanitarian law,” and two defen-
dants before the Special Court created subsequently raised the Lomé agreement
as a bar to their prosecution. The accused argued that, notwithstanding the inter-
national nature of the crimes, the SCSL was bound to respect the amnesty
granted by the Lomé agreement because the agreement was an international
treaty.

The SCSL disagreed, holding that “[t]he role of the UN as a mediator of
peace, the presence of a peacekeeping force which generally is by consent of the
State and the mediation efforts of the Secretary-General cannot add up to a
source of obligation to the international community to perform an agreement to
which the UN is not a party.”43 Instead, the Court found that the agreement
could not be characterized as an international instrument. Conversely, it held
that Article 10 of the Special Court’s statute, forbidding the Special Court from
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taking into consideration “an amnesty granted to any person falling within the
jurisdiction of the Special Court in respect of [international] crimes [within the
Special Court’s jurisdiction] shall not be a bar to prosecution,” did apply. There-
fore, any amnesty granted to the accused had no effect. In the words of the
Special Court:

Where jurisdiction is universal, a State cannot deprive another State of
its jurisdiction to prosecute the offender by the grant of amnesty. . . . A
State cannot bring into oblivion and forgetfulness a crime, such as a
crime against international law, which other States are entitled to keep
alive and remember.44

The Special Court concluded that the crimes within its jurisdiction – crimes
against humanity and war crimes committed in internal armed conflict – were
subject to universal jurisdiction under international law. It also intimated that the
prosecution of such crimes was required, given that “the obligation to protect
human dignity is a peremptory norm and has assumed the nature of obligation
erga omnes.”45 Implicit in the Special Court’s opinion is a rejection of the notion
that international courts are simply exercising jurisdiction delegated to them by
states, rather than acting directly as instruments of the international community
(a position it later embraced, as set out below).

This is also the view that the International Court of Justice appears to have
rallied behind in its opinion in Congo v. Belgium. The separate and dissenting
opinions filed in that case offer an interesting perspective on the question of uni-
versal jurisdiction and universal jurisdiction crimes under international law.
Recall that in this case, the ICJ held that Abdulaye Yerodia Ndombasi was
immune from Belgium’s criminal jurisdiction by virtue of his status as a sitting
foreign minister of the Democratic Republic of Congo. However, perhaps to
meet the critique that its decision could promote impunity for international
crimes, the Court stated that several forums would nonetheless be available for
his prosecution – that is, his immunity before the courts of Belgium was not tan-
tamount to impunity for the commission of crimes under international law.46 In
particular, the ICJ held that an accused could be tried before the courts of his
own state, in a foreign state either if his state waived its immunity or after his
tenure in office ceased, and finally, “an incumbent or former foreign minister for
Foreign Affairs may be subject to criminal proceedings before certain inter-
national criminal courts, where they have jurisdiction.”47 The ICJ referred
specifically in this paragraph to the ICC and the ad hoc tribunals for Rwanda and
the former Yugoslavia, but did not foreclose other international courts from
relying upon this holding in support of their own jurisdiction.

This holding was supported when on May 31, 2004, the Special Court for
Sierra Leone issued an opinion on immunity for a sitting head of state, namely
Charles Taylor, Liberia’s former president. In a fascinating opinion, the Special
Court opined that because it was an international and not a domestic court, the
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immunity invoked by Taylor could not apply.48 While admitting that it was not
“immediately evident” why national and international courts could differ as to
their treatment of immunities under international law, the Special Court sug-
gested that, first, the principle of the sovereignty of states was inapplicable,
given the Court’s status as an international organ; and second, as a matter of
policy, states “have considered the collective judgment of the international
community to provide a vital safeguard against the potential destabilizing effect
of unilateral judgment in this area.”49 Of course, as alluded to above, there is a
third explanation for the difference between the jurisdiction of national and
international courts in this area, which is that they are not exercising the same
form of universal jurisdiction in the first place.

The need for comity, complementarity, and balance in the
exercise of international criminal adjudication

To some extent, the jurisdictional critique levied at the International Criminal
Court by scholars appears really to be a proxy for political concerns that the
Court will in fact be meddling in cases best left to national legal systems, or
serving as a check upon political decisions properly left to national govern-
ments. Both concerns, however, can and have been addressed through various
mechanisms in the ICC’s statute, as many commentators, including myself, have
pointed out in other writings. These protections include the vetting of most of
the ICC prosecutor’s decisions by the pretrial chamber, the possibility to remove
an errant prosecutor or judge, the guarantees of quality and integrity imposed by
the statute with regard to the personnel elected to serve as judges and the Court’s
prosecutor, the principle of complementarity upon which the Court’s jurisdiction
is premised, and perhaps most fundamentally, the complete absence of any
police force at the Court’s disposal or direct power of execution of the Court’s
orders. That is, all rhetoric aside, the ICC is an extraordinary example of justice
sans police – a Court completely beholden to the goodwill of states for not only
its existence, but also its enforcement power. Thus the specter of a runaway
Court is more a phantasm than a real possibility.

Rejecting the US claim that the Court’s exercise of jurisdiction over the
nationals of nonparty states does not entail accepting the Court’s jurisdiction in
cases in which the exercise of such jurisdiction would interfere with other
important values and principles. If conflicts of jurisdiction arise, the principle of
complementarity, enshrined in the preamble to the ICC statute, as well as in Art-
icles 1 and 17, mandates that the case be dismissed. Even if a state is not pursu-
ing prosecutions, it may be that the interests of justice, as outlined in Article
53(c) of the Statute, suggest that the ICC prosecutor should not pursue the case.
As the recent dialogue between the ICC prosecutor and a visiting delegation of
Acholi leaders from northern Uganda makes clear, the Court will need to be
mindful in each instance regarding the need to balance traditional justice and
reconciliation processes, the interests of victims, and the need to counter the
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problem of impunity for the commission of international crimes.50 This kind of
case-by-case balancing will not provide US opponents of the Court the kind of
bright-line protection they might desire, but it will permit the Court to exercise
its jurisdiction in a manner consistent with the best interests of both the inter-
national community as a whole and the independent states that compose its
membership.

Finally, although there is certainly some truth to the idea that the ICC statute
has embodied within it certain revolutionary features, the notion that the Court
may exercise jurisdiction over nonstate party nationals is not one of them. Not
only does the statute merely confirm, as ambassador (and now ICC judge)
Philippe Kirsch wrote some years ago, that “individuals are subject to the sub-
stantive and procedural criminal laws applicable in the territories to which they
travel, including laws arising from treaty obligations,”51 but in fact the United
States is a party to and promoted the acceptance of more than one dozen treaties
based upon the same principle, particularly several important antiterrorism con-
ventions.52 Indeed, by ignoring perhaps the most fundamental principles of inter-
national law – the notions of reciprocity and the sovereign equality of states –
the US attack on the jurisdiction of the International Criminal Court weakens,
rather than reinforces, the capacity of international criminal law to respond to
acts of terrorism,53 as well as the atrocities the Court’s establishment was
designed to suppress and prevent.
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INTERNATIONAL HUMANITARIAN
LAW

State collusion and the conundrum of
jurisdiction

Madeline Morris

Introduction

A fundamental dilemma underlies the enforcement of humanitarian law (which
term I use broadly to include the law of genocide, war crimes, and crimes
against humanity). The problem, at bottom, is the classic conundrum of inter-
national law: how to enforce supranational norms in an international system in
which states are formally equal and independent. In this sense, the problem is a
familiar one. In the context of international humanitarian law, however, this
problem takes on certain unique features.

In other fields of international law, compliance that might otherwise not be
forthcoming is often accomplished largely through reliance on reciprocity:
parties tend to comply with their legal obligations lest they lose reciprocal bene-
fits. To some extent, reciprocity induces compliance with international humani-
tarian law as well: particularly concerning some aspects of the laws of war,
states may comply in order to gain reciprocal benefits. For the other aspects of
international humanitarian law, however, reciprocity is not effective. States do
not gain reciprocal benefits from refraining from genocide or crimes against
humanity committed against their own populations. The threat cannot be: “If
you murder your citizens, I’ll murder mine.” And so, for the enforcement of
much of international humanitarian law, a different enforcement system is
required.

Criminal prosecution has become prominent among the enforcement mechan-
isms in this field over the past 60 years, most particularly during the past decade.
This chapter will consider tensions arising from the use of criminal prosecution
in this field within an international system premised on the sovereign equality of
states. In particular, this tension will be examined through the lens of the inter-
national law of immunities.
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On the problem of perpetrator regimes

The most serious violations of international humanitarian law rarely are purely
private acts. Governments, all too often, commit or collude in the most serious
violations of international humanitarian law. The crimes of the Nazis, the Khmer
Rouge, the 1994 government of Rwanda, factions in the former Yugoslavia, and
countless others were committed pursuant to official state policy and authority.
The problem therefore emerges of how to enforce the norms of international
humanitarian law where states themselves are typically the transgressors and
where there is no supranational enforcement authority. Because states typically
are implicated in the crimes in question, sole reliance on the usual municipal
mechanisms of criminal law enforcement would be foolish. It is unlikely that a
government that is responsible for the crimes would be efficacious in prosecut-
ing the offenders.

The central problem concerning criminal law enforcement in this field, then,
is the need to place prosecutorial authority in the hands of some body other than
the very entity responsible for the crimes. Naturally enough, the solutions
devised have been largely jurisdictional. Each jurisdictional solution places the
power to prosecute in some entity outside of the responsible state – outside of
the perpetrator regime – either by placing jurisdiction in the courts of other
states, through universal jurisdiction, or by placing jurisdiction in an inter-
national court.

These jurisdictional solutions have been controversial. Since the acts that
would form the basis for prosecutions typically do involve official state policy
and official state actors, the states whose nationals are accused tend to resist the
assertion of jurisdiction by third-party states. We see this resistance to jurisdic-
tion both when those third-party states are acting individually (under universal
jurisdiction)1 and when they are acting collectively (through an international
court).2

Immunities

Increasingly, we see this resistance to jurisdiction manifested in defendants’
states of nationality posing claims of immunity against the prosecution of their
officials for humanitarian law violations in courts outside of their own states.3

The international law of immunities includes diplomatic immunity and sover-
eign immunity.

Some commentators in this field take the view that immunities are not applic-
able to grave crimes under international law. The argument here is that there is
simply an exception to the international law of immunities for the gravest inter-
national crimes. This line of thinking is reflected in certain separate and dissent-
ing opinions of judges on the International Court of Justice (ICJ) in the Yerodia
case (Congo v. Belgium),4 in obiter dictum in certain decisions of the Inter-
national Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia,5 as well as in some
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academic writing on this subject. These arguments rely on the rather compelling
point that the crimes in question are so horrific and destructive that the need for
their suppression is sufficient to outweigh the costs of abrogating immunities.

We could envision an even stronger version of the claim that immunities do
not cover the most serious international crimes. Here, the argument would be
that the question is not one of abrogating immunities, but rather of identifying
the limits of immunities. The argument would be, in other words, that immuni-
ties were never meant to be absolute, and are not inherently absolute; in other
words, that immunities simply do not cover certain acts that are entirely ultra
vires of any conceivably legitimate state function.6

There are two problems with this stronger claim, however. The first is that
there is a lack of historical evidence supporting such a view. The second
problem is that there is no theory available to reconcile this limit on immunities
fully with the overall framework of the international political and legal system.
To be sure, the absence of a theory that would fit the exception neatly into the
international structure does not mean that there should be no such exception. But
it does point up formidable difficulties: not only would the virtue of theoretically
coherent and consistent law be compromised, but there would also be a very
basic problem concerning the allocation of authority. When allegations of crime
were disputed (as they always would be), who would hold the power to deter-
mine, as a matter of fact or of law, whether conduct not covered by immunities
had occurred? Another state? A supranational authority of some sort? Would
presentation of a plausible accusation extinguish immunity such that a foreign
court could exercise jurisdiction – jurisdiction to determine guilt or innocence –
when guilt of the crime would itself be precisely the basis for that court’s juris-
diction? The more traditional view (and that taken by the ICJ in the Yerodia
case) is that even the international law of immunities applies in relation to grave
international crimes.

Under the law of immunities, officials enjoy diplomatic and/or sovereign
immunity from the jurisdiction of other states while they are in office. That
immunity remains after the official leaves office in relation to the official acts
taken while in office. For private conduct undertaken during the period in office,
the immunity expires when the official leaves office.7

The attempt to handle international humanitarian law violations by conduct-
ing criminal prosecution after the individuals leave office, then, is an attempt to
treat the offending conduct as private acts. By the same token, the immunity
claims lodged by an official’s state constitute an attempt to assert or reassert that
the former official acted as an agent of that state, even relative to the allegedly
offending conduct.

The underlying rationale for treating the acts in question as private acts
appears to be that crimes of this type could never be legitimate state functions,
and so the acts must, by definition, be private acts. This rationale, however,
belies reality. The fact is, the acts often are indeed state policy. If the acts do
constitute genocide, war crimes, or crimes against humanity, then they are
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unlawful state policy. It is also possible that official conduct alleged to constitute
genocide, war crimes, or crimes against humanity does not constitute those
crimes, if the allegations are incorrect as to fact or law. In either case, what is
being brought to judgment in these cases is often precisely the official acts of
states – lawful or unlawful.

What motivates the attempt to treat these crimes always as private acts, I
believe, is the conviction that the crimes in question are so unacceptable, and
their suppression so crucial, that the law of immunities and underlying principles
of state sovereignty cannot be permitted to stand in the way. Essentially, what is
sought is an exception to the limitations otherwise posed by states’ sovereignty
for the one, compelling purpose of suppressing the most horrific violations of
international humanitarian law. But rather than calling the exception an excep-
tion, the “private acts” argument is made – in order to avert the difficulties (line-
drawing, slippery slopes, and the rest) that are inherent in making exceptions.

In the enforcement of international humanitarian law through criminal prose-
cutions, the tension between supranational norms and states’ sovereign equality
– and the relationship of that tension to immunities – is manifested in somewhat
different ways depending upon the type of forum asserting jurisdiction. What
follows is an examination of these issues as they arise in the distinct contexts of
domestic courts exercising universal jurisdiction and in international courts.

Universal jurisdiction

Under the international legal doctrine of universal jurisdiction, the courts of any
state may exercise jurisdiction without regard to the territory where the crime
occurred or the nationality of perpetrators or victims.8 The problems of govern-
mental collusion in the crimes, and the resultant unwillingness of those perpetra-
tor governments to prosecute, are ameliorated by vesting jurisdiction in all states.9

Universal jurisdiction has been exercised on several occasions in recent years as a
mechanism for the prosecution of alleged genocide, war crimes, or crimes against
humanity committed in third states. Belgium, during the period in which it was
the state with the broadest interpretation and application of the doctrine of univer-
sal jurisdiction, instituted criminal investigations of potential defendants includ-
ing Augusto Pinochet, Ariel Sharon, Yasser Arafat, Saddam Hussein, Fidel
Castro, George H. W. Bush, Colin Powell, Norman Schwartzkopf, and Yerodia
Ndombasi, among others.10 Other states (mostly in Western Europe) have brought
prosecutions under universal jurisdiction as well. In a number of these cases, the
defendants’ or potential defendants’ states of nationality have objected to 
the criminal proceedings and brought suit in the International Court of Justice, on
the ground that the individuals in question enjoyed official immunity from the
criminal jurisdiction of foreign states.11 A brief examination of the historical
development of the doctrine of universal jurisdiction reveals that the current con-
troversy and litigation were virtually inevitable.

After World War II the doctrine of universal jurisdiction was extended from
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its previous coverage of piracy to apply also to the humanitarian law offenses of
genocide, war crimes, and crimes against humanity.12 In both contexts, the doc-
trine was used to address problems of enforcement, but the particular enforce-
ment problems addressed were distinctly different. In the piracy context, pirates,
often lacking identifiable nationality, committed crimes largely on the high seas
outside the territory of any state. In many cases, therefore, no state would have
jurisdiction over a given act of piracy if establishing jurisdiction required the
prosecuting state first to establish its particular nexus with the crime. Universal
jurisdiction solved this problem by allowing any state to prosecute without
regard to nexus.

In the context of genocide, war crimes, and crimes against humanity, the
enforcement problem is not that there is no state that would have jurisdiction, as
in the case of piracy. Rather, the problem is that the crimes in question typically
involve the collusion of governments. In such a circumstance, the state with the
nexus-based jurisdiction is unlikely to prosecute. The problem of governments
colluding in the crimes and then shielding perpetrators from justice is amelio-
rated by vesting jurisdiction in all states under universal jurisdiction.

But solving the problem of state collusion through the mechanism of univer-
sal jurisdiction poses a new set of difficulties not encountered in applying uni-
versal jurisdiction to piracy. The crucial difference that distinguishes the
ramifications of universal jurisdiction as applied to piracy, from the ramifica-
tions of universal jurisdiction as applied to genocide, war crimes, and crimes
against humanity, is that piracy comprises, by definition, private acts, while
crimes under international humanitarian law tend to involve official state prac-
tices and official state actors. From its inception, the law of piracy distinguished
“pirates,” who operated privately and for private gain, from “privateers” or
others commissioned or authorized by states.13 By excluding state acts from the
definition of piracy, the law of piracy was designed to prevent universal jurisdic-
tion over piracy from becoming a source or a tool of interstate conflict.14

In the aftermath of World War II, a number of tribunals applied a form of
universal jurisdiction to prosecute war crimes and crimes against humanity.
When universal jurisdiction was applied in the postwar context, it was conceptu-
alized, sometimes explicitly, as analogous to universal jurisdiction over piracy.
There was, however, an important flaw in that analogy. While the law of piracy
concerned private acts, war crimes and crimes against humanity frequently
concern state action. Universal jurisdiction over war crimes and crimes against
humanity therefore raises the prospect of one state’s courts standing in judgment
of the official acts of other states – in precisely the way that universal jurisdic-
tion over piracy was designed to avoid.

Because the scope of universal jurisdiction thus expanded from piracy to
more public acts, we now, predictably, see a new set of political and legal dif-
ficulties arising from the exercise of universal jurisdiction. These problems have
been manifested in diplomatic exchanges and in the legal cases challenging the
exercise of universal jurisdiction based on the international law of immunities.
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Two such cases have been filed with the ICJ in recent years. Only one – the
Yerodia case (Congo v. Belgium) – has yet been decided.15 In Yerodia, decided
in 2001, the ICJ ruled that Belgium had violated international law by issuing an
international warrant for the arrest of the then foreign minister of the Democratic
Republic of Congo, whom Belgium suspected of crimes against humanity. The
ICJ majority stated that, under customary international law, sitting foreign min-
isters enjoy full immunity from the criminal jurisdiction of other states.16 The
Court stated that it found no exception to this rule even when the defendant is
accused of grave international crimes.17 In this respect, the ICJ might appear to
have placed principles underlying the legal equality of states above whatever
enforcement value might be gained from the application of universal jurisdiction
to violations of international humanitarian law.

International tribunals

While holding that absolute immunity from the criminal jurisdiction of foreign
states is to be afforded to incumbent foreign ministers, the Yerodia court sug-
gested as well, however, that, as an alternative to the prosecution of the official
in question in the courts of a foreign state, the official could lawfully be prose-
cuted before “an international court with jurisdiction.” The ICJ cited the Inter-
national Criminal Court (ICC) as an example of such an international tribunal.18

The ICJ thus stated that, while covered officials enjoy absolute immunity from
criminal prosecution in the courts of foreign states, immunity does not apply
before international tribunals. For this proposition, the ICJ offered no support
and, indeed, no discussion.

Was the ICJ correct in its obiter dictum on this point? Is an international
criminal tribunal not encumbered by the immunities that would apply before
national courts?

Rather clearly, if the international court in question is created by the UN
Security Council under its Chapter VII powers, immunities might be abrogated
as part of the Security Council’s exercise of those powers. Certainly, the Secur-
ity Council indicated in its resolutions creating the international criminal tri-
bunals for the former Yugoslavia and Rwanda that those tribunals have
competence to exercise jurisdiction regardless of the official capacities of
defendants.19

But what of a multilateral treaty-based court? The ICC was established on the
basis of a multilaterial treaty and not by the Security Council. When the ICJ
stated in Yerodia that immunities applicable in national courts would not apply
before international courts such as the ICC,20 the ICJ may have spoken too
broadly. Contrary to the Yerodia court’s statement concerning the ICC, and
based precisely on the Yerodia holding on immunities, we might reason that the
ICC would have the power to prosecute an incumbent foreign minister (or other
covered official) of a state that is a party to the ICC treaty but not a covered offi-
cial of a state that is not a party to the treaty. This point becomes clear when we
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consider the basis for the ICC’s purported jurisdiction over nationals of states
that are not parties to the ICC treaty.

The ICC treaty provides that, under certain circumstances, the Court may
exercise jurisdiction even over nationals of states that are not parties to the treaty
and have not otherwise consented to the Court’s jurisdiction. Article 12 provides
that the ICC will have jurisdiction to prosecute the national of any state when
crimes within the Court’s subject-matter jurisdiction are committed on the terri-
tory of a state that is a party to the treaty or that consents ad hoc to ICC jurisdic-
tion for that case.21 That territorial basis would empower the Court to exercise
jurisdiction even in cases where the defendant’s state of nationality is not a party
to the treaty and does not consent to the exercise of jurisdiction.

The rationale for this jurisdiction over nonparty nationals is that, when the
crime is committed on the territory of a state party or a state consenting ad hoc,
that state has delegated its territorial jurisdiction to be exercised by the ICC. The
reasoning is that, since the territorial state would have the right to prosecute for
offenses committed on its territory, the territorial state also has the right to dele-
gate that jurisdiction to be exercised by an international court.22 Under this
theory, the ICC’s jurisdiction over nationals of nonparty states rests on the dele-
gated jurisdiction of a party state.

The overbreadth in the ICJ’s reasoning concerning immunity before the ICC
now becomes clear: states can delegate to the ICC only such jurisdiction as
those states have. If states are obliged to recognize a certain immunity from
jurisdiction, as the Yerodia decision requires, it would seem that those states’
delegated jurisdiction logically must carry that immunity with it. The con-
sequence is that, if states would be legally required to afford immunity from
prosecution to certain officials, then the ICC would be similarly constrained.23

This immunity before the ICC would not apply to officials of states parties to
the ICC treaty. States parties waive the immunity of their officials under Article
27 of the treaty, which states that “immunities . . . which may attach to the offi-
cial capacity of a person . . . shall not bar the court from exercising its jurisdic-
tion over such a person.”24 This treaty provision constitutes a waiver of
immunity only by states parties. For nonparty states, there is no such waiver.
The official of a nonparty state would therefore appear to maintain immunity.25

To reach a conclusion other than the one just delineated – that the ICC must
recognize official immunities of nonparty nationals – would require either that,
contrary to the statement of the ICJ, immunities do not apply to grave inter-
national crimes, or alternatively, that there is a legal or at least logical basis for
distinguishing between national and international tribunals for purposes of
immunities. The ICJ offered no such rationale (and I am told by one of the
judges who sat on the Yerodia case that the question of whether a state’s delega-
tion jurisdiction carries with it the relevant immunities was not addressed in the
Court’s deliberations).

As to the first possibility (demonstrating that immunities do not apply to
grave international crimes), the problem is that there is no clear legal basis for
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the exception and there are serious theoretical, political, and practical difficulties
that remain unaddressed in the arguments for such an exception. As to the
second possibility – that immunities do not apply to prosecutions before inter-
national tribunals – no legal or logical basis has been articulated in the Yerodia
opinion or elsewhere. Although the Yerodia decision provided no argumentation
or support for its statement that the law of immunities would not apply to prose-
cutions before an international court, one might surmise that two rationales
might have underlain the Court’s reasoning.

The first rationale would be that, while criminal prosecution of one state’s
official in the courts of another state would offend notions of the sovereign
equality of states, prosecution in an international tribunal would not offend that
principle. (We could easily dispute this point, but it is at least comprehensible as
a claim.) The second possible rationale for the ICJ’s assertion that immunities
would not apply in international courts would be that, while prosecution of one
state’s officials in the courts of another state might lend itself to politicization,
an international tribunal would not be the captive of any one state’s interests or
biases and thus would be a more neutral forum better suited to the prosecution of
states officials. (Once again, while this point is disputable, it is at least arguable
as a claim.)

Oddly, while the proposition that immunities would not apply in an inter-
national tribunal such as the ICC would seem logically to need to rest on one or
both of the two rationales just offered, those rationales were not in fact the ones
offered in the Yerodia decision. Rather, the ICJ in Yerodia based its holding on a
functionalist rationale: that foreign ministers must be free to conduct their gov-
ernmental and international business unimpeded by the coercive authority of
foreign states.26 This functionalist rationale does not sit easily with the ICJ’s dis-
tinction between national and international courts. An official is equally
impeded in his functioning whether he is detained in the custody of a national or
an international jurisdiction. In this respect, the Yerodia decision is internally
incoherent.

In sum, the status of immunities before international criminal tribunals
remains quite unresolved. It may be that a somewhat stronger case can be made
for abrogating immunities in international courts than in national courts acting
under universal jurisdiction. But when we confront forthrightly the underlying
tension between criminal enforcement and sovereign equality, even the inter-
national nature of the tribunal does not satisfactorily resolve the dilemma.

Conclusion

The fact that the fundamental legal question of the applicability of immunities
before international courts remains an open question is emblematic of the fact
that the ultimate conundrum of this field remains unresolved. No satisfactory
approach has been found to reconcile the demands of effective enforcement of
international humanitarian law with the constraints of a state-based international
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system. This brings us back to the starting point of this chapter: the core
problem of the law of genocide, war crimes, and crimes against humanity is the
involvement of states in the perpetration of the crimes. The dilemma posed by
the available solutions is that they inevitably place a state – or a collectivity of
states – in the position of judging the official acts of another state. The issues
currently arising in litigation on immunities are a manifestation of this under-
lying quandary.

The ultimate question concerns whether, when, and how third-party states may
regulate other states’ conduct in ways that are of great significance both for
human security and for the national security and equal independence of indi-
vidual states. This basic dilemma of enforcing supranational norms in a state-
based international system underlies the grand compromise that is the UN
Charter. This utterly fundamental tension is reiterated in only somewhat different
terms in the current conflict over immunities, jurisdiction, and the law governing
the most horrific acts of genocide, war crimes, and crimes against humanity.
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WHOSE JUSTICE? RECONCILING
UNIVERSAL JURISDICTION WITH

DEMOCRATIC PRINCIPLES

Diane F. Orentlicher

Introduction

It took only an instant to reverse centuries of diplomatic practice and unsettle the
deepest foundations of international law. With the arrest of former Chilean
president Augusto Pinochet in London’s exclusive Marylebone district in
October 1998, the law seemed to lunge forward rather than advance at its more
usual plodding pace.1 For centuries, international law and the practice of states
had affirmed a bedrock principle of mutual restraint among nations: courts of
one state would not judge the sovereign acts of another. Now, a former Chilean
head of state had been arrested by British authorities at the request of a Spanish
magistrate on charges that were at heart about how the accused had governed
Chile a quarter of a century before. Defying the predictions of seasoned experts,
Pinochet’s arrest was upheld by England’s highest court.

In this way an obscure concept with an ungainly name – “universal jurisdic-
tion” – ended its long exile in the precincts of legal arcana, where it had lan-
guished largely unnoticed since Israel’s prosecution of Adolf Eichmann in 1961.
Inspired by the Pinochet precedent, victims of human rights violations in Chad
instituted criminal proceedings against former Chadian leader Hissène Habré in
Senegal and Belgium in 2000.2 In June 2001 a Belgian jury broke new ground
when it convicted four Rwandans for their roles in the 1994 genocide in Rwanda
in a case that relied on universal jurisdiction.3 Before long – and controversially
– Belgium became the world capital of universal jurisdiction. Criminal cases
were instituted in Belgian courts against current or former leaders of Chad,
Cuba, the Democratic Republic of Congo, Iran, Iraq, Israel, Côte d’Ivoire, the
Palestinian Authority, the United States, and other countries.4

For some, these developments heralded a long-overdue era of enforcement of
the law derived from Nuremberg. In the view of others, Belgium’s expansive
approach to universal jurisdiction was cause for concern. Several countries
pushed back, and Belgium was forced to retreat.
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When a Belgian court ruled that a criminal investigation of Israeli prime
minister Ariel Sharon could proceed once he left office, Israeli authorities
denounced the decision as a “blood libel” and recalled the new Israeli ambas-
sador to Belgium.5 The American response to a complaint filed in Belgium
against senior US officials was even more forceful. Then secretary of state Colin
Powell, one of the officials named in the complaint, warned that Belgium risked
losing its status as the headquarters of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization
(NATO).6 The Belgian response was swift. The government rushed through par-
liament legislation that radically reduced the reach of Belgium’s law on univer-
sal jurisdiction.7 In the view of the incumbent US administration, the
amendments did not go far enough. In June 2003, Secretary of Defense Donald
H. Rumsfeld warned that the United States would withhold further funding for a
new NATO headquarters building in Brussels and that senior US officials might
stop visiting Belgium unless it repealed its already diminished law on universal
jurisdiction.8 Bowing to US pressure, the Belgian parliament amended its law
once again,9 this time leaving scant scope for universal jurisdiction.10

It is not hard to fathom why many government officials opposed Belgium’s
previously expansive law.11 After all, victims with ready access to Belgian
courts had set their sights on national leaders the world over. Yet it is not only
senior officials who have misgivings about the exercise of universal jurisdiction.

The most trenchant challenge to universal jurisdiction has been framed in
terms of democratic principles. Leading proponents of this challenge make two
overlapping claims. First, their core claim is that courts and prosecutors exercis-
ing universal jurisdiction “are completely unaccountable to the citizens of the
nation whose fate they are ruling upon”12 and, in consequence, “will invariably
be less disciplined and prudent than would otherwise be the case.”13

In this view, two features of the body of international law supporting univer-
sal jurisdiction compound the problems associated with its exercise. First, while
classic international law regulated relations between states, contemporary inter-
national law intrudes deeply into matters of internal governance.14 This trans-
formation has special significance for the law establishing universal jurisdiction.
In an earlier age, the principle of universality was confined to piracy and the
slave trade – conduct that by its nature transpires beyond any nation’s exclusive
province. Since World War II, however, the writ of universal jurisdiction has
expanded to include crimes, like genocide, that usually occur within the bound-
aries of sovereign states.15 When a court exercises universal jurisdiction over
these crimes, it judges conduct that occurred within another country in light of
law that was developed through processes that transcend both states’ lawmaking
institutions. Second, skeptics note that since there is no consensus about what
crimes are subject to universal jurisdiction16 and how they are defined, courts
exercising universal jurisdiction are not even constrained by widely accepted
legal interpretations.17

The second major objection to universal jurisdiction is the claim that its exer-
cise may “provoke domestic unrest or international conflict.”18 Critics warn that
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universal jurisdiction may destabilize fragile democracies that have accepted
amnesties in exchange for an end to brutal governance. More generally, oppon-
ents charge that universal jurisdiction effectively displaces local processes of
reckoning with the past – deliberations that belong exclusively to those who
have endured unspeakable crimes.

For the most part these challenges have been advanced by writers who are
generally skeptical of international law and multilateral institutions that con-
strain unilateral action. Leading critics of universal jurisdiction have also chal-
lenged direct enforcement of customary international law by federal courts in
the United States19 and opposed the International Criminal Court.20 Their views
on universal jurisdiction thus have been seen as one facet of a broader
conservative critique of international legal regimes. Perhaps in consequence,
their views – which I will call the “conservative critique” of universal jurisdic-
tion – for the most part have not been seriously engaged by other prominent
voices in the public debate over bystander justice.

Yet human rights professionals above all should take these claims seriously.
The conservative critique lays bare but does not resolve a paradox at the heart of
human rights law itself. On the one hand, postwar law affirms that some acts
cannot be shielded from global scrutiny – or indeed enforcement – by claims of
sovereign prerogative.21 Yet international human rights law upholds the right of
all societies to govern themselves, and questions of self-government are deeply
engaged by the question, “What should be done about past atrocities?” Thus
while the conservative critique of universal jurisdiction has not been framed in
terms of international human rights, its core concern finds significant support in
that body of law.

The central aim of this chapter is to develop a framework for resolving the
justice/democracy paradox presented by states’ recent recourse to universal
jurisdiction. As a foundation, I first develop the conservative critique of univer-
sal jurisdiction. While I identify legitimate concerns underlying the conservative
critique, I reject the stark conclusions reached by its leading proponents – that
the exercise of universal jurisdiction is inherently incompatible with democratic
principles and is generally likely to derail fragile democratic transitions.

The first claim obscures a crucial fact: many states have consented to univer-
sal jurisdiction under defined circumstances. The second plank of the conservat-
ive critique – the charge that foreign prosecutions may upend national processes
of reckoning with past atrocities – rests upon several unsound premises. Most
important, it falsely assumes that societies that have endured atrocious crimes
are invariably passive objects of foreign hubris when courts exercise a universal
jurisdiction. The Pinochet case points up the flaws in this premise. Chilean
victims initiated the criminal case against Pinochet in Spain, and Chile ratified
the treaty that authorized Pinochet’s prosecution abroad when Pinochet was
president.

In larger perspectives, I argue that the exercise of universal jurisdiction may
encourage or deepen normative shifts, with salutary effects in the countries most
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affected by the crimes in question. Indeed recent experience suggests that, far
from destabilizing fragile democracies, the realistic possibility of foreign pro-
secution for atrocious crimes has enhanced national processes of reckoning and
repair and thereby fortified democratic transitions.

The task today is to identify principled guidelines to ensure that universal
jurisdiction is in fact exercised in a democratically legitimate – and democracy-
enhancing – fashion. Drawing upon insights derived from two very distinct
streams of scholarship – US constitutional law and international relations theory
– this chapter identifies benchmarks for determining when the exercise of uni-
versal jurisdiction is consistent with democratic values.

Transnational lawmaking processes

First, it will be helpful to identify key characteristics of the law underlying uni-
versal jurisdiction, as well as the processes involved in making that law. A fun-
damental feature of universal jurisdiction is its transnational nature. As the term
is used in this chapter, “transnational law” is law that is made by more than one
state, typically with the participation of nonstate actors, and that is constituted at
least in part by national law. As this working definition implies, transnational
law typically comprises elements of both national and international law, dissolv-
ing traditional dichotomies between the two.22

The Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading
Treatment or Punishment,23 which proved crucial to the proceedings against
General Pinochet in Spain and England, exemplifies this phenomenon. As a
multilateral treaty, the Convention against Torture is an instrument of inter-
national law: its text was developed and adopted at the international level and it
is binding under international law. But the law associated with this treaty also
comprises domestic law, both legislative and judicial. States parties are required
to “take effective legislative, administrative, judicial or other measures”24 to
prevent torture. Inevitably, then, crucial terms of the convention are left to be
clarified by national courts, which embroider onto the treaty text their own inter-
pretive meanings. Thus the law of the convention is “made” at both the inter-
national and the national level.

The convention also establishes a transnational architecture of enforcement.
Articles 5(2) and 7(1) require states parties either to institute criminal proceed-
ings against persons suspected of having committed torture who are present in
their territory or to extradite the alleged torturers for trial in another country. The
transnational nature of the Convention against Torture is even wider and deeper
than this account suggests. Judicial interpretations of the treaty have drawn upon
case law from an eclectic range of international, regional, and national courts.
For example, the key British decision judging Pinochet extraditable to Spain to
face certain torture-related charges cited decisions of the International Criminal
Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia,25 the European Commission of Human
Rights,26 and courts of countries ranging from the United States27 to Germany28
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and Israel.29 Thus states that adhere to the Convention against Torture sign on to
a diffuse and decentralized system of lawmaking.

Should transnational lawmaking processes be democratic?

It is not hard to see that this brand of lawmaking challenges traditional notions
of self-government, for we have long understood democracy to be inseparable
from a bounded political community.30

Mindful of this pervasive conception of democratic governance, this chapter
examines the challenge to democratic principles presented by emerging patterns
of transnational lawmaking, focusing on the lawmaking processes associated
with universal jurisdiction. And so a preliminary question merits brief
consideration: Should transnational lawmaking processes be democratic? The
first point to be made here is that international law itself is now deeply commit-
ted to democratic principles. Thus the question whether transnational lawmaking
processes are democratically legitimate is in part an inquiry into the internal
coherence of international law.

Postwar international human rights instruments affirm a universal right to self-
government31 and various regional treaties affirm similar rights.32 Although
states’ commitment to promote and enforce these guarantees was shallow until
recently, efforts in support of democracy gained powerful momentum in the final
decade of the twentieth century.33 Noting this trend, writers have emphasized its
most obvious implication: international law can now concern itself with broad
questions of governance within states, matters long deemed off limits to global
scrutiny despite states’ formal pledges to respect principles of self-government.34

Only lately has it become clear that democratic principles also have a significant
bearing on transnational lawmaking processes. More than ever before, matters
touching on how we conduct our daily affairs are regulated through law that tran-
scends the province of state governance.

While transnational lawmaking processes challenge traditional notions of
democracy, they are not inherently undemocratic. At a time when states’
economies, cultures, ecosystems, and interests are extensively integrated, self-
governance would in fact be diminished if national communities were unable to
participate in transnational lawmaking processes. The question, then, is how
democratic societies can meaningfully choose the terms of their participation –
and then ensure the ongoing accountability of lawmaking processes that unfold
in significant part beyond their national borders.

Pinochet as paradigm: judge-made law across borders

This is not the place for an exhaustive account of the legal proceedings against
the former Chilean leader.35 For present purposes it suffices to note two aspects
of the crucial British ruling that Pinochet could not avoid extradition on certain
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torture-related charges based on his immunity as a former head of state. On
March 24, 1999, the United Kingdom’s highest court held that Pinochet was not
immune from criminal process for allegations of torture committed after Decem-
ber 8, 1988.36 Although the reasoning of the six judges constituting the majority
varied, the Convention against Torture played a key role in each of their
decisions. Yet the Convention is textually silent about head-of-state immunity.37

Nevertheless, a majority of law lords concluded that substantive head-of-state
immunity38 for the crime of torture would be incompatible with the treaty.

At the proverbial first blush, the Pinochet case would thus seem to bolster the
charge that the role of judicial interpretation looms especially large when courts
exercise universal jurisdiction – a charge that, in the view of critics of universal
jurisdiction, exacerbates problems relating to judicial accountability. Yet there is
no reason to suppose that treaties are generally vaguer – and thus leave larger
scope for judicial interpretation – than domestic legislation. In fact, the more
ambiguous law at issue in the British proceedings was a domestic law, the
United Kingdom’s State Immunity Act of 1978.39

Crucially, however, ambiguous domestic laws are normally enforced by
judges who are fellow citizens of those whom they judge. As I argue below, this
provides a vital resource for ensuring the democratic legitimacy of “judge-made
law.” The more important question, then, is whether analogous legitimating
resources are available in a transnational setting – a question I take up later.

Judicial lawmaking in national proceedings

Concerns about judicial lawmaking are hardly confined to a transnational
setting. In a domestic context, they center on the claim that judge-made law is
fundamentally undemocratic. For some writers, this claim (which I will call the
“democracy critique”) proceeds from the belief that the legislature is the preemi-
nent arena for self-government, at least after a country’s constitution has been
adopted.40 The critique is thus: judges who effectively modify or invalidate leg-
islation undermine democratic principles by substituting their own preferences
for statutes enacted by the elected representatives of “the people.”41

Scholars and jurists have long questioned key assumptions behind the demo-
cracy critique. 42 Understanding its flaws helps us see when and why the peculiar
brand of judicial lawmaking at play in the exercise of universal jurisdiction may
challenge democratic values – and just as important, when such concerns are
misplaced. Many scholars have challenged a key premise of the critique: that the
political branches of government are more representative of majority will, and
thus more democratic, than the judiciary.43 This assumption idealizes the legis-
lative process,44 underestimates the degree to which courts reflect and respond to
public opinion,45 and overlooks the democracy-enhancing role that courts play.
Diverse scholars make a common claim: democracies, courts, legislatures, and
other actors participate in an ongoing, interactive process of lawmaking – and
this anchors the democratic legitimacy of judicial review. 46
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Through myriad forms of interaction, judges remain publicly accountable in
ways that secure and sustain democratic government. Most obviously (though in
practice rarely), judicial rulings that stray too far from public consensus can be
nullified by legislation. In jurisdictions that elect judges, candidates whose views
range far afield of public sentiment are unlikely to be reelected. Appointed
judges whose views are politically unpopular may imperil their prospects for
elevation to a higher court.47

But the interaction between judges and society is wider and deeper than the
interplay structured by such formal processes as confirmation hearings and
elections. As Alexander Bickel wrote, judges engage in “a continuing colloquy
with the political institutions and with society at large.”48 The colloquy does not
end when judgment is reached. Meanwhile, the ground for further debate has
been seeded by dissenting opinions that may some day become the majority
view, the arguments marshaled in majority opinions, editorials, speeches, and
scholarly critiques. The dialogue includes disagreement, both within the judi-
ciary and among the judiciary, the legislature, the executive, and society. Thus
an essential element of the judge’s craft is an ability to persuade those who resist
his or her interpretations as well as to manage outright opposition to rulings.

The persuasive power of judicial rulings turns in large measure on judges’
ability to craft opinions that resonate with widely shared public values. 49 That
judges believe they should try to persuade the public that their rulings are correct
signifies that the judiciary is a democratically accountable institution, albeit of a
different stripe than the legislature. When courts are unable to persuade large seg-
ments of the public that their decisions are correct (or even well reasoned), they
must draw upon a reservoir of institutional authority to secure acceptance of their
rulings as binding.50 That acceptance derives in large part from two sources, both
of which presuppose a court’s embeddedness in a political community.

The first is citizens’ general commitment to the authority of the government
structure to which courts belong. In a democracy, we accept the authority of our
courts to interpret our laws because they are our courts. In a constitutional
democracy, judicial review derives its democratic legitimacy in part from the
public’s consent, tacit if not explicit, to judicial review itself.51

A second basis for accepting decisions we think flawed derives from the
respect that courts earn over time through their performance. A precious
resource in establishing this brand of legitimacy is the political relationship of
the judge to the law he or she interprets – the relationship of a judge who is
also a citizen. When judges interpret legislation in a purely national setting,
their decisions are shaped in myriad and imperceptible ways by community
values, expressed through the daily rituals of self-government as well as
at formal moments of legislative enactment. Thus what may on the surface
seem to be judge-made law derives from a rich, robust, and continuous
process of self-government. When judges make law, they are not so much
writing it for us as with us. In their decisions we recognize public values we
have constructed together, much of the time through passionate disagreement,52
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across our common history. As my allusion to disagreement implies, none of
this is to suggest that decisions rendered by judges in democratic societies are
accepted because they embody values uniformly embraced by all or most cit-
izens. Still, the democratic legitimacy of courts turns, in part, on whether cit-
izens recognize that they share a common political project embodied in legal
commitments.

In sum, some measure of judicial lawmaking is understood, across a wide
spectrum of views, to be integral to self-government. Crucially, however, the
embeddedness of courts in a broader framework of self-government and in the
social fabric of their communities anchors the perceived legitimacy of judicial
review.

Judicial lawmaking in a transnational setting

We can now better grasp what is at stake when judges interpret law in a case,
like the attempted prosecution of General Pinochet in Europe, which affects cit-
izens of another country far more than the judge’s own compatriots. In a deeply
important sense, British and Spanish judges were not making law for Chile by
enforcing the torture convention against General Pinochet. By ratifying the con-
vention, Chile had already made the treaty its law. Through adjudication,
however, British and Spanish judges became coauthors of this law in a case that
would have a more profound effect upon Chileans than on British or Spanish cit-
izens. If we believe that citizens should be at least indirect authors of the law
that governs them,53 we instinctively shrink from the thought of Chilean citizens
being governed by the law of judges deliberating an ocean away.

Yet despite the differences I have highlighted, cross-boundary lawmaking
processes share important qualities with domestic lawmaking. Lawmaking at
both levels entails the continuous interplay of multiple law-generating
communities. As Harold Koh has noted, “[e]very court in the United States . . .
applies law that was not made by its own polity whenever the court’s own
choice-of-law principles so direct.”54 This perspective helps us see that the fact
that lawmaking-across-borders involves multiple communities does not hope-
lessly undermine its democratic legitimacy.

To grasp the significance of this point it is useful to deepen the discussion of
judicial interpretation elaborated so far. Much of my analysis has drawn upon a
core insight of communitarian streams in legal scholarship: legal meaning is
derived from particular sociocultural matrices.55 So, too, are the standards we
use to assess both the general authority of lawmaking institutions and their
performance in specific cases.56 Even in a purely national setting, however, the
legitimating community is always and inevitably plural. The plural nature of dis-
crete political communities is easiest to see when we think of spatially defined
substate units, such as federal states, communes, and municipalities. But these
are not the only communities that matter when it comes to lawmaking processes.
Centrally important here is the kind of community captured in Robert Cover’s
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notion of a nomos – a normative universe. Nomoi – religious sects, professional
communities, and so forth – generate multiple, interdependent meanings for
every law.57 And so while national law, including law established through judi-
cial interpretation, is authoritative and official, its meaning is not unitary but has
multiple meanings.

What this tells us is modest but important. The fact that multiple states and an
eclectic assortment of actors participate in transnational lawmaking does not
irremediably doom the democratic legitimacy of these lawmaking processes.
Nor, however, does the multiplicity of actors who participate in transnational
lawmaking demonstrate the legitimacy of these processes. To the contrary, the
multistate nature of judicial enforcement of transnational law presents qualita-
tively different challenges to democratic values than does judge-made law in a
purely national setting. How, then, should we evaluate the democratic legiti-
macy of the kind of lawmaking processes at play in the Pinochet case?

Assessing the democratic legitimacy of transnational
adjudication

As a first cut at this question, three benchmarks for appraising the legitimacy of
transnational lawmaking phenomena emerge from the preceding discussion.
The first is general acknowledgment of the authority of relevant lawmaking
institutions, including courts, by those who are subject to the law these bodies
generate. Deriving from the democratic principle of consent, this criterion is
essentially normative.

At least in well-functioning democracies, the institutional authority of courts
is generally accepted by citizens. Their tacit acceptance of the authority of their
nation’s courts underpins citizens’ willingness to accept judicial rulings they
consider wrongly decided. In contrast, the notion of tacit acceptance has scant
meaning when it comes to the exercise of jurisdiction by a foreign or inter-
national court. Reflecting this, international law requires specific acceptance of
such a court’s exercise of authority, whether expressed through adherence to a
relevant treaty, such as the Convention against Torture; case-specific consent;58

adoption of a national law or decree; or the more diffuse process of establishing
customary international law.59

In fact, many states have consented to the exercise of universal jurisdiction,
and for perfectly valid reasons. Notably, societies recovering from the ravages
of mass atrocity have been the first to sign up for transnational enforcement
regimes that can provide a backstop in the event their nations once again
descend into the abyss of lawless violence.60 In doing so, they are exercising the
prerogatives of democracy – and seeking to safeguard its future.

A second quality associated with adjudicative lawmaking widely accepted as
democratically legitimate is the respect that lawmaking institutions earn over
time by virtue of their performance. In contrast to the first criterion, this bench-
mark of legitimacy is more descriptive than normative; that is, it reflects con-
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ditions in which citizens tend to accept the legitimacy of judge-made law. Ordi-
narily, this type of respect derives in large measure from judges’ ability to craft
decisions that resonate with the deepest commitments of their own political
communities (though a judge’s “own” political community is always plural). A
third benchmark of legitimacy is the belief by those who may be subject to
judge-made law that adjudicators are accountable to them.

The last two resources for legitimation are manifestly more elusive in a trans-
national setting than in a purely domestic context. The question, then, is whether
appropriate analogues are available in the former. Elsewhere I have developed a
response to this question in greater depth than is possible here.61 A few general
observations may, however, be sufficient to demonstrate that transnational law-
making processes have already generated context-appropriate resources for
legitimation, and these can be further enhanced.

Notably, an interpretive community of jurists now plays a disciplining role in
transnational adjudication. One need look no further than the Pinochet case for
evidence. As noted earlier, key decisions by British judges cited judgments by
other national courts, regional courts, and international tribunals. This phenome-
non is emblematic of contemporary transnational lawmaking: courts enforcing
international humanitarian law are talking to each other, shaping each other’s
understanding of the law, critiquing each other, and, together, constructing a
common code of humanity.62 By providing public and reasoned explanations for
their rulings, courts exercising universal jurisdiction can also bridge the distance
between themselves and societies particularly affected by their rulings. More-
over, the discipline of providing publicly reasoned decisions operates as a
significant restraint on the misuse of judicial power.63

There is mounting evidence that the discipline imposed by transjudicial com-
munication can serve to legitimize as well as constrain courts. For example a
key source of the “compliance pull” of decisions of the European Court of
justice is “the legal language itself: the language of reasoned interpretation,
logical deduction, systemic and temporal coherence – the artifacts that national
courts would partly rely on to enlist obedience within their own national
orders.”64

Universal jurisdiction and emergent democracies

The final plank of the conservative critique is the charge that the exercise of uni-
versal jurisdiction undermines democracies newly emerging from repressive
governance. This claim has two principal strands. First, some argue that foreign
prosecutions could have a destabilizing effect in the country that endured atro-
cious crimes, potentially reversing tenuous progress in its transition to demo-
cracy.65 Following the arrest of General Pinochet in London, not a few observers
warned that his detention might revive the Chilean military’s penchant for polit-
ical intervention and deepen divisions within Chilean society.66

Second, some argue that prosecutions by bystander states upend processes of
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democratic deliberation that properly belong to the political community directly
affected by the crimes in question. John Bolton seemed to have something like
this in mind when he denounced the European proceedings against General
Pinochet on the asserted ground that, “Morally and politically, what Pinochet’s
regime did or did not do is primarily a question for Chile to resolve.”67 This
critique presumes that questions of punishment belong not to humanity writ
large, but to particular communities – above all, to the society most affected by
the crimes in question.

This view directly challenges two core justifications of universal jurisdiction:
(1) because certain crimes offend humanity writ large, there is a global entitle-
ment to bring perpetrators to account; and (2) unless every state assumes
responsibility to prosecute the perpetrators of such crimes, many will likely
elude the net of justice. Against these claims, critics say that universal jurisdic-
tion has gone too far. If Nuremberg was justified, they argue, contemporary
prosecutions push a noble effort “to extremes that risk substituting the tyranny
of judges for that of governments.”68 Before I challenge this statement, however,
I will show why it merits close consideration.

Upending democratic deliberations?

Such questions as what behavior should be criminalized and when and how indi-
viduals should be punished matter deeply to the community in whose midst the
conduct in question occurs. The claim that questions of punishment belong to
particular communities has special significance when the crimes in question
arise from a pattern of severe repression. Whether a country tries to bury past
depredations in a grave of silence, examines and condemns them through the
work of an officially sanctioned truth commission,69 purges from public office
those determined to have been responsible for systemic repression, provides
reparations to victims, and/or punishes the perpetrators, the path it chooses is
constitutive of its political community.

Tellingly, the phrase “transitional justice” has become a term of art for pol-
icies of justice devised by societies emerging from repressive governance.70

Governments that succeed brutal regimes may see criminal trials and other pro-
grams of transitional justice as vehicles for the “construction of a permanent,
unmistakable wall between the new beginnings and the old tyranny.”71 The
deliberations surrounding a program of transitional justice are not the sort that
should be displaced by the paternalistic judgment of international law (though I
want to reserve for now the question whether universal jurisdiction has any such
effect). It is not simply the case that reckoning with past crimes is a matter of
unique interest to the community that endured abominations. Societies that have
been governed though wholesale repression bear a special burden of reckoning,
deriving from both moral and practical imperatives.

Morally, their burden stems from what Karl Jaspers called “political guilt.” In
Jaspers’s lexicon, political guilt, “involving the deeds of statesmen and of the
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citizenry of a state, results in my having to bear the consequences of the state
whose power governs me and under whose order I live.”72 Homegrown justice
represents at least partial payment of a country’s debt to citizens previously
denied protection of the law.

Functionally, transitional justice serves as a vehicle of social and political
transformation. By instituting criminal trials or pursuing other policies of transi-
tional justice, a government condemns brutal policies of its predecessor and
signals the dawning of a new era. Transitional justice also aims at repairing soci-
eties that have endured unspeakable crimes. A key aim of such programs is to
restore citizens’ capacity to be citizens, in part by establishing or restoring
public trust in government. Finally, we may be most confident that a country
will not once again descend into the abyss of wholesale repression if it addresses
past abuses through its own policies of reckoning and repair.73

Do transnational processes undermine democratic
deliberations? A challenge

If the conservative critique finds support in these considerations, it nonetheless
suffers from flawed assumptions and faulty reasoning. We should not uncriti-
cally accept the claim that Pinochet’s self-amnesty was freely endorsed by a
full-fledged democracy. After all, while preparing to relinquish power, Pinochet
credibly threatened military force in the event his self-amnesty was challenged.74

To deliberate under the threat of destabilizing force is hardly an ideal exercise in
self-government. More fundamentally, the claim that universal jurisdiction
improperly disturbs policy choices resulting from democratic deliberations
falsely assumes that political communities decide how to confront past atrocities
in a hermetically sealed universe. This assumption is problematic at several
levels. To begin, as legal and international relations scholars have recognized,
transnational political and social processes are constitutive of the values that
shape both domestic and international law and policy.75 It is not simply the case
that domestic politics define state preferences, which are then advanced by a
state’s diplomatic representatives in their negotiations with representatives of
other countries.76 Rather, interactions across borders often shape participants’
values in ways that define their international negotiating positions. In turn, the
international norms constructed through these processes, such as the notion that
torturers should be punished, loop back into domestic political and lawmaking
processes.

The charge that European proceedings against Augusto Pinochet supplanted
Chileans’ national process of reckoning with his crimes obscures the active par-
ticipation of Chileans in the transnational legal processes underlying the
Pinochet case. Notably, the Spanish investigation that led to Pinochet’s arrest
was triggered by Chilean victims of Pinochet-era crimes (some possessing dual
Spanish–Chilean citizenship).

Further, dire warnings about the destabilizing effects of the European
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proceedings were belied by their salutary impact. The decisions of judges in
Madrid and London had a transformative impact on judges and prosecutors else-
where, exemplifying what Harold Koh calls the “normativity” of transnational
lawmaking processes.77 The unexpected success of the pursuit of Pinochet in
turn inspired judges throughout Latin America,78 as well as Europe and Africa,
to pursue dictators previously thought to be legally untouchable.

The most profound reverberations of the European proceedings were in
Chile. On December 1, 2000, Chilean judge Juan Guzmán formally charged
Pinochet with the kidnapping of political opponents in the aftermath of the 1973
coup that brought Pinochet to power and placed the former president under
house arrest.79 To be sure, even before Pinochet was arrested in England,
Chilean society had made significant progress in its national process of reckon-
ing with his crimes, but proceedings abroad had a catalytic effect in Chile.80 The
New York Times reported that the case that led to Pinochet’s house arrest in
Chile “began to gain currency in Chile only after General Pinochet [had been]
arrested two years [earlier] in London on a Spanish warrant.”81 Far from displac-
ing Chile’s internal project of addressing its past, then, the arrest abroad of
General Pinochet reenergized Chile’s process of recovering from dictatorship,
fortifying its democratic transition. The possibility that Pinochet could be prose-
cuted outside Chile did not diminish or circumvent that country’s democratic
deliberations, but rather enlarged the space within which Chilean society could
address its past.

Nor is Chile an isolated example. In August 2003, for example, both houses
of Argentina’s congress voted to annul two 1980s-era amnesty laws. This action
has been attributed in part to Spanish magistrate Baltasar Garzón’s issuance
of warrants seeking the extradition of 45 Argentine military officers and one
civilian.82

Against these developments, the conservative critique of the Pinochet case
seems not so much implausible as impoverished. In larger perspective, it would
be a mistake to suppose that Chilean society exists, deliberates, and determines
its democratic destiny in isolation from transnational processes. Thus to suggest
that Chile should determine Pinochet’s fate without hindrance from outsiders
misses a crucial point: how Chileans exercise their moral autonomy is partly a
function of their participation in transnational normative processes.
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BRINGING SECURITY BACK IN

International relations theory and moving
beyond the “justice versus peace” dilemma in

transitional societies

Chandra Lekha Sriram and Youssef Mahmoud

Introduction: peace, justice, and international relations
theory

While transitional justice, domestic and international, has been the subject of an
expansive literature, particularly since the political transitions of the 1990s, until
recently it has not been a topic of direct interest to international relations (IR)
scholars or theorists.1 However, recent books and articles have begun to examine
the challenges of transition, and specifically the virtues and vices of prosecutions
and other punitive forms of accountability, through the lenses of theories of
international relations, such as realism, liberalism, and constructivism.2 Theo-
rists have attempted to transform theories of systems, structures, and agencies in
international politics, then, into ones that can help to describe the workings and
needs of polities after significant violence and atrocities. In this chapter, we will
briefly discuss the insights of each of these theories, before turning to a specific
case, that of the peace process and hybrid tribunal in Sierra Leone. What we find
is that key insights from realism, couched as pragmatism, are of great import-
ance in addressing the needs of transitional societies. However, we argue that
realism, like the other theories, does not take a nuanced view of security. Specif-
ically, while a core dilemma for transitional societies is that punishment for past
gross human rights abuses may generate instability by provoking retaliation,
particularly by armed groups or state security forces, none of these theories seri-
ously engage in consideration of how to prevent or control reactions by these
groups in the short and long term. That said, the UN and other actors supporting
transitions to peace recognize the importance of accountability for past crimes
notwithstanding possible destabilizing effects that this might have. What is vital,
then, is to fashion peacebuilding strategies that can achieve accountability while
simultaneously limiting the likelihood of instability. This requires going beyond
any simple “justice versus peace” dichotomies.
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This means that even perpetrators of atrocities must often be treated seriously
as agents to be engaged, and not simply in the negotiation of war termination.
They must be assisted to transform themselves into participants in society again,
whether as civilians or as rights-respecting security forces. Such engagement,
through programs of disarmament, demobilization, and reintegration (DDR),
and through programs of military and police reform, constitute a critical but
often overlooked element of transition. The absence of such transformative pro-
grams may virtually ensure that trials provoke backlash, and they may often
need to take priority over any accountability mechanisms. Their presence may
provoke tension in the short term, but eventually promote stabilization and in
some instances even enable accountability. In Sierra Leone, there were initial
fears that the institution of a hybrid tribunal and overriding of an agreed amnesty
could provoke instability. Some therefore argued that the tribunal was prema-
ture, and that its institution ought to have been delayed to allow the country to
stabilize. However, it also appears that the relatively rapid implementation of the
DDR program helped to limit the possible repercussions of trials in Sierra
Leone. Nonetheless, as field research illustrates, there remains significant cause
for concern that the security situation will not remain stable, particularly after
the withdrawal of the United Nations Mission in Sierra Leone (UNAMSIL) and
the reduced presence of other international actors.

The problem of postconflict justice

After countries emerge from armed conflict, severe political repression, or
serious political violence, internal and external pressure invariably emerges to
impose accountability in some way upon the perpetrators of the most serious
human rights violations or violations of the laws of war. These may occur
through domestic, international, or hybrid mechanisms, and may involve prose-
cutions, truth commissions, lustration or vetting, amnesties, and on occasion all
of the above. Regardless of the tools used, and the presence or absence of the
international community in the development of responses, postconflict justice
requires grappling with what is often referred to as the “peace–justice
dilemma.”3 Simply put, while there are often strong demands, both within a
society emerging from conflict and by the international community, for some
form of accountability for perpetrators, there is simultaneously a concern that
such a pursuit for justice may bring about a backlash. It is feared that such per-
petrators, particularly those who are armed, whether government military or
police forces, militias, or nonstate armed groups, might renege on agreements
and return to the use of violence if their members are threatened with prosecu-
tion. Thus there are those who contend that in order to maintain stability, and
pave the way for the (re)installation of a functioning democratic state capable of
upholding the rule of law, it might be necessary to condone amnesties.4 Alterna-
tively, there are those who would argue that some form of accountability is
necessary in order to support stability and the rule of law. Prosecutions, it is
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argued, help to prevent vigilante retribution, serve as a deterrent to future
abuses, and facilitate the restoration of the rule of law, and according to some
help to challenge a culture of impunity. Both of these views – for and against
prosecution – are perhaps too stark, the former in particular suggesting an
either/or dichotomy that compels choosing justice or peace. In reality, national
practice seems to indicate that some elements of amnesty, and some of punish-
ment, may exist simultaneously.5 Nonetheless, debate continues among policy-
makers as to the appropriate responses to the dilemma, and IR theorists may
offer insights and recommendations.

International relations theory and postconflict justice

IR theorists have only begun to focus upon the issue of postconflict justice relat-
ively recently. However, several works representing leading IR theories – con-
structivism, liberalism, and realism – have offered explanations for the creation
of international tribunals, domestic trials, and human rights regimes generally.
Taken together, these works allow one to sketch out the general arguments and
prescriptions arising from each theoretical strain.6

Constructivism

Constructivists see justice after transition as part of a normative development,
one that might be expected to affect behavior patterns over time. Activists or
norm entrepreneurs, they argue, have not only formulated norms over time
regarding the unacceptability of severe rights violations and the necessity of a
punitive response, but also begun to convince others successfully of the correct-
ness of their arguments. A favorite example is the “justice cascade” in Latin
America. According to scholars such as Ellen Lutz and Kathryn Sikkink,
responses to past abuses became increasingly possible across Latin America
following transitions in the 1980s and 1990s because transnational advocacy
networks successfully disseminated their claims that abuses required redress, in
order to prevent their recurrence.7 According to this argument, amnesty is
increasingly considered to be unacceptable, not just by human rights advocates,
but also by broader swathes of societies who experienced violence and abuses,
and even governments have begun to internalize this norm and pursue trials.
Such an argument about the power of norms to compel domestic responses to
crimes can also be transposed to the international sphere, where advocates of
international trials and tribunals, or for that matter trials through tools such as
universal jurisdiction, point to the heinous nature of certain crimes, and argue
that they are therefore crimes of international concern that can call out a
response anywhere. Impunity, it is argued, is something to be globally con-
demned, and responding to it is imperative. The language of tribunal staff sug-
gests that this is a normative belief, though often linked to claims about
deterrence simultaneously.8
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One critique that has been made of this argument is that the evidence does
not support it – we do not see and have not seen significant change in the behav-
ior of abusive leaders, or of combatants in armed conflicts, either out of a belief
that atrocities are wrong or out of a fear of punishment.9 It may yet simply be
too early to assess this set of claims: the trends of transitional justice and use of
international tribunals are, in international political terms, relatively new and
normative shifts often require time. While not rejecting the possibility that a
normative shift is under way, we recognize that, in any event, it is far from com-
plete, and some tensions between accountability and stability remain and require
coherent strategies to address.

Liberalism

Liberalism in international politics points to the relevance of domestic political
orders for international politics, with some variants specifically noting the
“democratic peace” among liberal nations and suggesting that liberal states
comply with international agreements, engage in cooperative bargaining, and the
like. They also suggest that human rights norms are consistent with key liberal
values. As such, then, we should expect it to be the case that liberal states
engage in support to processes that impose justice after atrocities, whether
through the creation of tribunals, or through offering financial and technical
support to domestic trials. The record, however, is mixed at best, as many schol-
ars have aptly demonstrated.10 The most notable case in which democratic
values have not resulted in an embrace of international justice is that of the
United States in its opposition to the creation of, or cooperation with, the Inter-
national Criminal Court. As Andrew Moravcsik has argued, it is often not the
case that established democracies embrace rights courts – he argues that in
postwar Europe and perhaps in Latin America, it was not strong democracies
that embraced regional rights agreements, with attendant courts, but weak, new
democracies concerned to defend against any return to past patterns.11

Realism

In a recent article on international justice, Jack Snyder and Leslie Vinjamuri
criticize what might be characterized as constructivist approaches, and take what
they refer to as a pragmatic one; in essence their approach draws on realism in
IR theory.12 However, and this is an important distinction, while realism predicts
anarchy in the international system because of the absence of a superior and cen-
tralized authority, and views this state as inevitable, it contrasts this to the appro-
priate, rule-governed, hierarchical order within domestic society. After internal
strife, this normal state has been destroyed, and according to Snyder and Vinja-
muri it is imperative to restore this normalcy, to ensure stability and the rule of
law. International justice, on this account, is not particularly well designed to
help reinstall justice, stability, or the rule of law; the same, they argue, will be
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true of domestic or hybrid mechanisms as well. Why is this so? The problem,
they argue, is that trials after internal strife may at best do little, and at worst
provoke retaliation by the very forces responsible for the abuses. Because those
responsible for serious abuses are punished so rarely, it is unlikely that trials can
act as deterrents; more generally they may not help support the development of
the rule of law and stability in transitional societies. Further, they might well
undermine stability by provoking a backlash; it is for this reason that postcon-
flict amnesties are so common. Efforts to upset these amnesties, even years later,
they argue, are unwise.

Bringing security back in: (re)constructing stability and
the rule of law

Advocating amnesty for the sake of security may have its virtues. However, we
argue that it may simultaneously overstate the imperatives of stability over
accountability and address insufficiently key elements of stability or security.
We argue that both justice and stability need to be addressed. Further, it is
important not to view the needs of transitional societies in a static fashion, and
in particular not to ignore the role of armed groups, whether state, quasi-state, or
nonstate, not only in upsetting postconflict stability, but also as necessary actors
in this process. Thus many transitional states may create commissions of inquiry
and pursue trials even as they seek to limit those trials.13 For these are not the
only elements in their strategies of transition: they will also engage the men and
women with guns, in an attempt to pacify them, and transform institutions. This
may be done through DDR programs, through reform of the security sector, and
through the inclusion of armed groups in governance and economic recovery as
legitimate actors.14 However, for all of the concern about security that the prag-
matic approach emphasizes, it does not confront the need to engage those most
responsible for both security and insecurity. In fact, this is what countries fre-
quently do when they are in transition – they attempt some measure of account-
ability even with amnesty, but also will seek to reform military doctrine, effect
civilian control over the military, separate the police forces from the military,
vet and integrate former opposition combatants into the regular armed forces,
demobilize both state and nonstate armed forces, and so forth. As with prosecu-
tions, these processes, if not properly managed, could run the risk of a backlash.
However, they are vital for longer-term prevention of abusive activities. Such
efforts, ranging from DDR to military reform and inclusion of former combat-
ants in new security forces, have been central elements of transitional and post-
conflict strategies for numerous regimes, particularly in Latin America and
Africa. The ongoing attempts in Sierra Leone to build peace and also pursue
accountability through the use of the hybrid tribunal, the Special Court for Sierra
Leone (SCSL), illustrate the importance of pursuing not just accountability, or
reinstitutionalization of the rule of law, but also a real engagement with armed
actors. However, it must be stressed that such engagement can only be sustain-
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able if the enduring distrust between the armed forces and the civilian leadership
is properly addressed.

Security and justice: lessons from Sierra Leone

The history of the conflict in Sierra Leone is well known, and will not be dis-
cussed here in any detail.15 Conflict between the government and the Revolu-
tionary United Front (RUF) erupted in 1991, endured for over a decade,
resulting in some 50,000 deaths and widespread atrocities, including mutilation
and sexual violence, and was notable for the widespread use of child combat-
ants. It appeared that the conflict might finally end when negotiations in 1999
resulted in the Lomé peace agreement, and the mandate by the UN Security
Council for a peacekeeping force, UNAMSIL.16 The accord provoked concern
from the international community for its inclusion of an amnesty for crimes
committed during the conflict, and the United Nations, which acted as a “moral
guarantor” of the agreement, issued a reservation indicating that it did not con-
sider the amnesty provision to cover international crimes. Despite the agree-
ment, fighting and atrocities continued, along with attacks on UNAMSIL. In
May 2000 the notorious RUF leader Foday Sankoh was captured, leading to dis-
cussions of the possibility of a tribunal to prosecute him and other war criminals.
In June 2000 the government asked the UN to set up a court to try such cases.
Ultimately, a complex system comprising a commission of inquiry and a mixed
tribunal was created to address accountability for past abuses.17 The efforts of
the tribunal simultaneously to serve the needs for justice and stability in Sierra
Leone offer an interesting test case.

The United Nations created the Special Court through an agreement with the
government of Sierra Leone and pursuant to UN Security Council Resolution
1315 in August 2000.18 The Court’s statute, completed on January 16, 2002,
gives it the power to prosecute persons who bear the greatest responsibility for
serious violations of national and international humanitarian law since Novem-
ber 30, 1996.19 The crimes within the Court’s mandate include crimes against
humanity, violations of Common Article 3 of the Geneva Conventions and
Additional Protocol II, other serious violations of international humanitarian
law, and crimes under national law.20 In March 2002 the agreement for the Court
was formally ratified.21

Dispute over the validity of the Lomé amnesty

The establishment of the Special Court for Sierra Leone has had significant ram-
ifications for the controversial amnesty embedded in the Lomé peace accord.22

Article 10 of the Court’s statute provides that any amnesty for the crimes
covered in the statute would not be a bar to prosecution. Were that blanket
amnesty still in force, it would significantly limit the court’s temporal jurisdic-
tion, to crimes committed only after the signing of the accord in 1999. However,
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several arguments have been advanced against the amnesty’s constraining prose-
cutions by the Court. First, as noted above, the UN issued a reservation at the
time of the signing of the accord, indicating that the amnesty could not cover
international crimes such as genocide, crimes against humanity, war crimes, or
other serious violations of international humanitarian law. The argument was
thus made that to the degree that the amnesty was valid, it was valid only in
respect of domestic crimes. The UN, further, was not party to the agreement, but
rather, along with a number of other institutions and governments, agreed to act
as guarantor of the agreement. Thus, it argued, it was not in breach of any agree-
ments in the creation of the Court. However, the government of Sierra Leone
was a party to the Lomé Accord, and entered into a contract with the UN for the
creation of the Court. The government has argued, as have others, that the
amnesty provision was nullified by the continued violation of the peace accord,
through fighting and atrocities, on the part of the RUF.23 In March 2004 the
Court itself had occasion to consider the validity of the amnesty and of Article
10. It found that the Lomé Accord could not be considered a treaty, and thus that
the amnesty contained in the Lomé Accord would only have domestic effect and
would be regulated by domestic law. As a result, it could have no effect upon an
international court.24

Dispute regarding head-of-state immunity and the legality of the
Special Court agreement

The unsealing of the SCSL’s indictment of then president of Liberia Charles
Taylor while he was attending peace negotiations in Ghana shocked the diplo-
matic community, according to many offending African diplomats in particu-
lar.25 Rather than arrest Taylor, Ghana allowed him to leave the country; Taylor
has since gone into hiding in Nigeria after the latter acceded to international
pressure to accept him. Nigeria refused until recently to surrender him to the
SCSL, having granted him “asylum,” although in June 2004 the Nigerian High
Court decided to review that asylum.26 However, the Nigerian High Court said
that it would honor a request for extradition from a permanent (rather than the
current interim) Liberian government.27 Attorneys for Taylor have filed legal
challenges to the SCSL’s jurisdiction over him at the Special Court itself, as has
the Liberian government at the International Court of Justice.28 The ICJ has yet
to hear the case filed, in which it is claimed that proceedings against Taylor
violate head-of-state immunity and the immediate cancellation of the arrest
warrant is requested. The SCSL will not take any action with respect to this
filing, however, unless Sierra Leone consents to the Court’s jurisdiction in the
case. Lawyers for Taylor have also challenged the Court’s jurisdiction in a filing
before the Liberian Supreme Court against the SCSL and the Liberian Ministry
of Justice, challenging the legality of searches of homes of Taylor and his asso-
ciates. They have argued that the jurisdiction of the SCSL does not extend
beyond the borders of Sierra Leone.29 Some Liberian officials have rejected that
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claim, arguing that Liberia was obliged to respect foreign courts and proceed-
ings; however, the former Liberian parliament has expressly rejected the possi-
bility of allowing Taylor to face charges before the SCSL.30

The legality of the agreement establishing the court was challenged before
the Special Court itself, and before the Supreme Court of Sierra Leone.31 The
Special Court rejected these challenges, finding that the agreement was valid and
was neither an excess delegation by the UN Security Council of its own powers,
nor an excess transfer of jurisdiction by Sierra Leone itself. In 2004, hearings
regarding the legality of the agreement opened in the national Supreme Court.32

In 2006, Taylor was surrendered to the SCSL, and the proceedings were trans-
ferred to The Hague due to local and regional security concerns.

The Special Court and former combatants

One might expect that former combatants would have a uniform, and negative,
view of a court designed to punish their commanders, and condemn by implica-
tion their own activities. However, given the complex nature of warring factions
in Sierra Leone, the situation is somewhat more complicated. It is true that
former combatants of all groups were suspicious of the SCSL, fearing that they
themselves would be indicted by it. This suspicion arguably extended beyond
the Court, leading many to fear testifying before the Truth and Reconciliation
Commission (TRC), despite explicit assurances by the prosecutor that he would
not use testimony to the TRC as evidence for indictments or prosecutions.33

However, this suspicion may or may not have had a lasting impact on the work
of the TRC: after a few months this concern abated and they began to testify.34

Similarly, there have been concerns that fear of indictment might have deterred
some fighters from engaging in the DDR process. However, given the extensive
nature of DDR in Sierra Leone, and the apparently broad-based buy-in to the
process, the ultimate effect appears to have been negligible.35 However, the
primary objection among some former combatants has been the decision to
pursue cases against the Civil Defense Forces (CDF), and in particular the case
against CDF head Chief Sam Hinga Norman. Former CDF fighters view them-
selves and Hinga Norman as heroes who defended the democratically elected
government, and resent being called to account. This resentment has led to
rumors and fears that supporters of Hinga Norman will seek to destabilize the
country.36 One editorial in a Freetown paper expressed its concerns thus: “We
only hope this court will not leave behind an ugly legacy that will spark another
war in this country. You see, Chief Norman has a very large following that is
angry with the treatment currently meted out to him.”37

Systematic surveys of former combatants conducted by a local NGO with
international support suggest that attitudes among former combatants are mixed.
The analyses find moderate levels of support for the Special Court and the TRC,
which may be attributed to an intense sensitization and information campaign by
the SCSL. It is worth noting that support of former RUF combatants, many of
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whom see themselves as victims of forcible recruitment as well as betrayal by
their former commanders, express relatively strong support for the court as well
as willingness to testify. Conversely, former CDF combatants, the vast majority
of whom joined willingly, and who believe that they helped to defend the nation
and the democratically elected government, express greater resistance to the
Special Court.38

Timing and security: did the Special Court begin work too early?

The UN peacekeeping operation, UNAMSIL, and the DDR process, have been
widely viewed as successful.39 Nonetheless, there were concerns from the outset
that the operation of the Special Court for Sierra Leone would begin too early,
perhaps undermining DDR if fighters feared indictment. Happily, these fears do
not appear to have been borne out.40 Nonetheless, many skeptical NGO observers
suggest that the SCSL did begin operation too early, examining crimes and soci-
etal rifts best left to heal; many have even suggested that a delay of five years or
so would have been appropriate.41 Conversely, the SCSL prosecutor points out
that any delay might have undermined justice, making it more difficult to obtain
perpetrators, witnesses, and evidence; as it stands, one key perpetrator, Foday
Sankoh, died while in custody of the Court.42 As discussed above, the issue of
timing has been fraught in other ways, with substantial disagreement as to the
viability of operating a commission of inquiry and a court simultaneously.

Relation to other accountability efforts

The brief nature of this chapter does not permit a full examination of the broader
scope of the efforts at addressing recent abuses, either the work of the TRC,
cases that may proceed in domestic courts, or traditional justice. It is worth
noting, however, that many in Sierra Leone, and many international actors
seeking to support peacebuilding there, believe that the use of traditional justice,
such as cleansing ceremonies, through the country’s vast array of secret soci-
eties, may be an important tool for justice and reconciliation. They note that
while formal justice does not reach many people in the country, particularly
those that live upcountry, over 80 percent of Sierra Leoneans belong to some
form of secret society.43

Such traditional justice mechanisms ought not be a substitute for trials, but
may need to act as supplements where trials are not possible. It is worth empha-
sizing that from the perspective of security, DDR and other processes are crit-
ical, but that longer-term security requires justice and reconciliation, and a real
account of the needs of the victims as well. Many victims in Sierra Leone object
to the narrow scope of the Special Court’s jurisdiction, and are more interested
in the punishment of those who directly harmed them; they also view DDR
processes with suspicion, asking why it is that the very people who harmed them
are now being rewarded with DDR payments. A further challenge is that the
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DDR process has not always served women, either as combatants or as “bush
wives,” particularly well; not only have they been victims of the conflict, but they
also often have dual status as both victim and combatant. In addition to being
underrepresented in DDR processes, the specific gender dimension of crimes
during the conflict has not been adequately addressed.44 A real strategy of peace-
building and reconciliation must address women’s needs and concerns as well.

After UNAMSIL: prospects for peace, security, and justice

Individuals interviewed for this research from a variety of sectors in Sierra Leone
expressed pessimism regarding the future of their country after the withdrawal of
UNAMSIL. This was often articulated as an expectation that, simply, after with-
drawal, fighting would resume. In some instances this was couched as being likely
to come in the form of an attack from outside, in others as a remobilization of
combatants. In general, there was skepticism that the government could or would
provide basic services or address corruption, which were seen as key “root” causes
of the conflict, and far greater faith in international than national actors to provide
for services and security.45 This widespread expectation that conflict will resume
may also have a dampening effect upon either the functioning or the impact of the
Special Court – the more that people fear retribution for testifying or otherwise
cooperating with the SCSL, the less likely they are to do so.

Policy implications

A number of key policy problems for the Special Court for Sierra Leone have
emerged throughout this discussion, which for reasons of space could not be dis-
cussed in great detail but ought to be acknowledged here. Of particular rele-
vance are those related to mandate and funding. Clearly, for any process of
international justice to function properly, it must have proper resources and a
real capacity to obtain custody of indictees, which, in the case of Charles Taylor
and others, the SCSL does not. Transitional processes, be they juridical or security-
related such as DDR, must also deal with the specific challenges faced by
women during and after conflict. The Special Court must also seek to comple-
ment the functioning of domestic legal structures, both formal and traditional.
The work of the Court did seek to complement that of the TRC, but as noted in
the case of evidence sharing, may occasionally have undermined these
processes. In a more hopeful vein, the Court has explicitly sought to leave
behind a “legacy” and is seeking to engage with the process of rebuilding the
shattered judicial structures in the country.46 These observations are more than
policy concerns; they may affect the way we think about the so-called peace
versus justice dilemma. For to the degree that the practice of accountability can
be refined, it may contribute to the restoration of the rule of law, but also ensure
greater stability, particularly if strategies of transition seek to integrate both
justice and security. We recognize, however, that the pursuit of justice and
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stability in a transitional society will yield durable results only if integrated
within an overall peacebuilding strategy in which the political and socio-
economic incentives for peace are fostered from the start and implemented
simultaneously.

Conclusion

This chapter has examined the arguments offered by several strands of IR theory
about why postconflict justice is on the rise, and whether this is always a posit-
ive development. While it has largely concurred with a “realist” assessment –
that postconflict justice must be carefully weighed against other security-specific
concerns – it has sought to elaborate further upon the positive steps required to
address security needs. Specifically, we have advocated for greater recognition
that the pursuit of transitional justice must be complemented by strategies of
justice that positively engage fighters, whether through processes of reform,
inclusion where possible in governance, and DDR. Such inclusion, and positive
engagement, of course, must be undertaken cautiously, which was arguably not
the case with the inclusion in the Lomé agreement of not only amnesty for com-
batants but also the provision for control over mining by Sankoh and the RUF.
Nonetheless, there will be many instances where former fighters can be included
in the armed forces, or police force, or where armed groups may transform
themselves into political parties. These efforts alone clearly cannot ensure peace,
nor do they address the need for justice and reconciliation at all. However, they
may be important supplements to prosecution, commissions of inquiry, and
traditional justice, as strategies of transition, which may be part of strategies of
justice.
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15

COMMENTARY: INTERNATIONAL
CRIMINAL ACCOUNTABILITY AT
THE INTERSECTION OF LAW AND

POLITICS

Ellen L. Lutz

We live in an era of anniversaries: 60 years since the liberation of Auschwitz, a
quarter of a century since the genocide in Cambodia, a decade since a compara-
ble nightmare in Rwanda. I write this commentary on the eve of another
anniversary: a decade after the massacre in Srebrenica.

Anniversaries are moments for reflection. They challenge our faith in God, in
human nature, in ourselves. How can it be that with all of humanity’s technical
prowess, scientific knowledge, and globalized sensibility, we have yet to learn
how to prevent the repetition of a scenario in which a handful of people, greedy
for power and wealth, develop and exploit the insecurity of a large number of
people, causing them to commit unspeakable atrocities that under saner con-
ditions they ardently would condemn? As a species we have failed in our most
fundamental and obvious collective responsibility: preventing crimes against
humanity.

Confronting that failure is a small network of creative legal people who are
applying their talents and training to the search for a solution. Marrying their
idealism with their expertise in human rights and domestic criminal law, they
are taking theories that apply – often only marginally – to small-scale crime, and
adapting them to address massive politically based crimes.

The core reasoning is simple: if we cannot prevent genocide and other crimes
against humanity, we can at least prosecute and punish those most responsible.
Doing so, it is argued, will put the brakes on current power-holders and deter
future power-holders from abusing their power lest they wind up in jail. While
not the only rationale, deterrence is central to the constellation of reasons
offered for all of the accountability mechanisms discussed in this section of the
volume. But it is most central in the rationale for universal jurisdiction, which
most legal theorists agree is a third-best alternative.1

Universal jurisdiction is the legal theory that asserts that if a state will not or
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cannot fulfill its responsibility to prosecute nationals who are engaged in
egregious abuses of power, and the international community will not step in
to ensure that justice is done, perpetrators still will not get a free pass. Instead
they must live the rest of their days on the lam, hounded by the clamor for
their prosecution, as virtual prisoners in the place where they did the most
harm. For, as Augusto Pinochet found out when he sought the benefits of
medical care available in the United Kingdom, the law does not have so much a
long arm, as tentacles everywhere, ready to grasp wrongdoers and reverse their
fortunes.

The four foregoing chapters in this section of the volume address inter-
national criminal accountability from multiple perspectives. Three are authored
by law professors who have been at the forefront of the movement for inter-
national justice. The fourth looks at legal developments and trends through an
international relations (IR) lens and more comfortably acknowledges the polit-
ical constraints on both advances in accountability law and states’ willingness to
enforce it. But regardless of the authors’ disciplinary perspective, all of the
chapters reflect the growing awareness of international law and international
relations scholars that, when it comes to transitional justice and international
accountability, explanations of state behavior necessarily require a sophisticated
analysis that draws from both disciplines.

Diane Orentlicher solidly refutes the political challenges raised by conservat-
ive opponents of universal jurisdiction: that it is antidemocratic and that foreign
judicial action could provoke an internal scenario far worse than inaction.
Orentlicher brings her broad knowledge of legal process to her analysis of
democratic accountability. Courts understand their role in a democratic system
and are the foremost proponents of the innate conservatism of law. Because of
their caution, they maintain regular dialogue – both formally and informally –
with other courts, including the courts of other states.2 They go to great lengths
to avoid making law, and when lack of clarity or a void in the law forces them to
explore new legal territory, they almost always craft opinions that are deferential
to the lawmaking branches of government. Indeed, courts are at their most
conservative where the subject matter of a legal case touches on foreign policy,
which states regard as the domain of the executive branch of government.

Judges recognize that maintaining democratic legitimacy requires them to
engage in a high-wire act. While they must appear modest and deferential, they
must also help manage and contextualize normative uncertainty. At the same
time, as the branch of a democratic society that people expect to protect the
rights of minorities from overreaching by the majority, courts often must take
decisions that are politically contentious.

Similarly, transitional states are not hermetically sealed juridical universes.
Today, all states are aware of the purpose and effect of the exercise of universal
jurisdiction. Many states have embraced its use for at least some crimes, by not
only ratifying international treaties that require them to prosecute or extradite
persons alleged to have committed treaty-defined crimes, but also passing
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domestic implementing legislation, including statutes enshrining universal com-
petence. Yet there is a tension between this expansion of extraterritorial compe-
tence and key features of the international legal and political order. The
interstate system is founded and largely kept in check through reciprocity, which
makes states reluctant to upset their relations with other states lest they lose the
benefits of friendly relations, or risk the retaliatory consequences of having set a
dangerous precedent. For this reason states may be cautious about extending
juridical activities extraterritorially, and conservatives will argue further that
such extension is in fact dangerous.

Orentlicher demolishes conservative arguments that universal jurisdiction
involves engaging in external action contrary to the internal choices of another
state when universal jurisdiction is based on an international treaty that both
states have ratified. Such treaties impose identical international legal obligations
on both states, and provide a guide for judicial action where the prosecution or
extradition of an individual accused of committing a treaty-defined crime is
concerned.

She also accurately describes a phenomenon already solidified in Europe and
increasingly becoming normative reality in Latin America that Kathryn Sikkink
and I have described elsewhere as the “justice cascade.”3 As democracy
becomes more embedded, so too does societal acceptance of norms requiring
states to prosecute or punish perpetrators of crimes against humanity. But as we
have seen in all the successful examples of the exercise of universal jurisdiction
to date, courts are only willing to follow nongovernmental activists and political
actors down this path where the positive law provides a legitimizing foundation.

What about the case in which the offending state never ratified an enabling
treaty allowing for the prosecution or punishment of its public officials? In such
circumstances, the only basis for doing so is that the alleged crime is a violation
of jus cogens norms in international law. Jus cogens norms are those rare
peremptory norms of international law from which no derogation is permitted,
including obligations to refrain from the commission of genocide, slavery, and
torture. Unlike ordinary customary international law, however, for which some
violations may be permissible in specific circumstances, it is never permissible
to violate these norms. Jus cogens norms, as the International Criminal Tribunal
for the Former Yugoslavia opined in Prosecutor v. Furundzija, “[enjoy] a rank
in the international hierarchy [higher] than treaty law and even ‘ordinary’ cus-
tomary rules.”4

But domestic court judges, who tend to be better schooled in national law
than international law, are often reluctant to apply customary international law
where powerful political counterweights are present. Hence, when the Demo-
cratic Republic of Congo sought an International Court of Justice (ICJ) opinion
as to whether its foreign minister, Abdulaye Yerodia Ndombasi, had diplomatic
immunity from prosecution in Belgium, the Belgian courts likely were relieved
to have that question clarified by a higher authority.

As noted above, lawmaking bodies share judges’ apprehensions. Again in
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Belgium, when victims’ representatives filed criminal prosecutions against
George H. W. Bush and his foreign policy team for alleged crimes against
humanity committed in Iraq in the context of the first Gulf War, Belgium’s
legislature (albeit under extreme pressure from the United States) reexamined
and significantly narrowed its universal jurisdiction legislation.5

But the fact that a norm prohibiting crimes as serious as genocide or other
crimes against humanity has achieved the status of a jus cogens norm of custom-
ary international law does not automatically mean that the duty to prosecute
persons accused of genocide or crimes against humanity falls on any state in
whose territorial jurisdiction the alleged offender is to be found. As Leila Nadya
Sadat explains in her chapter, which focuses primarily on the source of jurisdic-
tion of the International Criminal Court (ICC), while under international law
universal jurisdiction is recognized as one of the five bases of criminal jurisdic-
tion that states may exercise, emphasis must be placed on the word “may.” In
other words, it falls to sovereign states to decide, as a matter of their own
domestic criminal law, whether to give their courts jurisdiction to try criminal
cases on the basis of the universal jurisdiction. Some treaties require that ratify-
ing states either try perpetrators of the prohibited acts who are found on their
territories, or extradite them to another state that will do so. However, no inter-
national judicial body has ever recognized a comparable basis for compelling
the exercise of universal jurisdiction where violations of jus cogens norms are
concerned.

Sadat is right that the tide seems to be turning in that direction. Distinguished
international law commentators, including Sadat herself, are persuasively
leading the charge. But it is one thing to argue that a direction is the one in
which the law both ought to and is moving, and another to assert that an inter-
national national legal norm has been solidly established.

It is troubling to admit that while some terrible human rights crimes are jus
cogens violations, there is not yet a universal duty for states to prosecute indi-
viduals for acts committed anywhere, rather than simply to prosecute or extra-
dite those found upon their own territory. On the other hand, there is comfort in
the fact that universal jurisdiction may provide an auxiliary system of justice.
When the state where the crimes occurred cannot or will not prosecute, the next
line of defense is prosecution by the international community – either through a
process established by the UN Security Council exercising its Chapter VII
powers, such as the ad hoc tribunals for Rwanda and the former Yugoslavia, or
through the International Criminal Court. And, for jus cogens crimes committed
by power-mongers and their inner circle of cadres in states that have attracted
international intervention, Sadat correctly observes that the international
community, more and more, is acknowledging its legal obligation to do so.
Through the ICC, whose treaty over half of the world’s nations have now rati-
fied, the international community will increasingly do so in the future.6 Thus
normative ambiguity and likely domestic judicial reticence to act in the absence
of treaty guidance is far less problematic than it otherwise might be.
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Madeline Morris examines a different legal impediment that arises when
international or third-party state courts assume jurisdiction over defendants
charged with crimes against humanity and related crimes: sovereign and diplo-
matic immunity. Morris correctly narrows the problem where international
courts are concerned: in many instances such immunities will not provide suc-
cessful defenses before international courts. Where a court is established by the
Security Council, it is in the Security Council’s power to abrogate any immunity
defense. Where the ICC prosecutes a defendant from a country that has ratified
the ICC statute – which in Article 27 explicitly disallows defenses based on offi-
cial capacity immunities – there also is no problem. But as Morris explains, the
ICJ’s decision in Congo v. Belgium (the Yerodia case),7 does not address
whether the ICC or indeed any other international court would have jurisdiction
over a sitting head of state or diplomat of a nonmember state alleged to have
committed crimes on the territory of a member state. What the Yerodia case
does do is make clear that individual states, exercising universal jurisdiction, are
limited with respect to certain foreign officials: heads of state and diplomats
from other states, while in office, are immune from prosecution.

This might appear to be at odds with our intuition that certain acts, even if
committed by public officials, cannot be viewed as “official” acts. The legal
fiction that atrocities committed by public officials in their official capacities are
ultra vires and therefore an abuse of state power rather than “acts of state” is one
with which courts in countries that permit universal jurisdiction seem to be com-
fortable.8 Similarly, US courts before which civil lawsuits for torture, disappear-
ance, crimes against humanity, and genocide have been brought have displayed
an equal level of comfort with the “private acts” legal fiction. This was not an
issue considered by the ICJ majority. It is worth noting, however, that the
dissent in Yerodia made a more radical argument: that there are exceptions to
the international law of immunities. As Orentlicher aptly notes, judicial dissents
prepare the ground “for further debate . . . by seed[ing] it [with] opinions that
may someday become the majority view.” Through dissenting opinions, “the
colloquy continues and . . . the law advances.”9

Chandra Lekha Sriram and Youssef Mahmoud remove themselves from the
debate about where or under what legal theory to try perpetrators of jus cogens
crimes against humanity, and focus instead on the deeper political questions of
whether and, if so, when to do so. They maintain that fashioning peacebuilding
strategies that achieve accountability while simultaneously limiting the likeli-
hood of instability requires an analysis that involves going beyond simple
“justice versus peace” dichotomies. This, as I have written about elsewhere, is a
view with which I agree.10

Sriram and Mahmoud recognize that postconflict transitions are messy
affairs. From the vantage point of the officials in charge, whether an interim
government, a new democratically elected government, or an interim inter-
national governing body, transitional justice encompasses multiple, interdepen-
dent accountability goals. The failure to ignore any of these goals can increase
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the risk of instability. At the same time, those governments must balance transi-
tional justice goals with a host of nontransitional justice matters, including
ensuring security, consolidating democratic practices and institutions, rebuilding
neglected or damaged infrastructure, invigorating the economy, reinserting
former soldiers into civilian life, and the return or resettlement of refugees or
internally displaced persons. In many cases transitional leaders will face chal-
lenges from political opponents, including “spoilers,” who oppose the transition
or felt excluded from negotiations that led to it. Thus, in any transition, those
holding power, even those who genuinely want to redress past violations, will
feel pressure to balance transitional justice goals with the other urgent societal
and political concerns.

The methods governments or other decisionmakers adopt to achieve their
accountability goals are nearly always the result of a compromise between these
goals and other societal needs that arise in the transitional context. The degree to
which those governments take measures that can be interpreted through “con-
structivist,” “liberal,” or “realist” paradigms depends upon political calculations
rather than IR-theoretical considerations. Some transitions provide greater lati-
tude for immediate action than others, and one of the great lessons of the transi-
tional justice literature has been that no matter how many years or decades pass,
the demand for justice for crimes against humanity does not go away until it is
addressed through meaningful accountability processes.

Proamnesty arguments by realists like Jack Snyder and Leslie Vinjamuri,
which Sriram and Mahmoud cautiously support, maintain that “norm-governed
political order must be based on a political bargain among contending groups
and on the creation of robust administrative institutions that can predictably
enforce the law.”11 In the midst of political chaos or violent conflict, where
restoring peace, security, and order is of paramount concern, granting amnesties
can help accomplish that goal. Once granted, those amnesties must be respected
to shore up fragile political and judicial institutions, which in turn are the best
insurance policy against violence breaking out anew. These arguments, I
suggest, are unsupported by much of the new transitional justice literature.12

For example, in Afghanistan, instead of being disarmed and tried, former war-
lords were selectively welcomed at both the negotiation table and into the transi-
tional government to reduce the likelihood that violence would continue. The
result is a government that is dominated by heavily armed faction leaders whose
power comes from the implied threat of renewed violence rather than true leader-
ship or democratic legitimacy. In Sierra Leone, where, as Sriram and Mahmoud
point out, a multifaceted accountability process was created despite grave worries
that it would produce more political instability, so far the peace has held. More-
over, many of the most feared Revolutionary United Front combatants, who
themselves feel victimized or betrayed, have surprised the skeptics with their
support for the Sierra Leone court and truth and reconciliation processes.

Sriram and Mahmoud allude to one feature of transitional justice processes
that has not received much attention: that the greatest danger to political stability
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may arise not from those who know where they stand in the transitional scheme
of things, but from those whose future is uncertain. Thus, in Argentina, it was
not the original nine junta members who were tried for hundreds of acts of dis-
appearance, murder, and torture during that country’s dirty war who threatened
to destabilize democracy. It was the mid-level military and police officers who
had to endure several years of uncertainty about whether they would be tried.
Similarly, as Sriram and Mahmoud point out, in Liberia, destabilization is most
likely to come from demobilized Liberian fighters who fear that the reach of the
Sierra Leonean tribunal will be expanded to include them as well.

One of the things we now know is that a credible public indictment for
crimes against humanity or related crimes, by a government or international
authority with the police power to back it up, will deter the individual named.
Whether the indictee goes underground or seeks refuge abroad, his or her power
to do further harm is undermined. In cases in which the indictee was a singular,
strong, charismatic force with no obvious successor, such an indictment might
be enough to shut down a warring movement, or at least persuade the followers
to sit down at the negotiating table.

On the other hand, promises of amnesties now mean little. Whereas a genera-
tion ago, a domestic amnesty largely ensured any high-level official responsible
for massive human rights violations a comfortable retirement anywhere in the
world, in the world after the Pinochet case this no longer applies. The possibility
that a state’s citizens might be tried in another country, under either a treaty-
based or a jus cogens-based theory of universal jurisdiction, coupled with estab-
lishment of the International Criminal Court, has altered the juridical landscape.
Like it or not, states no longer have the capacity to guarantee to those most
responsible for genocide or other terrible crimes against humanity that they can
escape liability for their crimes. The continuing forward march of both inter-
national law and the laws of other states has undercut such promises.
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DISAGGREGATING US INTERESTS
IN INTERNATIONAL LAW

Sketching a theory of liberal transnationalism

Peter J. Spiro

Introduction

As events surrounding September 11, 2001, and the invasion of Iraq have
brought into yet sharper relief, the United States has been famously resistant to
the imposition of international law norms. This resistance runs deep in American
constitutional culture, which has rejected the possibility of being made to bow
before international law where it does not otherwise serve its national interest. In
the American imagination, sovereignty still represents a bulwark against alien
encroachment. And given America’s unchallenged position as the world’s sole
superpower, many – including many academics – have assumed a US capacity
to persist in this sort of splendid legal isolation, even as its sovereigntist
premises are normatively deplored.

But autonomy may no longer present a sustainable strategy, even from a
materialist perspective, as the disaggregating tendencies of globalization work to
break down the possibilities for exceptionalism. This chapter first adapts the
tools of international relations (IR) theory to the question of how international
law might be incorporated into US law, the putative global dominance of the
United States notwithstanding. IR theory has informed an important strain of
recent international law scholarship.1 It provides a useful frame for situating
international law as a matter of institutional interactions rather than a matter of
doctrine. IR theory is not, however, typically deployed to explain internal state
dynamics salient to the initial incorporation of international law, focusing more
on domestic politics as an independent variable.2 Nor has IR theory been
prominently deployed to explain or to project the relationship of the United
States to international law. This chapter describes how discrete elements of the
United States, including private actors and disaggregated governmental com-
ponents beyond the traditional foreign policy apparatus, may be developing an
institutional interest in the acceptance of international regimes. It thus suggests a
future in which international law is absorbed into US law not because it is good
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– although it may well be that, too – but because rational institutional action will
pull in that direction.

Bringing international relations theory home

International relations theory has until recently been about states, their interests,
and their power. Departures from the once dominant realist school have recog-
nized the salience of nonstate actors, but only to the extent that they either exer-
cise political power within domestic structures (liberal IR theory) or seek to
persuade states to adhere to particular norms (constructivist IR theory). State
action remains the ultimate unit of analysis in all three approaches, which misses
the independent consequentiality of nonstate action.3 While constructivist
approaches recognize that nonstate actors operate on a transnational basis, they
attribute nonstate influence to the force of ideas rather than power. This chapter
attempts to marry constructivist foregrounding of transnational actors with
liberal premises of institutional self-interest and domestic power politics.

International law has long suffered a sort of ontological challenge among
political scientists as to whether it really qualifies as “law” at all. This difficulty
dates to Austinian notions of law and power, under which rules qualify as law
only where enforced by superior institutions, able to back commands with the
legitimatized use of violence. The system of rules among nation-states did not fit
with this pyramidal conception of law. States were not subject to command from
above. The enforcement model of the law of nations, as it was known, was a
horizontal one among formal equals. Of course, formal equality did not translate
into equality on the ground. To the political scientists of the mid-twentieth
century, international law thinly masked power relationships and state interests.
The realist school of IR theory was particularly devastating in its critique of
international law as lacking consequence. Posing an anarchic system of inter-
state relations, definitionally counterposed to one governed by the rule of law,
the realists framed a world in which rational self-interest and geopolitical capac-
ities, not law, explained the global dynamic.

In fact, realism did a good job of explaining the Cold War world. The Cold
War marked the zenith of state-centered power. It was a context in which studying
the state, to the exclusion of all other actors, comported with power realities. The
domination and antagonism of the two superpowers, moreover, made it almost
impossible to establish a broadly effective regime of international norms, at least
not one that significantly constrained state discretion. The superpowers rejected
norms inconsistent with their interests, and nobody else could do anything about it.
This created a glaring gap between the formal instruments of what purported to be
the new, post-World War II dawn of international law – the UN Charter and the
UN Declaration on Human Rights, for instance – and the actual practices of states.
International law appeared to be a system of merely paper guarantees, an epiphe-
nomenon of interstate relations. States pursued perceived self-interest, whether or
not it complied with international law. States did what they could get away with.
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Hence the traction of realist approaches in the latter half of the twentieth
century and the corresponding poverty of norm-driven or positivist models. On
such issues as the use of force and human rights law, it was power that deter-
mined state action. Realism also enjoyed intuitive analytical appeal to the extent
that it worked from notions of self-interest rather than obligation. In the absence
of systematic enforcement and high stakes, it was not easy to explain why states
would or should observe rules that competitors were flouting, at least not where
the observance of such rules would diminish relative strength.

Realism faces a more difficult challenge processing the contemporary real-
ities of late-modern world politics. It is hard now to deny the consequentiality of
international norms. The number and scope of international instruments, the
attention that states and others direct to their negotiation, refinement, and appli-
cation, and the prominence of international regimes and institutions in important
policy debates all point to an enhanced position for international law. Realism
might be able to explain some of this activity. In the security context, for
instance, state power and self-interest would explain nonproliferation regimes,
especially those that privilege more powerful states. In such cases, law may still
be more of an indicator rather than a driver.

But there are other new global issues in which realism comes up short,
human rights presenting the most obvious case. Human rights regimes have
nothing to do with material reciprocal benefits. One country’s refraining from
torturing its own citizens does not pose a direct benefit to other countries. It is
not clear why, from a realist perspective, states would undertake human rights
commitments and then live up to them, especially if other states were unwilling
to marshal significant resources in their universal enforcement. It is for this
reason that realists may be cheap in conceding that human rights regimes have
in fact deepened. To the extent that human rights regimes now govern state
behavior with no correlation to power relationships, traditional realist concep-
tions of international relations are undermined.

Hence the emergence of strong competing schools of international relations
theory. Liberal international relations theorists break open the “black box” of the
state to allow the salience of domestic political actors. In this scheme, inter-
national relations becomes a two-stage process in which foreign policy out-
comes are explained by the pursuit of state preferences, as determined through
domestic politics and as constrained by strategic interactions with other states.4

In a more radical break from the realists, constructivist IR theorists assert the
consequentiality of ideas, as pressed by norm entrepreneurs in transnational
political spaces.5 In this view, international relations adds up to more than the
summing out of rational interests.

It is not my purpose here to undertake anything more than a crude primer of
international relations theories, nor to offer a freestanding alternative. It does
seem possible, however, to extract some utility from all three of these major
strands of IR theory. Realism offers the logic of self-interested behavior and the
inevitability of relationships defined by power. But realism fails to recognize
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power outside of the state. Indeed, it refuses to acknowledge power outside of
the traditional foreign policy apparatus of states. Constructivist IR theorists
highlight the salience of other actors, especially transnational social
movements,6 but only insofar as they are propagators of new ideas. Liberal theo-
rists, meanwhile, understand that “individuals and private groups”7 are conse-
quential as political actors to the development and effectiveness of international
regimes, but only as they are enclosed within the confines of “domestic society”
and working at the international level only through their allocated state agents;
the possibility of their transnationality goes unacknowledged. As much as the
realists, liberal IR reifies the territorial state and hews to the primacy of states on
the international scene. Even where states act in a disaggregated manner – that
is, through component units – they are characterized as maintaining unitary
preferences.

As yet unrepresented among major IR strains is a model that centers the
powers and interests, as opposed to the principles, of transnational nonstate
actors. Such a model would take the rational-actor, materialist premises of
liberal IR theory, and broaden them to include the constructivist focus on trans-
national social movements as well as corporations and subnational authorities.
The model abandons liberalism’s state-delimited conception of “society” and
constructivism’s elevation of norms over material interests. It rejects the essen-
tialization of the state in which all IR theory continues to be grounded, arguing
that transnational nonstate activity can be of independent consequence, whether
or not it impacts state behavior. The resulting dynamic, which might run under
the label “liberal transnationalism,” would highlight the rational interests and
capacities of various institutions in charting global developments. The approach
may not lend itself to the refined modeling of state interaction. Alone, states
present a small universe of isomorphic entities, mostly working along the same
metrics of interest and power (both ultimately relating to military and economic
might and the control of persons and territory). The new actors of international
relations, by contrast, project different capacities with differing objectives, and
their interactions are complex, especially insofar as states no longer serve a
dominant channeling function. Explaining incentive structures beyond state-to-
state interactions, a model recognizing the interests and power of nonstate actors
– both independently and as determinants of state power – might complement
normative justifications for participation in international legal regimes. The
model, in other words, supplies a polycentric, interest-based explanation of how
international law comes home, to stand alongside those who assert or assume
that international law should triumph as an inherent good.

The exceptional case of the United States

Incorporating institutional power and self-interest at levels other than the state,
this model could predict the more complete assimilation of the United States
into the system of international norms. Unlike most other developed countries,
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the United States has assumed a skeptical, sometimes openly hostile, posture to
international law and institutions. The United States assumes an à la carte model
of international law, asserting its prerogative to elect those regimes in which it
will participate. In some cases this approach drives nonparticipation in important
but discretionary international regimes, as with the Kyoto accords on climate
change and the establishment of the International Criminal Court. In other cases,
it drives noncompliance with mandatory norms (that is, one from which a state
may not opt out), as with the continuing use of capital punishment against juve-
nile offenders and other practices implicating human rights norms. In that the
United States is the sole superpower, realists would expect this nonparticipation
and noncompliance where regimes do not further US self-interest. Some ele-
ments of the George W. Bush administration clearly work from these sorts of
“might makes right” assumptions. The United States, the argument runs, can and
should eschew international norms contrary to its national interest.

It is possible that absorption will not occur, and that the United States will
successfully resist the imposition of international norms not consistent with its
interests and continue to act unilaterally. Empire stands as an alternate basis of
global governance going forward, with a hegemonic United States dictating
international standards rather than submitting to them. However, to the extent
that the United States consents to regimes not of its devising and inconsistent
with its interests and preferences, some other explanation would be required.

Players in this debate mostly assume that US acceptance of international law
is a matter of choice. My purpose here is to suggest that the choice may become
increasingly constrained as the costs of nonparticipation and nonconformity
increase for and are increased by various actors within and outside the state.
Pressures from multiple quarters will build on disaggregated components of the
United States to submit to various international regimes. These pressures will
progressively limit opt-out possibilities. This will be true in the constitutional
realm as in others. There will likely come a point at which domestic constitu-
tional law is effectively, if not formally, subordinated to international law.

The proposition might be advanced under a constructivist or liberal IR analy-
sis. Constructivism would highlight the influence of transnational activism on
US practices, making the shift from what were once characterized as “public
interest groups” acting within national parameters to nongovernmental organi-
zations (NGOs) acting across national borders. Transnational NGOs may act on
any state, including the United States. Constructivists would highlight the role of
ideas in persuading states to accede to international regimes and press them on
others. The solidification of these regimes would in turn define the parameters of
legitimacy for states. In this sense, international regimes construct (hence the tag
for this brand of IR) what it takes to be a state, and that states are socialized by
those regimes.8 Insofar as those parameters are defined in legal terms, states will
be drawn into compliance with international law. In the US case, the analysis
would assert the possibility that participation with various international regimes
will be pressed by transnational NGOs, directly and through other states, and
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that US interaction with other states and international organizations will draw it
to participation in an iterative normative dynamic.9 As a state, the United States
will have to present itself in terms defined by other states.

Constructivism breaks down the wall between domestic and international
politics. Unlike other IR theories, constructivism accounts for the fact of global-
ization. But constructivism does not seem well equipped to explain exactly what
it will take to bring a behemoth such as the United States to heel. To the extent
that constructivism recognizes power, it is in the form of state power. As for
socialization, constructivism does not demonstrate how the bully is socialized
where he can afford not to be. It is not clear how the United States will perceive
its legitimacy to be defined or diminished by the standards of other states, inter-
national institutions, or international norms. Many in the United States seem
quite content to establish legitimacy by contrast to rather than consistency with
external phenomena. The United States is not among those states that “are
keenly aware of the approval of other states,”10 nor would the label “rogue state”
give many Americans much pause. The well-established tradition of American
exceptionalism makes it a hard case for the constructivists.

From a liberal IR perspective, two possible pathways might point to greater
US submission to international regimes. The first would depend on the willing-
ness of other states to press compliance with international law as a matter of
state-to-state relations. Unlike realism, which has difficulty processing the asser-
tion of something like a human rights agenda, liberal IR theorists can explain
this willingness in terms of the domestic politics of those states. A new Euro-
pean agenda centering international law may be driven by domestic European
political interests. Once adopted as a matter of state policy, it is not conceptually
difficult to play out the mechanisms by which international norms might be
imposed on the United States. To the extent that other states have something of
interest to the United States, international law will be injected into the bargain-
ing mix. Depending on the intensity with which international law compliance
was pressed by another state and the bargaining power of that state, the United
States would incur costs from continued noncompliance. But other states would
need to marshal substantial leverage over the United States and be willing to
incur costs in pressing the United States to change its posture. In some contexts
this might work, where the leverage is high and costs low. An example would be
with respect to the application of the death penalty to persons whose extradition
is sought by the United States; other states can extract US undertakings at little
cost, and their leverage is complete. But these contexts present the exception.
The European response to the Iraq invasion supplies a counter-example. Even
though some powerful European states considered the US invasion to constitute
a serious breach of international law, their leverage was insufficient to enforce
that position against the United States.
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New causal pathways for international law

More promisingly, liberal IR would also consider the interests of domestic US
groups in particular international regimes as drivers of participation in those
regimes. Liberal theorists can readily explain US adherence to free trade
regimes, given strong US corporate support for them. But liberal IR would con-
sider this support on something approaching a mercantilist basis. In this
approach, US corporations (and other groups supporting free trade) determine
the “preference” of the United States. The source of that preference is assumed
to be indigenous, that is, not impacted by politics beyond the water’s edge. As
Andrew Moravcsik writes, preferences are “causally independent of the strat-
egies of other actors and, therefore, prior to specific interstate political
actions.”11 Liberal IR also gives rise to an aggregated national position in rela-
tion to other nations. The state remains the basic unit of international relations,
this notwithstanding the liberal recognition of disaggregated central government
actors. In liberal IR theory, the state continues to be a box, albeit one that has
become transparent.

Liberal IR theory could be deployed to chart the more complete assimilation
of the United States into international institutions. Almost all international
regimes can now be paired with some domestic US constituency. In the liberal
view, US accession would be expected where that constituency had an interest
sufficiently intense to warrant pursuing participation in an international regime
and domestic political power sufficient to secure that objective. Adoption of the
Kyoto Protocol, on climate change, for example, would be expected at the point
when environmentalists were in a position, through the domestic political
process, to garner the votes and contributions necessary to secure legislative and
executive action. Likewise for human rights agreements, especially those (such
as the conventions on race and gender discrimination) that have self-interested
constituencies who might at some point have sufficient material incentive and
wield sufficient power to secure accession.

But liberal IR theory would seem to miss important additional causal path-
ways that may point to the more complete participation of the United States in
international regimes.12 The incompleteness of the liberal IR account can be
pinned to two core assumptions: (1) that state preferences are generated by
domestic politics insulated from outside forces, and (2) that international rela-
tions solely comprises government-to-government interactions, rather than being
a more polycentric process in which nonstate actors may engage in consequen-
tial norms activity even where states are not engaged.

On both counts, the more theoretically challenging “disaggregation” is taking
place outside of the realm of central governments. No doubt the state is disag-
gregating, in the sense that components of the federal government are now
directly involved in international relations activity. But society is disaggregating
as well, so that it is more difficult to identify groups or corporations (or even
individuals) as discretely “American.” Where corporations and the organs of
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civil society once functioned for the most part within the parameters of particu-
lar states, they now represent partially distinct transnational identities and enjoy
autonomous power. As they dissagregate from the state, these actors can mobi-
lize transnationally to advance international regimes, both by pressuring state
actors and by adopting those regimes into their own practices. In the case of the
United States, disaggregation creates more effective alternatives to targeting a
superpower. Where action against the United States as a whole would in most
cases implicate formidable costs, discrete components may be vulnerable to
transnational mobilization.

Transnational pressure points

The transnationality of social movements and corporations, first of all, changes
the nature of their power and what they represent. Nonstate actors apply lever-
age against governmental decisionmakers. This leverage can be applied directly,
under a standard pressure group model. Political actors respond to organi-
zational power that can command votes, favorable media play, and money. But
transnational dynamics open up indirect channels of influence that enhance
domestic political power, and extend domestic political power to nondomestic
groups. To the extent that Amnesty International or Greenpeace has power
within US political structures, for example, it is not fully measured by the length
of their US membership rosters. Likewise, the influence of the foreign-based
multinationals is not dependent on the size or existence of US subsidiaries.

Because they operate transnationally, these groups can pursue avenues of
influence outside of domestic political structures that will enlarge their powers
within those structures. They will be in a position to enlist other states to
advance their agendas. Constructivists describe a “boomerang” effect in which
domestic social movements work with transnational partners to enlist other
states and international organizations to pressure their own governments (human
rights activity in Latin American providing a paradigmatic example).13 The US
elements of these transnational networks can themselves undertake parallel
efforts in foreign and international institutional settings to bolster their domestic
political undertakings. A US-based group such as Human Rights Watch
will work to enlist other states as part of efforts to influence US human rights
practices.

In pressuring the United States, that strategy will make a difference, at least
at the margins. Where US action depends on some level or form of multilateral
support, and that support is politically controversial in other states, transnational
NGO activity can tip the balance. One might suppose, for instance, that the
United Kingdom would not support application beyond Iraq of the Bush admin-
istration’s preemption doctrine, that British nonsupport was generated in part by
transnational activists (including American ones), and that the United States
would not proceed with additional military incursions without British participa-
tion. Insofar as US elements in the transnational political coalition contributed to
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British decisionmaking, those elements secured through transnational channels
what they could not secure through ordinary domestic ones.

More subversive of both constructivist and liberal IR models are efforts by
transnational social movements to advance international law-related agendas by
pressuring corporate actors, on the expectation that they will in turn work to
secure appropriate governmental action. In this diagram, NGOs mobilize (or
threaten to mobilize) the buying power of sympathetic consumers. Target com-
panies may sometimes be singled out because of their identification with a
particular country whose conduct the NGO seeks to change, entangling them, in
effect, as innocent bystanders. The boycott of Beaujolais wine in the face of
French nuclear tests during the 1990s presents an example.14 Another example –
action directed at US companies having no direct connection to global warming
because of the US refusal to accept Kyoto.15 In other cases, the target is impli-
cated in the policy whose modification is sought. The continuing boycott cam-
paign against ExxonMobil relating to climate change fits into this category.
ExxonMobil has been singled out both because of the impact of its own corpor-
ate policies on climate change (it, unlike Beaujolais wine, is part of the problem)
and because of its leverage in Washington. If ExxonMobil faces significant lost
profits as a result of US nonparticipation in Kyoto,16 it could be expected to
desist from its support of the Bush administration’s refusal to pursue ratification
of Kyoto. The campaign against ExxonMobil may have spurred other major oil
companies to come out in favor of the protocol.

In the face of economic globalization, this channel for securing governmental
action should become more effective. Where transnational corporations are the
target, this mechanism politically empowers nonstate actors (individuals and
organizations) outside of the United States, typically in partnership with US
cohorts. A consumer exercising choice at European pumps will be casting a sort
of virtual vote in Washington. In the wake of successful consumer campaigns,
moreover, transnational activist groups wield power without resort to boycotts,
actual or threatened; they have secured what appear to be permanent seats at the
table. Coupled with direct use of domestic political channels, these entry points
open up new opportunities for actors seeking to advance US participation in
international institutions and compliance with international norms. If US com-
panies face lost business as a result of the Bush administration’s unilateralist ori-
entation, as they fear they will, they will work to change it. This offers a more
viable channel for applying pressure than has prevailed at the state-to-state level,
where the costs of discipline will be high. Nongeopolitical channels will present
lower thresholds. The strategy is divide and conquer, both enabled and gener-
ated by the disaggregating tendencies of globalization.

Nonstate norm regimes

Equally significant is activism, whose objective is to change the behavior
of corporate or other nonstate entities without securing the modification of
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governmental policy. This strategy is increasingly being deployed in the many
contexts in which corporate or other nongovernmental conduct is the source of a
perceived harm. The emergence of social responsibility and refined “voluntary”
codes of conduct evidence this trend toward advancing agendas outside of
public institutions.17 Much of this activity has been occurring in the context of
transnational corporate conduct, and much of it has clear salience to inter-
national norms. Prominent examples are found with respect to worker rights and
carbon emissions. With respect to worker rights, competing codes of conduct
have emerged to set and monitor standards on such issues as child labor,
minimum wages, and other working conditions.18 These codes have significant
coverage among major manufacturers as well as important licensers, especially
among universities. On emissions standards, environmental groups are securing
commitments from some major energy corporations, including giants Shell and
British Petroleum, to reduce their emissions of greenhouse gases.19

Insofar as these initiatives succeed in changing target entity behavior, they
diminish the importance of multilateral governmental action. Success is contin-
gent on coverage and effective monitoring (neither of which are seamless in any
regulatory scheme, public or private). Coverage is facilitated by competitive
incentives within industries and the risk of being stung by NGO “naming and
shaming” boycott campaigns, launched on a transnational basis.20 Though initial
subscriptions to conduct codes may be hard won for so long as a particular
industry shows a united front, one finds, as more entities within the targeted
community sign on, the nonstate equivalent of a “norm cascade” or “tipping
point” after which participation is voluntary in name only.21 The establishment
of conduct regimes advances international regimes even in the absence of state
participation. Every additional manufacturer signed on to a worker rights code
of conduct represents an incremental gain for international worker rights. If all
major energy producers were to reduce their greenhouse gas emissions, that
might represent a significant step toward accomplishment of the reduction set by
Kyoto, whether or not the protocol were to come into force. In other contexts,
direct action against other private actors could obviate altogether the need for
US governmental participation. International relations theorists could not
process this result insofar as they all aggregate the state for purposes of com-
pliance. An aggregated approach may produce the conclusion that the “United
States” is not participating in an international regime when in fact much (or even
all) of what constitutes the United States has signed on.22

Once major corporations are implicated in codes of conduct and similar
regimes, however, they have an incentive to press for their adoption as law.
Corporate actors seek certainty, even if certainty means entrenching norms that
are costly over the short term, and public law regimes promise greater certainty
than do private ones. To the extent that codes of conduct are pressed more
effectively on large, multinational manufacturers than on others, the lack of uni-
versality gives rise to competitive disadvantages. Those disadvantages can be
corrected by universalizing norms generated in the private scheme. The result
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will be corporate pressure for legalization. In the US context, this may mean
pressing the US government to accede to relevant international regimes. This
was an important element in US acceptance of international accords limiting the
use of chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs).23 DeBeers was a crucial advocate of the
Kimberley Process and related US legislation to address the problem of African
blood diamonds. The CFC model could be repeated with respect to the Kyoto
accords in the context of greenhouse gases. To the extent that major energy con-
cerns are being held to Kyoto-like requirements as a result of activist pressure at
the same time their smaller counterparts slip under the radar screen, they can be
expected to advocate US support for the multilateral regime. In the meantime,
the success of social responsibility campaigns dilutes the significance of current
US intransigence.

Unlike constructivist models and their equivalents in the legal scholarship,
this descriptive analysis works from rational actor premises. Unlike liberal IR
theory, it allows for the transnational determination of “domestic” interests. The
analysis is not meant to dismiss the consequentiality of ideas, which at some
level (not always primary) invariably figure in the success of efforts to secure
adoption of an international regime. But in confronting the massive power of the
United States, it is important to pose an interest-based scenario for the more
complete integration of the United States into international legal institutions.
The plausibility of such integration is enhanced by the recognition of trans-
national in addition to intergovernmental and domestic politic determinants.

Disaggregate and conquer

The importance of causal pathways involving private actors is coupled with the
emergence of newly paved or widened pathways among governmental ones.
These include state and local governments, the courts, Congress, and executive
agencies outside of the traditional foreign policy apparatus. These governmental
entry points can be visited through both domestic and international channels.
This disaggregation of governmental entities facilitates the incorporation of
international law into US practice, by lowering the pressure thresholds for insti-
tutional action and exploiting the institutional self-interest of disaggregated enti-
ties to participate in or conform with international regimes.

Liberal IR acknowledges – indeed it has foregrounded – the role of disaggre-
gated components of central governments.24 This work has been of breakthrough
magnitude in describing the actual conduct of international relations and posing
a rich set of normative questions. On the theoretical side, it further undermines
realist conceptions of unitary state actors. It is less clear how disaggregation fits
into liberal conceptions of international relations. Liberal IR theorists stress
the representative nature of disaggregated governmental entities, working from
the premise that political preferences within putative domestic society are prior.
In effect, if liberal theory generally poses “the state as agent,” it appears to
process disaggregated activity as “the agent of the state as agent.”25 The liberal
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transnationalist analysis that follows, by contrast, highlights the transnational
determination of disaggregated governmental interests, that is, how they are
affected by forces that do not come under the umbrella of “domestic society.” The
explanatory distinction may promise the facilitation of US submission to inter-
national regimes on a more accelerated basis than other theories would predict.

Subnational actors

First of all, IR theorists appear almost completely to ignore the salience of sub-
state actors to international relations and the incorporation of international law,
perhaps because their role is subversive of IR’s continued privileging of the
state. But subfederal jurisdictions in the United States now face weighty, dis-
crete interests on the global stage, interests that create leverage for international
actors. The leverage may be exercised to advance international regimes. As I
have written elsewhere, noncompliance with entrenched international law norms
may result in lost economic opportunities for subnational units, crucial to eco-
nomic prosperity in a globalized economy.26 Local jurisdictions in the United
States are relatively substitutable. International actors can target resources away
from jurisdictions thought to stand in violation of international norms. The
approach increases leverage insofar as it can exploit interstate competition in a
dynamic resembling consumer and shareholder action against corporations.
(Indeed, it may include action against corporations that are identified with a
particular state, by way of securing a change in state practices.) Where it would
be difficult to sanction the United States as a whole for noncompliance with an
international law standard, it might be possible to single out particular subna-
tional jurisdictions.

As with action against private actors, where subnational governmental
conduct is the ultimate object of a standard of conduct, securing action at that
level will diminish the significance of nonparticipation at the national level. If,
for example, all states of the United States are persuaded to modify death
penalty practices (over which they command almost complete responsibility) to
comport with international standards, then it makes less difference whether such
persuasion succeeds in federal institutions.

Congress

Congress, executive branch agencies, and the courts also present discrete entry
points for international regimes. At the federal level, disaggregation creates
fewer competitive pressures, at least not on anything less than a national scale. It
is more costly to exercise economic leverage against the United States as a
whole than against territorial subunits or corporate elements. But transnational
forces may nonetheless prove increasingly influential with component parts of
the federal government, resulting in more effectively applied pressures toward
participation in international regimes.
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Congress remains most resistant to these forces. Its default position continues
to be one of nonparticipation. Congress has historically stood at the center of
American exceptionalism, and it will likely suffer exceptionalist tendencies into
the future. But it can be moved from these tendencies through the standard chan-
nels of legislative influence (money and votes), as in the international economic
law context. Much of this influence will be undertaken on behalf of indentifiably
domestic interests, including US citizens and corporations, thus appearing to fit
neatly within the liberal IR paradigm. But even these channels are no longer
cleanly “American.” All publicly traded corporations will now include foreign
shareholders, and many will include other significant non-US stakeholders.
Many US citizens hold additional citizenships in other states.27 And these ele-
ments, even if dominantly American, can be the agents of transnational influ-
ence, as where US corporations face the sort of transnational consumer pressure
described above.

More clearly outside the “domestic” box are campaign contributions by resi-
dent aliens and the wholly owned US subsidiaries of foreign corporations.
Foreign corporations are independently active lobbyists on the Hill, where they
can exercise influence by delivering information if not dollars. This activity will
tend to support participation in international regimes, insofar as such regimes
benefit foreign entities in the US and global context. Progress may lag in con-
texts lacking corporate advocates. It will be especially difficult to budge Con-
gress on meaningful participation in human rights regimes, on which the most
intense contemporary manifestations of modern American exceptionalism have
focused, from the Bricker Amendment episode forward. As liberal IR theorists
have highlighted, the structure of Congress creates minority veto opportunities,
and those opportunities will continue to be exercised in the international human
rights context. To the extent that domestic interests mobilize in support of par-
ticipation, one could expect an evolution in practice towards participation. The
change would be accelerated if US corporate interests began to face related
transnational activist pressure, along the lines of the “innocent bystander” model
sketched above. Action broadly equating US corporate activity with US nonpar-
ticipation in human rights regimes remains a long way over the horizon. But one
can construct scenarios in which Congress becomes more institutionally
amenable to pressure to participate in international human rights and other
noneconomic international regimes.

Executive branch agencies

Closer to the core of disaggregation theory, executive branch agencies beyond
the traditional foreign policy apparatus now have institutional incentives to
incorporate international legal regimes. Though this incorporation is largely out
of the public eye, it points to the globalization of regulatory activity. The emerg-
ing transnational government networks are at the leading edge of disaggregation.
The US nodes of these networks constitute another discrete entry point for
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international law. Here, too, there are transnational determinants of institutional
interests that should point to increased US participation in international regimes
over the long run. Although agencies cannot be directly plied with contributions,
foreign entities can supply them with information. Especially where coordinated
with US-based entities, these deliverables can affect outcomes.28 Regulatory
constituencies are likely to be transnational, even if they are not organized as
such. For instance, the US Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) now
protects a significant number of foreign shareholders in US-based corporations.
Insofar as SEC regulatory effectiveness is contingent on global harmonization,
one could expect that transnational constituency to press both US and foreign
regulators to undertake regulatory coordination. That the resulting regime is
largely (though not completely) of the SEC’s devise does not render it
representative only of US interests. The transnational constituencies will press
for the adoption of transnational regulatory regimes.

The regulators will have a strong independent interest in coordinated action,
insofar as in an increasing number of regulatory spaces, regulation will be inef-
fective if undertaken on a domestic territorial basis only. Together, these forces
should lead component elements of the federal executive branch to buy into
transnational regimes. Although a US regulator will often be the most powerful
player in a transgovernmental network, even where dominant the process of
coordination will involve compromises. As adopted by the United States, then,
the harmonized regime – whatever the vehicle, a form of international law – will
constitute an incorporation of international law standards. As disaggregated
from the central organs of foreign policy, agencies pose another entry point for
international law.

The judiciary

Even though they are not directly subject to interest-based politics, federal judges
and the courts are also developing institutional interests that point toward greater
orientation to international law standards. In the context of life tenure, judges
may be more focused on reputational standing. As domestic courts come increas-
ingly to identify themselves as part of a global community of courts,29 this inter-
est should open up the courts as an additional entry point for international law.

Federal judges may now define their peer group to include foreign and inter-
national jurists, as a result of increasingly structured contacts with those counter-
parts. This identification gives US judges an incentive to act in a way that will
enhance their reputation with those groups. The incentive can play out at the
level of individual contact; judges will naturally want to garner respect rather
than opprobrium when they find themselves, on a repeat basis, interacting with
non-US judges. To the extent that judging involves dialogue among courts –
with citation frequencies as a measurement of both individual and institutional
reputation30 – federal judges may come increasingly to value the attention of
foreign and international tribunals.
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On both counts, the interests of federal judges will be served by the deploy-
ment of international law norms. Recognition is, first of all, a two-way street,
especially among those who are not assigned a formal hierarchical relationship.
Foreign and international tribunals are more likely to take notice of US judicial
decisions to the extent US judges take notice of them. Second, US jurists have
lagged in their comfort with and use of comparative and international law
sources relative to their non-US counterparts. In the context of twentieth-century
America, that was never a problem; indeed, it may have been a badge. Today,
US judges may be more responsive to the harsh critiques launched by global
jurists highlighting the failure of US courts to take account of international
law.31

This amenability to international law sources is being reinforced among
domestic audiences. Litigants are coming increasingly to bring international law
sources before US courts; gone are the days when resort was made to inter-
national legal authority only when none was to be had among domestic sources.
Leading US legal academics, including some who would identify themselves as
constitutional rather than international law scholars (another group with which
many judges will seek to build reputational capital), are asserting the salience of
international and foreign law to the task of judging domestically.32 Federal
judges now enjoy significant backup support as they begin to shed their blinders.
But that support is itself far from indigenous, as it will have been transnationally
generated. Litigants and law professors are themselves increasingly situated in
transnational spaces and are being buffeted by transnational forces.

Long emerging, these influences are showing results in US judicial decision-
making. Opinions in three important recent Supreme Court decisions have
adverted to international norms. The majority in Atkins v. Virginia noted the
near-global consensus against executing the mentally retarded.33 In Lawrence v.
Texas, the Court highlighted decisions of the European Court of Human Rights
and other nations on the way to striking down a state measure criminalizing
homosexual sodomy.34 And perhaps most dramatically, with respect to the exe-
cution of juvenile offenders the decision in Roper v. Simmons dwelled at length
on the near universal international prohibition on the practice.35 One might
expect to see a growing number of cases in which majority opinions from the
Court cite international law sources as support. Such deployment of inter-
national and foreign law may continue to draw ferocious dissents36 and other
opposition.37 The possibility of provoking anti-internationalist elements in Con-
gress, which would have some capacity to fight the practice, will likely find the
Court treading lightly for now. But the trend toward the judicial incorporation of
international norms is unlikely to be reversed.

As the state is disaggregated and made permeable to discrete international
activity, these actors beyond the foreign policy organs of the central government
will render the United States vulnerable to the imposition of international norms.
As permeability broadens, actors whose interests will be served through inter-
national norms will be afforded multiple strategic opportunities denied them in
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the era of highly channeled state-to-state relations. The United States is no
longer a monolith for purposes of international law and relations; it is now,
rather, an arena in which global forces can play at the game of transnational
politics and rational institutional action.

That is not to say that traditional, aggregated models of state action all reject
the possibility of more complete US participation in international regimes.
Long-established models of international relations working from standard statist
geopolitical premises, focusing on the White House and traditional foreign
policy agencies, including the Departments of State, Defense, and Treasury, still
apply on a nonexclusive basis, and there are an increasing number of contexts in
which they implicate international law. To the extent that other states press an
international law agenda on the United States, the traditional foreign policy
apparatus may have cause to accept international legal regimes that it would
otherwise reject. Assuming rational decisionmaking, it all depends on what is on
the table; if the cost of the action threatened by the other state outweighs the
benefit of nonparticipation in the regime, then one would expect a change in the
US posture toward the regime.

Such discipline has been difficult to apply, because the United States looms
so powerful and because other states have been unwilling to expend significant
resources to back international law where it does not promise direct payoffs. But
some examples may loom over the horizon. In the post-September 11, 2001,
context, for example, European states have been turning up the heat on the
indefinite Guantanamo detentions, secret detention facilities elsewhere, and
interrogation techniques in such a way as to secure action consistent with their
view of applicable human rights standards. Left to its own devices, the United
States would likely continue these elements of its antiterrorism strategy, which
have generated growing opposition among other states. European states may
threaten to withhold important cooperation along other fronts in the war on ter-
rorism if the practices persist. That could tip the balance against the offending
policies, and find even this Administration, so rhetorically hostile to inter-
national law, relenting to its power on the ground.38

Conclusion

Existing models of international law and international relations are ill equipped
to project the more complete assimilation of the United States into international
norm regimes. On the one hand, norm-driven theories fail to explain how inter-
national actors will overcome entrenched US resistance to international lawmak-
ing. The United States does not require the approbation of other states by way of
maintaining a sense of national legitimacy. On the other hand, rationalist theo-
ries systematically underestimate the incentives that the United States may have
for buying into international regimes. By segregating interests and actors along
national lines, these models miss transnational accelerants of international
norms. The interests of the full spectrum of US actors – disaggregated govern-
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mental and private entities – are increasingly determined in transnational polit-
ical spaces. Transnationality affords nondomestic actors enhanced leverage in
pressing US participation in international regimes. The model suggested in this
chapter explains how the United States could be more fully drawn into inter-
national law as a matter of rational institutional action.
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NEW DIRECTIONS, NEW
COLLABORATIONS FOR

INTERNATIONAL LAW AND
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS

Martha Finnemore

Introduction

The time is ripe for new thinking about collaboration between international law
(IL) and international relations (IR). Intellectually, both disciplines have opened
themselves to new perspectives and new ways of thinking in recent years. State-
centric understandings of international order, on which both IR and IL were
built, are being questioned now by scholars in both fields. Interest in the role of
nonstate actors, in international organizations, substate actors, and transnational
advocacy groups, has permeated both fields. Both fields, too, have become inter-
ested in “international regimes” and the array of logics by which rules can
channel self-seeking behavior into more cooperative paths.1 In IR this move has
been supplemented by a renewed interest in the power of ideas to transform
politics. Constructivists in IR have spent the past 15 years demonstrating and
analyzing the ways in which shared ideas and social norms, legal and otherwise,
construct new actors in the world (like “human rights monitors”) and construct
new interests or shared tasks (for example, “promoting good governance” or
“participatory development”). As IR became more attuned to the power of inter-
national norms and rules, collaboration with international law became newly
attractive and important.

Real-world political changes have reinforced, perhaps even caused, these
intellectual shifts. The end of the Cold War and accelerating globalization have
created new types of social, economic, and security challenges. The disappear-
ance of bipolarity and its superpower police who could and would keep some
kind of order in far-flung corners of the globe means that places that previously
enjoyed (or suffered) superpower attention, like Somalia, Congo, and Cambodia,
are now left to local elites who often lack the capacity to govern. Indeed, the
erosion of national capacity in many parts of the world has become central to
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many contemporary security challenges. States that are juridically sovereign –
recognized by others and by international law – often are not empirically sover-
eign in the sense of being able to exercise control on the ground. This lack of
local capacity has exacerbated many of the challenges presented by ever-
expanding globalization. Small arms trafficking, terrorism, and internally dis-
placed persons (IDPs) are not new security problems, but they were previously
overshadowed by Cold War threats of mass annihilation. With the Cold War
over, the pace of transnational flows of people and goods increasing, and state
capacity to manage these flows declining, these problems are newly important
and increasingly worrisome.

As problems like these rise to the top of the security agenda, our old state-
centric toolkits provide little intellectual help in understanding them. As the
cases discussed in the volume make clear, these are not only, or even primarily,
state-to-state problems that can be resolved by decisions of national govern-
ments. These are complex problems involving myriad substate, transnational,
and supranational actors. Governments often lack technical capacity, political
authority, and legal instruments to deal with them. Scholars, lacking intellectual
tools, are not providing as much help as they should and probably could.

Participants in this project are united by a belief that successful approaches to
many contemporary problems require both political knowledge and legal tools.
As we have explored both the theoretical possibilities and the practical issues
involved in this marriage, at least three themes have surfaced repeatedly. First,
participants share an interest in the dynamics of international law and politics;
they seek understandings of change, not static legal application or political equi-
librium, which are prevalent concerns in the home disciplines of IR and IL
scholars. Second, they are also deeply interested in the social context of both
law and political action, and the effects of context on potential solutions. Norms
and rules work differently, sometimes perversely, in different contexts, and con-
versely, different contexts give rise to different norms. We wanted a better
understanding of this variation. Finally, participants are consistently engaged
with the role of nonstate actors not only in creating policy challenges but also in
solving them using legal tools.

In this chapter I examine these three themes and draw from them some
lessons suggested by the project. This volume amply demonstrates shared policy
interests among practioners and scholars in both IR and IL. Here, I will argue
that there are also important theoretical synergies between the two academic dis-
ciplines as well – synergies that offer opportunities to scholars in both fields that
have not yet been exploited.
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Grounds for collaboration: shared interests and where
they might lead

Dynamics of law and politics

Addressing the policy challenges examined in this volume requires changes – in
law, norms, and political agendas. Practitioners made this abundantly clear in
our project meetings and in their papers. All their efforts are directed toward
change. Francis Deng has spent more than a decade working to develop new
international norms, rules, and practices that will improve the situation of inter-
nally displaced people. Activists strategize hard about ways to change norms
and rules to limit the flow of small arms, and continue to struggle for improved
international criminal accountability. Understanding what these practioners do
and how their efforts succeed or fail should be central for IR and IL as academic
disciplines, but in fact has not been so.

Much of the dominant intellectual apparatus in IL and IR fails to provide
good understandings of when change will occur, how, or why. In IR this is
particularly clear. The structural or “neo” theories (neoliberalism, neorealism)
that have dominated IR for several decades are built around equilibrium, not
change.2 They draw explicitly and extensively on microeconomics for their
intellectual architecture and use formal models (equilibrium models) to analyze
political interaction (e.g. Prisoners’ Dilemma games). Philosophically, political
realism is very much a theory about continuity, not change. It explains why the
strong do what they can and the weak suffer what they must across the ages,
underscoring similarities between the fifth-century Greek city-state and
contemporary politics rather than placing change at the center of analysis.

With the development of constructivist theory and the elaboration of (or
sometimes resurrection of) non-“neo” variants of liberalism, IR now has more
and better equipment for thinking about processes of change. It is no accident
that Peter Spiro finds these strands of IR theory most useful in exploring the
dynamic forces pushing the United States toward greater involvement with inter-
national law.3 Spiro is modest, however, in the demands he places on these argu-
ments, and leaves unexplored some of the deeper forces for change embedded in
both strands of theorizing. Harnessing some of these strains of theory could lead
to a very rich shared research agenda on the dynamics of law and politics among
IL and IR scholars.

Constructivist and liberal theories are much broader and deeper than simple
recognition of nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) and pluralist dynamics of
domestic interest groups emphasized by Spiro. Important strands of construc-
tivist theory talk not just about NGOs and norms, but also about identities – of
states, of individuals, of groups. How people come to understand their identities
and how identities shift, matter hugely to compliance and the spread of rule-of-
law internationally. For example, creating “rule-of-law states” and spreading
that identity is a major enterprise of many of the world’s most powerful actors,
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states, and international organizations alike. Much of the effort to help the
former Soviet-bloc states make successful transitions to join the West has
involved explicit effort to establish rule of law as the West understands it, in
the politics and economy of these places. State-building programs in failed
states and postconflict states similarly emphasize instilling respect for rule of
law as a cornerstone of their new identity. Defining identities – for example,
“Europe” and a “European state” and what it means to be “European” – logi-
cally precedes that applicability of a great many norms, since the very dense
network of European norms would not have claims in places that do not think
of themselves as European. Defining identities has also been a major inter-
national project outside Europe.4 More relevant to Spiro, a very strong and dis-
tinctive American identity has been argued to be central to US foreign policy
decisionmaking, including its relation to law.5 Identity logically must precede
the cost–benefit analysis Spiro emphasizes, since it is only by knowing “who
we are” that we can decide what we want, what is good for us, and what pol-
icies we should pursue in law or any other domain. Change in identities is thus
a crucial theoretical component of political and legal change. Research on how
identities change – on how states rethink their own place in the world and how
they attempt to persuade others to do the same – would seem to be a clear
shared interest for IR and IL scholars.

Other strands of constructivist theory push the ideational argument further. In
sociology, scholars calling themselves “institutionalists” focus not on NGOs,
activists, or identities, but on a broad and powerful world culture that shapes
contemporary politics in all dimensions.6 Nongovernmental organizations, inter-
governmental organizations, and even states, in this argument, are accretions of
this world culture as much as constructors of it, and treating these actors as free
agents, operating independently of the powerful global culture that generates
and enables them, misses much of the causal story in this view.7 The entire
legalized, bureaucratized, marketized character of all contemporary world poli-
tics is an artifact of the larger (now global) culture in which it resides – a culture
one might call “modern” or perhaps “developed.” We do not see this culture pre-
cisely because it is our culture; it thus seems natural to us and we take it for
granted. But states, markets, and bureaucracies (including intergovernmental
and nongovernmental organizations) are distinct cultural forms, particular to a
specific historical moment – our own.

These arguments predict growing homogenization of law and political
organization as Western global culture spreads. They predict the adoption of
similar “modern” legal and bureaucratic forms, even in places where such forms
are ill suited and may produce perverse outcomes. Thus they predict the dissem-
ination of Western-style markets and democracy even in places that lack the
underlying local traditions and cultural norms to support such transplants. Soci-
ologists working in this vein have already extensively researched the spread of
various Western “rights” (human, women’s, children’s), the elaboration of
national constitutions, and characteristics of citizenship, marshaling evidence
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that spreading global culture increases isomorphism in rules, law, and organi-
zational forms.8 This group of scholars would fully agree with Spiro’s prediction
that the United States must eventually embrace international law, but would
argue this is a cultural phenomenon, not an artifact of rational choice among
costs and benefits.9 Understanding the role of a global world culture in changing
the law and politics of the non-Western world would again seem to be a shared
topic of interest for both IR and IL.

Liberal arguments are similarly broad and deep as explanations for change.10

They often emphasize not the cost–benefit calculations of domestic interest
groups (as Andrew Moravcsik and Peter Spiro do), but adherence to and promo-
tion of liberal values. The liberal canon, after all, includes much more than
simple Benthamite utilitarianism. Individuals may indeed make their choices by
weighing costs and benefits, but this hardly exhausts the possibilities for human
action. The “habits of the heart” so crucial to Tocqueville’s understanding of
American democracy rely on mechanisms distinct from cost–benefit analysis
and rational choice. They rely on education, not in the sense of transferring
information, but in the sense of deep persuasion and shaping of worldviews.
They also rely on emotion, something many of our activist practioners under-
stand very well.11 Instilling devotion to liberal values of human equality and tol-
eration requires manipulation of emotion as much as reason, and activists’ use of
testimony and their personalizing of human rights abuses or atrocities are
designed specifically to appeal to hearts as well as heads.12

This line of argument has obvious synergies with constructivist arguments
about identity and identity construction. Becoming “democratic” or “European”
has an affective component. Certainly many people believe they will be better
off materially by joining the European Union and the Western “club” of demo-
cracies, but lasting change requires internalization of these values in a deeper
sense, one that involves redefinition of who we are and what we value. In more
contemporary debates, Fareed Zakaria’s well-known arguments about the perils
of “illiberal democracy,” for example, emphasize that creating liberalism is a
matter of instilling liberal values (toleration, love of liberty, respect for human
dignity and autonomy), which is not obviously or primarily achieved by leaving
people to make cost–benefit calculations.13

Beyond formalism and structure: the importance of social context

Another recurrent theme in our project has been the importance of social context
to the way law and politics do their work in the world. Scholars in this project
share an interest in looking beyond formal legal rules and formal organizations
to understand the dynamics they see. Indeed, we chose the cases we did in part
because formal rules and norms did not exist, were not commanding com-
pliance, or were not producing effective governance in these areas. In all of
these cases, law is being contested or created by people working outside govern-
ment and formal legal structures. These actors sometimes work by trying to
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persuade others inside formal structures – government officials, staff of inter-
national organizations or tribunals – to change the way they do business, but
activists also look for leverage by appealing to publics. Mobilizing social senti-
ment behind an issue can be a very effective way of creating change.

Social context is a crucial bridge between IL and IR for three reasons. First, it
speaks to a shared interest in legitimacy and authority. Sources of legitimacy
and authority are crucial to the workings of both politics and law, but are inade-
quately theorized in both fields, as noted in the introduction to this volume. IR
theorists have thought a great deal about power but much less about authority.
Authority is different from power. It is a social construction and requires some
recognition, if not acquiescence, from those over whom it is exercised. Power
may be seized or taken regardless of the opinions of others, but an actor is only
authoritative if others recognize her or him as such. In that sense, authority is a
particular type of legitimated power.14 Whether organizations or formal laws are
authoritative and command deference thus depends only partly on the formal
structure or content of the law or organization in question. It depends equally on
the audience, on the group over whom authority is being claimed. Their recogni-
tion is essential to authority’s existence and influence. Shifting our focus to con-
sider the social context of law as well as its form and content helps us better
understand compliance with international law and norms, and the various pres-
sures to change them.

Second, and related, social context strongly shapes senses of obligation and
compliance with new and changing norms. A central issue for both IR and IL
concerns what generates a sense of obligation to follow new law, rules, and
norms. Scholars in both IR and IL have long understood that formal rules or
contractual agreements are unreliable at best as generators of a sense of obliga-
tion or guarantors of compliance in the international realm. The history of law
and politics is littered with optimistic attempts to legislate behavior that have
little success. Effective law generates a sense of obligation, not just in a formal
sense but also in a felt sense. Thomas Franck has famously discussed the “com-
pliance pull” of law, but the social science underlying this or any other sense of
felt obligation has remained poorly theorized.15 Many of the practioners in our
project are precisely in the business of generating this kind of obligation,
however. Particularly for new or emergent normative claims where few “hard”
law obligations exist, activists seek to generate this kind of felt obligation as a
means of promoting “harder” legal obligations in the future. The campaign to
ban antipersonnel landmines had very effective and conscious strategies for gen-
erating emotional responses to these devices. Campaigners worked hard to
frame the issue not as one of arms control, but as a human rights issue, high-
lighting the human cost to innocent civilians, especially children, of these
mines.16 Similarly, the small arms campaign was very much conscious of these
strategies in its work. Emotional appeals have been called into service on behalf
of IDPs as well.17 People make decisions for many reasons besides utilitarian
cost–benefit calculations; conversely, many nonutilitarian components make up
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most people’s preference structure of “benefits” and “costs.” What constitutes a
cost or benefit or appropriate action depends very much on social context. Much
of the work of activists and “norm entrepreneurs” aims at changing social
context – reframing issues, personalizing policy problems, creating identification
with victims – in ways that will generate senses of obligation and compliance
with the new norm.

Third, attention to social context helps us better understand much of the vari-
ation we see in both the effects of law and its dynamics. The goal of most inter-
national law and formal international organizations is to create general rules – to
govern small arms, IDPs, human rights violations. General rules play out differ-
ently, though, in different social contexts. It is common to find that laws and
organizational forms developed for economies and societies in the West do not
work the same way when transplanted elsewhere. Western democracy is cer-
tainly complicated to transplant, as the extensive literature on democratization
makes abundantly clear. However, social context helps explain other kinds of
variation as well. For example, it helps us explain why some attempts to gener-
ate or change law and norms work when others fail. The success of the land-
mines ban loomed large over the small arms activists in our case study.18 Why
did the former succeed when the latter are having so much difficulty? One could
say that particularities of the issue mattered. Unlike landmines, small arms have
a variety of legitimate nonmilitary uses in most countries, ranging from police
enforcement in virtually all states, to hunting and personal protection in a more
limited number of states. This “dual-use” character, however, is not a physical
property of the weapons themselves. It is a function of social context. Different
societies understand legitimate uses of small arms differently, and support or
oppose efforts to regulate them accordingly.19

More careful attention to social context is thus essential to shared concerns of
IR and IL. Context is intimately connected with both the authority of laws, rules,
and norms as well as their “compliance pull.” Variations in context consequently
may tell us a great deal about why general or universal laws and norms create
such varied effects around the world and over time. A better theorization of the
ways in which context shapes authority and obligation would seem another
promising shared avenue for research.

Unpacking assumptions: nonstate actors and national capabilities

Underlying much of the inadequacy of IL and IR to grapple with contemporary
policy challenges is the widening gulf between actual political practice and the
assumptions on which these bodies of knowledge rest. The state has been the cor-
nerstone of intellectual architecture in both IL and IR. Both academic disciplines
assume, implicitly or explicitly, that states are the source of international prob-
lems, that solutions depend primarily on state action, or both. The cases examined
in this volume call these assumptions into question. States are not the source of
many of the problems investigated here, nor can they provide effective solutions.
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Two issues, in particular, have been highlighted here. First, many contempor-
ary problems involve actors besides states in pivotal roles. As the introduction to
this volume points out, other actors are increasingly prominent in determining
political and legal outcomes. NGOs, substate groups, and international organi-
zations have all become increasingly influential in determining policy and out-
comes in many issue areas. Practioners have become increasingly creative in
mobilizing nonstate, substate, transnational actors to pursue their goals in ways
not easily accounted for by state-centric notions of law or politics. Understand-
ing why states, themselves, define their interests and act as they do has become
increasingly difficult without attention to these other types of actors. NGOs,
activists, and other nonstate entities often penetrate states, shaping the kinds of
policies that are crafted at the substate level. While states remain crucial, we
need better theoretical tools for understanding and prescribing action for these
other types of actors. Second, the capacity of states, particularly weak states, to
exert the practical control assumed by dominant approaches to IR and IL, is
limited in a great many parts of the world. Even assuming that states agree on
some policy, successful application of international law and political instruments
is often frustrated by the inability of states to deliver on their commitments and
meet their responsibilities. Capacity is not simply a developing-world problem,
however. Difficulties in thwarting transnational terrorism have challenged the
most powerful states, as have narcotrafficking and other transnational issues not
examined here.

Reimagining law and politics in ways that accommodate diverse actors and
processes has been a central concern throughout this project. Some theorizing of
this type already exists, and appears in a variety of the chapters here. For
example, the constructivist work on the mechanisms or processes by which
NGOs and activists achieve their goals has been widely influential in both IR
and IL, and is cited by several contributors.20 In this volume, Francis Deng,
Fiona Adamson, Peter Spiro, and Harold Koh’s contributions draw on this line
of theory. Anne-Marie Slaughter’s more liberal arguments elsewhere about
“transgovernmentalism” take a different tack. They specify mechanisms by
which substate functional units (justice ministries, intelligence agencies, antinar-
cotics units) may coordinate and regulate transnationally through processes dis-
tinct from the apex-level state-to-state interaction envisioned by traditional
notions of interstate agreement.21

Theorizing a role for nonstate actors raises important conceptual problems in
IR and IL, however. For IR scholars, it raises questions about both ontology and
logics of action. Ontologically, the standard “neo” theories (neorealism, neolib-
eralism) are theories of states and state action. We live in a world of states,
according to these theories, and all of the other bits of furniture in the inter-
national system – international law, international tribunals, international organi-
zations – are understood as epiphenomena of state action. There is no conceptual
basis on which to ascribe agency or autonomy of any kind to nonstate actors.
Thus, saying that “the UN does such and so” is theoretically meaningless, since
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only states have power, capability, and agency in most IR theory. State-centric
theories would tell us, by assumption, that the five permanent members of the
UN Security Council act, not the UN itself; the UN cannot act or behave at all,
by theoretical axiom. For legal scholars, there are related questions about stand-
ing, sources of law, and hierarchies of law. Some of this has come through
clearly here in our explorations of international criminal law and claims about
universal jurisdiction.

Recent work in both IR and IL has also begun to push beyond these ontologi-
cal claims of state-centrism by providing theoretical bases for attention to other
types of actors. Scholars in IR have begun to theorize international organizations
(IOs) in ways that would make them more than simple arenas in which states
interact, as regimes theory posits. In this more recent view, IOs are autonomous
actors with their own interests, capabilities, and agendas for action. They are
authorities in their own right, able to make rules that bind states, individuals,
NGOs, and others.22 Scholars in IL have similarly begun to explore bodies of
law that have more complex sources than just national legislation or interstate
treaty. The emerging field of global administrative law, for example, explores
the expansion of transnational regulation promulgated by transnational regula-
tory bodies, private business organizations, NGOs, international organizations,
and informal groups in a host of functional areas.23 In both lines of theory,
complex policy challenges are being managed and regulated by actors other than
states.

Efforts are also being made in IR to theorize NGOs as actors. Some of this
work uses organization theory to explore the dynamics, incentives, and agendas
of NGO actors. Alexander Cooley and James Ron have used the “new eco-
nomics” literature and drawn on work by Oliver Williams and others to investi-
gate the dynamics of NGO behavior.24 This view treats NGOs as driven by
resource needs and argues that NGO action is explained by the perpetual need to
secure contracts from states and others who fund their work. This approach can
be extremely helpful when analyzing NGOs that provide services. It is less
clearly helpful in explaining many of the activists examined in this volume.
Those NGOs are better treated by the strain of theorizing about NGOs, launched
by Margaret Keck and Kathryn Sikkink, that emphasizes the principled motives
driving NGO action. Intellectually, this line of argument has its roots in social
movement theory, not institutional economics. It sees NGOs as highly strategic,
but with an eye to maximizing impact on their principled agenda rather than
securing resources. Following Sidney Tarrow and others in the social movement
field, these scholars highlight the ways NGOs strategize to “frame” issues in
favorable ways – for example, by reframing landmines as a humanitarian
concern, rather than an arms control problem. NGOs manipulate more than costs
and benefits; they also manipulate emotions and play on identity politics to
achieve their goals.25

Policymaking and lawmaking by nonstate actors raises a host of questions,
however. Among the most pressing of these are normative questions, particu-
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larly questions of accountability. In many ways, NGOs are a positive force for
the kinds of ethical concerns raised by Clarence Dias in this volume. NGOs
often advocate for the “have-nots” – those who have less international law and
fewer legal protections from abuse by the powerful. We have seen this in our
work on international criminal accountability and on IDPs, in particular.
However, mechanisms of accountability for NGOs, themselves, are scarce.
Accountability mechanisms for intergovernmental organizations are also prob-
lematic.26 However, to be normatively defensible, approaches to IL and IR that
recognize nonstate actors as sources of authority must offer some understanding
of the ethical implications of such a move.

Conclusion

Opportunities for cross-disciplinary collaboration have never been more promis-
ing for IL and IR. Not only is there a wealth of pressing policy challenges that
would benefit from a combination of legal and political remedies, but we now
also have more shared intellectual tools than ever before. As both fields expand
their inquiries beyond state action, beyond hard law and formal institutions, the
overlap in our interests grows. The current focus on political and legal change in
both disciplines is welcome as well. Not only does this enrich our theories, but it
also brings us into deeper conversation with the practioners whose work we
study.
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18

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS AND
INTERNATIONAL LAW

From competition to complementarity

Clarence J. Dias

“And ne’er the twain shall meet”

In the world of theory, there are many dichotomies. In the real world, there are
many divisions and divides. In the world of power, all too often, these divisions,
divides, and dichotomies serve to maintain and reinforce existing imbalanced
and skewed power relations between individuals, communities, governments,
and nation-states. In the world of power, it is indeed divide and rule.

A long time ago, Rudyard Kipling asserted, “East is East and West is West
and ne’er the twain shall meet.” In the Cold War era, the term “East” assumed
not so much a geographical, directional meaning, but rather an ideological one.
In today’s single superpower world, the divides are deepening and becoming
ever-more divisive between North and South, East and West, and Haves and
Have Nots. A quote commonly attributed to Philippine national hero Jose Rizal
states, “Those who have less in life should have more in law.” This chapter is
propelled by the belief that those who have less in life should indeed have more
in law, including international law. In order to make this a reality, rather than
mere aspiration, it is necessary to understand the nature of the divide between
the fields of international relations (IR) and international law (IL) and to find
ways of bridging such divides.

The divide between international relations and international law is both
tenuous and tendentious. Without international law, international relations theory
and practice would amount to little more than a constant reaffirmation that might
is right. Without international relations, we would not be able to expose instances
when international law is an instrument of might or to advocate what needs to be
done to reaffirm the principle right not might. Without international relations, our
ability to succeed strategically in developing new international law, founded on
the principle right not might, would be considerably limited.

This Social Science Research Council (SSRC) volume attempts to bridge the
divide between international relations and international law. In this chapter, I
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examine the nature of this divide from the perspective of an international law
practitioner and activist. I look particularly at two areas of international lawmak-
ing covered by the SSRC project (small arms and international terrorism), while
also making a short reference to the other two areas (internally displaced persons
and international criminal accountability). I then put forward several challenges
and crises that, in my view, currently confront international law. I end the
chapter with some suggestions about bridging the divide in an effort to make
international law more relevant and effective in addressing the challenge of pro-
viding more in law for those who have less in life.

A subjective view of the international
relations–international law divide

How do the fields of IR and IL see concepts such as values, norms, the state and
state sovereignty, law and particularly international law, and results? What are
the main theoretical foundations of each of the two fields? Indeed how does each
field view the interrelationship between theory and empiricism?

It is also important to stress that, though we talk of IR and IL as being
“fields,” there are many actors involved in each, and no one set of actors can lay
claim to being the sole/authoritative spokesperson for their field. These actors
include at a minimum: scholars and intellectuals involved in research, conceptu-
alization, and theory construction; practitioners involved in rendering advice and
professional services, negotiation, and representation to clients or beneficiaries,
who in turn are also actors; and activists (social entrepreneurs) conducting advo-
cacy and lobbying around policies and issues.

As the influential realist school has consistently maintained, IR theory is
about states, their interests, and their power. The Cold War marked the domi-
nance of state power, with two superpowers making it clear that they would not
allow the establishment of an effective regime of international norms and law
that significantly constrained state discretion and power to act. The realist school
was dismissive of international law as being inconsequential in a world in which
“rational self-interest and geopolitical capacities, not law, explained the global
dynamic.”1 Realist IR theory is state-centered, embraces state sovereignty as a
central concept, and under-appreciates the power of nonstate actors:

The salience of nonstate actors is recognized, but only to the extent that
that they either exercise political power within domestic structures (liberal
IR theory) or seek to persuade states to adhere to particular norms (con-
structivist IR theory). State action remains the ultimate unit of analysis.2

Realist IR theory, adopting Austinian notions of law and power, did not con-
sider international law to be law at all. In this respect, realist IR theorists shared
common ground with legal theorists from the positivist school and from the
realist school of jurisprudence.
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Since the UN Charter, international law has been in the process of change.
International human rights law, international labor law, and international environ-
mental law place interests of individuals and groups above those of states. A
large body of recent international law seeks to place constraints on the exercise of
state sovereignty, even if such constraints are largely self-imposed by states. The
individual rather than the state is argued to be the prime subject of such inter-
national law. Nonstate actors are recognized as wielding not only influence, but
power as well. In a post-Cold War world, state action alone cannot remain the
ultimate unit of analysis. Laws are implemented not only vertically (by top-down
command of the sovereign), but also often horizontally, among formal equals (as
the concept of sovereign equality of states adopted by the UN Charter indicates).
Of course, as both the realist IR school and the growing critical legal studies
movement emphasize, formal equality does not necessarily translate into equality
on the ground. IR scholars accepted assymetries of power and capacity among
states and the differences in the rights and privileges exercisable by some states
as a result. IL is committed to the preservation of sovereign equality of all states.
For IL, all states have equal rights and duties, even though they may have varying
capacities to enforce such rights or discharge such duties.

In an increasingly globalized and interdependent world, international law is
growing in importance not because of positivist justifications, but because a
large range of activities and actors (transnational corporations, for example) are
creating international consequences and necessitating international regulation
and actions. The number and scope of international legal instruments, the variety
of their nature (e.g. framework conventions, incorporating common but differen-
tiated responsibilities), the attention that states pay to the negotiation, drafting,
and application of such instruments, and the proliferation and prominence of
international regimes and institutions, all point to an enhanced position of inter-
national law in today’s world.3 “After decades on the margins, international law
is becoming a prominent force in virtually every area of domestic law.”4 This is
a challenge that IR needs to address. As the conceptual and reality gap between
IR and IL narrows, there is need for theoretical and practical response from IR,
especially relating to nonstate actors both as a part of problems (e.g. violent non-
state actors) or as a part of possible solutions. International lawmaking processes
have also been evolving, lending themselves to greater IR–IL interaction.

The key to understanding whether nations will obey international law is
transnational legal process: the process by which public and private actors –
namely nation-states, corporations, international organizations, and nongovern-
mental organizations (NGOs) – interact in a variety of forums to make, interpret,
enforce, and ultimately internalize rules of international law.5

The key elements of this approach are interaction, interpretation, and inter-
nalization. For example, those seeking to create or embed human rights prin-
ciples or environmental values into international and domestic law should
promote transnational interactions that generate legal interpretations that can in
turn be internalized into the domestic law of even skeptical nation-states.6
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Applying such an approach to developing a global regulatory solution for any
global problem can comprise five stages:

1 Understanding the nature of the global problem.
2 The creation of NGO and civil society networks to start to build a regime to

address the problem.
3 Developing norms and recruiting committed individuals to promote such

norms.
4 A “horizontal process” that occurs at an intergovernmental level, either for-

mally or at informal state-to-state gatherings.
5 A “vertical process” whereby rules negotiated between governments at the

horizontal level, and interpreted through the interactions of transnational
actors in law-declaring forums, are internalized into the domestic law of
each participating country, through domestic statute, executive practice, or
judicial decision.

This is how international law becomes law that people actually obey: by moving
from knowledge, to networks, to norms, to horizontal process, and to vertical
process.7

Today, the divide between IR and IL is closing. Both fields embrace empiri-
cism and realism in developing concepts and theories, to reduce the gap between
rhetoric and practice (IR) and between the law on the books and the law in prac-
tice (IL). Both IR and IL are moving toward a common understanding of the
definition and significance of norms.

There is broad consensus across the fields of international relations and inter-
national legal studies that a norm represents a shared standard of behavior for a
given set of actors. Along these lines, norms have been variously described as
standards of appropriate behavior, collective expressions of the proper behavior
of given actors, shared (thus social) understandings of standards of behavior,
and prescriptions for action in situations of choice carrying a sense of obligation,
a sense that they ought to be followed.8

Norms spring from numerous sources, including religious, ethical, and cul-
tural beliefs. But they derive fundamentally from “principled ideas” – “beliefs
about right and wrong held by individuals.”9 Today, both IR and IL agree that
norms may be embodied in laws, codes, guidelines, and other similar mechan-
isms, and that the absence of a formal and legally binding requirement (soft law)
does not necessarily imply the absence of a norm. The important question as to
how norms function “is at the heart of the battleground between various schools
of thought within international relations and international legal theory.”10

There are other areas of contention between IR and IL as well. The two disci-
plines are divided by different conceptions of sovereignty. IR views sovereignty
as a prelegal phenomenon (capable of being constrained by legal norms, but apt
to bypass these norms at times as well). IL conceives sovereignty as constituted
by the framework of legal norms. IR remains essentially state-centered. IL is
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increasingly becoming people-centered; NGOs and civil society actors are often
the prime drivers in IL processes (e.g. landmines, the International Criminal
Court). Nonstate actors have still to be accorded the place they deserve in IR
theory and practice. Pursuit or defense of state interests is usually the prime
motivation of IR action. Promotion of human well-being and protection and
promotion of human rights and the environment propel much of IL activism.
Values of transparency and accountability are at the heart of IL. Expediency and
impunity often figure unabashedly in IR.

These areas of contention can be bridged in mutually beneficial ways,
however. In the past,

IR theory has informed an important strain of international law scholar-
ship. It provides a useful frame for situating international law as a
matter of institutional interactions rather than as a matter of doctrine.
“By situating legal rules and institutions in their political context, IR
helps to reduce the abstraction and self-contained character of doctrinal
analysis and to channel normative idealism in effective directions.”11

Perhaps the time is ripe for IL jurisprudence to return the favor, and help reduce
the state-centeredness and increase the people-centeredness of IR.

International relations and international law: two cases of
constructive engagement?

I examine more closely here two of the four areas of international lawmaking
covered by the SSRC project – small arms and international terrorism – as
examples of “constructive engagement” that has taken place between IR and IL.

Small arms

Today there are an estimated 639 million documented small arms in the world:
more than one for every 12 men, women, and children on the face of the earth.
This figure does not include the millions of undocumented, privately held arms.

[S]mall arms are implicated in 1,300 deaths a day, a toll that
approaches the magnitude of the global AIDS crisis. Yet the costs of
these weapons run far deeper than just the mortality, injury, and psy-
chological trauma of people who are shot. In assessing the social costs
of these weapons, one must also take account of the public health costs
in terms of lost productivity; the crime costs in terms of increases in
insurance and the costs of hiring private security firms; the humanitar-
ian costs in terms of displaced persons and injuries to relief personnel;
the militarization of refugee camps; and the development costs in terms
of economic, social, and educational underdevelopment.12
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Current international efforts to address the problem focus on the supply side,
and seek to regulate the illicit manufacture, stockpiling, transfer, and trade of
small arms. Such a supply-focused approach has been a product of conventional
approaches to IR (state-centered and focusing on key arms controllers more
familiar with supply-focused mechanisms) and to IL (as governing relations
between states and relying on states to implement regulatory agreements).
However, both IR and IL research has shown that such an approach has been
largely ineffective, first because of lack of political will on the parts of states
who resist attempts to examine the sources that drive demand for small arms
(including their own weaknesses and failures). These states are the prime nego-
tiators of the international regulatory regime – small wonder that regulatory
efforts have been hampered. Second, efforts to frame the problem in terms of
“illicit and criminal activity” draw on traditional biases and shortcomings in the
arms control and law enforcement communities. They also appeal to govern-
ments that are reluctant to discuss the political dimensions of the small arms
trade in international political forums.13

This has affected the design of the UN forums created to address the issue
(the 2001 UN Programme of Action, which has no legally binding powers or
authority), and the nature of the norm development (the UN Firearms Protocol,
which focuses on supply-side control). In response to this situation, fortunately,
NGO practice has begun to lead and drive the process. The International Action
Network on Small Arms (IANSA) is a network of over 500 nongovernmental
partners in over 100 countries. Through IANSA, an alternative approach is
being advocated that focuses on (1) the demand for small arms from defense and
security sectors by nonstate groups, including those in conflict with the state,
and micro-level demand by individuals concerned about the security of them-
selves and their families; and (2) the direct and indirect humanitarian effects of
small arms: on mortality and injury, public health costs, criminality, and poverty
and development.14 Jurists working at both the national and the international
level face the challenge of articulating a lawmaking agenda to support an
approach to dealing with small arms from a perspective that focuses on the
demand side and on the direct and indirect effects of small arms.

Concrete interventions are taking place at country level by NGOs focusing on
ameliorating the direct and indirect effects of small arms. Some of these have
found their way into the UN Programme of Action, which lays out a number of
indirect approaches to addressing such effects: disarmament, demobilization,
and reintegration of former combatants; security sector reform; attending to the
special needs and vulnerabilities of children and of women; focusing on prob-
lems related to human and sustainable development; encouraging education and
public awareness programs; and promoting dialogue and a culture of peace.
These programs have been inspired by, and often are implemented by, national
and local NGOs. UN member states will have an opportunity to address incon-
sistencies and inadequacies in the UN Programme of Action when it is reopened
for negotiation in 2006.
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Efforts to frame the problem in terms of “illicit and criminal activity” have
created an area of sensitivity related to demand and use of small arms by insur-
gent groups. If international law development automatically labels this type of
demand in such terms, as a result of dominance of the state-centered paradigm,
the very credibility of international law may be at stake. “If international law is
applied against the interests of insurgents whom local people believe are their
legitimate rulers, then they may come to see international law as a threat to their
political aspirations.”15

International terrorism

The field of international relations has traditionally been concerned with con-
flicts among state actors, rather than with the role nonstate actors may play
regarding international security. The problem of international terrorism therefore
poses a conceptual challenge. International terrorism is an international phenom-
enon, impacting on international security and stability, and therefore “falls
squarely within the domain of what IR should be able to explain and under-
stand.”16 It also falls squarely within the domain of what IL should be able to
regulate and prevent.

Traditionally, IR has tended to focus on specific groups, particular ideologies,
or even particular strategies or threats of terror or violence. The realist school of
IR, refusing to admit that nonstate actors are endowed with independent agency
or power in international politics, suggests that the way to formulate policy is to
refocus on “rogue” states as the sponsors of violence through proxy nonstate
actors. The liberal IR school suggests a regulatory response, with international
organizations providing multilateral forums for coordinating state responses to
international terrorism. IL has focused on criminalizing particular acts of terror-
ism (such as piracy or hijacking) and punishing those who commit such acts. It
has been primarily a reactive and piecemeal approach. Only recently has IL
begun trying to focus on prevention and the links between terrorist groups and
transnational organized crime.

Given the limited success of the approaches discussed above, the case can be
made for analyzing international terrorism not only as a security threat, but also
as a political phenomenon. There is a common and identifiable pattern that non-
state actors adopt when mounting a violent challenge to the political status quo.
This pattern of transnational political mobilization coexists with an international
system of states. It is useful, therefore, to view the international system as a
single political space in which both state and nonstate actors interact and
respond to one another. Such an approach, which focuses on the processes of
transnational political mobilization, emphasizes “the need to promote stronger
institutional channels both within and beyond the state for nonstate actors to use
to articulate political grievances.”17 By providing institutional channels and
legitimate avenues for the articulation of grievances, nonstate actors can be dis-
suaded and prevented from taking recourse to violence. Such institutions,
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including strong regional court systems (such as the European Court of Human
Rights) “provide a useful focus for a common research agenda that could be
pursued by both international relations and international law scholars.”18

The George W. Bush administration’s doctrine of preemptive strike, as
applied in Iraq, poses a fundamental challenge to both IR and IL. The doctrine,
bluntly put, asserts America’s right to strike first in combating the peril posed by
terrorist networks and rogue states armed with weapons of mass destruction.
“Whether the new US policy attempts to carve out an amendment to the existing
rules that only applies to America, or indeed, whether the United States is
seeking to move outside the legal framework altogether by excepting itself from
these rules,” the Bush Doctrine poses a serious threat to the existing inter-
national law regulating the use of force and needs to be addressed seriously by
both IR and IL communities.19

In the two other areas of international lawmaking examined by the SSRC
project, there is also evidence of constructive engagement between IR and IL.
Both the process and outcome that led to the UN’s Guiding Principles on
Internal Displacement (1998) reveal a softening of the rigidities that keep the
two disciplines apart. The process allowed for significant roles and contributions
from nonstate actors. The outcome was deliberately and strategically embodied
in the Guiding Principles – a “soft law” instrument.20

Similarly, NGOs played a significant, some would say dominant, role in the
process that led to the adoption of the Rome Treaty, which created the Inter-
national Criminal Court. But at the end of the day, it was states, 139 of them,
that signed on to the treaty.

The establishment of the International Criminal Court represented a constitu-
tional moment for international law, whereby notions about the legality and
legitimacy (under international law) of the extraterritorial jurisdiction of states
were transformed into principles governing the exercise of criminal jurisdiction
by the international community as a whole.21

Concepts embodied in the Rome Treaty, including universal (jus cogens)
crimes, universal jurisdiction, and complementarity, all challenge both IR and IL
scholars to do some fundamental rethinking, preferably together.

Bridging the international relations–international law
divide to confront current challenges and crises

Today international law is facing multiple crises:

• The global crisis of erosion of the rule of law. Some states, such as the Iraq
war’s so-called coalition of the willing, are flouting international law with
impunity and are willing to attack the UN if it tries to hold them to their
Charter obligations.

• The related crisis of unilateralism and exceptionalism.
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• The crisis of accountability, especially in the case of certain transnational
corporations and certain international organizations.

• The crisis of effectiveness, as a result of lack of implementation and inade-
quate enforcement of international law.

• The crisis of relevance. Increasing numbers of problems that are inter-
national in nature and therefore need international norms, standards, and
responses (such as trafficking, transborder pollution, etc.) are just not
covered, or are inadequately covered, by international law.

• The crisis of unmet needs. Indigenous people, minorities, internally dis-
placed people, and the disabled all need international law to recognize their
rights and international institutions to address their problems. Yet inter-
national lawmaking proceeds at a snail’s pace.

Now is the time for the IR and IL communities to bridge their divide and
address the multiple crises facing international law. Otherwise, not only will
international law become redundant, but the IR and IL communities will face the
threat of extinction as well. Now is not the time for staking and defending turf,
or for entrenchment of attitudes. Now is the time for crossing lines, building
bridges, and partnering. This SSRC project represents a promising start. But it
needs to be built upon, through partnering in research, conceptualization, theory
construction, lobbying, advocacy, and the spearheading of international law-
making initiatives.
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